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August 2004 
Letter from the Middle East 

John Hubers, a good friend, has been urging me to embark on a regular series of 

compositions more or less on the model of Alistair Cooke's unique weekly event on BBC 

radio entitled, 'Letter From America'. (Mine, of course, will be 'Letter from the Middle 

East', and I imagine that makes at least one ocean and a whole sea of difference.) Cooke, 

an expatriate Englishman who adopted America, did a magnificent job during a career 

spanning well over fifty years. There were those of us who would set aside other 
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engagements simply to hear his dry voice wheeze out another of his droll rambles replete 

with pithy aphorisms, observations on history, home-grown wisdom and personal 

anecdotes. It was, perhaps, to be his last poetic exclamation that, within days of his 

swansong broadcast, he died. 

He was, when all is said, a brilliant journalist. More to the point, he was a sensitive 

and insightful human being, and he loved his subject — America. For all the times I 

heartily disagreed with him, he was my image of that archaic species of individual we 

once knew as a 'Christian gentleman'. America never had a more credible, eloquent, 

persuasive and committed ambassador, even though our government, to my knowledge, 

never paid him a red cent for it. He was a bridge person in an age of barrier building and 

deceptions with smoke and mirrors. We shall all miss him now that he is wheezing out 

his good advice before the Throne of Grace. 

I make no pretense of matching Cooke. But I do have a few credentials. I am, for 

instance, an expatriate American who has adopted the Middle East. Or perhaps it was that 

the Middle East adopted me. I do not know. But I do love it, and those who know me 

know I've some stories to tell. 

So, with some trepidation, here goes! 

Translation 

I set my hand to the first of these letters, perched as I am on the Island of Cyprus, in 

many ways the ideal overlook toward all things middle eastern. Our little foothill village 

is friendly and quiet, barring the occasional testosterone-afflicted teen-ager testing out his 

new motorbike. The sun is bright; the skies are clear; the breezes fresh; Nancy's little 

craft group chatters under our over-loaded grape arbor; our two yard cats — Lucy and 

Chuckie — prowl about with miffed expressions lifting their whiskers, having lost their 

lounging spots in the shade to the ladies. 

But I digress. 

Over this past month or so son, Tom, and I (in that order of burden and precedence) 

have been laboring on the next issue of the Middle East Council of Churches' English 

magazine, the NewsReport. (Don't ask why 'NewsReport' is all one word. It just 

happened that way one day, and stuck. Logic doesn't enter.) 
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My main job these days, in my lowly role as contributing editor, is translation. And it 

can be a blinding undertaking. Most annoying are the pieces that come in by fax. All the 

characters on the page have that vague and far-off look. If you have a fax machine like 

ours, there's always that stripe down the page where parts of words or words in their 

entirety completely vanish, and my eyes (plagued with minor cataracts, they tell me) are 

certainly not what they once were. 

Then there are those pieces where the writer is predisposed to eloquence. And Arabic 

can be a marvelous language for eloquence. That's where my poor old Hans Wehr 

dictionary gets further dog-eared. (It has already lost the cover for its spine, and the two 

cover boards relate to the main body of the volume only in the most tenuous manner. It 

must be rebound one of these days.) The current prizewinner for the eloquent turn of 

phrase is the council's new director for communications, George Naseef, an old friend 

from the time we spent in Beirut in the 60s and 70s, a veteran of the Orthodox Youth 

Movement, and a crackerjack lay theologian. But when he writes I am sorely tested. 

I have occasionally had to translate the magnificent Arabic of Bishop George Khodr, the 

Greek Orthodox Metropolitan (virtually, Archbishop) of Mount Lebanon. He is one of 

George's mentors, as you might imagine. A profound theologian, his Arabic is frequently 

so lofty as to be opaque even to Arabs. But a translator is not allowed so lame an excuse. 

Once, when, after long and arduous labor, I came to the end of one of his essays, I 

transmitted my product to him with the comment, “If you would like to have said what I 

have written in English, then please approve this translation.” As I recall, I did not hear 

back from him on this matter. We published my translation, and he and I are still friends. 

Arabic is also the quintessential language for the run-on sentence. To render these 

elaborate page-long constructions into English — break them up into manageable chunks 

of meaning and confirm that the chunks all fit together to shape a conclusion — requires 

a kind of intuition that over the years I have had to develop, but it still twists the mind. 

On occasion a bit of fictional emendation is required especially where the Arab author 

has run on so long that the point has gotten lost and pronouns, number, gender, case and 

all sorts of things have gotten quite garbled. In these cases, the translation can actually 

have more value than the original. The one who takes the cake in this competition is my 

erstwhile boss, the council's former general secretary, Riad Jarjour. A man of many 

words, I often verbally chastised him for his contorted Byzantine Arabic. But he will not 

change. For some people the art is to seem to say something and not say it. Arabic is a 

good medium for that. 
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But, really, what is translation? In the middle of the exercise, as frustrations mount 

and pages blur, you don't think philosophical thoughts like that. But afterward, and the 

result provides some satisfaction, you do. Indeed, what is it? 

Americans, by and large, do not seem interested in the world’s diversity of languages. 

Is it part of our inherent isolationist frame of mind? Through the tools we've invented, 

through our commercial and media domination, and building upon the broad impact of 

the British Empire-that-was, we have made English the world’s lingua franca. If this is to 

build bridges between cultures, then we know the traffic across them is all in our 

direction. It is enough to speak English (even if we do so increasingly less well), because 

the world has beaten a path to our door. 

But one thing we forget. Although the educated classes throughout the world speak 

our language, in their hearts and psyches theirs is still their own. The seat of their cultural 

identity largely remains intact. When they tell jokes and laugh, when they turn to mourn, 

when anger stirs, when love ignites, when their prayers ascend … that is, when they are 

most themselves and most human and are ‘franking’ nothing, their ‘lingua’ is their own. 

And it is then that our linguistic arrogance costs us something precious. 

I have a good friend, ’Isaam Khoury, a Jordanian, who is a simultaneous translator. I 

have seen him in marathon meetings, leaning back in his chair inside his booth, headset 

firmly clamped over his ears, microphone in hand, translating for hours on end in both 

directions. My hat’s always off to ’Isaam! His skill … nay, his gift! … is quite beyond 

me. I, for my part, must mull over word choice and meaning's shade. My translator’s 

arsenal is buried deep and I access it pedantically, a piece at a time. But ’Isaam has it all 

ready to hand, and, rapid fire as his delivery must be, his endurance is even more 

remarkable. The fact is that he and I have a mutual admiration society going. He 

appreciates it when I am able to provide him with advance copy of a translation of a 

paper that will be read. It gives him a change of pace and reduces the occupational hazard 

of misinterpretation. And I, though I do not directly need his services, appreciate that 

because of him an international meeting can move smoothly and without interruption. He 

is the medium for understanding, the bridge itself. 

What, then, is it that ’Isaam and I do? Well, we take the human stuff in one linguistic 

framework and shape it to fit into another framework with as much sensitivity to both as 

God has given us grace to have. Since both of us are Christians, we have a kind of 

vocational commitment too. We both know that we are in service to the W(w)ord, both 
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the ultimate and the immediate. And the Word touches upon the soul and the human soul 

is above all things precious in the eyes of God. That Pentecostal Word speaks all 

languages, vitally touches and shapes all cultures. 

The Suryanis 

In the course of this week’s labors, I have been reminded of the marvelous service 

that was provided by a whole people that, because they were positioned and ready in 

history, served as the bridge for humanity's first essay in global culture. Their activities 

reached from Greece to Mongolia, from the Caucasus to Yemen and all stops in between. 

I speak, of course, of that people whose primary language is Syriac or, if you prefer, 

Aramaic. They are now known as the Suryânîs, a name sometimes confused with 

‘Syrian’. Going back in time, they are the direct and legitimate heirs to the ubiquitous 

Aramean culture that lies behind our Old Testament and continued to be the dominant 

folk culture of the Middle East right down to the 10th century A.D. when it was 

superceded by Arabic, a language almost as ancient. 

You remember the Arameans, of course. There is that very special little confession of 

faith that Moses urged upon the Hebrew tribes: “A wandering Aramean was my ancestor; 

he went down to Egypt and lived there as an alien, few in number, and there he became a 

great nation, mighty and populous. …” Read it all in the 26th chapter of Deuteronomy. It 

is the story of God’s liberation. Hebrew, of course, is a variant and cognate of Aramaic 

and borrowed its written form from the ancient Arabic of Sheba (modern Yemen). 

Aramaic itself evolved into Syriac with its lovely flowing script that the Arabs eventually 

adapted to their needs. But the ‘ur-culture’ of the Middle East remains Aramean, the 

bridge across its vast deserts, the tympanic rhythm of its towns and villages, the language 

of Christ himself and of his disciples. 

In the 8th and 9th centuries, the Arab armies of the rising Muslim state conquered 

most of the Aramean heartland, and spread out primarily eastward into Persia and 

eventually to India. But even there they found the Suryânîs. The Malayalee elite of the 

state of Kerala on India's western coast (dominantly Christian) still proudly call 

themselves ‘Syrians’. The Suryânîs had been there since the 4th century or before. The 

Suryânîs also established the first churches in what we now call ‘the Arab Gulf’. Furtive 

archeology has identified magnificent churches and monasteries buried in the sands of 

Saudi Arabia, Qatar, the United Arab Emirates and even as far north as Kuwait on the 
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little island of Faylaka. This thriving church sent bishops to the first ecumenical council 

in Nicea in 325 A.D. 

Following the Muslim conquest, though, the Suryânîs saw the vocation their far-flung 

culture had given them. They became the cultural tutor of the Arabs. They drew upon the 

venerable cultures of the Middle East and those equally venerable cultures of Greece, 

Persia and India, distilled their finest products, and set about translating at a phenomenal 

rate. Out of their magnificent effort, Arab culture flourished, and from their labors 

(invaluably enriched by their Arab and Muslim beneficiaries, of course) we in the West 

received back the heritage of Greek philosophy and science. Without them we would 

have had no Thomas Aquinas nor would the West have known a Renaissance or 

Reformation. There has been no precedent for the achievement of the Suryânîs, and yet 

we have almost forgotten them, these inveterate translators and patient tutors for a global 

culture. What a magnificent movement of the Spirit they illustrate! 

Translation as Christian Service  

I have ambled around perhaps more than I intended at the outset of this first ‘Letter 

from the Middle East’, but I think we have a better idea of what 'translation' can mean. In 

the end, for those of us who pursue it diligently, it is a sacred task and one that benefits 

many, both near at hand and afar off. At its very core lie the callings of peace and 

reconciliation, and compassion and justice too must play their parts. It is a vocation that 

stands in the teeth of the devil's current global heresy that would split the world into 

warring camps of religion and culture. It is, I submit, more than just a missionary task; it 

is a Christian vocation, one of the ways by which Christians fulfill their calling as 

ministers of reconciliation, in service with him by whose merit and ministry the dividing 

walls of hostility in our world are broken down, thereby establishing peace (and, not 

incidentally, binding Satan). And it all came very much to the fore one day in Jerusalem 

… one day in the Middle East's very heart and soul … and that day we call Pentecost. 

As the Germans phrase it, greetings to the lands of evening from the lands where the 

sun rises! 
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September 2004 
Walls … and Other Walls 

You remember Robert Frost’s writing, “Something there is that doesn’t love a wall, / 

That sends the frozen-ground-swell under it / And spills the upper boulders to the sun / 

And makes gaps even two can pass between.” It’s an American classic. I came better to 

understand it when we lived some years in Montreal, Canada. I was always amazed (and 

not infrequently appalled) when the spring thaw pushed up into our lawn rocks — big 

ones! — that had no business being there. And had there been a wall above them, it 

would have been Frost’s vision all over again. A wall would have come down because 

unloved. I only got serious nicks in my mower blade, but the point was made. 

Now, years later, back in the Middle East, Nancy and I see lots of walls. They come 

in many guises. This is, after all, the culture that invented the ‘hacienda’ and gave it as a 

gift to the Spaniards — the graceful, horseshoe shaped homestead with a well in the 

center, landscaped with herb beds, flowers and fruit trees, and closed at the narrow end 

by a curtain wall with a postern gate. In the Gulf we knew the enclosure as a ‘hosh’, a 

place of privacy defined by a surrounding line of rooms. Within its embrace there was 

promise of hospitality and beauty, serenity and security. It did not so much exclude as 

include. That, at least, was my experience. 

When Nancy and I drive up into our magnificent Cyprus hills, one sight never 

wearies us. It is the grape fields. When during the summer months all else goes brown 

and tan and scruffy, and the wrath of brush fires threatens to herd generations of vipers 

out of their hidey-holes, the grape terraces shout out a lush green. They nestle in little 

swales and climb the slopes of steep hills. And what holds them in place is a magnificent 

system of walls painstakingly built of rough un-mortared stone. They are hundreds (even 

many hundreds) of years old, maintained by patient men and women from one generation 

to the next, and they serve a far different purpose to the walls of Frost’s poem. They turn 

otherwise barren limestone hillsides into glory-giving gardens. Where they have failed 

through neglect as they do here in modern Cyprus and have done in Palestine and 

Lebanon, something inestimably precious is lost. What’s precious? It is the idea of 

husbandry and the planting a good thing in the wilderness. Walls can help do that. 

People do different things with walls. That’s all I’m saying. They keep out the winds 

of winter; they protect against the rains of spring; in their lea we shelter from the summer 

sun. Walls are markers. Walls retain. Walls protect. Walls, as in the English or New 
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England countryside, are sometimes just walls, ordered piles of rocks from cultivated 

fields. Walls, for good or ill, we will always build. 

But back to the poem: Talking to his barrier-mending New England neighbor, Frost 

chides him: “Before I built a wall I’d ask to know / Who I was walling in or walling out, / 

And to whom I was like to give offense …” Surely his apple orchards were not about to 

mount aggression against his neighbor’s pines. It’s one of Frost’s truly grand pieces, and 

it leaves us waiting for the other stone to drop. As he goes along with what he wants, 

Frost profoundly denies his neighbor’s homely adage that “Good fences make good 

neighbors.” And isn’t it curious that that is the line everyone remembers? For his part 

Frost knows that “Something there is that doesn’t love a wall, / That wants it down.” And 

with that wall-bashing ‘something’ he is in complete sympathy. 

Leaving aside the agony of Iraq (O Lord, how can one do that?), we have been living 

through another agony here in the Middle East for well over a half century, and 

particularly in Palestine. The agony is a divided land and a conflicted people. Now that 

agony has been incarnated in a wall. Some call it the ‘Partition Barrier’, others dub it a 

‘Security Fence’, still others speak of it as the ‘Apartheid Wall’. It has many names. Its 

3.2 million dollar per mile price tag is largely American financed, and it is a massive 

undertaking. 

In a winding strip that varies from 150 to 300 feet wide, at most points through the 

strip’s center will run a high-tech electrified barbed wire fence nine feet tall, but at places 

it becomes a reinforced concrete wall some 25 feet high with armored guard towers 

spaced at frequent and regular intervals. Here and there it is pierced by elaborate gates 

that a Palestinian, wishing to work ancestral fields on the other side, must have 

permission to pass through, permission that is not infrequently denied. The wall is 

deliberately designed not so much to be impregnable as to intimidate, humiliate and 

degrade the Palestinian population. If allowed to stand, it will also incorporate into Israel 

some of Palestine’s most fertile land. 

The path of this wall is constantly being revised, but it will snake deep into the West 

Bank, cutting off villages from their water sources, and chopping into small and isolated 

fragments what will some day become the sovereign Palestinian homeland. And mind 

you, we are speaking about a piece of semi-arid land a little more than twice the size of 

Long Island, and a good deal smaller than half of New Jersey. Home to over a million 
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and a half Palestinians, it is seriously underdeveloped and poverty stricken. Its economic 

woes the wall only exacerbates. 

The International Court of Justice (along with many other bodies including the 

European Union and the Israeli human rights movement) has condemned the wall. And it 

is only one more symbol — undoubtedly the most blatant, demeaning, brutal and 

obscene, but still just one more symbol of many — that declares Israel’s intention to 

exclude and deny. Exclude what? Deny what? Ah, there’s the rub! At the present reading, 

it is to exclude and deny almost everything that is middle eastern, that is Arab, that, in a 

word, belongs in the region. Good fences make good neighbors? Not by a long shot. 

Years ago I read a science fiction novel that, among other things, touched upon the 

Great Wall of China. (Understand: I am a SciFi buff.) The Great Wall — like its clone, 

the French Maginot Line many centuries later — was built to exclude people civilized 

folk considered barbarian. In the end, of course, neither the Wall nor the Line worked. 

But the O’Henryesque touch in this novel was that this massive human construction, 

clearly visible from outer space, was in fact in the shape of a character spelling out the 

message, ‘help!’ It had been contrived by a stranded alien space traveler seeking rescue 

by others of his kind. I can’t shake the image (though I’ve long since forgotten both 

author’s name and book’s title), and the Wall does, in reality, remain one of the world’s 

truly great follies that the enterprising Chinese have since turned it into a profitable 

tourist attraction. But Chinese emperors intended it would be the impregnable barrier 

against which barbarian tides would break and recede. That didn’t happen. Time and tide, 

that wait for none, won. In the end, it was merely an alien cry for help that never came. 

We build some walls against perceived threats we should address in other ways. The 

walls stand in history’s museum as statements of failure and, yes, folly. They are first 

barriers in the mind, in the soul. When built they inflict wounds in the heart and irritate 

the spirit to rage and violence. We add the Israeli wall to the Great Wall of China and the 

Maginot Line (and, while we’re at it, to the Warsaw Ghetto wall of shameful memory, 

and the barbed wire fences of Belsen, Buchenwald, Dachaw and Auschwitz). All are 

failures. All sad. All speak of death not life. All demonstrate that when human beings set 

themselves up with special privilege against their neighbors, and intentionally try to 

demean, debase and even destroy their neighbor, they invite into their domain hatred and 

fear, paranoia and mass hysteria, and violence without let-up. And it is that hatred and 

fear, working as a viral cancer, that eventually makes artificial enclosures crumble, but 

not before the experience of great tragedy. 
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‘Something there is that doesn’t love a wall.’ And Frost might well have been 

reflecting upon Paul’s letter to the Ephesians where, in the second chapter, the apostle 

celebrates how Christ by his cross has broken down ‘the dividing wall of hostility’ 

between Jew and Gentile, between humanity and God, thereby establishing peace. The 

barriers of enmity God does not love. God wants them down. And in the passage of time, 

by God’s grace and the faithfulness of godly people, those barriers fall so ‘even two can 

pass between’ the gaps. 

But what of other walls? Drawing upon scripture again, I’m mesmerized by John of 

Patmos’s vision of the New Jerusalem with its radiant and massive walls and lofty and 

lustrous gates. One quickly becomes aware that these are not defensive walls. The gates 

will never be shut, and into the city will flow ‘the glory and honor of the nations’. Like 

the ‘hosh’ I grew up with, they shape an embrace — the embrace of the ‘throne of God 

and of the Lamb’, bathed in light, whence flows the river of the water of life that is, in 

turn, spanned by the tree of life that gives nourishment in all seasons and healing for the 

nations. 

There is a power … a ‘something’ … that doesn’t love a wall, that wants it down. 

And it is that same power that offers in place of enmity’s and bigotry’s divisive wall, as 

the writer to the Hebrews phrased it, a true ‘city to dwell in’, a ‘hosh’ of human 

habitation, a home with dignity, a place of justice and love where all people reside in 

peace. We do well to devote ourselves to this embracing vision rather than to the doomed 

walls that divide. 

Like Frost, when we perceive a wall, we do well to be very critical: “Before I built a 

wall I’d ask to know / Who I was walling in or walling out, / And to whom I was like to 

give offense …” We must, you see, choose our walls very carefully. 

And so, again, greetings to the lands of evening from the lands where the sun rises! 

 

September 2004 
War and the World 

 “War is God’s way of teaching Americans geography.” That’s a quote we’ve stumbled 

across on the Internet that may be attributed to Mark Twain or H. L. Menken or one of 

those wags who go beyond the funny to the spine chilling. In the days when everything 
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was smooth, and Americans were still liked around the world, we thought the world’s 

good will our birthright. But, for our part, we didn’t know much about the world. 

I remember back in 1958 that a radio station in De Kalb, Illinois (just up the street from 

the county seat of Sycamore, you know), found this missionary family in the area and, 

during a time of program doldrums, decided to interview a younger member thereof. And 

so, if only for a moment, I became a star of radio just like Ronald Regan. I recall an 

ozone-infested broadcast booth with a now-faceless interviewer asking inane questions 

about an exotic little Middle East country called Kuwait that nobody had ever heard of. 

Remember when? We were drinking its oil, a tanker-load a gulp, but did we know where 

it was, this ‘Kuwait’? Did we even care? 

Before I go on further, you have to know that, on my mother’s side, I’m a Bridger, and 

Bridgers are a well-respected family in De Kalb County. Why, we’re almost blueblood! I 

am the grandson of ‘Gentleman John Bridger’. My grandmother used to claim that we’re 

direct descendants of Queen Elizabeth. When, in later years, I tried to point out to her that 

Elizabeth was supposed to have been the ‘Virgin Queen’ and officially had no 

descendants, Grandmother’d change tack and recall that old Gabe Bridger, the hard-

drinking morally iffy frontiersman after whom there’s at least one national park named, 

was among our relatives too. To this day I’m not quite sure what virtue there is in either 

association, even were they true. In any case, on that evening the whole Bridger clan was 

tuned in to this here little De Kalb radio station. 

I don’t know quite how it happened, but I started chattering away about a loveable rascal 

of a Kuwaiti shaykh named ‘Abd-Allâh al-Mubârak. He had always been a favorite of 

mine, caricature though he was of Arab shaykhs in the oil era. I recall several occasions 

when my father would take me along when he paid courtesy calls on him while Shaykh 

‘Abd-Allâh was governor of Kuwait city. He always sat in great state and received my 

father with great honor and good humor. We would walk in to the cathedral-sized 

reception room of the governorate with Shaykh ‘Abd-Allâh seated on a large chair that 

only missed being a throne by a hair in what was to all intents and purposes its apse. 

Around the walls were seated supplicants, sycophants, retainers, hangers-on, a functional 

official or two and a few people with legitimate business. This was a classic shaykhly 

‘diwâniyyah’ and ‘Abd-Allâh administered it with great aplomb. Approaching the 

presence of the shaykh, the first thing that always grabbed my eye was the array of rings 

on his hands. Then came the billow of incense and perfume. But what riveted one was the 

great big smile that he had. 
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“Ah! Doctor Eskeddar,” he would bellow, “you come and I am not even sick!” 

In his uniquely modulated Arabic, with a self-deprecating smile, my father would 

respond, “Yes, Shaykh ‘Abd-Allâh, I like to see some people even when they are well 

and need no physician.” 

“You’ve arrived among folk and your feet tread upon a level place.” 

“God bless you, Shaykh ‘Abd-Allâh.” 

The shaykh would then seat us at the head of the room, next to him. If someone had to 

move, they moved down the pecking order. There would be a ripple of those rising to 

say, “God bless you with goodness.” And then tea would be served along with bantering 

talk and finally came the coffee ritual, marking that we were free to leave, having 

observed the niceties. The point of the visit was to keep relationships alive and to be seen 

in the community. 

As the shaykh once observed, “Half of the people in this room owe you their lives, 

Doctor, and not a few at least their manhood.” And there’d be a roll of laughter. 

As oil wealth from 1952 onward demanded more bureaucracy and titles, ‘Abd-Allâh al-

Mubârak and other senior shaykhs became far less accessible, shielded by an increasingly 

elaborate Levantine screen of secretaries and officious assistants. ‘Abd-Allâh was then 

appointed head of security and given control of Kuwait TV and radio. He was, in effect, 

number two in the pecking order of power. It proved his undoing. 

During the Franco-British-Israeli invasion of Suez in 1956, he became something of a 

local hero among Kuwaitis. As the story goes, he single handedly stopped a protest march 

against the British political residence. Hearing that a mob was marching, ‘Abd-Allâh 

jumped into his Cadillac convertible with no escort or guard, drove up to the front of the 

march, parked cross-ways on the dirt road, drew a line across it and, when the mob came 

up to him, defied anybody to cross. The mob dispersed. Later, feeling his oats, he began 

fiddling to advance himself against his nephew, the enlightened ruler ‘Abd-Allâh as-

Sâlim, during a state visit to Kuwait by the Sa‘ûdi king, Sa‘ûd bin-‘Abd-ul-‘Azîz. 

The long and the short of his gambit is this: He failed and found himself sent off into 

comfortable exile for a decade and a half to the flesh pots of Beirut and points west. 

When he was granted permission to return in the early 1970s he was (relatively speaking) 
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impoverished, syphilitic, broken in health, and soon to die. My father and I paid a final 

call on him after his return. It was an emotional moment. For my father, he remained a 

loveable rascal and always a dear friend. 

I’d heard my father affectionately describe him as a ‘rascal’ so many times that, in my 

innocence in 1958, I almost thought it was part of Shaykh ‘Abd-Allâh’s proper name. It 

has a kind of ring to it, don’t you think? — ‘Abd-Allâh, the Rascal Shaykh’? I had no 

notion that my describing him as such on air would cause offense. 

Well, I was wrong. It did cause offense. And I got a good dressing down by my father for 

my indiscretion. I need not have said it. It was a lesson in diplomacy I’ve never forgotten. 

Never speak your mind unless you’ve got a mind to speak, and when you speak do so 

with honor and dignity. 

Now, if only George Bush could learn that! 

But those were days when, in the Middle East, America was in high good odor in spite of 

its repugnant support of Israel. When in 1956 Eisenhower told the British, French and 

Israelis to get out of Sinai and away from the Suez Canal, and commanded that they give 

it all back to Gamal ‘Abd-un-Nasser and they did that, American stock in the Middle East 

soared. When I was a boy growing up in Iraq and Kuwait, ‘American’ was the thing to 

be. We could walk on water. I remember time and again Arabs and Iranians going out of 

their way to tell me, “America is our friend.” And, by gum! didn’t that puff me up? I was 

an American. I was a ‘friend’; I was ‘big stuff’! 

My, how things have changed! 

Since the mid-1950s, in the way we do foreign stuff, we Americans have become a nation 

that practices something called ‘Realpolitik’. It’s an a nasty and a-moral political 

philosophy we’ve imported from pre-Nazi Germany, a philosophy that says each country 

is out for itself, and the devil takes the hindmost. A dear old Presbyterian elder named 

John Foster Dulles was the first serious practitioner of that philosophy, but since his 

demise others have taken the art to new heights. The most adept practitioner was a chap 

named Henry Alfred Kissinger. You’ll remember him. He’s still around, last I heard, and 

to be seen burbling his sage advice on TV news and commentary shows. Well, since his 

extended term of influence under Nixon, Ford and Regan, there’s been no turning back. 

Realpolitik has become fixed American doctrine in foreign affairs. Long gone are the 

days when ethics played any serious part in American foreign relations. All that counts is 
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national self-interest. And if you push self-interest one step further, you get bully rule. 

Rule Americana! And that’s where we are today. 

And where have we come out? We are a nation in horrendous debt. I’m not talking about 

the record national debt and balance of payments. I’m not talking about the American 

addiction to credit and spending way beyond one’s means. I am talking about a nation in 

deep moral debt to its founding fathers, having sold its birthright for a mess of pottage. 

What symbolizes it better than anything else than the sad story unfolding in Iraq? 

The saga of Baghdad’s Abû-Ghurayb Prison (now bidding fair to make Singsing and 

Alkatraz seem like five star luxury hotels) illustrates. A whole nation is brought face-to-

face with Eisenhower’s warning about the danger of an unfettered military-industrial 

complex that sets its own rules, does its own thing, threatens the very foundations of the 

American republic, and cares nothing for the ordinary ‘Joe ‘ on the street (wherever that 

‘Joe’ lives, be it New York or Baghdad or Kabul). 

When following hard upon the invasion of Iraq by allied forces — in fact during the early 

‘liberation’ of Basrah and well before the debacle in Nasriyyah — voices warned that 

things were going seriously wrong, Secretary Rumsfeld quipped to reporters that people 

were running around like Henny Penny crying that the sky was falling. It was then that 

the die was cast. His cynical plan was already unraveling. Not only have Americans 

discovered Iraq; they came to discover an America in Iraq they don’t like to look at. And, 

as Rumsfeld finally and begrudgingly confessed to the congressional committee, it 

happened on his watch: he was responsible for Abû-Ghurayb as he was for all the 

shortcomings in America’s planning for the post-war peace. But that is only one 

symptom among many of how the Anglo-American occupation of Iraq has unfolded. And 

if my Christian conscience and American patriotism are in line with one another, 

Americans ought not like what they see. It’s certain that the world doesn’t like it either. 

So what does it mean these days for America to be the dominant international power? 

We’ve come to use a phrase: ‘American culture is the envy of the world’. And it has 

begun to bother me more and more, not least because it has been used in the rhetoric that 

justifies the American regime’s posture toward the rest of the world. ‘Envy’ belongs in 

the list of the deadly sins and for a very good reason. It is the flip side of ‘Greed’, as I 

recall. Both have green eyes and they are monstrous. Out of these two emerge irrational 

emotions of vindictiveness and anger that cannot be reasoned with. 
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When I was growing up in Arabia, the term the Arabs used was not ghîrah (envy) but 

ihtirâm (honor) when they described how they felt about America. George Bush, you see, 

has gotten it tail-end over tea-cozy backward. There was a moment after the ghoulish and 

monstrous events of September 11
th

, 2001, when America could have done things so 

much better. But with cowboy confrontational tactics, America has played right into the 

hands of the Islamist extremists like ‘Usâmâ bin-Lâdin and his bloody-minded confreres 

who are blowing up people and chopping off the heads of innocent civilians in Iraq. What 

we are being told is that there are no longer any ‘innocent bystanders’. Everyone is fair 

game in the dynamic of greed and envy. 

But I still remember an American missionary doctor who could walk into the reception of 

the governor of Kuwait all uninvited and receive honor and the recognition that nobody, 

in living memory, has ever attained. He, indeed, walked on water, as did his Lord. And 

when he died in 1975, at his funeral the church was packed with Muslims who wanted to 

say that very thing. If we wish to win the world, we need to strive toward honor and not, 

in the vernacular of our current American administration, the world’s envy. 

And I greet you from the Lands of the Morning. 

November 2004 
The Power of the Irrational Idea 
It’s over, folks! Does it all make sense yet? Tuesday, November 2

nd
 is past us. We have 

come to the end of another over-long American election orgy. Billions of dollars have 

again been squandered on this media event, and the American electorate has decided the 

outcome. However that decision is to be read, it’s over, and thank God for that at least.  

It has been a campaign of fear. The catchword has been ‘security’ and enemies were all 

around. There were the terrorists, of course, and both campaigns were committed to 

prosecuting the ‘War on Terror’, as John Kennedy may have phrased it, “with vigah!” The 

Iraq factor, curiously, tailed off toward the end. Then, at a very fortuitous moment, at the 

11
th

 hour of Monday, November 1
st
, came ‘Usamâ bin-Lâdin’s ‘endorsement’ of President 

Bush.   

America is still caught up in the brutalities of September 11
th

, 2001. It remains the 

defining moment for much that has followed since. The anger and fear it generated has 

spelled misery for millions of people world-wide, not to say anything about 

disillusionment and the release of that I can only call ‘The Chaos Dragon’. Evil has been 
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applied in so many different ways of late that it’s become almost a trite word, but evil 

indeed seems to be in good health these days. And the cloud of anxiety casts a global 

gloom.  

So let’s provisionally call it ‘the fear election’. George Bush didn’t really win; he just 

didn’t quite lose. But there was another factor – a ‘soft’ factor, to be sure – that played in. 

It was religion. It played up Bush’s claim to having been ‘born again’ and was held by 

many to be decisive. For my part, whenever a politician capitalizes on religion, warning 

flags go up. Nonetheless, it was a factor and that has led me into a reverie.  

*  

Those of us who were around the Middle East at the time may be able to draw parallels 

between the Arab world’s ordeal in the Six-Day War of June 1967 and the trauma of 

‘9/11’. What strikes me most is the parallel impact each event had on religious thinking 

and its political implications.  

Between 1969 and 1971 I researched and wrote my Master’s thesis on the Arab defeat of 

1967 and how Arabs absorbed it. The literature I worked with was flowing hot and fresh 

off the presses in that most cosmopolitan, chaotic and creative of Arab cities, Beirut. And 

as I read, I became sharply aware of a line of argument among Muslim apologists and 

commentators. In simple phrase it ran: “We abandoned God, therefore God abandoned 

us.” The prescription for recovery was equally simple: “If we return to faith values and 

practices, and exercise Islamic control over our political institutions, then God will 

restore our fortunes. Furthermore, this argument was explicitly linked to the ideas and 

policies of doctrinaire Zionism. And here too the statement was simple: “See how our 

enemies in Israel prosper? It is because they are faithful to their religion.” And, with all 

its baggage of capricious violence and bigotry, that became the model.  

It is a line of thinking that has guided contemporary Islamist ideology. And it can be 

directly traced out in the increasingly restrictive – nay, even oppressive – policies of 

reactionary Muslim governments, and in the extremist actions taken by people like 

‘Usamâ bin-Lâdin and his emulators. As hopes for peace in Palestine were snuffed out 

after the assassination of Yitzhak Rabin nine years ago exactly to the day I write these 

lines (November 4), the successive Israeli regimes from Ehud Barak onward have only 

thrown fuel upon the fire of Islamist extremism (some would add, they have done so 

deliberately). 
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* 

In the endlessly repetitive postmortems of the US elections of Tuesday, November 2nd, 

among the people interviewed by BBC radio was a spokesperson for the Christian 

Coalition. She was still in euphoric mood, and was not at all bashful about stating the 

coalition’s political objectives. As I listened it was déjà vu all over again. She was 

parroting views Arab Muslims had articulated and developed over thirty-five years 

earlier. And here too the Zionist link was quite clear and I do not think coincidental. 

For her, America’s majority voted on November 2
nd

 for that cluster of specific principles 

that fall more or less into the eclectic catch basket of ‘Christian family values’. In 

returning to these, America would find its strength and self-confidence restored, because 

it was when America departed from them that God punished the nation with the disaster 

of 9/11. 

In both the Islamist and the right-wing Christian versions, we see a vindictive small god 

whose sole pleasure it is to inflict vengeance on whole peoples or to whimsically reward 

them for their compliance with a specific code of conduct. It is a foolproof formula for 

the irrational not least of all because the god depicted is capricious. 

When the BBC interviewer suggested that President Bush’s next administration must 

accommodate nearly half of America’s electorate that did not track along with that 

ideological agenda, the Christian Coalition’s spokesperson denied it. She put the matter 

rather bluntly: “That’s just too bad for them. They were wrong and they lost. We won and 

we’re right. The majority rules. That’s the American way.” 

What this woman allowed to slip is a basic democratic value. In a system like that of the 

American republic, the majority is only given the right to govern. It does not rule. One 

force alone rules. That is the law and its capstone is the US Constitution. To that law both 

majority and minority are subject. And while that might seem like a mere playing with 

words, the distinction is profound. The dictatorship of the majority is not permitted. The 

Christian Coalition shall not have its way unless, as many fear, they succeed in 

subverting the Constitution. 

* 

A dear friend and I walked through the Old City of Jerusalem last week. As we walked, 

we were reminded by a wise man — Albert Aghazarian, the best connected man in Old 

Jerusalem — to “… beware of the power of the irrational idea.” To illustrate his point he 

had only to wave his hand. Signs of the irrational were everywhere. It is irrational to 

believe that violence is suppressed by violence. It is irrational to demand neighborly 
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behavior from a whole people whom, in effect, you imprison. It is irrational to portray 

people as shiftless and unreliable when, deliberately, you forbid them latitude to work 

and do what needs doing to feed, clothe, shelter and educate their families. It is the 

irrational that governs Israel, and the irrational’s grip on the country — both the Israeli 

and the Palestinian side — is growing stronger.  

The irrational idea has power. Be warned. 

In the wake of 11/2/04, if irrational fear has driven us to this pass, are we witnessing the 

triumphant power of the irrational idea? Will we see its power enhanced hereafter? Is 

this, indeed, the ‘John Ashcroft Dispensation’? 

As President Yasser Arafat lies on his deathbed in a French military hospital, are we 

being given a moment to reflect? Can we look forward to a day when rationality (no 

matter how complex) will regain respect not only of voters, but of ordinary people 

walking the streets of the City of Peace or of Washington D.C.? 

December 2004 
Straightening the Highway 
There is an argument making the rounds that Islam is inherently violent and bigoted, and 

that the current wave of global terrorism in which Muslims feature prominently is an 

outworking of basic Muslim principles. There is no dealing with it save by force. 

This assertion cannot just be shrugged off. For one thing, too many people believe it. 

Besides, the historical record does, indeed, show that political Islam has been caught up 

in the business of warfare since the days of the Prophet Muhammad himself. And warfare 

is a violent business. 

But this is what gets lost: Muslim political discipline is largely telescoped into the 

lifetime of one man, the Prophet Muhammad, rather than evolved over four or more 

centuries as was the experience of the Christian Church. The dynamics are important. 

From launch of mission to persecution to establishment to domination, the space of 

Muslim time is three decades! Not only Christians forget this; Muslims forget it as well. 

Time compression is intensified by Muslims’ idealization of their Prophet. It has 

made the art of political improvisation difficult. If the Muslim genesis was quick, the 

process since has been hobbled by an unwieldy, pedantic and seemingly interminable 

discussion about how to do what the Prophet would have done. It has been both clumsy 

and inconclusive. But in Islam are we really dealing with a uniquely violent movement, 
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one that places no value on human life and intends to inspire political terror, justifying 

the indiscriminate sacrifice of innocent people to that end? 

The short answer is emphatically, ‘No!’ 

* 

As the Muslim city-state of Madinah evolved under the Prophet’s largely benevolent 

dictatorship (from 622 until 632 AD), the patterns of statecraft of the time applied. The 

political energy of Islam increased; its realm of control broadened; the mechanism for 

doing that was military. That’s just the way things worked in those days. Pacifism was 

not in the vocabulary of the 7th century. For an extended period of time (up into the mid-

17th century, actually), the imperial institutions of Islam continued to expand. They came 

to embrace a landmass broad enough to make even Alexander of Macedon weep with 

envy. But this was an expansion achieved by formal political bodies using regular armies. 

It operated well within the rules of the game. 

Actually, it applied rules even more stringent. 

Guided by exhortations in the Qur’ân, perhaps for the first time in history (with the 

possible exception of the kingdom of David and Solomon) an empire adhering to a 

rigorous monotheistic doctrine bound itself to pluralism. Within its body politic the 

Muslim empire not only tolerated but frequently also welcomed religious diversity. And 

certain it is that at its zenith (at least from the mid-14th century until the end of the 16th) 

it was among the most inclusive of systems — ethnically, linguistically, culturally, 

religiously and in almost any way imaginable. This broad latitude was best expressed in 

the reign of the Mogul Emperor Akbar in India, and of the Ottoman Sultan Sulaymân ‘the 

Law Giver’, roughly his contemporary. 

In essence, Muslim society was enjoined to respect diversity. Society’s wealth, the 

Qur’ân taught, lay in its ability to absorb all accountable religious traditions within a 

liberal attitude, it being understood that diversity was a gift of God, stretching and 

endowing every believer with greater wisdom, insight and perspective. It is this liberal 

tradition that made Muslim lands a destination of choice for many Jews and others 

fleeing the Holy Inquisition’s reign of terror in Catholic Spain. 

Furthermore, in the mid-7th century, Islam’s second ‘rightly guided’ Caliph, ‘Umar Ibn-

al-Khattâb, is said to have articulated a code of conduct for his armies that has remained a 

Muslim benchmark ever since. Its most romantic practitioner is probably Salâh-ud-Dîn 
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al-Ayyubî (Saladin), the foil of England’s crusader king, Richard the Lion Heart (you 

may remember Richard Burton in the role of the latter). The code of ‘Umar enjoined 

Muslim soldiers to protect women, children and all non-combatants, and to respect the 

sanctity of religious sites. Theirs was a limited mandate: stick to the business at hand, 

defeat the enemy armies, and consolidate the empire. From then on the task fell upon 

administrators (not all of whom were actually Muslim) to provide justice and good 

governance. ‘Umar’s was, in fact, one of the first explicit tracts on ‘chivalry’ that the 

world had ever known. 

These basic principles were imported from the Muslim world into a semi-barbarian 

Europe along with other civilizing influences (like personal hygiene, decent cooking and 

the first principles of modern medicine) even before the Crusades began in the 10th 

century. It is that 7th century code that has evolved over generations and through many 

mutations, laying foundations for the Geneva Conventions and other codes of 

international law that restrain armies in how they treat the people they conquer, and 

define what are called in modern parlance the ‘rules of engagement’. I cannot emphasize 

strongly enough: all this, at least in inspiration, is a Muslim code. 

* 

But this just seems to beg the challenge: “Explain how, in our day, most instances of 

outright terrorism have Muslims as their primary perpetrators. Chivalry is all well and 

good, but what we see now are the Twin Towers collapsing with thousands of innocent 

lives senselessly taken by ‘Usâma Bin-Lâdin, we witness Palestinian suicide bombers 

blowing themselves up in market places, cafes and bus stations in Israel, and we watch 

Abû-Musâb as-Zarqâwî’s ghoulishly televised beheadings of non-combatant hostages in 

Iraq … all in the name of Islam. Explain why.” 

The historical leap this challenge requires is tremendous. 

Terrorism is not an Islamic invention. We can go all the way back into pre-history for 

that. It is a primal human lust and a political instrument that does not require a religious 

link to explain. An icon of this is the 15th century figure of Tomás de Torquemada. But 

the terrorism he and his many emulators in the Holy Inquisition practiced does not lead to 

the conclusion that terrorism is inherently Christian. Terrorism has been refined 

worldwide over many generations long before the Munich Olympics debacle of 1972, the 

utterly capricious murder of Leon Klinghoffer aboard the Achille Lauro of 1985, and 

everything that has followed since. We are dealing with a deep strain of human sadism 
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and a political instinct that accepts in all its ramifications that it is ‘the people’ who are 

responsible for the acts of their leaders. There are no ‘innocent bystanders’. Recent Israeli 

and American elections only confirm this. 

* 

Back to the 7th century and the Code of ‘Umar! What we have in that code and its 

descendants is a quite marvelous affirmation of humanity. It is conscience’s statement 

that lies at the very core of what it means to be civilized … to be human. Guided by 

religious teaching or simply springing out of our better human instincts, it recognizes that 

human beings form one extended family, and the family prospers only when its members 

know their own self-worth and accord each other respect and dignity. It very carefully 

and deliberately controls and limits the spikes of violence, preferring the level field upon 

which community can be built in peace. It is the very opposite of the instinct to terror. 

When civilization breaks down (or when it is believed to have been broken) then terror is 

let loose. Be it a self-defeating stratagem for community survival, a deliberate tactic to 

accelerate chaos in a fractured political environment, an elemental explosion of rage and 

frustration, or simply the expression of gut-level brutality, terrorism finds its opening 

when civilization falters in its role of sustaining human worth and dignity. When 

civilization is no longer vigilant the beast emerges. 

I’ve noted this before and, no doubt, I’ll do so again: Hans Morgenthau’s 1948 doctrine 

of Realpolitik, now at the heart of American and other nations’ foreign policy, is bestial 

… the barbaric in sophisticated guise. As a compellingly argued doctrine, it justifies mass 

greed and self-seeking, and opens the floodgates to human viciousness, knocking aside 

the basic underpinnings of civilization. That viciousness (some of which is indeed 

‘terrorist’) is being blessed by Christian voices, by Jewish voices and by voices from 

within Islam. Does that make terrorism a religious doctrine, be it by any one of the three 

or by all three together? 

The answer, again, must be a firm ‘No’. 

J. R. R. Tolkien symbolized the mutation of the sublime into the terrible by a ‘ring of 

power’ created in Mount Doom by the Dark Lord. Even those intent upon achieving good 

and who wanted or felt they needed power to do so found its attraction almost 

irresistable. By placing power above compassion and the true heart — by taking, as it 
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were, the ring and wielding it — the strong and noble became evil and terrible, and 

civilization was shattered. 

The sacred is a delicate and lovely thing. But put a twist in the works and what is cranked 

out is demonic and ugly. Tolkien’s solution? The ring must be destroyed in the place of 

its making by the humble and meek. And some would say this is what makes his fable a 

true fantasy. 

The Church long ago identified a venal sin. It is called ‘Simony’ after the magician who 

tried to traffic in spiritual power for material gain (Acts 8:9-24). Traditionally, the 

Church has narrowed its definition to describe those who buy high ecclesiastical office, 

but the scriptural original still pertains and condemns those who use their putative 

spiritual gifts to gain political power and to bless their policies. Name them as you wish 

(I have my short list), but these are today’s true terrorists and not even a majority of them 

are Muslim. They are the religious shysters of our generation. And what they have done 

— the ‘Simony’ they commit — is abominable. 

The challenge about Islamist terrorism needs an answer, a vigorous and forceful answer 

from within the Muslim community that we have yet to hear clearly. But the broader 

answer lies in a close look at where civilization is breaking down. Israel has abandoned it 

lock, stock and barrel, and taken the Palestinians down with it into a whirlpool of moral 

chaos. In many other parts of the Middle East (notably Sa’udi Arabia, Iraq and The 

Sudan) it has been utterly shattered. It is threatened in the East and Far East; even 

European society is increasingly uneasy. And, more chilling yet, it is seriously under 

attack in the United States, and the implications of that are truly terrifying. 

But … be of good cheer! There is a ‘remnant’. There are still those, even in the worst 

afflicted places, who both literally and metaphorically struggle to ‘keep the faith’. Theirs 

is the saga of unsung heroes. For them and for us all it will be a long, cold winter and a 

long, hot summer to follow. But God is faithful and will sustain them as they endure. 

* 

Nancy has pointed out that this ‘meditation’ bears a pretty heavy message. And I reckon 

that’s true. But then this season of the church year is not all sweetness and light. It has 

always borne ‘a pretty heavy message’. 

This is the season of Advent. Advent is a time of expectation that tomorrow, in the teeth 

of all skepticism and cynicism, will be better than today has been. It is a time to look for 
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how we might prepare the way and hasten the day when that will actually happen. To put 

the lie to pivotal untruths circulated in our societies and that twist their moral keel is one 

way of straightening the highway for the coming of the King. 

Keep the faith! 

From the lands of the morning, greeting! 

January 2005 
The Virginal Conception 
In March of 2004 I was invited to tour five universities in Britain with a Muslim 

clergyman. My Muslim colleague was a fine and articulate scholar, Shaykh Shabîr ‘Alî. 

He hailed from Guiana via Toronto, Canada. On March 18th this is the penultimate and 

fourth sermon-length lecture I delivered. The audience at the University of Manchester 

was largely Muslim. The assigned topic was ‘The Virginal Conception: And God said 

“Be!” and it is.’ My friends who read this meditation, please bear in mind the context, 

and if it is useful, use it. In any case, I thought that it might befit the season. 

* 

 

In a major academic center dedicated to Muslim-Christian dialogue, the faculty gathered 

on a public occasion. A Muslim professor and his Christian colleague were speaking with 

an outsider who asked, “What would you say is the major difference between the two of 

you?” The Muslim professor promptly responded, “Well, you see, my Christian colleague 

here doesn’t believe in the Virgin Birth, whereas I do.”  

This anecdote grows more apocryphal each time it’s told, but the point is that in Islam 

and Christianity we meet a broad spectrum of ideas, views and crossover points. I have, 

for instance, encountered many who, while formally Christian, are functionally Muslim. 

On the other hand, I know Muslims whose confession is far more adroitly Christian than 

my own, yet they remain adamantly Muslim. (Truth be known, the hypocrisy is usually 

on the Christian side.) 

Go figure! 

Both Islam and Christianity are collages of cultures, languages and perspectives that yield 

a variety of outlooks. Each collage is rationalized by common themes, to be sure, but we 

are in a day when even these are being distorted and further fractured. When we toss off 

some extreme or ersatz example as ‘not really Muslim’ or ‘not genuinely Christian’ it 

does not ‘wash’ any more. Our appreciation of our own variety and our critique of 
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deviant behavior in our midst must be more thoroughgoing, less political (for politics is 

the language of the dust storm), more objective, rigorous and pointed. 

The day is gone when we might have been able to claim that either Christianity or Islam 

has (or had) a dominant and normative expression. In our global era, this is likely to 

become more the case and not less, and hybrids are likely to become the rule rather than 

the exception. In point of fact, the exotic so-called ‘fundamentalist’ or ‘Evangelical’ 

strains among us are far more likely to be more ‘cross-bred’ than any other. Divergence, 

diversity and ‘cross-breeding’ are now the norm. All of us are being forced, like it or not, 

to explain ourselves, argue our positions on their own merits, and ground them in root 

sources. In the end, and rightly so, the world will accept nothing less than sense 

expressed honestly, modestly and with integrity. 

* 

 

The topic at hand is the virgin birth of ‘The Messiah Jesus son of Mary’ — one of the 

more stunning examples of God’s outrageous creativity. Of course, for this, Christians 

have a whole body of scripture, our New Testament. The classic Muslim references in the 

Qur’ân are in Sûrat-Âl ‘Imrân (sûrah 3), verses 45 and following, and in Sûrat-Maryam 

(sûrah 19), verses 16 and following. Other references are scattered elsewhere. But, for 

Christians, these all make for fascinating reading, not least of all because of how they 

describe Jesus himself. 

To no other, not even to Muhammad, does the Qur’ân accord so high a dignity and 

miraculous power. Jesus, born of a pious virgin and from his birth a spokesperson for 

God, is ‘a word’ from God, a person of distinction in this world and the next, God’s 

intimate (muqarrab). (Qur’ân 3:45) He is a prophet of God, God’s willing servant, 

uniquely God’s word born of Mary (in a very real sense God’s word ‘cast’ into Mary’s 

womb and formed as a human being), and a spirit from him. (Qur’ân 4:171) By God’s 

authority (idhn), he gives sight to the blind, cleanses lepers, and restores the dead to life. 

(Qur’ân 3:49) Christians will not quibble with any of these assertions, not even with the 

assertion that Christ did not disdain to be known as God’s ‘abd, God’s servant. (Qur’ân 

4:172) Nor will they contest that those who thought they had crucified Jesus were not 

actually in control of events. (Qur’ân 4:157-159 and 5:117) These matters are echoed in 

many places in the New Testament. 

Both in the Qur’ân and in the Bible, there is something pristine about Jesus. He has 

ineffable (one might even say, divine) wisdom and compassion, a truly unique and gently 

expressed spiritual presence and power. Abû-Hâmid al-Ghazzâlî, Islam’s pre-eminent 

theological voice, wrote something to the effect that the Shahâdah (the Muslim 
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confession) might well be phrased as follows: “God is singularly God, and The Messiah 

Jesus son of Mary is the emissary of God.” And there is more. In Jesus we are dealing 

with God the Creator of heaven and earth, the One by whose creative word, kun! 

something unique happens. 

In the Qur’ân’s third sûrah we read: “In God’s eyes, Jesus is like Adam. God created him 

(khalaqa-hu) from dust, and then (thumma) … then he said, ‘Be!’ and he took on being” 

(‘kun!’ fa-yakûn). (Qur’ân 3:59) The phraseology in the Bible, while different, intends 

the same: “The Lord God formed Adam from the dust of the ground, and [then! He!] 

breathed into his nostrils the breath of life, and Adam became a living being.” (Genesis 

2:7) It is the creation of ‘being’ — the imbuing of something uniquely spiritual into that 

which is crassly physical and material — that is the true miracle. The creature created 

(makhlûq) is commanded, ‘Be!’ and suddenly we have a whole new order of things. 

In a sense, every act of God is a pure conception. Every act is a new beginning. Nothing 

God does is frivolous or pointless. And since the day Adam fall (figurative be that or 

factual), God’s creativity has been directed toward mercifully redeeming the human race, 

God’s vice-regent in the cosmos and his custodian over all creation. 

We — Muslims and Christians — must discern the way upon which we may 

harmoniously journey together in fulfillment of God’s cosmic ‘recovery program’. We 

exercise a massive influence upon today’s world. Some may say we are the world’s 

despair, but we may actually be the world’s only true hope. We are its hope because, in 

this world of conflict, enmity, violence, exploitation and deception, we have been 

entrusted with the words of life. As upon the Prophet during his night vigil, so God has 

cast upon us too a ‘weighty utterance’ (qawlan thaqîlan). (Qur’ân 73:5) In a global era, 

the utterance that so weighs us down and weights what we have to say with import and 

significance includes both encouragement and warning. It requires that we live and act 

like the one whom the Qur’ân describes as the Messianic model, and draw into coherence 

and harness for good the wild forces of our generation. 

To do this we have to end the cacophony. And that will not be easy. We must confess to 

ourselves and to each other that much of the world’s disruption and anxiety (and not a 

little of its violence) sits squarely upon our doorsteps. What credentials have we to preach 

peace, justice and reconciliation to the rest of the world if we cannot make peace with 

each other? Yet, we people of faith know ourselves to be the product of God’s creative 

word, kun! His ‘weighty utterance’ upon us requires that we live and work together, 

dedicated to God’s merciful and creative intent for the whole human race and for his 

cosmos. 

* 
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Sympathetic modern Christian commentators on Islam — from H.A.R. Gibb to 

Montgomery Watt to Kenneth Cragg — have argued that Muhammad parted ways with 

his Arab Christian sympathizers when, in Madînah, he chose the political path, justified 

jihâd and threw prophecy to the winds. I find this both somewhat unfair and not 

altogether relevant. 

The life stories of Jesus and Muhammad contrast. Their circumstances and experiences 

are not at all the same. In many ways they are even edge-on. Muhammad has much more 

in common with his great hero, Moses, than he does with Jesus. And we Christians do not 

dare impugn Moses the prophet — once a prince, then a murderer, and then a shepherd 

— for having become a ruler, a statesman, a battle commander, a legislator and even an 

executioner. 

But I am convinced that the divergence of Islam and Christianity has relatively little to do 

with their respective founders. The divergence has far more to do with choices made by 

their latter day followers, the cultural contexts in which they found themselves, the world 

views that shaped their thinking, and the circumstances and political moments they had to 

accommodate. 

The fact of the matter is that Christianity and Islam did diverge. Christianity chose to 

focus upon how its spiritual experience had disciplinary implications; Islam chose to 

explore how its evolving system of religious discipline shaped its spiritual impact. The 

one chose for its pivot the theological exercise; the other chose jurisprudence (fiqh) as its 

mainstay. The one laid stress upon faith that worked itself out in ethics; the other 

emphasized ethics as the formative instrument for faith. 

Christians more readily explored the ‘why’ and ‘wherefore’ of faith, and copiously used 

‘God language’. Muslims, while invoking God for sanction, asked ‘how’ questions and 

spoke more about the religious system. Christians, in the first instance, dealt with this 

world as the arena for salvation, and devoted attention to historical responsibility; 

Muslims, on the other hand, looked to the ‘Day of Conviction’ (yom-ud-dîn), and placed 

the highest premium upon that last of all days and the individual’s fate. Christians tended 

to structure their authorities to mirror (and at times to challenge) government; Muslims 

installed their highest authority at the head of government, but retained a more or less 

independent network of authority to stand sometimes over against those who governed. 

Christians spent more time with the vagaries of history, pondering the ineffable in the 

finite; Muslims tended to elaborate from precedent as and when need arose, casting 

human experience in predictable (almost cyclic) terms in which history was of less 

interest than law. 

In a way, it is the old debate of chicken-and-egg. Perhaps, the debate was over whether 
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form influences function or the other way around. 

In many ways, Islamic spirituality was (and is) far closer to the day-to-day concerns of 

ordinary people everywhere who pursue the routine tasks of earning their daily bread. 

Christian spirituality, on the other hand, has tended (and still tends) toward engaging the 

psycho-social vagaries of human existence, asking questions that often have no clear 

answers but stimulate question and exploration. In one way or another, perhaps it is fair 

to say that we have spoken to the human condition from very different perspectives. But 

… and this ‘but’ is important … but we both speak to that condition and share the 

common objective (and responsibility) of recovering humanity for God, demanding of it 

accountable stewardship of God’s creation, and slaking the human religious thirst. 

* 

 

How, then, do we get past the cacophony and incoherence that have so long plagued us 

and distorted our relationship with each other? How do we start speaking with each other, 

and, without contradiction, with humankind as a whole? 

First, let us say that we agree to disagree on a wide variety of very important matters. Our 

diversity must ‘hang out there’. But, in the grammar of life, we must learn to distinguish 

between those differences that are syntactical or merely lexical, and those that are serious 

and substantial. To do this we have not been well served by the past. We have a lot of 

garbage to off-load and a lot of sorting out to do. 

In a manner of speaking, we are looking at one egg, and arguing with one another about 

which end is up and which is down. Meanwhile the embryo chick, absorbed in a very 

different problem, has a perspective all its own. It is driven by a very existential sense of 

urgency that is not theologically profound. When it eventually bashes through the shell, it 

is more often out from the fragile middle. 

Second, we must accept our shared history. It has been long, turbulent and bloody. In the 

end, it has led nowhere. Trying to ‘tweak’, ‘fix’ and ‘force’ it to our advantage will only 

exacerbate conflict and turn people (even our own people) away from faith and toward 

despair and unbelief. 

Jesus has a hard saying: “If any of you put a stumbling block before one of these little 

ones [the vulnerable ones] who believe in me, it would be better for you if a great 

millstone were fastened around your neck and you were drowned in the sea. Woe to the 

world because of stumbling blocks! Occasions for stumbling are bound to come, but woe 

to the one by whom the stumbling block comes!” (Matthew 18-6-7) We must know and 

confess that our history is a flawed portrayal of our ideals, full of stumbling blocks, and 

we have no recourse but to begin again. 
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Third and finally, we must receive again God’s creative and purposeful intent. That is, we 

must see things in larger frame than just our own religious and communal belonging and 

narrow personal objectives. Our charge … our responsibility … is for a whole world … a 

whole cosmos … whose material quality is shot through with spiritual significance and 

awareness by God’s speaking to it, kun! fa yakûn. In biblical terms, “‘Let there be light!’ 

and there was light.” (Genesis 1:3) Or, as in John’s gospel, “In the beginning was the 

Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God. All things came into being 

through the Word, and without the Word not one thing came into being. What has come 

into being in the Word was life, and the life was the light of all. The light shines in the 

darkness, and the darkness did not overcome it. … And the Word became flesh and lived 

among us. We have seen the Word’s glory, the glory as of a father’s only son, full of 

grace and truth.” (John 1:1-5 & 14) 

As a sign of his grace and truth, which we frequently belie, God established the earth for 

all his creatures (li-l-an‘âm). (Qur’ân 55:10) All creatures pass away; but, majestic and 

overflowing with kindness, what endures is the face of our Lord. (Qur’ân 55:26-27) And 

that places things in crisp perspective. Without these spiritual eyeglasses we cannot see 

the grace and truth that is God’s Word. We who claim faith know that, in the end, “We 

belong to God, and to him we return.” [in-nâ li-llâhi wa in-nâ ilay-hi râji‘ûn.] (Qur’ân 

2:156) 

The spiritual content of the material world is God-given. We, therefore, embark upon our 

task sharing both a sense of moment and an indefatigable optimism. Ours is a mission to 

elicit and to nurture those gifts of God’s life-giving Spirit that will restore to humanity its 

dignity and release the creative force that God has imbedded in his creation, a creation he 

has compassionately formed and mercifully brought to being. His Word, indeed, is full of 

grace and truth: “Kun! fa-yakûn.” 

And to God be the glory! 

Christmas greetings from the Lands of the Morning! 

 

February 2005 

Celebration in Crisis Land 
You see, this is how it is: 

Our small family tries to get together at least once a year and the occasion is usually 

Christmas. This past year for months we diddled and fussed over where we would 

foregather. One venue mentioned was the Maldive Islands but, providentially (as it 
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happened), that got scratched. We had almost conceded that the default option would be 

our home in Cyprus (in winter it doesn’t show at its best) when I suddenly remembered 

my brother, Haider, saying to me: “Why don’t you use my house in Umm-al-Quwayn? 

It’s big. It’s empty. Use it!” 

 

Haider is sometimes difficult to track down. At the age of 70 (only a few years my senior 

since ages do tend to level out after 50), he is very peripatetic. For decades he has been 

the body repair specialist for himself, his family and many friends. He is a prime 

practitioner of what’s called ‘medical tourism’. He spans the globe, hauling along family 

and friends, plunking them down in front of medical specialists to whom he then delivers 

lectures on what they have to do to fix up the present hypochondriac, which is sometimes 

himself. 

Haider is a bit like the Igors of Terry Pratchett’s Diskworld novels. His elder son, Najîb, 

once explained to me, “He’s all spare parts.” (Actually, what Najîb said was, “He’s all 

scrap,” but ‘used spare parts’ is what he meant.) Notwithstanding, Haider has spoken 

with God and told him that he only wants what his father had — 110 years. Besides, he 

explained, he’s been a servant of Jesus all his life, and Jesus isn’t dead, so why should he, 

Haider, have to die? (There’s good short-hop theology in there somewhere.) Actually, 

during her recent and ongoing health crisis he conceded ten of those years to my elder 

sister, Marilyn, and that seems to be working just fine. On account, Haider still has plenty 

left. 

When an emergency room doctor recently asked him, “Do you have any health 

problems?” Haider listed off about ten serious ailments (from all of which he actually 

suffers) in letter perfect ‘medicalese’. “Now,” he added, poking his finger into the young 

man’s chest, “fix my stiff neck. From time to time I still need to look behind me.” As I 

said, like the Igors, he reassembles himself from time to time. 

It was in the midst of one such undertaking that I finally tracked him down to a small 

hotel in London where he had gone to treat a persistent back problem, treatment for 

which was complicated by Haider’s diabetes and a heart condition. On the phone, with an 

excursus into recent awkward family problems, when I had clarified to him our family’s 

aspirations, the rest fell into place in short order. Our Christmas plans were set. Everyone 

but Joe signed on. We were on our way to Umm-al-Quwayn and ‘Camp Haider’. 

* 

All of you, of course, know where Umm-al-Quwayn is. Well, if not, then you must surely 

have heard of the al-Mu‘allâ family. … I hear a sigh of forbearance. … Well, cutting to 

the chase, Umm-al-Quwayn, governed by the al-Mu‘allâ family, is located equidistant 
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between Shârjah and Râs-ul-Khaymah (Ajmân intervening) in the inner curve of the 

United Arab Emirates and is one of its semi-sovereign components. As we discovered to 

our delight, it is a relatively peaceful haven in a federation of Arab princedoms that has 

otherwise given itself over to rampant consumerism. Away from that sort of thing, in a 

sense Umm-al-Quwayn was like being in the eye of the storm … or, Nancy suggests, like 

being in Orange City, Iowa. 

* 

 

So we all eventually arrived in Umm-al-Quwayn and ‘Camp Haider’ for three weeks 

together during Christmastide 2004/5. (For a few days the family even expanded to 

embrace Peter and Kathy Kapenga from Bahrain.) It was a newly refurbished five-

bedroom villa with four bathrooms, a roomy kitchen and spacious living-dining area. It 

also came fully vittled and supplied with two Mitsubishi Pajeros. We had full facilities, 

mobility and complete freedom to explore our immediate environs and tour in the utterly 

fascinating Emirates. It was really quite grand. ‘Camp Haider’ was hardly Spartan. 

From time to time Haider and his delightful wife, Fâtimah, would arrive with an armload 

of hot Persian bread or a bag of fruit or some other goodies. We, for our part visited them 

several times in their apartment in Shârjah, once for one of Fâtimah’s magnificent meals 

of dolmah (stuffed vegetables) and aromatic rice and maraq (lamb stew). Both Haider and 

Fâtimah take great delight in celebrating their friendships, and their home is always alive 

with humor and an inexhaustible supply of tea. Even our neighbors in Umm-al-Quwayn 

overwhelmed us with their hospitality and welcome, providing us with breakfasts, 

lunches and dinners in embarrassing abundance. 

Haider is a born raconteur. He is never at a loss for an Arabic, Persian or Urdu proverb 

suitable for any occasion. He also has a magical grasp of English. He can play with it 

delightfully. Our children call what he does ‘Haiderese’ and they vainly struggle to 

master the idiom. We all do. Haideralizing English is just a lot of fun. We do our best but 

we will never best the master. And if there is one thing that Haider provides his guests by 

the truckload it is joy and laughter and the remembrance of things of worth remembering. 

Haider and Fâtimah and their household staff joined us for Christmas dinner, a rather 

unique one — a Persian lamb, stuffed and roasted, and laid to final and dignified rest atop 

a pile of spiced rice. Everyone had more than enough and we even shared a platter of the 

best with our neighbors (although we never even came close to winning what we took to 

calling the ‘hospitality wars’ with them). 

* 
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At this point, I think it only right to regale you to at least a thumbnail sketch of the 

‘Haider Saga’. 

In the mid-17th century, a segment of the ‘Utûb tribal confederation of central Najd (in 

what are now the Sa‘ûdî Arabian highlands) migrated out of the desert and took to the 

water. Some wound up in Qatar, others in Bahrain, still others occupied promising ports 

in what British traders came to dub the ‘Pirate Coast’ (now the United Arab Emirates), 

and some went North to the natural harbor of Kuwait. 

In Kuwait the ‘Utûb, under the canny leadership of the Âl Sabâh family, set up a trading 

port in what had been just a backwater fishing village. Their fleets ranged from the 

headwaters of the Gulf across the length and breadth of the Indian Ocean, and their pearl 

divers were among the most productive in the world. Their outlook was pragmatic and 

cosmopolitan, liberally engaged with many cultures and languages. Especially they 

attracted into their enterprise a rather significant group of Persians — technicians, 

tradesmen, sailors, shipwrights, builders, day laborers, entrepreneurs, shopkeepers, pearl 

divers, traders … you name it … people of skill and initiative. And, virtually from its 

inception, this made of Kuwait a multi-cultural, at least a bi-lingual and a religiously 

varied society, because these Persians were all Shî‘ah Muslims, while their Arab 

compatriots were all Sunnîs. But they got along famously because business was business, 

after all, and from the outset Kuwait was all about business. Haider’s was one of these 

Persian families, the al-Khalîfah, clients to the great merchant princes of the Behbehânî-

Ma‘rafî clan. And Haider’s father, initially a laborer, became a shopkeeper. (I used to buy 

my chewing gum from him.) 

* 

As things worked out, when the Arabian Mission of the Reformed Church in America 

opened its ‘American Mission Hospital’ in Kuwait in 1913, for support it drew heavily on 

the local community, and the enterprising Iranian Shî‘ahs became heavily involved. 

Muhammad ‘Abû-Jâsim’, Haider’s father, was one who came to feel a great debt of 

gratitude to the mission’s doctors and clergy. Through the Great Depression and Second 

World War, when times were hard, the clergy of the mission (foremost among them the 

matchless Gerrit Pennings) paid close attention to that wiry and hard-working man and 

his growing family. Perhaps in thanks, all of Muhammad’s sons enlisted in the service of 

the mission in one way or another. 

Jâsim, the eldest, apprenticed as a cook, and indeed became a crackerjack practitioner. I 

won’t forget the magnificent bread he baked. My father used to wax eloquent over its 

perfection, and Jâsim had to bake it by the job lot for the Scudder household. We kids 

inhaled it. Perhaps the strongest man I ever knew, he had huge piston-like arms. He could 
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pound the dough into meek and fluffy submission. He also had a marvelous laugh that 

came right out of his barrel chest in great booms of infectious mirth. When oil wealth 

came, he left us and joined government service, maintaining the ports. But Jâsim, before 

he finally succumbed to cancer, remained proud of what he had been and loved those 

who had loved him. 

In the early 1940s the teen-aged Haider entered domestic service in the household of the 

mission’s padre, Gerrit DeJong. Everdine DeJong taught Haider English and, seeing his 

talent, told him to get out of the house and over to the hospital for training as a nurse. 

There he first studied under Eleanor Heusinkveld — in his estimation, the best of 

teachers — and then Jeanette Veldman. My mother also taught him but she proved to be 

prickly and intolerant of mistakes. Nonetheless, he progressed quickly to become my 

father’s right hand man, assisting in surgery and, under supervision, even performed 

some surgical procedures himself. (My father used to say that Haider could tie off ‘piles’ 

better than anyone he had ever worked with.) 

As Haider and several others from the Shî‘ah community moved into nursing and other 

medical positions, Haider’s two younger brothers, Ramadân and ‘Îdân, joined their ranks. 

Muhammad, the father, had made full and fair restitution for the care given to him and his 

family when they most needed it. When Stanley Mylrea, the hospital’s founder, lay dying 

in Kuwait early in 1952, my father, his successor, was attending physician; Haider, 

‘Abbâs and Ibrahîm took shifts providing nursing care. And there is poetry in the fact 

that, as Haider was going off shift, Mylrea said to him, “I took care of your father when 

he was sick and almost died, and now you’re taking care of me. It balances things out, 

doesn’t it, Haider?” Half an hour later that great Christian missionary physician was dead 

of a massive heart attack, and it is fitting that his last remembered words should have 

been entrusted to Haider, a Shî‘ite Muslim, self-confessed servant of Jesus. 

From practical nurse to surgical assistant, Haider worked himself up to become Kuwait’s 

first trained X-Ray technician. When his blood count fell because of radiation exposure, 

he was moved over to administration under my mother and was the hospital’s 

administrator when, in a still controversial move, the Reformed Church shut it down in 

March of 1967. With my parents he then shifted over to government service before 

capitalizing on Kuwait’s early retirement incentives. He opened his own small trading 

company and dabbled in the stock market. But it may now be clear how Haider came by 

his Igor-like qualities, jack of all medical trades that he was. 

* 

As he proved his reliability, even as he studied to become a nurse, early on Haider 

assisted the padre in monitoring and supporting the work of the Bible Shop and its ill-
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fated successor, the ‘Family Bookshop’. He always remained attentive to the church and 

helped where he could. In 1981, when I was in Bahrain preparing to move our family 

there, I was with Haider and a group of friends. It came time for Muslim prayers, and I 

was ill at ease. Haider saw that and said, “Look, Lew, all my life I have prayed with 

Christians; now you pray with us Muslims.” And so, kneeling in the corner of the room, I 

did that and was at ease. Following the closure of the hospital, the mission’s pivot 

became difficult to locate. Haider, to all intents and purposes, became that pivot and 

remains so to this day. 

Haider married when he was very young. It was all arranged and, in the ebullience of 

youth, as far as Haider was concerned, there being two young ladies ‘on offer’ (so to 

speak), it was ‘cake and candy here and cake and candy there’. Once committed, though, 

on strict principle, Haider was rigorously monogamous. From that first union, his wife 

being persistent, came thirteen daughters and two sons. She died shortly after the 

liberation of Kuwait in 1991, and Haider remained single for a long time. I remember 

him talking to me about whether he should remarry, explaining that his friends (but not 

his children!) had been pressing him to do so. Five years later Haider did marry again, a 

most happy union with a lovely younger widow named Fâtimah. 

From my earliest memories Haider has always been a member of our family. He and my 

father were extremely close. From the late 1940s Dad leaned heavily on him as assistant, 

advisor and confidant. A pot of coffee in the middle of the table, I remember Haider and 

my folks talking late into the night. Sometimes he’d bring some food with him to ease the 

process. And regularly, at 5:00 a.m. on Christmas morning, Haider would be in our 

kitchen brewing Arab coffee for the hundreds (literally, hundreds) of Kuwaitis who, 

beginning at 6:00 a.m., would come to pay their respects and wish us a blessed feast. He 

it was who taught me the Arab coffee ritual and how to serve. Then, on Christmas 

evening, Haider would arrive with his whole tribe and it was ‘Haider Time’ as carefully 

wrapped presents were handed to all fifteen of his progeny along with juice and cookies. 

Haider is, to all intents and purposes, my elder brother, and that is how Kuwaiti society 

knows him — the ‘Eldest of Scudder’s Sons’. When I, as his pastor, preached the sermon 

at my father’s funeral, I laid stress on the fact that he had been a missionary of his Lord, 

and any who had received him had received Christ into their homes. And that is what 

Haider ‘preaches’ when he circulates in Kuwaiti society. He remains a son of Scudder 

and a servant of Jesus. Nancy’s and my children (as did I myself) have grown up with 

Haider always somewhere, if not actually present, then at least as a presence in the 

widely scattered family soul. And that is why this Christmastide was so very special for 

all of us. We will never forget it. 
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* 

Is there significance in all of this? In a sense, it is yours to decide. My history has taught 

me that gaps between those of religious conviction are not that wide. It has also taught 

me that God’s love (if we let it work) diminishes those gaps. Finally, if we are attentive, 

God has a way of stimulating us to celebrate his love no matter what disasters and 

conflicts there may be that, in other circumstances, might serve to sever human 

relationships. And, in this cause, I commend to you the ‘Haider Saga’. 

Greetings from the Lands of the Morning! 

March 2005 
Being Civil About Democracy 
 “Are Islam and democracy compatible?” 

From the first day I heard that question, I’ve been puzzled. Yes, I know you can argue 

that Islam is elitist and naturally leans toward totalitarian government. To my chagrin, I 

have argued that case myself and the argument can be very seductive. But, in the end, it 

yields caricatures and turns out to be false. Any religious system — some would specify 

particularly monotheism — can contort itself so as to support tyrants and tyranny. But 

does it then follow that the obverse is true? Are polytheistic religions — the Athenian 

Pantheon — then the inspiration for democracy? This way or that way, the argument 

eventually becomes silly. 

 

But what is it we mean by ‘democracy’ anyway? 

As in our justice system, in the West democratic government works on an adversarial 

system. Two or more parties with different perspectives debate their agendas before the 

public (sitting as a jury, as it were) and a popular vote determines who governs. That’s 

the theory, at least: ‘Let’s you and him fight and then,’ say the citizen/jurors, ‘we’ll 

decide the winner.’ 

But, if we’re thoughtful, ‘democracy’ is really a state of mind, a people’s awareness that 

they live in a free and healthy civil society. The term itself, ‘democracy’, does not dictate 

the ‘how’ of it. The desired result is that those in charge listen and respond to what the 

people think, and do what the people want— government of, for and by the people, if you 

will. When we get hung up on appearance, design and mechanics, we get all fowled up. 

Whatever formal shape it takes, as Bernard Lewis recently phrased it, ‘democracy’ exists 

to ensure “… limited government under law, consultation and openness, in a civilized 

and humane society.” (The Crisis of Islam, London: Orion/Phoenix, 2004, p. 146.) 

The adversarial format of western democracy is not the only model. In places where it is 
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still functioning in the ‘Muslim world’, the process is non-confrontational and non-

adversarial. Consensus is formed quietly, informally. Head-on debate, with a winner and 

a loser, is avoided. Building consensus requires a lot of attentive listening and sifting, 

honest mediation and careful weighings-up … and time. Those in authority wait before 

they act until, leaving aside the small stuff, they are reasonably confident the policies 

they intend to apply are close to what most people want. Actually, if we search for a 

western equivalent, it may be closest the Quaker model. If we look at it a bit differently, 

the Presbyterian model might fit — the rule of the Elders. In Arabic the word for ‘elder’ 

is ‘shaykh’. It has relatively little to do with advanced age; it has quite a lot to do with 

practical wisdom. 

* 

I may not be quite the enthusiast the pioneer missionary, Paul Harrison, used to be, but 

the Arabia I grew up in was always been inherently democratic. A dyed-in-the-wool 

democrat himself, Harrison saw the Arab of the desert — for him, the quintessential 

Muslim — as the very model of dignified humanity and democratic instinct. All he 

needed was the Gospel and he would take the world by storm. Harrison’s perspective 

bordered on hero worship, and was the product of long years of intimate and wide-

ranging interaction in the Arab Gulf. His contemporary colleagues by-and-large shared 

his view. And, indeed, it had a certain verisimilitude. 

The profile of the common Arab of the Prophet Muhammad’s day was of someone who 

knew self-worth and bowed to nobody who had not earned respect. People approached 

the Prophet without ritual, and every indication points to Muhammad administering his 

domain with a sharp eye on the consensus of the community. And he was not afraid of 

diversity. Muslim-led governance continued consensus-based up through the fall of the 

Umayyad Caliphate (661-750 A.D.).  

A few more footnotes might help: Historians like Philip Hitti characterize the Qarmatian 

state that thrived in eastern Arabia in the 10th century as the world’s first ‘Bolshevik’ 

republic. It shook the foundations of both the Fatimid Caliphate in Cairo and the 

‘Abbâsid Caliphate in Baghdad before it was finally isolated and faded away. Little is left 

to recall it except perhaps for the enigmatic ‘Thursday Mosque’ minaret on the island of 

Bahrain. The ’Ibâdî Muslim tradition, still normative in modern Oman with roots in the 

Khawârij movement of the 8th century, has an assertively democratic base. In Arabia 

proper, where Islamic imperial rule was always tenuous or non-existent, the processes of 

tribal governance continued to be consensus-based at least into the early 1950s. Having 

survived rather bizarre beginnings, the modern Turkish republic has modern and 

operative democratic institutions although their kinks are still being worked out. 
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* 

The Abbâsid Caliphs of Baghdad, during the 9th and 10th centuries, set up a form of 

blatant autocracy. They put in place a Turkic praetorian guard and, along with the veiling 

of women and other quirks now thought to be intrinsically Islamic, they instituted 

patterns of governance that aped the courts of the Zoroastrian god-kings of Persia. With 

minor variations, this pattern continued up through the fall of the Ottoman Empire in the 

early 20th century. But this autocracy was never unchallenged from within. 

Mainline Sunnî and Shî‘ah Islam both have strong track records of fostering healthy 

dynamics within civil society, and helping to maintain checks upon unbridled power. For 

both Shî‘ahs and Sunnîs, governance was a two-tiered affair: The ‘Men of the Sword’ 

(caliphs, sultans, amîrs, what have you) were contractually bound under law to adhere to 

the community’s consensus. They managed the business of law enforcement and 

administration, collected taxes, implemented public works, and conducted the business of 

policing and war. 

The ‘Men of the Pen’, Islam’s classic ‘second estate’, managed the legislative and 

judicial side of affairs. As men who followed a religious vocation, they also administered 

religious endowments and that gave them an independent economic base. These were the 

‘ulemâ’ (the learned ones, scholars in various fields), the shaykhs or imâms of the 

mosques, the muftîs and mujtahids who defined the law, and others of more modest 

office — pastors, teachers, that sort of thing. As a group, especially in Iran, they are 

called mullahs, and by-and-large they were of humble origin. Everyone knew it, and in a 

special sense, they belonged to the people. 

In the dominantly urban environment of Islamic culture, the mullahs played a vital role in 

keeping ordinary people engaged in the processes of governance. They dealt with their 

day-to-day problems and complaints, and helped to keep the cogs of society in mesh. 

Furthermore, at critical times, it was their sometimes uncomfortable mandate to challenge 

the ‘Men of the Sword’ when they transgressed into misrule. They proved the critical link 

in facilitating the process of civic consensus and it ill-behooved a governor to short-

circuit the system (as the Shah of Iran discovered much to his discomfort when he tried to 

dissolve the mullahs’ income-base). Underpinning this was the remorseless egalitarian 

conviction among Muslims that one person was equal to any other in God’s sight, the 

only distinction to be drawn was grounded in an individual’s piety and ethical 

deportment. 

My point here is that there existed a system whereby the Muslim world sustained a 

consensus-based political system. Yes, it was buffered and sometimes complex, but it 

worked … most of the time. But then what democratic system isn’t buffered and 
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complex? 

* 

English has recently adapted from French that useful term, ‘civil society’. It refers to a 

web of identifiable forces that give shape to, characterize and move any given society 

including its political superstructure. If left to itself, among other things civil society 

defines governance. We hear the sardonic voice say, ‘People deserve the government 

they have.’ The key caveat here is ‘if left to itself’, and upon that caveat ‘deserve’ is 

conditioned. 

I raise this because since the 17th century the ‘Muslim world’ has been a main target for 

the western drive to global domination. We have three centuries of outright western 

imperialism to account for. During it the British ‘White Man’s Burden’ and the parallel 

French ‘Civilizing Mission’ were only a veneers prettifying an effort to demoralize and 

subjugate those societies that explicitly thought of themselves as Muslim — major parts 

of West and East Africa, the greater Middle East, the Indian Subcontinent, and the Far 

East (including large parts of the Pacific Rim and Basin) … the ‘two-thirds world’. 

In the undertaking the underpinnings of civil society were tampered with extensively. 

Political structures emerged obedient to western imperial authority. Autocrats were 

installed with sources of income and power independent of the people, and (perhaps less 

intentionally) social and cultural processes and economic structures were introduced that 

made for radical change. 

Interest patterns evolved over those three centuries. (That’s a long time — fifteen 

generations worth!) When old-line imperialism finally collapsed in the 20th century, out 

of a newly coined elite (disproportionately military in complexion), totalitarian regimes 

emerged. This elite was trained and equipped to repress and subjugate the popular will of 

their own people. 

But perhaps more significant for the long-term is the creation of a whole new educated 

group that reaches right down into the lower middle class through a still-growing network 

of private and publicly funded western-style schools. This group has no indigenous 

grounding. It does not fit into the old occupational guild patterns; it does not connect with 

the traditional track toward the old civic ‘religious’ vocations. It is a new and rapidly 

growing group that, in a very real sense, does not belong but is quite indispensable 

because it is trained to handle the instruments of modernity — science, technology, 

communications, scholarship in western modes, the whole gamut of modern professions 

… the works. It has come uncomfortably to exist along side of the still kicking (although 

seriously disoriented) older system. 

Civil society has been ‘discombuberated’. Little wonder that socialist and revolutionary 
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ideas took root among the young and disillusioned. In many Muslim lands western Cold 

War paranoia responded by applying a curious antidote to the rising discontent. With the 

ready cooperation of Sa’ûdî Arabia in particular and upon the sage advice of the Israelis, 

the Americans especially embarked upon an energetic policy to identify, recruit, train, 

fund and mobilize Islam’s loose canon, the Islamist fringe and, where it had never really 

existed before (as in the Far East), to bring it into being. It was, the argument ran, the 

antidote to communism. 

The upshot was the emergence of the Tâlibân, ‘Usâmâ bin-Lâdin’s Al-Qâ’idah and other 

similar anomalous organizations in Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, the Philippines and 

elsewhere. It was only a matter of time before what was gestated and sprang up in the 

fertile discontent of broader Asia rebounded and put down roots in the Middle East itself. 

It has found today’s Iraq and (to a more limited degree) Palestine to be particularly rich 

breeding grounds. 

* 

The Arab world has known its homegrown extremists and fanatics. These were often 

frustrated reformers, not unenlightened representatives of the old order, who had 

struggled with the challenges (and threats!) of modernity. But they maintained at least a 

tenuous touch with their own civil societies. Even though quite different the one from the 

other, cooperation and crossbreeding between Sa’ûdî Wahhabism and Hasan al-Bannâ’s 

Muslim Brothers in Egypt was more or less contextually coherent (as is Hizb-Allâh in 

Lebanon). But what we see now, in the newly sown dragon’s teeth, is a hybrid mutant 

that comes right out of the fevered brain of some science fiction writer’s vision of global 

disaster. Ominously disconnected from civil society, the new thing is chaotic, insidious 

and dangerous. Since 9/11, of course, it has laid down a bloody trail of catastrophe. 

But does this terrifying phenomenon that seems hell-bent upon sabotaging efforts to 

establish new democratic processes in the ‘Muslim world’ grow out of Islamic teaching, 

or is it something else entirely? Is it really proof positive that Islam and democracy are 

incompatible? Its political genetics reveal a lot of stem-cell manipulation and 

crossbreeding, and western power brokers have contributed critical ‘genes’ to its make up 

and character. It certainly does short-circuit any move toward evolving a new and 

inclusive social contract in the ‘Muslim world’, any progress toward restoring the 

consensual process in a contemporary context that we might identify as a form of 

democracy. 

* 

We hear a lot these days about how George Bush will introduce democracy to the Middle 

East. He wants to teach his grandmother how to suck eggs. What is really needed is to lift 
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the brutal and manipulative hand, to give space for Middle East civil societies to re-form 

themselves, and to encourage the innate instinct to ‘live-and-let-live’ to reassert a 

consensus process that works in our global era. 

This isn’t a religious thing. It’s just a human thing. What we religious people can do, 

though, is aid and abet that which emerges out of the instinctual human desire to live at 

peace and with dignity. 

Greetings from the Lands of the Morning! 

April 2005 

Women and the New Shape of Islam 
Nancy and I and John (then strictly a 'basket case') were on our way to Bahrain in the 

Spring of 1968 for what turned out to be the last full meeting of the Arabian Mission. On 

the British Air flight from Beirut to Bahrain, she sat several rows in front of us. Nancy 

and I speculated that she was a student at Beirut College for Women (since evolved into 

the Lebanese American University) on her way home for Spring Break. A lovely young 

lady she was — dusky complexion, a high-bridged nose and black eyes to melt the heart, 

long midnight-black hair draped over her shoulders, and dignified poise. She wore a 

modest blue dress and carried a small bag. 

As the Boeing 707 circled into Bahrain airport, she craned to look out the window. 

Wonder was on her face and tender anticipation. Landing, we pulled onto the reception 

apron in front of the old terminal building. The stairs were wheeled into position and the 

awkward disembarkation jostling began (even in our day they've not come up with a 

solution to that). We were two or three behind her as we shuffled toward the door of the 

plane. 

She had taken out of her carry-on a long black 'abâyah and put it over her head. It draped 

to the ground, and in the instant she turned into a different person. Nancy and I nodded to 

each other. Homecoming meant conformity. The girl knew her place.  

The stairs had a broad apron as you stepped out of the plane. It was a very warm March 

day, very typical of Bahrain. This was long before air-conditioned chutes into main 

terminal buildings. We saw her step out under the hot sun. She paused a moment, looked 

up and then reached up, grabbed her 'abâyah off her head, whirled the silk-like black 

material around her arm, and stuffed it back into her bag. Anyone watching from the 

terminal building would have seen the dramatic gesture. 

Revolution had broken out in one person's life, and her folks would just have to deal with 

it. Nancy, as some of you know, has beautiful eyebrows. And they shot up into a 

marvelous arch as we watched the young lady walk with grace down the stairs and across 
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the tarmack into the terminal building. And there we lost sight of her. 

But hers was a spontaneous, eloquent and even poetic gesture. She gave me a moment 

I've never forgotten. I can see her now. She is for me the icon of the new woman of the 

Arab Gulf … and of the whole Muslim world. 

 

Since then we have witnessed many Arab and Muslim women take their stand. Even 

among those who have adopted the curious nun's habit called the hijâb, that passes for the 

conventional dress of modest and God-fearing Muslim women, I have known many who 

are on their way to asserting the rights of women to full life in society as responsible 

citizens. I've written of our friend, Fâtimah. She is one such irrepressible individual. 

But allow me one more personal anecdote before I dither on hopefully toward a coherent 

conclusion. 

In mid-October 1991, I was invited back to Kuwait after my mother died. The purpose of 

those who invited me was complex (and, indeed, even devious), but one task they 

assigned to me was legitimate. I, as Dorothy Scudder’s elder son, was to 'sit' in our old 

home on the small hill on the western edge of old Kuwait town and receive condolences. 

It was a traditional sort of exercise. And I did that. I didn't know it then, but that was the 

last time I've been accorded the privilege of thinking of that old building as 'home'. 

As it turned out, it was a slow day. Not many came. Later I was told that the 

announcement had not been published in the 'right' newspapers. But that's not the point. 

As I sat in our old living room furnished with spare furniture from hither and yon (its 

original furnishings had been scavenged by the Iraqi army), late on the last day of my 

'sitting', two young ladies appeared at the door. They were svelte and elegant in trouser 

suits and were obviously sisters — Sheikha and Mona Alarfaj. The simple act of paying a 

condolence call on a single man in private was itself a radical departure from social norm. 

They came, they said, because my mother was their role model. Some years before they 

had met her and talked at some length about what they wanted to do. In the end both 

young ladies, with my mother's encouragement, had become architects and were (when I 

met them) professionally active. And they belonged to the vanguard of Kuwaiti women 

seeking their place in the sun. 

 

Somewhat in contrast to the three young women I've mentioned, since 1967 Nancy and I 

have seen a remarkable number of Arab and Muslim women choose of their own free 

will to become the symbolic representations of their society's resolve to return to its 

Muslim roots, and to more pious and observant behavior. Prominent among the outward 

forms of this choice has been their donning the habit-like hijâb, sometimes in very chic 
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and attractive cut, at other times in completely occluding and utterly drab 'sacks' and wide 

variations in between. No matter the cut or couture, it is both symbolic and declarative. 

Other Muslim women, while accepting the basic challenge, have rejected as simplistic 

and demeaning the superficial solution suggested by the hijâb. It is, as one Pakistani 

feminist put it recently, a battle for minds. 

Better than their male counterparts, whatever they may think of hijâb, Muslim women 

know that as mothers they have the controlling hand in rearing their children through the 

early and formative years. The next generation will grow up in the image they shape, 

putative male dominance notwithstanding. Whether they choose the back-to-the-past 

symbol of the hijâb, or whether they seek other more pro-active avenues for addressing 

the challenges of modernity and global engagement, it is the women of the Muslim 

community who are coming up with the answers. And that's something to think about. 

1967 was a watershed year for Muslims throughout the world (and for Jews as well, but 

that's another subject). Christians outside the Middle East seem to understand little of 

this. It has largely passed them by. But for Muslim women the Israeli defeat of Arab and 

Muslim countries in 1967 became a moment when they suddenly saw themselves pushed 

into front-line positions, their male counterparts having largely botched the job of how to 

meet the modern world on an equal footing. They, the women, would become the new 

vanguard. As the mean level of education for Muslim women rises worldwide, the 

challenge they pose will become less subtle and more forthright. Under their nurture will 

emerge a new generation of Muslims who will struggle for dignity and to realize a newly 

envisioned destiny. Their children — male and female — will become the forerunners of 

a new Islam. And, ironically, the geographical focus has been Palestine, for most of its 

history an Islamic backwater. 

* 

Obviously not all Muslim women have put on the hijâb, and few of those who have are 

able to articulate the act as a matter of high principle. A good many simply find 

conformity the path of least resistance. As a symbol, the hijâb has also sometimes been 

subverted by sheer hypocrisy, and young women with active hormones at times discover 

it can divert parental monitoring of their 'social' liaisons. But beyond the initial driving 

force of the 1967 defeat, the matter has frequently retranslated itself into the cause of 

religious freedom and the right to be different especially for Muslims in western 

societies. And, swimming against the tide though many must, the rising number of well-

educated Muslim women is also having its impact on the hijâb controversy. 

Some Muslim scholars of Sharî'ah (Islamic law) today vociferously assert that the hijâb is 

religiously required. It is more an assertion than an argument since, both by exegesis of 
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the Qur'ân and by historical demonstration, the hijâb can be shown to have no essential 

Islamic justification and to be a relatively late import into Muslim social practice. In fact 

it is a pagan import from the Zoroastrian culture of Sassanian Persia. When, in the 10th 

century, the hijâb began to be adopted in the upper levels of society it required of Muslim 

jurists some fancy footwork to justify. Some determined that the hijâb was alien and not 

obligatory; others ruled it could be worn (coming under the legal category of istihsân) for 

modesty's sake. That is about as far as any respectable jurist of the classical age would 

go. Hijâb was left up to a person's own discretion. It was a pragmatic response to a social 

fad and provided but the thinnest veneer of religious sanction. And that sanction, in 

modern times, has been eloquently challenged. 

We have to distinguish between the so-called religious significance of the hijâb and 

traditional dress codes for women. For instance, in surviving village cultures in Greece, 

Turkey, Cyprus, Iraq, Egypt and the rest of the Middle East, you will find little that 

distinguishes the dress of modest women, be they Christian, Muslim or Jew. Especially to 

an outsider with modern western notions, it all looks like hijâb. 

Contrasts emerge when the rising generation adopts modern western styles. And even 

then women have proven marvelously innovative. Anything from Paris chic matched 

with high heeled pumps to tight jeans, T-shirts and tennis shoes can be worn under the 

Gulf style hijâb known as the 'abayah. And women who wish to make fashion statements 

will discover ways and means to do so.  

Hijâb, as a mode of dress, freely chosen by those who wear it, must be respected as a 

cultural, social and even moral and political statement. It is not necessarily a mark of the 

repression of Muslim women (a suffering they share with many of their sisters around the 

globe whatever their religion). The hijâb, actually, can often be taken to symbolize quite 

the opposite — a kind of liberation. I attended a conference here in Cyprus a few years 

back in which a feminist activist from Iran was among the featured speakers. She, if 

memory serves, was the first Iranian woman to stand for parliament under the regime of 

the mullahs. She stood to speak in fully occluding chador (the Iranian and Afghani style 

of hijâb), complete with solid mask, dark glasses and long black gloves. But when she 

began to speak she pulled no punches in advocating women's rights in Iran, and in her 

home country she was being hailed as a heroine of freedom. By contrast, at the same 

conference and very much a center of attention was the Vassar College graduate and 

erstwhile prime minister of Pakistan, Benizer Bhuto, most stylish in her native qamîs-

sarwâl outfit. Which of these two represented the free spirit of Muslim women? Go 

figure! 

Muslim society, beset on many sides in our global age, is seeking new definitions for 
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itself. The voices of Muslim women are being heard not just in Kuwait and other so-

called Muslim countries where they are successfully pressing for full political and 

economic rights but in the West as well where their battles are different. The reactionary 

and fanatic spokespersons for the Muslim view are not and never have been the only 

option. They are now under relentless pressure from Muslim women (and man too) at 

many levels of society. What we westerners and non-Muslims must appreciate is that 

their agenda and style must, inevitably, be their own and not one we prescribe. 

Patronizing is the last thing they need from us. But we can recognize and applaud the 

dignity, integrity and vigor of Muslim women as they create their niche in the modern 

world, and recognize the profound changes they are helping to bring about in the heart 

and soul of the Muslim community worldwide. 

Benezer Bhuto has many admirers and emulators in Muslim society, and they are a 

formidable force. The young lady Nancy and I saw in 1968 is probably now a wife and 

mother of middle-age. I pray she has not lost that spark we saw in her then. The two 

young ladies who came to call on me in 1991, I have not the slightest doubt, are in the 

forefront of the battle women (and men too) are fighting today in Kuwait for women's 

right to vote and hold public office. And the chador-enshrouded woman proclaiming the 

rights of Iranian women in the face of the prune-like disapproval of the mullahs … may 

she and her sisters never grow weary! 

And I greet you from the lands of the morning. 

(In dedication to Kathy Kapenga who proposed this topic.) 

May 2005 
Charity Begins… 
In the early decades of the 20th century when Kuwait was struggling to maintain its 

independence, it lost the powerful leadership of Shaykh Mubârak the Great. His second 

son, Sâlim, eventually succeeded him. But Sâlim’s chief liability was that he had incurred 

the ire of ‘Abd-ul-‘Azîz Âl-Sa‘ûd, Sultan of Najd and soon to become King of Arabia. 

Shaykh Sâlim, therefore, found himself somewhat more at ease with (though not formally 

allied to) the house of Âl Rashîd and their Shammar tribal confederates, long time 

enemies of the Âl Sa‘ûd, and allies during the First World War of the Ottomans. Because 

of that curious skein of relationships, Kuwait fell under a British trade embargo, the 

government of British India then being quite partial to the rising power of the house of 

Sa‘ûd’ and also at war with the Ottoman Empire. 

 

In May of 1920 a radical faction of ‘Abd-ul-‘Azîz’s Wahhâbî shock troops took it upon 
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themselves to attack Kuwait. While this was not part of the Arabian sultan’s over-all 

plan, he would not have rejected their gift had they delivered Kuwait into his growing 

domains. As it was, finally recalling that it had treaty obligations to Kuwait, Britain 

supplied modest aerial support to the Kuwaiti forces. Other groups, predictably cavalry 

from the Shammar tribal confederation, also joined the fray in support of Sâlim. It was a 

curious gathering of ‘bed-fellows’. Shaykh Sâlim marshaled his own forces at the oasis 

town of Jahrah, and a battle was fought. The Wahhâbî renegades were thrown back and, 

as it were, the rest is history. 

Jahrah is located almost at the western end of Kuwait Bay a few miles from the main city. 

As the Battle of Jahrah raged, small boats picked up wounded and ferried them back to 

Kuwait town. They were deposited on the porch of the fairly new American Mission 

Hospital, Dr. Stanley Mylrea its chief medical officer. Mylrea and his helpers labored 

through the day and the following night and, in the end, out of several hundred, lost only 

twelve of the wounded. 

Several days after the dust had settled Mylrea had duties as quarantine officer for ships 

arriving in Kuwait. As he was awaiting the launch to take him to ships at anchor, he 

stepped into a café. Gathered there were several prominent merchants and one leading 

personage of Kuwait’s ruling family. One of their number greeted the doctor with the 

conventional Arabic word of peace, and it touched off his fuse. He exploded. “Tell me 

about peace!” he shouted. “I’ll tell you about peace! I and my helpers have been laboring 

night and day to save the brave young men who risked their lives for this country and 

gave this city peace. They risked death so you can have coffee here this day. But did any 

of you think to help them? Not a one of you lifted a finger! Do any of you know the cost? 

Not one rupee have you given to help keep them alive. But they are alive today … no 

thanks to you.” [My paraphrase.] 

 

After a long and breathless pause, with great dignity the member of the ruling family rose 

from his seat and left the coffee shop. The rest followed in his train. And Mylrea, now 

quite alone with his cup of coffee, figured that he had just blown the whole effort of the 

Arabian Mission in Kuwait. But that evening, as he was commiserating with his wife, 

there came a knock on the door. One of the merchants who had been in the coffee shop 

stood there, and Milrea welcomed him into his home, fearing the worst. After the 

obligatory pleasantries, the gentleman drew a rather large and heavy sack of silver rupees 

from his robes and placed it before the doctor. “Here is the first contribution we have 

raised on short notice,” he said. And it was a substantial sum of money. “We didn’t know 

you wanted our help,” he added. “Now that we know there will be more tomorrow and in 
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the days to come.” 

Indeed, thanks to Mylrea’s explosive temper, and the honesty of the Kuwaitis who 

recognized the justice behind his emotional pyrotechnics, that day there began a special 

relationship between the Mission and the people of Kuwait that, in subtle ways, still 

persists. What was the lesson in simple human terms? This: If you need help, let someone 

know. 

* 

Many years later and great changes having taken place, the old hospital Mylrea had built 

became utterly inadequate. In the early 1950s the project was set in train to build a new 

hospital, and Mylrea’s recent death (1952) gave impetus to that. But all good intentions to 

the contrary notwithstanding, the Reformed Church could come up with nothing like 

enough funds to do the needful. This time, with a more modest and humble demeanor, the 

Mission again turned to the people of Kuwait for help. And they came through in spades! 

The hospital was built, equipped and partly endowed primarily with locally raised funds 

and, for its day, was briefly magnificent! The ruler of Kuwait himself, Shaykh ‘Abd-

Allâh as-Sâlim Âl Sabâh, was a major contributor and came both to the laying of the 

corner stone and to the official opening. The hospital was known as the ‘Mylrea 

Memorial’. Under the circumstances that was quite appropriate, and it was dedicated to 

the glory of God and the welfare of the people of Kuwait. 

* 

Within a year of the hospital’s opening, the small 1930 chapel had, in its turn, become 

inadequate also. It had to be expanded to serve the worship needs of a flood of Christian 

migrants who had come into Kuwait to staff the county’s burgeoning oil-fed economy. I 

remember well the symbolic thermometer beside the sanctuary entrance. For months on 

end, during the fund-raising campaign, it stayed firmly near the bottom. The Mission’s 

community then gathered to discuss the matter. “Why,” someone finally asked, “should 

we not ask our Kuwaiti friends whether they would like to contribute to the effort?” An 

affirmative decision taken, the word was put out. 

Soon the missionary pastor, Rev. Donald MacNeill, was asked to call upon Kuwait’s 

leading muftî, Shaykh Yûsuf ‘Îsâ al-Qanâ‘î. And, like Mylrea before him, he thought, “O 

Lord, we’re in for it now!” But he went. On the veranda of his seaside home, Shaykh 

Yûsuf received Don MacNeill and, after the appropriate polite prefaces, he presented him 

with a substantial check for the building of the church extension. MacNeill looked at the 

check with the large figure clearly written and then said, “O Shaykh Yûsuf, you are the 

leading Muslim authority in Kuwait. Why is it that you make such a generous 

contribution to the building of our Christian church?” Shaykh Yûsuf replied with a small 
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smile, “O Rev. MacNeill, a house of prayer is a house of peace.” And within weeks the 

thermometer burst its top; the church extension was built. 

* 

The Kuwaitis still know that that church is, in a very special sense, ‘their’ church. I have 

seen that demonstrated time and again. There are other and far more grand churches that 

have been built in Kuwait since then, but this is the church with which Kuwaitis continue 

to identify. It is ‘Our Church’. 

When, in 1967, the Reformed Church decided to close its hospitals in Kuwait since the 

country had developed its own very adequate medical facilities, there was a loud outcry 

of protest among Kuwaitis. The remote decision-makers in the United States, however, 

were not fazed. They went ahead with the closure. The challenge then became to protect 

the church premises, an enterprise in which I was involved along with my parents … I 

might add, successfully. 

But that left the old hospital buildings that, after a while, were abandoned and began to 

deteriorate. Located as they were in a highly desirable position on the seafront of the 

modern city, they became the focus for a variety of ‘development’ proposals from those 

of the Ministry of Oil to the Ministry of Housing. At a point it appeared that they would 

go, but the owner/editor of an influential newspaper wrote a brief article. In essence, what 

he said was, “These buildings are a heritage of the Kuwaiti people. They are an intrinsic 

part of our own history. If we tear them down we are tearing out our own heart. We 

cannot do that!” And the upshot is that, with the aid of UNESCO, the two hospital 

buildings have been renovated and will be turned into museums on the history of 

medicine in Kuwait including the pioneering role of the Arabian Mission. 

“Our Hospital” and “Our Church”. 

Over the years I have been humbled by these several acts of charity and quite frank and 

deliberate Kuwaiti encouragement of Christian service and worship. In a sense, all 

Christians in Kuwait owe their access to worship facilities to these beginnings and 

persistent recollections. But those were kinder, gentler times. 

* 

Allow me to fast-forward and drop South. 

In the mid-1980s I was serving as ‘moderator of the call’ for the English Language 

Congregation of the National Evangelical Church in Bahrain. They were interesting times 

of change and growth on the Island where the heirs of the Arabian Mission are three 

principal institutions — the church, a hospital and a school — all clustered together on 

three pieces of property. Between the land on which the church and hospital stand and the 

East Compound that accommodates the school a mosque has long stood. At the time of 
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which I write, ambitious plans were drawn up to rebuild that mosque. Private funds had 

been raised in Sa‘ûdî Arabia and construction had begun. But quite suddenly construction 

stopped and word was put out that the backers of the mosque’s construction had run out 

of funds. The mosque was looking to the local community for help. 

I should add that the mosque served (and still serves) many of Bahrain’s taxi drivers as 

well as a large group of shopkeepers, artisans and others working in the old nearby 

market area. Its ‘parish’ is made up not of the rich and powerful but of the humble and 

lowly. It is a Sunnî mosque and stands across the street from Bahrain’s oldest Shî‘ite 

cemetery. Along with the mission institutions, therefore, it rounds out a very 

‘ecumenical’ neighborhood. 

It occurred to me that I ought to tell my Kuwait story to our church council. I also related 

how the local Muslim community had heavily underwritten the rebuilding of the National 

Evangelical Church in Bahrain and of the American Mission Hospital (then very much a 

work in progress). In the end the rebuilding of Ar-Rajâ’ School has also been locally 

funded. What I suggested to the council was that we had opportunity in that moment to 

respond in kind and in the same charitable spirit, offering modest help to our Muslim 

neighbors. And this I did as eloquently as I was able. 

The council listened very respectfully and even appreciatively. The discussion was 

thorough and thoughtful and long. But in the end, the vote of that body was firmly against 

my proposal. And the Christian community made no gesture of charity toward the 

mosque. It was an opportunity lost, I have always thought, a moment of witness denied. 

We had not the spiritual insight to echo Shaykh Yûsuf’s wisdom: “A house of prayer is a 

house of peace.” 

I know that in many western countries in particular the Christian community has come to 

the aid of their Muslim neighbors to help build places of worship, but I have never 

thought that those gestures came close to offsetting the disappointment I felt in Bahrain. 

Charity, the old saw has it, begins at home. When we Christians have been made to feel 

at home in Muslim lands, to have denied that charity, in a very real sense, is to spit in the 

eye of God’s grace, his peace, his charity (that is love). 

As you can tell, I am still in mourning in a day when a kinder and gentler era has given 

way to one of violence and terribly heightened tension especially between Christians and 

Muslims. It is now that we must bend every spiritual effort to do better than we have 

done. Charity begins … 

And I greet you from the lands of the morning. 
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June 2005 
Alien Being 
Different! Every day Americans who live overseas have to acknowledge that’s what we 

are. Some of us are more different than others, to be sure, and each context provides 

shades of variation. It may be because they’re just being nice, but people here in Cyprus 

first ask us, "Are you English?" (When you’re dealing in foreign languages, accents don’t 

make a lot of difference.) When we answer, "No, we’re Americans," that often closes 

down conversation. Sometimes there’ll be a question like, "What do you think of George 

Bush?" And before last November, some asked us whether we were going to vote in the 

election (which Nancy and I, in fact, did) and for whom (and in answer to that we waxed 

eloquent). Whatever the case, we are different. 

 

But in Cyprus we’re not just different. Like foreigners entering the United States, we're 

frequently and officially reminded that we are resident aliens. We have 'Alien 

Registration Cards', and every time we renew our residence permits we are reminded that 

we are aliens. 

To those of you who haven't yet done so, Nancy and I strongly recommend that you see 

the delightful (and in subtle ways thought-provoking) movie, 'My Big Fat Greek 

Wedding'. Learn there the Greek concept of 'xeno'. Some may argue that the Greek word 

refers to 'guest', but hey, folks! it really refers to a strange, extraneous, maybe even 

extraterrestrial creature. From it in English we get a whole 'xeno-plex' of words, the most 

easily recognized of which is 'xenophobia', the fear and even hatred of that which is 

strange or utterly outside our experience — qualitatively different and therefore 

abhorrent. 

While we were watching the movie for the first time in a local theater, during the 

smoker's intermission (absolutely required in Cyprus), a Scottish friend from church and I 

were 'communing' and chatting. "Nobody," Bunty told me, "understands 'xeno' like we 

do." And she pointed to her somewhat younger companion. Decades ago Bunty married a 

Greek Cypriot and has worked diligently to contribute to the greater family life of her 

husband's Greek Cypriot clan. I wouldn’t dream of challenging her assertion. 

She knows whereof she speaks. She understands the word xeno. 

As with other deep-rooted notions, Greece has passed this particular and not altogether 

peculiar optic on to all of western culture. The Enlightenment and the liberal tradition 

may proclaim that 'all men are created equal', but at the gut level, where culture and folk 

values intertwine, the ideal is too often subverted. The notion of xeno lurks to define a 

whole universe of people who are, by nature, sub-human, who do not belong to 'all men', 
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who are not (and have no right to be) equal, whose Qur'âns can be flushed down the 

toilet, 'ragheads' who have no value nor right to dignity. 

Both Nancy and I remember seeing in the early 1980s a popular bumper sticker in a 

certain ethnic zone in western Michigan in the US. It proclaimed, "If you ain't Dutch you 

ain't much!" I believe its currency has deflated since, but it was an eloquent statement in 

its day. Xeno even within American society! 

* 

 

 

I like to play with Arabic words. It is a marvelous playground language for people like 

me. And the Arabs have several terms for foreigners or strangers. In the classical age a 

person who was both a foreigner and a non-Muslim was categorized as a musta'min, a 

person seeking (and deserving of) protection, a person whose security in Muslim society 

was guaranteed by law. The most common and important term these days is ajnabî (the 

'broken plural' is ajânib). 

Ajnabî is an adjectival noun from the root j-n-b. The root meaning, in addition to the idea 

of avoidance (that is, 'skirting around the edge of something'), has the more common 

notion of 'side' or 'edge'. Ajnab belongs to a class of derivations that refer to colors or to 

extreme cases. In the case of j-n-b, a positional verb, it describes something at the 

extreme edge. Ajnabî, therefore, describes someone right at the drop-off point of the cliff. 

If one is ajnabî he or she, in effect, is a cliff-edge person, on the farthest margin of things. 

But, I want you to observe, in Arabic the referent is positional and does not (as in Greek) 

refer to someone's nature. It rather describes a person's relationship to the warp and weft 

of indigenous society. 

And this leads me into an interesting realm of speculation. 

Western observers have long found it remarkable that, in Muslim society, racism is 

virtually non-existent ... even reprehensible ... almost incomprehensible. (As in Turkey 

and other selected sub-cultures, there are exceptions.) Race and skin color were remarked 

upon by Muslims, of course, but by-and-large they did so to highlight God’s marvelous 

creativity. As a marker of a person's nature these characteristics just never gained broad 

currency among Muslims. Culture, language and dress in all the far-flung reaches of what 

is called 'the Muslim world' are also not issues, and Muslims have managed to embrace a 

rather fabulous variety without anxiety. 

From one society to another other markers were used to feed the human proclivity for 

discrimination, but none of these have to do with race or culture. At core, all human 

beings were (and are) on the same footing no matter their distinguishing language, 
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culture, physical marks or features. In the final tally, what determined (and still 

determines) the preference of one person over another was and is not pedigree or status or 

wealth or skin color, but rather his or her track record as a moral and pious human being 

in the eyes of God. And that instinctive egalitarian universalism had application on the 

social and political levels. 

What drew distinctions between people was their belonging — family, clan, tribe ... those 

sorts of relational links. These things were important. But, in the end, for Muslims around 

the globe the sense of commitment to the over-arching 'mothering community' (ummah) 

of faith was a trans-racial and trans-cultural binder. And it worked. A blond, blue-eyed 

but Muslim Albanian could travel through Syria, Iraq, Iran, India, and wind up in 

Indonesia and still find a home. Positionally, that person might have been seen as 

an ajnabî, but relationally he or she belonged to the ummah. This still applies. 

* 

 

Where is all this leading? ... Bear with me. 

I have been deeply disturbed by the evident lack of training and conditioning of 

American troops in Iraq. I guess it was the Abû-Ghurayb Prison scandal with Lindy 

England as its pathetic scapegoat that took the wraps off the thing in a big way, although 

observers had been commenting upon it for months before. (The crass personification of 

this arrogant crudity, of course, has long been the person of Donald Rumsfeld, the 

American 'Minister of War' ... as it were.) And more recently there has been the 

American-Italian confrontation over the criminal negligence of US military command in 

Iraq for assigning immature and culturally crippled boy-soldiers to the important and 

sensitive checkpoint between Baghdad city and its airport. Whitewashed by Washington, 

this negligence cost the life of Italy's senior intelligence officer in Iraq and almost that of 

the woman journalist he had just freed from hostage-takers and whom he was escorting to 

the airport and to freedom. By covering her body with his own, he saved her life, and 

became a true hero. 

Right from the top, the abysmal ignorance with which the American government and 

military forces have prosecuted policy in Iraq (and in the rest of the Middle East, for that 

matter) has been nothing short of abominable. After September 11, 2001, it took the 

American FBI several days to find someone to read the notebooks and instruction 

manuals of the hijackers of the missile-planes that struck the World Trade Center and the 

Pentagon. Several days! Recently someone who should know told me that the US State 

Department currently has only one senior person in active service who can competently 

stand up in public and speak in Arabic. This is in a country where there are several 
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million native Arabic speakers! Why are they not used? The answer is simple: They do 

not have the right complexion … a bit too swarthy and their names are wrong! Xeno. 

* 

 

The other thing that distresses me is the whole thing about Islamist terrorism and 

extremism. It doesn't affect us on the street. You can walk in almost any Arab city in 

perfect safety (which is more than you can say about walking the streets of Detroit or 

Chicago). You can talk to people, and they are delighted to speak with you, the more so if 

you speak a modicum of Arabic. 

But there is this shadowy fringe of unstable individuals who, manipulated by others, are 

blowing themselves up in public places and seeking martyrdom in bloody operations, 

targeting civilians all over the world. Having learned lessons from the West — indeed, 

having been trained by western trainers both from the 'Left' (the Bader Meinhoff Gang 

and the Italian Red Brigades) and from the 'Right' (the CIA and the British MI5), and 

now training each other — the manipulators are no longer under the constraints of their 

Muslim religious formation. They propose that even those Muslims who do not toe the 

line they propose are no longer truly 'persons' either. They too are xeno. They too are 

expendable. 

Among this fringe, in Muslim lands foreigners, non-Muslims and even non-indigenous 

Muslims are a long way from being musta’minûn. There is no Arabic word for it. They 

are xeno and no longer as ajânib. They are, to coin a non-existent Arabic 

word, mustakhtirûn (they are looking for khatar ... they seek to place themselves in 

danger’s path). They have been abstracted from humanity. They are simply targets, or as 

the American military would ghoulishly phrase it 'collateral damage'. And this is a 'gift' 

we in the West have given to emerging global culture and to some very angry, 

traumatized and mentally imbalanced Muslims in particular. And it is utterly corrupt and 

corrupting. Quite terrifying. 

And I greet you from the lands of the morning. 

 

Proleptic Note: 

To relieve some, my next 'meditation' will have a quite different theme. 

July 2005 
On a Different Tack 
There come times when the new and the primordial coincide, and we've got to adopt a 

different tack to accommodate a changeful wind. The older you get the less nimble, and 
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the more of a chore it becomes to 'come about'. But that happened for Nancy and me and 

the rest of our family this past May. 

 

Marilyn, my older sister, died on the sixteenth day of that month. That's the primordial 

part. Death belongs to all life like a race's start belongs to its finish. In fact, it's just like 

that. For all that the medical profession has 'taken out a contract' on death, death belongs 

to living and has done so from life's inception. A start implies ... necessarily implies! ... a 

finish. The trick is to do it with dignity and in good spirit, and that's how Marilyn did it. 

The off-face of Marilyn's death is that we — her siblings and cousins and friends of the 

same generation — must deal with the fact that we're next. And that realization too is 

primordial. My little sister, Pam, turned to me not long after Marilyn had died and said, 

"Lewis, you’re now head of the family." I was poleaxed; I couldn't even answer. Of 

course, each in our own way, we Scudder siblings (Marilyn included) were bred ... as my 

dad might have put it ... as a bunch of stubborn cusses. Leading the family is a moral 

office Marilyn managed somehow to achieve. The functional 'head of family' hereafter 

may well devolve upon a member of the next generation. But the subtext remains. We 

might call it 'the patriarchal syndrome'. Fight it though we may, the reality is right there 

in our faces: We’re next. 

So, if that's the primordial stuff, what's the new? 

* 

 

To be a bit trite, the new is life itself. But it's more than that. The 'more' lies in the fact 

that each life expended has had the potential of creation. Creativity, by definition, is new. 

Parents know that. Procreation, after all, is creation devolved from the Creator, and 

among humans belongs to the Image of God with which we have been endowed. But, 

again, it’s more than that. Marilyn, although never a parent, created a great deal, and it 

wasn't until we arrived in Tanzania to bid her farewell that we, the family, became aware 

of what that was. 

I can give you a long recital of all we discovered. Marilyn was a builder and a maker, a 

healer and a lover, a leader and a learner. She touched many lives and many lives touched 

hers. From her early life in the Arab world, she had gone to Tanzania as sort of a lark, but 

there, from the mid '70s, she had fallen deeply in love. Over the years several of us tried 

to comprehend what that meant. But we only scratched the surface. We got glimpses, but 

not the full picture. Perhaps that was because Marilyn herself, by sheer physical presence, 

occluded too much in our viewport. There were things we missed. The full picture still 

eludes us, but at least we now see more. 
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But there's one thing that I'd like to reflect upon. 

* 

 

Marilyn became — courtesy of Billy (although definitely not his blood-thirsty son, 

Franklin) Graham — a fervent Evangelical. She is what an earlier generation might have 

dubbed a 'missionary's missionary'. Her 'conversion experience' in the mid-1970s, 

perhaps perversely, had the effect of softening her hard edges and drew her closer to 

people. For one thing she learned how to appreciate folk music, and even the nasal twang 

and appalling melodies of Elvis Presley (whom she had heartily detested) became music 

to her ears. God help us! She even learned how to strum a guitar. 

Marilyn was never a theological heavyweight. Quite the contrary. She deliberately left 

that to me. She quite agreed with my father (although not my mother until many years 

later) in approving my vocation as a theologian-missionary. She even adopted a violent 

'Madonna and Child' painting I once did, and kept it prominently displayed in her home. 

We found it propped up in her office in Sanya Juu (although not yet quite hung) after she 

died. I've now recovered it. But one thing reflected ambiguously in the painting that she 

and I often discussed was the relationship between Muslims and Christians. And one of 

her fervent desires was that, sometime, I would come to speak to her friends in Tanzania 

about my insights into the subject. 

But it is curious that this sister of mine in the last two or three decades of her life should 

find two quite anomalous poles upon which to fix her loyalties and love. One pole was 

the Franciscan-Capuchin Sisters in Tanzania, and the other was the Muslim community. 

The Sisters, especially at their retreat center in Sanya Juu, became her home and refuge. 

And, appropriately, in the soil of their sanctuary she has been laid to rest. For all the 

family to get to know this truly magnificent community of people with a religious 

vocation and come into touch with their work, worship and ebullient joy was a high 

privilege. 

But there was this other bond as well — the Muslim bond. 

The Lalji family, very strict Shî‘ah Muslims, was her sanity point during her long and 

sometimes arduous service at the Kilimanjaro Christian Medical Center. Murtadâ and 

Mansûrah Lalji (and their children) gave Marilyn their hearts and she gave hers to them. 

The Bhaloo family, prominent Tanzanian Ismâ‘îlis, during her last term at the Anglican 

hospital in M’vumi, served much the same purpose. Shafiq and Ismat Bhaloo, brother and 

sister, became Marilyn's surrogate children. And it was they upon whom she leaned most 

heavily in her last days. It may have been the magnificent curries both families could 

conjure up that first drew Marilyn into their embrace, but they cemented deep and 
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profound relationships. 

Whatever the case, this very Evangelical and Protestant woman learned a lovely latitude 

of love that transcended contrasts and composed a collage of dazzling color. 

Is that new? We're not talking theology here. We're talking relationships. And, yes, it was 

new for all. Nobody gave up identity or integrity, but everyone was enriched and 

invigorated. What Marilyn had learned early enough to revel in it and celebrate it was 

that life is not a narrow obstacle course to be threaded by a doctrinaire faith, but an 

expanding horizon that faith can enjoy and be amazed by — each day a magnificent 

although sometimes puzzling revelation. 

*  

 

Some years ago Marilyn told me that the Sa‘ûdî government had, for some years, been 

building mosques and madrasahs (religious schools) in Tanzania and other countries 

worldwide, staffing them with mullahs and teachers, and (with some gall) registering 

them with the UN as 'foreign aid'. These centers of Wahhâbî and Jihâdî political activity 

proliferated in Tanzania and elsewhere (including Afghanistan and Pakistan) at an 

alarming rate. And when Marilyn told me about them spreading like lice in East Africa it 

was an eye-opener. There was something bad going on and colluding in the business 

were the Sa‘ûdî, American and Israeli governments. 

In the end Julius Nyerere, the courageous socialist and Christian president of Tanzania 

(whom Marilyn greatly admired, knew personally and members of whose household she 

had treated) got fed up. At his demand, the charade finally stopped, but not before an 

American embassy was bombed and innocent lives were lost. 

So I expected to encounter a country shot through with dissent and subliminal religious 

tension. What we found, instead, was a country singing, smiling and celebrating life, 

economic misery and the AIDS pandemic notwithstanding. In some ways Tanzania is a 

model of a multi-ethnic and multi-religious society that has managed to put things 

together so they work. The old tribal loyalties are still very much in place, but they seem 

to be in perspective. As we drove through the countryside people would wave and smile. 

It is a nation of walkers and of 'dolla-dollas' (minibus taxis). These remarkable 

conveyances ply their trade from town to town, stuffed to the gunnels and overflowing 

with death-defying young men crusted on the outside wherever there's a ledge to put 

one's feet and a handhold. While we applaud the G-8 nations for relieving Tanzania of its 

oppressive debt, we also recognized that the Tanzanian people have a lot to give to the 

rest of the world. And maybe that is the thing with which Marilyn fell in love. This is a 

giving people. 
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*  

 

One last image: Following the funeral our whole family embarked upon something 

Marilyn had planned (and paid for) in advance. We went upon a wildlife safari and 

followed it up with a trip to the ancient island of Zanzibar (it is the old Tanganyika and 

Zanzibar that make up the federal republic of Tanzania). In 1989 Marilyn and I had 

visited Zanzibar together, and our host there was Sa‘îd, one of Marilyn's former students, 

a devout Muslim. 

You must understand that Zanzibar, in the early 1800s, was the main center of the Arab-

managed slave trade (Europeans managed the east coast African traffic). The island, as 

was much of East Africa, was ruled by the maritime power of Oman. Britain, however, 

was beginning to move against the slave trade, and one of the forces in that offensive was 

a missionary named David Livingston. 

Although his sojourn in Zanzibar was short, Livingston managed to lay out plans for a 

Methodist church on the grounds of what used to be Zanzibar’s main slave market. That 

church now stands, and Sa‘îd took us there. The baptismal font at the entrance to the 

sanctuary is the place where slave babies had their brains bashed out on a stone, their 

blood funneled off in a conduit that still exists. The church's altar stands on the site where 

the slaves were auctioned off, and in front of the altar is a cross in the pavement (where a 

post once stood) where slaves were beaten to demonstrate to prospective buyers their 

resilience and courage. 

Having toured the former slave pens and then the church, I asked Sa‘îd, "When you see 

this, don't you get angry?" He had thought for a moment and then answered, "What good 

would it do? We must get on with life. Looking back is no good. You cannot live in anger 

against people no longer alive. We are not slaves to the past." 

Now, in 2005, we were in the company of a young tour guide named M'bwana, a young 

Sunnî Zanzibarî who had put on his Omani-style Muslim skullcap. The venue was the 

same, but he pointed out to us that the Zanzibar government had decreed that the slave 

pens were now to be identified as the place where medicines were stored to treat slaves 

and restore them to the pink of health. Read it as you wish. The chains were still in 

place ... to anchor down the medicine? 

As we walked into the church, I took off my hat. And M'bwana asked me, "Why did you 

take off your hat?" I said, "Well, that's what we do. It is a sign of respect. Were I entering 

a mosque, M'bwana, I would take off my shoes for the same reason." He looked at me for 

a moment and then said, "OK, I'll take off my hat." And he did. 

After we had walked through this quite astounding sanctuary, and were gathered outside 
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around a grouping of statues depicting the suffering of the slaves, I told M'bwana about 

my conversation with Sa‘îd sixteen years earlier. And I asked him how he would answer 

my question. 

Like Sa‘îd, he took a moment to gather his thoughts. "Well," he said at last, "that was 

many years ago now. Your friend was right. What would you have us do? Should we 

rampage through Zanzibar town and kill all the Arabs? That would be like another 

Rawanda, and in Zanzibar we don't think like that. It would make no sense, would it? We 

mustn't forget the past, but we must leave it in the past. We need to think of peace now 

and work for it." 

This young tour guide will remain with me for years to come. What he had to say is what 

the Franciscan Sisters had to say too. "We need to think of peace now." It was one of 

those moments when the new and the primordial came together, and there was harmony. 

Marilyn smiled. We — her siblings, cousins and friends — afflicted though we may be 

by the 'patriarchal syndrome', may yet take comfort. Not all the signs of the times are 

grim. The burden of the past weighs heavily, but the task of building peace is not 

insurmountable. And that's not a bad tack to be on. 

And I greet you from the lands of the morning. 

August 2005 

To See Ourselves 

I have a friend, Muhammad as-Sammâk, who has taught me a great deal over the 

years. We are friends as much through language as through anything else. Competent in 

English though he is, Muhammad is by avocation and profession an Arab intellectual and 

journalist. He devotes his main energies to addressing an Arabic reading public, and his 

graceful writing style bespeaks a mind that is lucid and 'on track'. That means his best 

stuff emerges in Arabic, and every now and then I've been privileged to be his translator. 

That's the environment within which, somewhat 'happenstantially', he has been my 

mentor, and I am eternally in his debt. He is also a person of most civilized demeanor and 

pleasant to be around ... the epitome of what we mean when we call someone 'a decent 

person'. 

I've described Muhammad as an 'intellectual'. The French would have no trouble with 

that, but that descriptive doesn't go down smoothly in Anglo-Saxon culture, especially in 

its American permutation where the 'dumbing down' of culture seems now in full swing. 

We fear the Adlai Stevensons of this world, and raise to iconic office the Johnsons, 

Nixons, Reagans and Bushes. But, that nonsense aside, let me place my friend, 
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Muhammad, in his context. 

The word commonly translated 'intellectual' in Arabic is mufakkir. It indicates a person 

who actually and deliberately thinks. And Arabs, by and large (unlike a rather substantial 

body of Americans), actually admire that. That is, Arabs rather admire those who see it as 

their job to think. Using your brain isn't a bad thing to do. If that is your gift, go for it! 

and use it well. 

As an intellectual, therefore, Muhammad has earned a respected and even pivotal role in 

Lebanese Sunnî Muslim society. He is General Secretary of the Islamic Religious 

Council in Lebanon that advises the country's Sunnî Grand Mufti; he has also been a 

linchpin in keeping the often-delicate and sometimes wobbly wheel of Christian-Muslim 

dialogue in that country turning on its axel, and in so doing he has contributed to drawing 

his country out of the morass of civil war and into a new day of nation building. In 

between all that he continues to be a prolific writer and journalist, focusing much of his 

incisive attention upon drawing rationality out of the chaos of sloppy religious and 

political thinking (and that has earned him some enemies), and upon those things that 

make for peace, understanding and reconciliation (and that too has generated some ire). 

With that basket of involvements, you've just got to have your wits about you ... you've 

actually got to think. And Muhammad does that. 

* 

 

This April past Muhammad and two of his colleagues on the region-wide Arab Working 

Group for Muslim-Christian Dialogue — Judge ‘Abbâs Halabî and Rev. Riad Jarjour — 

went on a tour of the United States. Each of them is articulate, well aware of his place 

and position, a sharp and sensitive observer. Each is also deeply committed to building 

bridges of amity and understanding both within their own societies and across cultures 

and other obstacles (like religious barriers) that threaten to divide humanity as a whole. 

They have global perspectives. The objective of their trip was to communicate with 

Americans on vital Middle East and Muslim-Christian issues, to listen, and to observe. 

They met with personages, church officials, other fellow intellectuals, students, people in 

the media business, and ordinary folk with a conscience and an interest in what they had 

to say and who they were. Moving from city to city, that is what they did. In the process 

they developed impressions of what they encountered. 

Returning to Lebanon, Muhammad wrote a significant little op-ed piece that I recently 

translated and now share with you. What moves me to do so in this opening installment 

of the second year of these meditations is that, first, it gives us a little auditory window 

for listening to what Muslims and Arabs (a good many of whom are Christian) are saying 
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to each other in these troubled times. Of course this essay doesn’t say everything that 

might be said because it is a highly focused piece, and there is a great deal more that 

needs to be said. But, second, it also gives us a small mirror in which we might see 

ourselves. Nancy and I found it to be an exquisitely honest and compassionate mirror 

and, without phasing into the maudlin, it reflects some hope at a time when hope grows 

ever more scarred and rare. 

Without further ado, here are Muhammad as-Sammâk's observations of America: 

 

* 

A few days ago [early May] I returned from a trip to the United States with the Arab 

Working Group for Muslim-Christian Dialogue. During it we visited the cities of 

Louisville, Chicago, Los Angeles and Washington DC. During the three-week-long trip I 

[and my two colleagues] lectured at universities, institutes and churches on the subjects 

of Islam and the situation in the Middle East. In the course of discussions with university 

professors, students, religious professionals, media people and other concerned 

individuals, I have come away with the following impressions: 

The general image of Islam and Muslims is worse than I thought it would be. 

Notwithstanding, American public opinion is eager to get objective information about 

Muslim thought and the broader Arab situation from Muslim and Arab sources. 

Nonetheless there is an informational vacuum that the enemies of Islam and of the Arabs 

work to fill by injecting distorted information and images. They do this not only through 

the media, but also from cultural and religious platforms as well. 

Over against this, there is virtually no Muslim or Arab voice from these platforms ... no 

communications from them at all. There is a sense that Zionist control of these platforms 

condemns any Muslim or Arab communications effort to failure from the outset. More 

depressing still is the impression that the extremist Evangelical right wing in America 

controls decision-making in the United States and expresses American public opinion. 

This is a grave misapprehension. The far right does not represent the American majority. 

American society is extremely diverse. It is, furthermore, exposed in all its segments to 

vigorous movements of criticism in much of the media and in many political and cultural 

journals. More significantly there are American ecclesiastical groupings that have 

compassion for Arab causes not because they are Arab as such but simply because they 

are just. 

For example, the Presbyterian Church — among the largest of Protestant churches both 

within and beyond the United States — has decided to divest itself of all its investments in 

Israel and even of those companies owned by Israelis. It has called upon its members 
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individually also to divest themselves of their investments in Israel. This constitutes a 

precedent-setting action in the evolution of the Church in America, and Presbyterians 

defend it as a response to violations of human and civil rights that Palestinians suffer in 

occupied territories. 

The significance of this action is not limited to the fact that it is a new precedent. Its 

significance is broader. It sets an example for many other [American] churches that are 

now contemplating adopting similar policies. For this reason the decision makers in the 

Presbyterian Church have become the targets of smear campaigns mounted by American 

Zionist organizations. They are virtually drowning in a vicious flood of electronic mail 

condemning them while, at the same time, they have received no message of 

encouragement and appreciation from Arab and Muslim circles. 

A second example: The United Church of Christ, also one of the larger Protestant 

churches, has strongly condemned the building of the separation wall in the West Bank 

and has demanded that it be dismantled. It argues that the wall transgresses against 

Palestinians both economically and spiritually be that because of land confiscations, the 

demolition of homes, or the uprooting of trees. For this action, this church too has been 

subjected to a similar flood of Zionist invective. Regrettably again there has been no 

encouraging Arab or Muslim response. It would seem that Arabs and Muslims are thus 

far unaware of this action. 

A third example: The National Council of the Churches of Christ in the United States, 

whose member churches represent a constituency of over forty million people, has taken 

positions in the past and continues to do so that are objective and just with regard to a 

wide spectrum of Arab issues. For these it has been subjected to the criticism of both 

Jewish and Christian Zionist organizations. 

America's is an open society enjoying broad freedoms. Within it there are those who 

express enmity toward both Islam and the Arabs. Within it also are those who are in 

sympathy with (or at least open to) Muslim and Arab issues. Nonetheless, the strongest 

voice in this society is that of the friends of Israel not because they have right on their 

side, but because those in the right are either absent or have absented themselves. They 

do not make bold use of the platforms open to them, nor do they cooperate with their 

friends and those who sympathize with them. 

We [Arabs and Muslims] will never be able to change the American mind if we do not 

change our own mind about American society. Grumbling is useless and convinces 

nobody. Complaining to any but God is likewise a snare and a delusion. The American 

individual is a person who has been misled. That much is true. And reaching and 

influencing that person is not easy. But it is not impossible. On the contrary, it is 
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extremely feasible. 

* 

And that's an honest Arab Muslim intellectual speaking. For my part, I found it as cogent 

as it is thoughtful. Certainly it helps those of us who are American and western appreciate 

how others see us, and how Arabs and Muslims might critically appraise themselves. 

With the spate of brutal bombings and killings in London recently, in Beirut again, and 

now in Sharm al-Shaykh, we are reminded that the gap between religious and ethnic 

communities is growing every more wide, riddled increasingly with enmity and violence. 

That gap was not so evident in earlier generations or even (less than twenty years ago) in 

our own. Muhammad as-Sammâk pleads with Muslims and Arab society generally to 

recognize, affirm and respond to their friends, religious distinctions notwithstanding. He 

is trying to help guide the vessel of humanity through the squalls of irrationality and 

fanaticism's major blows, and see that humans do not founder in their divinely 

commissioned endeavor to be collectively God's regent ... God's steward ... on earth. 

Muhammad's is a plea we can all respond to. In my view, it is a plea we must respond to. 

And I greet you from the lands of the morning. 

September 2005 
Shalom or Sham 

Recently, re-reading Frank Herbert's magnificent but daunting Dune double trilogy 

(and the companion double trilogy by his son, Brian, along with Kevin Anderson), I was 

reminded that, more often than not, argument intends not so much to establish truth as to 

change it. And it barreled in on me that the media and Internet are overflowing these days 

with truth claims, arguments, and efforts to carve, dice and slice the truth. And, frankly, 

it's all getting to be 'a bit much'. 

As I set out to write this piece, Israelis were in the throes of watching their government 

enforce a withdrawal of their 'settlers' from Gaza. The government called the action 

'disengagement'. That's a military term that contains a sub-text for re-engagement ... the 

renewal of hostilities. Take one step back, the strategy suggests, in anticipation of two 

steps forward on down the line. And, already, even before the operation was completed, 

we were seeing signs of this logical sequel. We must bear in mind that Mr. Sharon is a 

violence addict and not a nice man. (And that probably qualifies him as a full-blown 

terrorist.) But, at the same time, the media hype had it that this was a major step toward a 

long and lasting peace. So what's really happening? Who's shaping the argument ... who's 

shaping the truth? 
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As western media are bound to do, even BBC Radio gave primary airtime to the settlers 

being moved out of Gaza (and out of a few settlements in the northern West Bank), 

replete with the heart-wrenching stories of people uprooted from their homes of almost 

four decades. Palestinians in Gaza, rejoicing, looked almost ghoulish. And I found the 

juxtaposition utterly bizarre. 

The underlying argument has achieved something new by way of 'truth'. Leave aside the 

massive displacement of Palestinians in 1948. Even for Hamas and Islamic Jihad that's 

water long gone under the bridge. It's been virtually forgotten in the wake of Oslo and 

other negotiations. Since 1967 Israel has occupied the Palestinian West Bank and East 

Jerusalem, the Syrian Golan Heights, and the Gaza Strip. Within a breathlessly short 

space of time (under Israel's then minister of agriculture, Ariel Sharon) Israel started 

building loudly condemned and illegal settlements in lands Israel held under military 

occupation. That was thirty-eight years ago. Sharon's settlers had and still have one 

overriding objective. It was and continues to be to colonize what remained 'un-reclaimed' 

of biblical 'Eretz Israel', the land God had promised the Jewish people, what Menachem 

Begin called 'Judea and Samaria'. Those who resisted and were not 'Jewish' were branded 

as 'terrorists' or 'Anti-Semite' or both. It's utterly surreal. Salvador Dali could not have 

painted a more ludicrously distorted canvas. Truth, again, was caricatured. 

 

* 

One of the things that I resent most in the way things have evolved is the utter corruption 

of the highly evocative Hebrew word, 'shalom'. The word, in its original setting, evokes 

not just the absence of violence but also the integrity of a society that knows and upholds 

justice both for its own people and for the outsider. I have a Scottish clergy acquaintance 

who signs off on her e-mails with that word, and I don't know how much longer I can be 

patient with her. What rises in my mind each time she uses it is a day in the fall of 1994 

when John Parkinson, a dear friend and colleague who as Ret Zabriski would put it is 

now 'in the nearer presence of God', drove Nancy and me up from the Galilee into the 

Golan Heights. We pulled off into a lay-by overlooking the legend-filled lake. 

The lay-by was graced by an utterly tasteless twenty-foot tall bronze sculpture of a 

1940s-style water faucet! I'll never forget it. When we pulled up into the lay-by and as we 

got out of our car, there was an Israeli couple just getting ready to leave. The rather 

elegant middle-aged lady looked at us and quietly said, "Shalom." The husband, for his 

part, only gave us a cursory glare. I found him the more credible because I was 

dumbstruck by the woman. I don't think I even grunted a response to her. What did she 

mean? I was thinking. Here she and I stood on land occupied by violence, and she was 
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greeting me with ... what? ... with peace? And the prophet's grim sarcasm churned within 

me: "Shalom, shalom ... when there is no shalom!" (Jeremiah 6:14 and 8:11) Another 

argument had gone awry. Truth bent to served something else. 

John's purpose in bringing us to the overlook was to give us a perspective onto the 

various religious sites below ... monasteries and what have you around the Lake (some on 

the eastern shore long abandoned), and his knowledge of them was encyclopedic. But, 

mind-blown as I was, as we proceeded across the Israeli-occupied Golan with its lush and 

green farms irrigated by water pumped up from the Lake of Galilee, all I could think of 

was a shattered word ... 'Shalom!' God help us! 

As we went along I must have said something, because John said, "But, Lew, it will be so 

difficult for the Israelis to give all this up." He waved his hand across the obscenely green 

landscape. And I remember exclaiming, "Give it up? But, John, it's not their land! They 

stole it! These farmers are thieves! And were they to return it to the Syrians, would they 

then let them use the Galilee water they're now pumping in?" His immediate response 

was, "Not a chance! Besides, the Israelis won't give up the Golan Heights. No way! It's a 

matter of security." And I remember very little else about crossing that fraught highland 

except the Israeli cars with banners and bumper stickers proclaiming that the Golan 

belonged to Israel (the 'peace topic' of the day). Argument had made truth (and, indeed, 

even a long-established friendship) so fragile, and I had no more stomach for it. 

* 

 

Is there more? Well, yes, there'll probably be a lot more. 

There's a tremendous backpressure of anger, fear, suspicion and resentment building up 

in the Middle East and all across our world, and religious people are wielding a heavy 

hand in pressurizing the system. (We can leave Ayatolla Pat Robertson out of this for the 

moment.) You can hear it in the young Jewish woman's voice who said that, if Israel did 

not exist, American society would turn against its Jews. For her, Israel is the guarantor of 

her civil liberties as an American and the antidote to Anti-Semitism. Pathetic as that may 

sound, it is believed. Truth? 

The same voice is heard among Israelis offended that Jews forced other Jews to abandon 

portions of Palestine (in this case, Gaza and a miniscule portion of the West Bank), the 

land promised to them by God. They point to their homes of the past thirty years and wail 

about the injustice, yet they never even so much as murmured about the thousands of 

Palestinian homes that have stood for centuries and were demolished in Gaza and the 

West Bank, nor did they commiserate with those dispossessed by armor plated bulldozers 

manufactured to Israeli specifications by Caterpillar in Peoria, Illinois, but paid for and 
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delivered by the US Department of Defense. Again, the argument just does not serve the 

truth. 

I was recently approached by a somewhat quirky but ardent British Christian 

acquaintance who is soon to relocate temporarily to Britain. He asked me what he should 

do. I was a bit puzzled at first, but after he had blathered on a bit, it became apparent that 

he wanted strategies for how to confront Muslims in the UK especially after the recent 

bombings in London's underground rail system by Islamist fanatics. My advice, which 

didn't touch upon his contrived angst, was that he treat people without concern for their 

confession and then, once he had a valid personal relationship, all topics would be open. 

I've no idea what he'll do once he gets to the UK. He doesn't have good person-to-person 

skills. But my suspicion is that his absolutist priorities will prevail. He wants vindication 

by argument, and truth will not be served. 

Among Muslims there's a similar distortion. Caught in the global culture trap, many 

Muslims haven't been able to sort out their priorities except to say that when a fellow 

Muslim is threatened, then other Muslims must come to that Muslim's defense. But the 

same does not apply if the victim is not a Muslim. These Muslims don't seem to have the 

functioning equipment for the task. They are still mired in the 'do/don't' mode of religious 

authentication. And, I suspect, it is the kind of discussion that lawyers encourage. It is not 

surprising that Muslims have yet to put forward a clear consensus on universal human 

rights. The argument traps and twists the truth. 

* 

 

Are we at an impasse? Is the situation intractable? Given that I'm an incurable optimist, 

as I look into the future I say, "No." And my optimism is not groundless. 

On August 17th I listened to an Israeli Jew and a Palestinian Muslim, both committed to 

peace, discuss the Israeli pullout from Gaza and its implications. I found their dialogue 

moving because through the space between the two you couldn't pass a hair. First of all, 

here were two men who weren't arguing with each other. There was no truth-twisting 

going on. They were talking with each other about a vision down the line of 

a whole geographical Palestine at peace. It was dialogue in the classic sense that, though 

it may (and, in this case, did) air disagreement, was a long way from being an argument. 

Both very much keyed into the present moment, they looked toward a more distant future 

where Palestinians and Israelis wouldn't just be neighbors but partners. And they 

struggled to parse out a process that would lead to that neighborliness. 

'Midst the other noisome garbage being aired these days, this was a breath of fresh air. 

(All praise to the BBC's 'World Update' program for recording and airing it!) I felt 
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refreshed. Two persons (an Israeli Jew and a Palestinian Muslim) were talking to each 

other about how they, in the end, might fall in love. And, in that end, love and truth with 

a modicum of justice — valid and compassionate human relationships — are the essential 

components of 'shalom'. 

It is very important that we reject the sham. 

And I greet you from the lands of the morning. 

November 2005 
A Name’s Just a Name 

Remember the old childhood saw? "Sticks and stones may break my bones, but 

names will never hurt me!" Now, having had a bit of experience, my response is a 

cynical, 'Oh, really?' 

A true story: There came past a booth in a Houston mall a Texas redneck shopper with 

his little daughter in tow. She saw a Muslim woman in hijab walking ahead of them and 

asked, "Who's she, Daddy?" "Why," he answered in an utterly reasonable tone of voice, 

"she's a terrorist, Darlin'." And where did he learn his nomenclature? There’s no telling 

but there’s no lack of 'instructors' either. There are more of them than just Franklin 

Graham, Pat Robertson and the somewhat reclusive Patrick Sookhdeo, founder and 

director of the so-called 'Barnabas Fund' in England. These purveyors of hate in Christ's 

name have achieved the status of respectability in large segments of American and 

British society (including government) and have their media acolytes and emulators. 

 

Names, in fact, are very important. They constitute a galaxy of order and coherence the 

world around. Arab society, for instance, is very careful about names. Names are, after 

all, the recitation of a person's family tree, and knowing that is fundamental to social 

relations. The name is the first clue to knowing where someone fits in. So when names 

are manipulated and misapplied the almost crystalline fabric they represent begins to 

shatter. The chaos dragon starts to stir. If we neglect to name people properly, if we 

distort or denigrate their names, if we mislabel them or attach their names to slander, they 

hurt profoundly and will react at a gut level. 

Propaganda (the science of ...) has long established this as a truism. Since the days of 

William Randolph Hearst, in incremental steps power brokers have learned that their first 

and most munificent largess must be showered upon the media their chosen vehicle for 

propaganda. Why? Because the media know how to misname and make the misnomer 

stick. For less than laudable reasons, the people of power and the media have become 
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symbiotes. 

* 

We live in an age aswim in labels, tags, 'sound-bite' clichés, edited images and names 

twisted into caricatures, without roots or reality, but tailored to mass credulity and 

believed. We cannot escape them. They’re being thrown at us all the time, and 'free 

market' economics makes defense against distortion horribly expensive. Few can afford 

it, or at least the coin is elusive. 'Liberalization' of the world’s economy puts power in the 

hands of the few who can afford the commodities on offer. And one of the key 

commodities on offer — always and forever — is the information industry, the 

communications network, the organized media. 

There were those of us who once prayed that the Internet would democratize 

communications, short-circuit establishment control, and liberate the voice of the 'little 

guy'. It was to be our deus ex machina that would magic us into the new age. But let’s not 

kid ourselves. The Internet is a commodity. The youthful ebullience of its first blush is 

past. True enough, it embodies a whole new technology and has introduced a whole new 

and dizzyingly complex dynamic. It has shocked the power brokers with the way it has 

sprawled and ramified, but don't bet that it's not for sale. It is for sale given the right 

circumstances. China has done it (sort of). Other governments can do the same, given 

their willingness to resort to totalitarianism. This 'blog' now reaches hundreds (much to 

my surprise), but who knows the vagaries of the future. Heavens! A decade ago, apart 

from Gore Vidal and a few others, who would have predicted the kind of government we 

now have in the United States? And the dictatorship of bureaucracy is something that the 

common person does not see directly, yet it is growing everywhere and it is among the 

bidders. Those who are figuring out the terms of the deal are even now getting ready to 

climb into the catbird’s seat. 

One reliable reader of these random ruminations remarked to me very recently that they 

may mean a great deal to those who have some proximity to things middle eastern, but 

those without that connection will not understand what I'm saying. If she's right then I'm 

poised upon the lip of despair. It means that not only is the naming game insidious, it 

makes people blind. It is being used to fragment humanity, accelerate social entropy, 

invent enmity where it did not exist, and make it inevitable that we grapple with each 

other ever more fiercely not as fellow human beings, but as aliens and objects. 

One of the great debates raging in Great Britain these days, for instance, is whether 

'multiculturalism' in British society — where cultures delight in dialogue and flourish in 

mutual respect — is a going concern or whether it has failed. Since the London 

bombings, skeptics are on every street corner and optimists are few. Indeed, if it has 
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failed, then we may well be in deeper trouble than we thought. Names and labels — the 

manner in which we see and organize reality — shall have become entirely 

compartmentalized, and we’re back to the Tower of Babel, a circumstance that gives 

almost free rein to the manipulators and the cynics. Their trump card is violence and in 

that they will have a field day, because the watchword of primordial Babel is fear, and 

fear quickly breeds fanaticism, and fanaticism has no compunction about striking down 

nameless others. 

Is this the guiding spirit of the 'war on terror'? Or is it all just a Cheneyesque scheme to 

cultivate and then exploit bigotry and violence on a scale grand enough to be fabulously 

profitable? The anti-terror warrior and the terrorist have blended into each other. The 

Texas redneck and others like him have been mobilized upon a 'darkling plain' along side 

fear-drenched and terminally angry Muslims turned terrorist, and they've been persuaded 

into a horror where, as Matthew Arnold foresaw a century and a half ago, "ignorant 

armies clash by night." 

* 

September 11, 2001, has proven to be a historical watershed. Crucial choices were made 

then that merged the goals of the terrorist pilots of the doomed planes with those of the 

political and military establishments in the United States and Britain. The flow of blood 

that began that day is now in full spate, and the 'Military-Industrial Complex' against 

whom Eisenhower warned the world in his swansong is now paramount, its profits 

astronomical. 

Now expressing itself in Palestine, Iraq and Afghanistan, as well as in other places 

including Bali, Delhi, Madrid, London and Chechnya, as the agony sinks deeper into the 

collective human psyche, we're beginning to see signs that a crucial change is beginning 

to take place. Let us pray it's not a mirage. 

Slowly, tentatively, but now gaining momentum and increasing force the irrepressible 

rational voice of the human race — the core feature of the image and likeness of God — 

is beginning to assert itself. In the past I've spoken of my optimism about the role of 

Muslim women in charting the future of the Muslim community. But other encouraging 

signs are everywhere to be seen. And the coinage they are using is simple integrity that 

has not yet been debased. 

Yes, there are voices that urge us to label all Muslims as potential terrorists and see them 

to be the nemesis of Christianity and world culture. And, yes, there are Muslims who are 

doing their utmost to prove those voices right and, indeed, to enslave and blind their own 

people. Nonetheless, there’s something else in the air. Right across the worldwide 

Muslim community, but especially in the West where there is developing something of an 
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Islamic epicenter, the message is going out. 

Muslims are saying that enough is enough. They appreciate the fact that outward forms 

(the hijab for women; beards, distinctive head gear, and robes for men), while they may 

have originated in traditional Muslim societies, do not belong to religion but to culture. 

Out of their context, they are anomalous, anachronistic and often deliberately divisive. 

They also mirror an intellectual and spiritual anachronism, a dogged traditionalism that is 

at once timid and aggressive. It is timid in that it fears breaking the jurisprudential mold 

shaped for Muslim religious discourse in the 10th century; it is aggressive in its assertion 

that this traditional religious discourse is still relevant. This now is being challenged. 

Early last month I heard one western Muslim say, "Traditional Islam is way past its 'sell 

by' date." What he was urging is that today's Muslims must learn how to use the rich soil 

of the globe's secular environment to grow a vibrant Islam that can thrive in the here and 

now of the multicultural global age. And that recalled to me what Mahmoud Zayid, my 

history professor at the American University of Beirut, said some thirty-five years ago. 

He was commenting upon the famous one-liner of the 19th century’s domineering British 

viscount of Egypt, Lord Cromer (Evelyn Baring), that, "Islam changed is Islam no 

longer." Professor Zayid's equally pithy line was, "Islam is what Muslims say it is." 

And that brings us back to the business of names. 

* 

We’ve become accustomed to hyphenated labels attached to 'Muslim', 'Islamic' and 

'Islamist'. There are, by way of example, 'Muslim Anti-Semitism', 'Islamist 

fundamentalism', and 'Islamic terrorism'. We don’t even think about these interesting 

verbal constructions any more. But there is a subliminal track running here. Discuss 

'Muslim Anti-Semitism' and the sub-text is that, if one is a Muslim, he or she must have a 

proclivity for being an Anti-Semite. It belongs to the religion. Discuss 'Islamist 

fundamentalism' and one is to suspect that all 'good' Muslims must be, in some fashion, 

fundamentalists … extremists. Even people who should know better I've heard say, 'That 

man's a real Muslim; he's a fundamentalist.' Discuss 'Islamic terrorism' and you have our 

Texan redneck's bland assumption: all Muslims are likely to be terrorists or terrorist 

sympathizers. The trap is both insidious and subtle. It is inherently destructive and 

packed with cultural TNT. 

The fact of the matter is that not Anti-Semitism, not fundamentalism and not terrorism 

are Muslim inventions. They've all been around a long time and have many cultural 

etiologies and permutations. Emphatically not Anti-Semitism and certainly not the other 

two perversions are inherently Muslim. But the name game in its media play has implied 

that they are. And, not challenging the sub-text, we've played into the hands of the 
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manipulators. 

That is why the new Muslim voices are so refreshing. They are refusing the misnomers, 

the labels and clichés, and they are demanding a new resilience and open-mindedness 

from their own people, and between their people and all others. Professor Zayid, a 

modest precursor of these times, said it all. "Islam is what Muslims say it is." Whether we 

are good with names or not, Zayid and people like him may yet guide us back to naming 

things properly. 

And I greet you from the lands of the morning. 

January 2006 

Dîwâniyyah 

And now The Season’s past! 

Is it back to business as usual? New Year’s resolutions (for those of us who actually 

make them) have been made and are probably already broken. Mine is always a silent 

intention to quit smoking. Ah, well ... And the news reports (a long break from which 

Nancy and I have just enjoyed during our Christmas family reunion in, of all places, 

Belize) seem to point to a world that’s still running amok. A ‘Happy New Year’ might be 

a bit too much to expect. 

But before things slither further down the slippery slope of good intentions, I’ve vowed 

to write this meditation for John Hubers, my close friend and long-time colleague. And 

what brings me to do it now rather than later is the fact that now it fits and later it might 

intrude. 

 

* 

 

Almost thirty years ago now, Conway Zeigler, another close friend, adoptive ‘uncle’ to 

our kids and brilliant person in his own right, wrote a Master’s thesis for Princeton 

University entitled ‘A Flowering in the Desert: Protestant Missionary Activity in the 

Arabian Gulf, 1889-1973’. It was a too brief historical sketch, but it contained a rather 

poignant cameo piece on the event of a dîwâniyyah. It recounted the dîwâniyyah our 

family had once a year on Christmas Day in Kuwait (the occasion he recounts may well 

have even been one of the last ‘classics’). 

 

It was an all-day affair beginning at about 6:00 a.m. and, with a break for a gut-busting 

Christmas dinner, not ending until late evening. During its heyday, three hundred or more 
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guests would pass through our living room (dîwâniyyah) on Christmas Day. Each would 

express wishes for a blessed feast, sit to be served a bite of candy or other sweet, receive 

one or more thimbles-full of bitter cardamom-flavored coffee, trade light gossip for a 

moment or two and finally, with a swish of formal robes and a prayer for the household’s 

peace, depart. It’s something I grew up with. I thought it quite the norm. Didn’t everyone 

do it? Later I discovered just how very privileged we had been. 

How did this tradition begin? 

 

Well, as I understand it, when Christian Protestant missionaries were invited to Kuwait in 

1913, they were the first of their ilk in the country. Within a few years they established 

medical work and, as was their wont, brought together a community of worship. Nobody 

was in any doubt that this was a mission with an evangelistic purpose. But that didn’t 

seem to matter. Muslims are no less avid in their evangelical zeal, and there was an 

immediate sense of recognition. One person of religious integrity receives the other as a 

kindred-spirit. 

Early on in the mission’s story, during the feast of ’Îd-ul-Fitr at the end of the Muslim 

month of fasting, missionaries joined the townfolk, calling first upon the ruler and his 

family, and then over three days wending their way through the town to visit the various 

dîwâniyyahs (there was a pecking order), wishing the Muslims a blessed feast. At some 

point, someone asked the missionaries, “All right, you have greeted us during our 

festival. But tell us, when should we come and give you greetings?” The missionaries 

huddled and returned the answer into the dîwâniyyah network: “Come to us on Christmas 

Day.” And it was so. Although the mission has now ceased to exist, so long as the 

Christian community retains its integrity in Kuwait, so it has been. 

We awakened at something like 4:30 a.m. on Christmas morning for a quick early 

breakfast and then gathered around our magnificent artificial tree to plunder the leavings 

of Santa Claus. But well before the 6:00 a.m. deadline, all wrappers had to be picked up, 

the Christmas booty whisked off into our respective bedrooms, and the dîwâniyyah set in 

order for the arriving guests led by the first of them, the Ruler of Kuwait himself, Shaykh 

‘Abd-Allâh as-Sâlim Âl Sabâh, other members of the royal family, and then a long 

parade of the male heads of Kuwait’s prominent families. 

Reflecting back upon the experience, I’m impressed. On Christmas morning Kuwait’s 

Muslims came in large numbers to call on the Christian families — beginning with the 

padre (because it was, after all, a religious festival), going on to the mission doctor (our 

home), and concluding with the larger Shammâs clan (the Shammas, Sulaymân and 

Benyamîn families, in that order) and then on to other members of the Arab Christian 
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community (the Shuhaybar family and others). And it symbolized the Kuwaiti desire to 

integrate the Christians into the most significant of the town’s institutions. 

* 

If we’re talking institutions, it was set up long before Christians arrived. 

And, for once, a word study doesn’t seem to do my cause much good. The word, 

dîwâniyyah, derives from the Arabic trilateral root d-w-n. In its used second form, it 

means to record, list, register or collect something. Dîwâniyyah is an abstract form of 

dîwân, a derived noun meaning official office, chancery, bureau, secretariat, cabinet, 

council, and so forth. Strangely, it can also indicate a poet’s collection of verse. They’re 

about as far apart as you can get, and just as far from what a Kuwaiti Arab means by 

dîwâniyyah. So out goes the lexicon! … at least for now. But keep a place marker here. 

Let’s start again. But before I launch into the deep, I should point out that what follows 

may well be thought of as a companion piece to what I wrote in March of last year 

concerning Islam and democracy. So bear with me, and if you have it, keep that 

meditation handy. (If you need that piece, let me know.) 

* 

In the Kuwait in which I grew up a dîwâniyyah was, first, a place. It was the sitting room 

of a home. In Victorian parlance, it might be likened to the parlor. And no proper Kuwaiti 

home, even households of modest means, was without one. But, unlike the conventional 

Anglo-Saxon parlor with its clutter of furniture, knickknacks and bric-a-brac, the 

traditional dîwâniyyah — from the great reception halls of the well-heeled and the 

mighty to the modest reception rooms of the less well off — was (and remains) a Spartan 

affair. 

The rooms are rectangular with seating arranged around the walls. The center is empty. 

The head of the household sits at the end opposite the entrance. As a caller enters he 

strides up the center boldly calling down God’s peace and mercy upon all and sundry, 

greets the host, and then, once seated, pauses for a heartbeat or two and then half rises 

and proclaims, “God willing, you [all] are well!” And that triggers a ripple of half-rises 

around the room with a chorus of “In God, well!” 

On festival days, the greeting as one enters the dîwâniyyah is directed toward the host: 

“May your festival be a blesséd one.” The host (with a mumbled chorus from other 

guests) responds, “And may your days be happy!” Upon leaving, in addition to the simple 

‘Peace be with you’, the visitor says, “God willing, we have given festive greetings,” to 

which the host responds, “Well greeted and vindicated, God willing!” 

These rituals help establish the environment of welcome and belonging. But once a caller 

finds his place in the pecking order, his real participation in the dîwâniyyah begins. He 
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leans toward his neighbor and exchanges a personal anecdote or asks a question. Or one 

guest calls to another across the room and makes an inquiry or an observation, hoping to 

stimulate an interesting response. The host, at one point or another, might well ask a 

guest a political or even a sensitive personal question and wait for an answer, or he might 

call someone to sit beside him and a private conversation ensues. The format is wide 

open, the banter freewheeling; the conversation entrancing. 

In most cases, in honor of my father’s memory, when I have attended a dîwâniyyah in 

Kuwait, I am still almost always invited to sit beside the host. The younger callers with 

puzzled looks on their faces have to be told by their graybeard neighbors, “That’s 

Scudderson,” as though that explains everything. In most dîwâniyyahs there is always a 

great deal of to-ing and fro-ing. A truly successful dîwâniyyah is always abuzz with small 

conversations. Some dîwâniyyahs such as the heavily-frequented Ma‘rafî dîwâniyyah, 

even provide refreshments and snacks for those who linger on. Of course, there is always 

the Gulf style tea ritual, and coffee appears from time to time (a ritual of its own and 

more important). 

* 

Understand: a dîwâniyyah is not just a polite social thing. It is preeminently a political 

instrument. Each family lets it be known that they hold their dîwâniyyah on a certain 

evening— in essence, it is a kind of open house. But the various dîwâniyyahs, each at its 

own level, constitute political gestation points. Avid or even professional dîwâniyyah 

hoppers — and in Kuwait these are both numerous and a breed apart — carry news from 

one dîwâniyyah to the next, filtering the news and views upward, downward and 

horizontally without the tedium of long speeches or Robert’s Rules of Order. And 

Kuwait’s royal family has members who regularly visit the dîwâniyyahs, mostly at the 

top of the pyramid, to assess the temper of the people and the mood of the times. Even 

the ruler himself will at times go on the circuit. 

Now lumbered with a western-style parliament that is largely window-dressing, in effect 

Kuwait’s dîwâniyyah ‘system’ (if ‘system’ you can call it or it may more appropriately be 

called an ‘institution’) remains the indigenous democratic process in action. Nowhere 

else throughout the Arab world is it so well refined, developed and effective. It even has 

its female component. Women gather not just to show off their latest Paris fashions 

(which they do), but also, in a far more relaxed and laid-back manner than their more 

frenetically peripatetic menfolk, to share their political and social views. And the data 

from these dîwâniyyahs of women feed back into the system up and down and across the 

pyramid, and are seriously taken into account. After all, who is it raises the children and 

shapes the character of the next generation? Ignore the women and you’re in deep doo-
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doo in the long term. 

And when I first heard that George Bush was going to introduce! democracy to the Arab 

world, I was dumfounded. “Teach your grandmother how to suck eggs!” is the old saw I 

quoted in my March meditation. The egalitarian folk tradition in Arab society has always 

impressed me, and it is of long-standing. In Kuwait, through the dîwâniyyahs, it works 

from bottom to top and top to bottom, and across the horizontal planes. The Sabâh 

shaykhly family does nothing without feeling out the consensus generated through the 

dîwâniyyahs. It simply cannot; it wouldn’t dare; it simply will not. That’s policy. That’s 

politics. 

As I began writing this meditation, news reached us that the long-time ruler of Kuwait, 

Shaykh Jâbir al-Ahmad Âl Sabâh, had passed away after a long, debilitating illness. My 

father held his father in his arms as he died, and Jâbir and his brother were given refuge 

in our home as they recovered from the shock. Although there will be some anomalies in 

this transition, there is no hint of anxiety about the succession and the stability of the 

country. I attribute this in large measure to the influence of the dîwâniyyah institution. 

There is no one who thinks the Sabâh family will not be able to manage the awkward 

moments ahead and manage well. One reason is that they are sensitively and responsively 

tuned into the consensual process of Kuwaiti society ... democracy in action. 

* 

In other Arab countries, where the system (or institution) is more diffuse or differently 

configured, the same potential exists. I have watched it work in Lebanon in a supposedly 

‘feudal’ society. People always have a way of making their views known, and there is a 

system of checks and balances. 

What has impeded all too many Middle East countries from evolving these indigenous 

democratic mechanisms into more modern instruments (remember, authentic traditions 

are infinitely adaptable) is the imperialistic heritage. Beginning with the latter Ottomans 

and then working through into the modern era with the British, the French and now the 

Americans, imperial manipulators (with ‘big business’ ... read: ‘multinational 

corporation’... henchmen) have thrown their support behind dictators and tyrants, short-

circuiting the economically and politically inefficient native democratic mechanisms so 

as to easily exploit the region’s resources through puppet structures. We need to 

understand that Saddâm Husayn and other avatars like him are, in fact, the inventions of 

western manipulators. Some, like Saddâm, have ‘gone bad’; others like Libya’s once 

staying Mummar al-Qaddâfî have of late come back into line. But they’re all the same — 

artificial inventions of an imperial system imposed by avaricious foreigners whose sole 

driving motive is greed. 
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What’s amazing is that, at a crucial historical moment, democratic processes like those in 

Kuwait somehow survived and still do. The crucial historical moment in Kuwait was one 

man’s exercise of integrity: He was Shaykh ‘Abd-Allâh as-Sâlim Âl Sabâh who, 

eschewing the blandishments of oil conglomerates and diplomatic inducements that 

would have made him a tyrant, instead put in place mechanisms that channeled the 

country’s oil wealth to his people and encouraged local institutions. There have been 

negative repercussions from oil wealth, to be sure, but overall his decision was the right 

one. Without him, what happened in Sa‘ûdî Arabia and other Gulf countries (including 

Bahrain and the Emirates) could well have happened in Kuwait. Kuwaitis might not 

appreciate the debt they owe to the ‘father of modern Kuwait’, but there it is. They 

remain heirs of profound spiritual and political wisdom exercised just in time. 

* 

Foreigners, when they glimpse of Kuwait’s dîwâniyyah process as guests, find it 

entrancing. There’s really nothing quite like it anywhere else. What we need to appreciate 

is that people make their own accommodations with circumstances and they instinctively 

know how their own societies work. There is a way of working out a ‘social contract’. 

And, in my experience, I have seen it work wondrously well in the dîwâniyyah system, 

inefficient and chaotic though it might seem on the surface. 

Which is all to say that the dîwâniyyah is a place where information is collected, digested 

and dispersed, and where consensus is generated. (See above!) So, when all is said and 

done, the lexicon might just be right after all. But the dîwâniyyah is also a state of mind 

and of the social and political soul. It soars, tickles the palate and loves a good joke. And 

that goes well beyond the lexicon, thank God! 

And I greet you from the lands of the morning. 

February 2006 
Bite the Hand 

The topic of the day seems to be Hamâs. Curious, isn’t it, how Palestine continues to 

focus world attention even in a day when we ought to be addressing other issues? 

Palestinians have voted (70% of them!) that Hamâs should form the new Palestinian 

‘government’ (such as it is). And that seems to have caused quite a flap. 

 

At the outset there are two things to consider. First, where do the ideas come from that 

guide and define Hamâs? The other consideration is the money trail. How did something 

like Hamâs gain potential, and what has gone into its funding? 
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So let’s review the Hamâs story without getting too entangled in the ‘spaghetti’. 

 

* 

 

Hamâs came into being during the first year of the first Palestinian Intifâdah (1987 to 

1993). Its was no virgin birth. Israeli intelligence infiltrated the Egyptian Muslim 

Brotherhood’s network active in Gaza. What emerged from their artificial insemination 

was the Muslim Resistance Movement, Hamâs. In itself the Arabic acronym is evocative. 

It means: passionate commitment to a cause. 

Why on earth would Israel’s political manipulators do this? 

 

Avoiding for now the ‘pasta trap’, suffice it to say that, since it emerged in 1967, the 

Israeli political establishment has viewed FATAH (brainchild of Yâsir ‘Arafât and a 

small group of associates) with great unease. For the first time a voice was raised that 

departed from doctrinaire Arab nationalism. ‘Arafât and his colleagues proposed a 

geographically specific and pointedly non-sectarian Palestinian identity. I remember how 

hot a topic that was among Lebanese intellectuals at the time. In 1969, in a low-level 

coup, ‘Arafât became chairman of the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO), a body 

created by the Arab League in 1964. Half a decade after ‘Arafât’s coup the PLO was 

granted observer status at the United Nations. As ‘Arafât’s and the PLO’s stock rose and 

the voice of Palestine spoke from world podiums, Israeli ideologues became truly 

alarmed. They expressed their alarm through their brutal response to the first Palestinian 

Intifâdah. And that seriously backfired on them. 

 

What doctrinaire Zionists needed at that moment was a credible Palestinian surrogate that 

eschewed Palestinian nationalist doctrine and focused, instead, upon the Islamist agenda 

— a far more diffuse message and certainly less exportable. The Islamist agenda for 

Palestine had the key virtue of not challenging the Zionist thesis that geographical 

Palestine has no ‘national consciousness’ other than the Israeli one. For the Zionist 

hardliners, there is simply no such thing ... and must not ever be such a thing ... as a 

‘Palestinian’. And so enter Hamâs, stage right during the glory days of the first Intifâdah, 

and it moved briskly toward center stage. 

 

The first Intifâdah was good media fare. Broadcast the world over, suddenly global media 

were full of the name, ‘Palestinian’, and the image hit home: stone-throwing kids were 
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being gunned down by a barbaric army of occupation with the name of Israel blazoned 

across its chest. The image could not be avoided. There were the pictures. 

 

When the PLO deftly rode the crest of the Intifâdah ‘Arafât won a crucial round. The 

pragmatic Israeli Prime Minister, Yitzhac Rabin, conceded that he had been out-

maneuvered and entered into the Oslo Process of peace talks with the PLO. This plunged 

Israel into a deep identity crisis that grows deeper by the day. Rabin’s ‘heresy’ was to set 

aside the classic Zionist claim to exclusive ownership of Palestine. ‘Arafât’s ‘heresy’ was 

to recognize Israel as a state and open a dialogue with it. Between the two heretics, if 

only for a brief historical moment, the rules of the game were radically revised. 

Ideological anger flared on both sides, of course, but for that moment ordinary people 

breathed the rare air of hope. 

 

For his insight into the future of two people bound together to one land Rabin was 

assassinated by a Jewish fanatic in November 1995. For his part in this business, Yâsir 

‘Arafât was branded the terrorist par excellence, the one man with whom Israel could not 

talk. This assertion was utterly fatuous. ‘Arafât was then the only Palestinian in position 

to engage Israelis in a dialogue for peace. Since his death in November 2004 this has 

become abundantly more clear. They’ve found none to replace him, and the Israeli 

establishment is content with that. 

 

* 

 

Once it began to function in 1988, Hamâs took a page out of its maternal organization’s 

handbook. Moderately well supported by American-encouraged Sa‘ûdi funds, it set about 

providing vital social services for the people. Showing remarkable political acumen, it 

maneuvered itself so as to control local and municipal bodies, and began to conduct 

armed operations. To add to its credibility among Palestinians, the Israelis declared 

Hamâs and Islamic Jihâd illegal organizations in 1989. By the early 1990s Hamâs had 

begun military operations and in 1994 sent out its first suicide bomber. The tale as told 

has all the earmarks of a script. 

 

The rising tide of Israeli paranoia that Hamâs had a large hand in generating brought the 

right-wing ‘Bibi’ Netanyahu to power in 1996. Brief though Netanyahu’s tenure as Prime 

Minister was, it was a sign of things to come. Ehud Barak put Labor back into the 

driver’s seat only to lose it through ineptitude. After Ariel Sharon’s deliberate desecration 
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of the Al-Aqsâ Mosque in September 2000 so as to ignite the second Palestinian 

Intifâdah, Hamâs was strategically positioned to escalate its campaign of violence against 

Israel. It trained suicide bombers and manipulated innocents into the ‘vocation’. It 

launched operations that compromised the PLO and undermine the Palestine National 

Authority (PNA) often in remarkable synchronization with Israeli initiatives. This was its 

assigned role, after all. 

But more importantly Hamâs established a reputation for being ‘clean’. Wherever it 

gained political control corruption declined and the poor were attended to. In other 

words, it practiced what it preached. Among Palestinians, who quickly cottoned onto the 

rampant corruption that riddled ‘Arafât’s PNA, that counted for a lot. But so long as the 

almost magical (and sometimes tragic) figure of Yâsir ‘Arafât was on the scene, Hamâs 

had to bide its time. ‘Arafât, for very good reasons, was inviolable and unassailable. After 

all, how do you speak ill of the father of the nation? 

 

But ‘nation’ isn’t what Hamâs is all about, is it? It was designed as a foil, a movement in 

opposition. Its wild and destructive actions provided the Israeli government with case 

after case in point of how the PNA (and FATAH in particular) had failed. In a bizarre 

political non sequitur, the official Israeli line became that the increasingly isolated (but 

still adored) Yâsir ‘Arafât was the demonic mastermind behind even Hamâs and its 

actions, raising him to the status of Arch-Terrorist. When George Bush the Younger 

ascended the American throne that became United States foreign policy doctrine too. 

From an Israeli point of view, the damage that Rabin had inflicted was gradually being 

mended, and the doctrinaire Zionist thesis that Palestine was a non-nation seemed to be 

making headway again. 

Meanwhile, in its spoiler role, Hamâs’s doctrine could demand the maximum. It didn’t 

have to compromise. It could and did claim the whole nine yards! (That too was by 

design.) It envisioned the dissolution of Israel as a political entity, proposing in its place 

an Islamist mirror image. While the Zionist contention is that Israel is the national home 

for all Jews the world over, Hamâs proclaimed its goal to establish Palestine as a gigantic 

waqf (Islamic religious preserve) for all Muslims everywhere. The more Israel cracked 

down on Palestinians the more crippled the PNA the more credible in Palestinian eyes the 

Hamâs thesis and the more honorable and honest the organization appeared to be. 

 

* 

 

On the face of it, if Israel were a true democracy, to speak with a non-sectarian national 
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entity ought to have had signal advantages over other options. FATAH held promise for a 

workable solution to a long-term, nasty and sticky problem, after all. But Israel’s ‘Jewish 

character’ excludes all others. Christians and Muslims (who happen to be Arab but 

legally have Israeli citizenship) do not fully qualify. If Israel is a democracy, it excludes 

by law a significant and growing minority. In any but a primitive Athenian sense, Israel is 

not a democracy at all ... it is a sort of ethnarchy, membership in which requires a 

religious test. 

 

The ‘why’ for this lies in the state’s political genes. The initial strand in the state’s 

political DNA is Jewish nationalism. Its roots lie deep in 19th century European racial 

theory that sponsored the rise of nation-states, brought down trans-ethnic European 

empires, and laterally (horribly!) justified the Nazi Holocaust. According to this theory, 

the Jewish people constituted a ‘race’ ... a ‘nation’. For Jews to function normally in the 

community of nations, the argument ran, they needed their own state. The initial proposal 

was, in the western understanding of the time, secular. That is, a Jew was a Jew by birth 

and blood, and not by religious or moral confession, a ludicrous notion that somehow still 

has currency long after similar notions about European races — French, German, 

English, you name it — have long since been debunked. 

 

The rub came when, other options availing, the leadership determined that the homeland 

they needed for the Jewish state was Palestine ... and only Palestine. At that point (mid-

way through the First World War) European Jewish nationalism became fully Zionist, a 

pivotal compromise that exploited the religious character of the Jewish people. ‘Race’ 

and religion had to be twined together. The religious folklore required Palestine and more 

especially Zion ... Jerusalem; the convoluted racial theory demanded Jewish exclusivism. 

In the leadership’s assessment, the increasingly arthritic secular strand had to spiral itself 

intimately with the religious for the state to have genetic viability. Quite apart from other 

considerations, this has been the bugbear of the Jewish state ever since it was founded in 

1948, not least of all because the more extremist of the religious ‘genes’ in the political 

code eventually proved dominant even though that was not immediately apparent at the 

time. 

 

* 

 

Sorry for that lump of spaghetti! But it’s just a small one. 

You (at least some of you) will remember that, as the decade of the 1980s began, 
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religious fanaticism — Jewish, Christian and Muslim — was on the rise. At the time it 

was quite confidently predicted that this would lead to bloody conflict on a global scale. 

That prediction has proven out, God help us! 

The watershed seems to have been the Six Day Arab-Israeli War of 1967. Carefully 

guided media coverage projected Israel to have been on the verge of extinction had not 

the valiant Israeli air force and its magnificent army intervened. Hysteria is a marvelous 

shunt around rationality. With the pre-emptive strike it undertook, the third most 

powerful military in the world obliterated the armies of Egypt, Syria, Jordan and Iraq. It 

was over in a matter of hours although the mopping up took six days. (Non-combatant 

Lebanon had one obsolete Hawker Hunter jet in the air as an observer. It was shot down. 

Also non-combatant, the American navy’s communications vessel, Liberty, cruising in 

international waters was strafed, bombed and shot up by the Israeli air force and naval 

units with serious loss of life.) 

 

The 1967 War had two complementary effects. First, it ignited a worldwide Jewish 

paranoia that is very much alive today. Even the magnificent Abraham Heschel finally 

fell victim. Second, Islamists proclaimed, ‘We abandoned God, therefore God has 

abandoned us.’ While Jewish fundamentalism rolled out its triumphalist carpet, Muslims 

were thinking about how to regroup and strike back, and eventually, courtesy of the 

Israelis themselves, along came Hamâs. 

 

Yes, we must remember the hiatus provided by the Oslo Accords. Rabin, ‘Arafât and 

Shimon Peres received their Nobel Peace Prizes in 1994 for landmark compromises. But 

it was only a hiatus. Ariel Sharon then came to power in 2001 (a year of grand disaster) 

and everything fell apart. With an abruptness that boggles the mind, the peace process 

unraveled. Violent vendettas followed one another in swift succession. The Israeli 

military was on one side, the Palestinian radical groups (including Hamâs) were on the 

other, and the PNA — corrupt, dithering, debilitated, rather pathetic and ineffectual — 

was caught in the middle. 

A somewhat desultory Palestinian election intervened, but then ‘Arafât died. A stopgap 

president, Abû Mâzin (Mahmûd ‘Abbâs), and his FATAH colleagues took over a 

powerless and impotent but still symbolically vital PNA. Now the elections of 2006, the 

most democratic of their kind (despite inept Israeli efforts to thwart them), have swept 

Hamâs to power. And everyone is shocked? 

 

* 
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One thing these elections have achieved, though. Their result has permitted Israel’s 

leadership (dragging with it a not altogether reluctant American administration) to deny 

the Palestinian people in more absolute terms than it has dared to express for decades. 

When in scrupulously free and fair elections the Palestinian people massively endorsed a 

branded ‘terrorist organization’ both Israel and the United States — both theoretically 

champions of democracy — felt free to refuse the results. In one sense Hamâs has 

fulfilled its role well beyond expectations. It has made it politically respectable again to 

deny the Palestinian people their self-expression, self-determination and even their 

legitimate existence. But that might not be the last word. 

 

Caught by surprise in the anomalous position of being ‘the party in power’, as Hamâs 

actually tries to form a government it may have to break out of its Islamist straightjacket. 

Who really knows whether that’s possible? Stranger things have happened. Western 

governments, that previously supplied the PNA with most of its financial resources, have 

suspended their niggardly funding of the pathetically impotent proto-Palestinian state. 

Putative Islamic states are not likely to step in and fill the gap. Realpolitik may yet 

become a game Hamâs must learn how to play, unaccustomed as it is to doing so. But 

what may prove more important in the long term is that the Israeli ideologues have lost 

control of their client offspring. For the first time since its creation, Hamâs shows every 

promise of becoming their real nemesis. It is now biting the hand that has fed it for, lo, 

these past eighteen years. And Hamâs, for its part, will have to acknowledge the debt it 

owes the Palestinian people and shoulder the burden of stewardship they have placed 

upon it. That must, inevitably, become the controlling factor in how it proceeds from here 

on out. 

 

The question is, have the Israelis (with their American backers) outsmarted themselves? 

Have they finally painted themselves into a corner? And, without leaving telltale 

footprints, can they get out of it? People aren’t to be fooled forever; they’ll come to 

know, and the anger will both spread and deepen. The prognosis isn’t good. Cynicism 

leaves a haunting heritage. 

And I greet you from the lands of the morning. 
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March 2006 
Talking…Just Talking 

Nancy and I traveled to Egypt and Bahrain in early and late February. We spent 

nearly two weeks in the one and most of five days in the other. That more or less ‘blew’ 

the month. And more different the two venues and experiences couldn’t have been. 

Did we learn anything? Well … yes we did. We learned again that talking… just 

talking … is a good exercise. It’s really quite remarkable how you can learn one thing for 

the first time over and over again! I may get back to the Bahrain experience in a 

subsequent letter, but for this meditation I want to focus upon the Egyptian thing. And, in 

the circumstances, it did help to speak Arabic. 

* 

To mainly expatriate audiences, my assignment in Egypt was to deliver five 

presentations (one a sermon) on various aspects of Christian presence in an 

overwhelmingly Muslim Middle East. No one need remind us that these are times fraught 

with tension and anxiety not least of all on this broad topic area. 

In spite of the fact that my left eye hasn’t been working very efficiently these days (a 

condition that’s shortly to be fixed, God willing), and my scripts kept getting lost in a 

cataractous blur, the presentations went well. (It helps to have a gift of gab when print on 

paper turns into gray fuzz.) Our audiences were welcoming, receptive and alert. Their 

questions and observations were relevant, informed and intelligent. At the end of each 

session Nancy and I would look at each other and say, “OK, that went well … now on to 

the next!” And then we’d retire to the Flamenco Hotel’s welcoming pub, and enjoy its 

offerings and relaxing ambience before retiring. 

But we also arrived in Cairo during the finals of the Africa Cup of Nations football 

(i.e. soccer) tournament. While, elsewhere, blasphemous cartoons, suicide bombings and 

sundry political and natural disasters were topics of the hour, Cairo was in festive mood. 

We arrived on the night before the battle for third place, and a couple of days later (on a 

Friday evening) the final between Egypt and The Ivory Coast would determine the 

champion. 

One needs to remember that Egyptians love to celebrate. Nobody does it better. The 

food might be awful (or at best indifferent), but Lord knows Egyptians can stage a 
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blowout. Cairo was festooned with smiles and overflowing good humor. It is, after all, 

the joke capital of the Middle East. Every Egyptian has a bulging change purse full of 

them, a good many freshly minted. Gamâl ‘Abd-un-Nâsir, in his day, had a whole 

undercover unit whose only job was to collect jokes being told on the street about his 

regime. That’s how he knew where he stood politically. And it would be unthinkable, as 

he succeeded the assassinated Anwar Sadât, for President Husnî Mubârak to have 

disbanded that unit. Even under grim circumstances, Egyptians must find a way to laugh. 

It is the core of their remarkable sanity. And their jokes are the barometer of their social 

and political consciousness and social cohesion. 

One small example may suffice, I think. It concerns a young pastor in a poor 

Christian village in Upper Egypt. One day he was distressed to discover that his bicycle 

had gone missing. When, in the course of that day, he ran into an older colleague and 

disburdened himself, the wise man comforted his less experienced colleague and 

suggested he preach a stern sermon the following Lord’s Day and focus upon the Ten 

Commandments, coming down hard on the commandment not to steal. Thanking his 

elder and wiser colleague profusely, the young pastor went on his way. The next week 

they encountered each other again, the younger clergyman proudly riding his bicycle. 

“Ah,” said the older man, “you followed my advice, I see, and you moved the heart of the 

culprit to return your bicycle.” The younger man responded, “Well, yes and no. I did do 

as you suggested and set about preaching the sermon on the Ten Commandments. But 

when I got to the commandment about adultery I suddenly remembered where I had left 

my bicycle. So, you see, it all ended well.” 

I should add that an Evangelical Egyptian pastor told us this joke; he assured Nancy, 

before launching into it, that this was not a dirty joke. And it illustrates that a good many 

Egyptian jokes are reflexive. Egyptians know how to laugh at themselves. And during the 

days of our visit laughter was in the air. Broad smiles were everywhere. A smile won you 

a smile in return, but with a well-told joke you won a heart … and a boisterous laugh. It 

was all marvelously refreshing. 

* 

But the visit was not all ‘ho-ho’ and jocularity. Egyptian society has produced such 

star international statesmen as Gamâl ‘Abd-un-Nâsir, Butros Butros Ghâlî, and 

Muhammad al-Baraday. Their intellectuals from Muhammad Abdo to Hasan al-Bannâ to 

Sayyid Qutub have guided the Arab and Muslim worlds into modern times. And they’ve 
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trained up such proto-Islamist luminaries as Jalâl-ud-Dîn al-Afghânî, Muhammad Iqbâl 

and ‘Alâ’-ud-Dîn al-Mawdûdî. The list includes the good, the bad and the ugly, but Egypt 

is no featherweight on the world stage. And, today, you encounter wisdom and insight in 

the most surprising places. 

Let me make my point in more folksy terms: We got along well with the people in 

our hotel. The four-star Flamenco Hotel is on the mid-Nile island of Zamâlik. Our small 

room had a magnificent view of the grungy apartment blocks across the street and looked 

down upon the entrance to the hotel. (We weren’t paying top rates, you understand. Nile-

view rooms, I suspect, were reserved for the Japanese tourists who were paying top 

dollar.) But the folk at the front desk and the so-called security people at the entrance 

took a shine to us and became both familiars and friends. 

On the night that Egypt beat The Ivory Coast and became champions of Africa, 

Nancy asked the front desk man why the Egyptians were so euphoric. And his answer 

bears thinking about. He said, “You Americans are a superpower. You control the world. 

You are used to winning. But we Egyptians are poor and have small things. This small 

thing we now have is a big thing for us. It helps us hold our head up.” 

Indeed! We along with a mixed bag of patrons in the hotel pub had cheered ourselves 

as hoarse as anyone else when Egypt scored the winning goal in the terminal shoot-out. 

We did, however, pass up watching the interminable obsequies that followed. But 

Egypt’s victory was a thing to remember, and we rejoiced with those who rejoiced. It 

was, as the deskman said, a small thing, but for Egyptians it was the thing itself … a big 

thing for all of us. And it was joyful, but thought-provoking as well. The two are not 

exclusive. 

* 

As anyone who has traveled about in an Indian city will know, taxis are 

phenomenally cheap. In Cairo and Alexandria, in spite of the extortionate cost of 

gasoline, the same is true. You get into a battered and miniscule yellow and black vintage 

Renault or Fiat whose mechanical reliability is entirely in God’s hands and head off to 

points only the driver knows. I remarked to one young driver that Cairo traffic resembled 

intestines. After he looked at me quizzically, he smiled, nodded and replied, “Yes, they’re 

intestines.” There’s no direct route between ‘here’ and ‘there’. It is a marvelously 

torturous exercise in U-turns and backfills and blind alleys that finally bring you to your 
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destination. The particular young ‘intestine’ man who brought us back to our hotel on a 

late Saturday night was, by far, the most efficient of the lot. And I tipped him well for his 

creativity … a pittance, actually, considering. Taxi driving in Cairo is an art … truly an 

art. 

And it was among the taxi drivers that I had many of my more significant 

conversations, Nancy kibitzing as best she could (because we frequently did get sort of 

carried away). Oh, yes, when we were there, the skies of Cairo produced magnificent 

amounts of rain. And ‘that ain’t hay’. Every so often we’d see a young man or woman 

just sauntering along through the rain, obviously enjoying soaking in this quite unusual 

benefice of heaven. But Cairo traffic goes absolutely mad when rain falls, because water 

is supposed to come from the Nile River, not from the sky, and the dust-encrusted roads 

turn into skating rinks when rain descends. So in the traffic snarls there was a lot to talk 

about and plenty of time to do so. 

Once they cottoned on to the fact that I spoke Arabic every bit as well as they 

(although my accent was a bit queer to their ears as, for that matter, theirs was to mine), 

their first reaction was a deep sigh of relief. They loved it. From Sabrî to ‘Abd-ul-Qâdir 

to the others whose names I asked by cannot now remember, there then poured forth a 

torrent of wisdom on all current topics. 

Rattling along through Cairo’s streets we spoke of many things. We covered the 

current football match and its consequences (of course!). We talked about the way 

America related to the Arab world, and how America-as-government and Americans as 

human beings were not the same thing at all. We spoke about families and friends. We 

even covered the cartoon travesty, and the different ways in which Islam is being 

distorted and slandered in western media and societies. And we talked about Muslim-

Christian relations. And that’s where the ‘rubber hit the road’, folks. Once the taxi drivers 

learned that I was a Christian clergyman, that’s where the conversation went. And don’t 

think it wasn’t significant. 

* 

One thing had a way of popping up in discussion, especially when it turned to 

relations between Christians and Muslims, was a variously phrased platitude: “We 

Muslims honor all religions and revere all the prophets. We discriminate among none of 
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them. Our religion instructs us to practice tolerance. We have Christian neighbors with 

whom we are good friends.” 

This was an verbal escarpment we simply had to climb and cross the plateau that lay 

ahead. It’s a programmed set; you simply have to go along with it until it peters out. 

But then I’d laugh and say that I wasn’t born yesterday, and point at my white beard. 

I’d lived with Muslims all my life and didn’t need the beginners’ lecture. “Just as many 

Christians,” I’d say, “don’t live by the higher standards of their faith and tell lies to make 

themselves feel more important than they really are, so too many Muslims try to make 

themselves appear better than they really are, both in what they think and what they do. 

But,” I emphasized, “just as I can’t tell you that a fool like Jerry Falwell isn’t a Christian, 

so too I don’t want you to tell me that ‘Usamâ Bin-Lâdin isn’t a Muslim. We both have to 

claim our good as well as our bad.” 

And that usually caught my interlocutor’s attention. Then we’d really get down to the 

nitty-gritty of our conversation, and pursue the discussion hammer-and-tongs. 

Once we’d traversed the plateau of platitudes and had gotten to this point, one line of 

consensus seemed to build, and I’ll summarize it without stultifying it with the artificial 

conceit of conversation with quotation marks and ‘he said’ and ‘I said’ sort of 

punctuation. I should add here that, while this dialogue occurred during three or four taxi 

rides, it also took place in a shop in the Sheraton Hotel in Alexandria as well as in that 

city’s marvelous Cathedral of St. Mark, the seat of the Christian Coptic Papacy (… and 

you thought there was only one Pope!). The ‘argument’ ran as follows (with individual 

variations, to be sure): 

Muslims, quite rightly, understand that ‘religion’ (human faith), in God’s 

eyes, is singular.
*
 It is wrong to think of it in the plural. After all, God is only 

one, isn’t he? Nonetheless, even though the human condition is universal, and 

                                                 

 

*
  The word that scholars have historically translated as ‘religion’ in Arabic is dîn (pronounced ‘deen’). It 

poses a real conundrum for translators. In fact, it is in no way equivalent to the western notion of 

‘religion’. In the Qur’ân and up until the modern era (when a plural form in Arabic was coined to 

accommodate western usage) in Muslim parlance the noun never had a plural form. It was always 

singular. It refers to the act of human fealty to the divine. In that sense, dîn comes closer to the common 

western notion of ‘faith’ (‘faiths’, in the plural, is a fairly recent western coinage too), and that suggests 

that Islam is not a welcoming environment for the notion of ‘religion’ as such, far less its pagan and 

polytheistic western plural variants. 
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none of us may pretend to have penetrated the mystery of God, we must deal 

with faith as human beings express it. And we must recognizing that we don’t 

have a final grasp upon God. 

If that’s where we begin, then what do we have to work with? 

Essentially, my interlocutors and I agreed, we must work with the product 

of faith. A faithful person, in Muslim qur’anic terms, promotes what is morally 

positive, and works against that which is reprehensible. In Christian terms, it 

is by his or her product (fruits) that you may identify the faithful person. That 

rules out Jerry Falwell, Jim Baker, Ayman Az-Zawâhirî, ‘Usamâ Bin-Lâdin, 

Ariel Sharon and a host of other religious perverts for the simple reason that 

they have done their worst to poison the springs of human coexistence. What 

we’re all looking for are those who work for that which makes for peace and 

reconciliation … who make the water at life’s spring run sweet and pure. 

What we’re all looking for is the fruit of human decency. And that’s the fruit 

of faith. 

And time after time, that’s what we found in Egypt — decent people … taxi drivers, 

seminary professors, shopkeepers, front-desk men in hotels, barkeeps … you name it. As 

I said earlier, with a different twist, it was a most refreshing time, and talk … just talking 

… counts for much. 

And I greet you from the lands of the morning. 

April 2006 
Dubai Ports World 

The British-based shipping company, P&O, for years has been managing seaports 

around the world including several major ones in the United States. An Arab corporation, 

Dubai Ports World, gained ownership, and all hell broke loose. Quite suddenly and, 

initially, much to the world’s amusement, US congressmen went into Keystone Cops 

gyrations claiming this change in ownership would open a gateway for terrorism and 

undermine the nation’s security. 

 

Remember, these are the same congressmen who demand the world open up to American 

capital investment and management, American goods and services, American-style 
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democracy, American culture. Now, they tell us, only Americans may run American 

ports! P&O is a foreign company, for goodness sake, yet its management raised no 

congressional red flags. (Or should that be ‘red herrings’?) 

 

 

For years American enterprise has largely conceded the field of seaport management to 

foreign companies. There are only two relatively small companies in the United States in 

any position to fill the bill. Adding to the vaudevillian farce atmosphere, congressmen 

portrayed Dubai as a country that exported terror and was friendly to Islamist extremism, 

dredging up that several of the perpetrators of the 9/11 holocaust had at one time or 

another lived in Dubai and, furthermore, members of the Bin-Lâdin family were 

welcomed there. 

 

None thought to mention that the 9/11 perpetrators, to a man, had also found welcome 

(and even pilot training) in the United States, that the Bin-Lâdin family has vast holdings 

in America and is still warmly welcomed, and that even ‘Usâmah Bin-Lâdin and his 

group were trained, equipped and heavily supported by the United States during the 

Afghan war against the Soviet Union. By the record, wouldn’t an American-run 

administration of US ports be at least as much a security risk? 

 

The cast of characters in this farce includes both Republicans and Democrats who, for 

very different motives, to be sure, have found opportunistic and common cause to stand 

against a rump-president, a president who, perhaps for the first time in his lackluster and 

bumbling career, has quite inadvertently found himself to be on the right side of an issue. 

It’s very difficult not to use some rude language when speaking about the American 

Congress these days. ‘Dubya’, for his part, is used to that by now, and may even be 

resigned to going down in history as America’s least laudable president. But this congress 

is bidding fair to be known as America’s least laudable of congresses. And well deserved 

that would be! 

 

* 

 

Here’s a thumbnail history lesson that Congress ought to have generated all on its own 

with only a nickel’s investment. I give it for free. 

When the family of Muhammad Ibn-Sa‘ûd took over Eastern Arabia in the 18th century, 

they cut a deal with the followers of a fugitive mullah, Shaykh Muhammad bin-‘Abd-ul-
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Wahhâb, and turned over ideological control and much of the legal structure of their 

country to the congenitally fanatic family of ‘The Shaykh’ and their attendant Muslim 

clergy. In effect, it established the so-called ‘Wahhâbî’ ideology. From that beginning 

and its Egyptian spin-off, the Muslim Brotherhood, comes what is now being called the 

Islamist movement with its fanatical fringe. Seeing it as a potent counterweight to 

Communism, American policy encouraged the budding modern Islamists during the Cold 

War, and the movement spread far and wide, not least of all in Pakistan and Afghanistan. 

 

But we get ahead of ourselves. 

Before the discovery of oil, the Âl Sa‘ûd’s primary sources of revenue were from 

religious pilgrims headed for Mecca and Madînah, some commercially lucrative Bedouin 

banditry, desert animal husbandry, and subsistence farming in small oasis villages 

scattered through the highland region called ‘Najd’. On a world scale it was all very, very 

‘small potatoes’ were it not for the fact that the British East India Company needed free 

access to the Arab Gulf and the trade that flowed up the Tigris-Euphrates Valley and also 

across the interior deserts from staging points like Kuwait. The upshot was that, by the 

early 18th century, the power these Sa‘ûdîs had to deal with was British. But it wasn’t 

until the early 20th century, most of two centuries later, and in a new Wahhâbî 

incarnation, that the Sa‘ûdîs established a working relationship with the British (and, 

soon thereafter, with the Americans). 

 

But in the mid- to latter-1700s the Gulf’s coasts, on both the Persian and the Arabian 

side, were in rapid economic and political flux. An Arab tribal confederation known as 

the Qawâsim controlled many of the key ports. They were clients of the last great Persian 

overlord, Nâdir Shâh, but they also arranged an alliance of convenience with the 

Wahhâbî power in Sa‘ûdî Arabia and, through piracy, served its interests. 

 

Unfortunately for the Qawâsim a new maritime power was rising in the Gulf. The ‘Utûb, 

or ‘wanderers’ as they were known, had migrated out of a drought-plagued Najd in the 

early 1700s and settled along the Gulf coast, especially on the peninsula of Qatar, whence 

fanning out they acquired skills as seafarers, ocean-roving traders and ship builders of 

exceptional skill. In the mid-1700s they coalesced in the undeveloped port of Kuwait 

under the leadership of three main families — the Âl Sabâh (paramount shaykhs of 

Kuwait itself), the Âl Khalîfah (eventually rulers of Bahrain), and the Âl Jalâhimah (who 

came to govern Râ’s-ul-Khaymah). 
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As the commercial fortunes of the ‘Utûb grew they inevitably came into conflict with the 

Qawâsim, their Persian overlords and their Wahhâbî allies. They also wanted to maintain 

their distance from the crumbling Ottoman Empire, and they joined up with the Omanis 

and the British East India Company in hopes of achieving all these goals. If one can ever 

really tease them apart, it was essentially an alliance of commerce against politics (both, 

of course, driven by greed). 

 

Cutting to the chase, the ‘Utûb eventually succeeded in their aspirations. In 1818 the 

Wahhâbîs were suppressed for a time, and the various ‘Utûbî great families went their 

separate ways. Beyond Kuwait, the loose ‘Utûbî maritime nexus established itself in 

Bahrain, Qatar, and the seven-state federation known since 1971 as the United Arab 

Emirates (UAE). The pre-oil revenue sources of these maritime Gulf city-states were (not 

in order of priority) piracy, smuggling, pearling, transit traffic and the Indian Ocean 

trade, both east with India and west with Africa. 

 

In 1747 Nâdir Shâh died and Persia broke up in chaos. The Qawâsim lost out 

disastrously. They’d backed the wrong horse. At the same time the ‘Utûb were 

establishing themselves. With a little help from their friends in Oman, the British also 

succeeded in booting the Portuguese and French out of the commercial-colonial-imperial 

sweepstakes in the Persian/Arab Gulf, the Indian Ocean and India itself. As British 

colonial administration took over from the East India Company (1834 onward), resources 

to repress piracy and the slave trade became more robust, and eventually the ‘Utûbî states 

(as well as Oman) cut deals with the British to pave the way for their eventual prosperity 

and independence in the modern era. 

 

Furthermore — and I can’t stress this enough — given their broad horizons and wider 

cultural awareness that went right along with their sprawling interests and commercial 

acumen, these states were never fertile ground for narrow Wahhâbî propaganda and, after 

1912, resisted their bloated and frequently bellicose Sa‘ûdî neighbor as best they could. 

(Britain helped them do so at crucial junctures.) Before the term ‘globalization’ was 

coined, the ‘Utûb were globalists. 

 

* 

 

British and other western imperial structures eventually broke down in the wake of World 

War Two. Gulf oil became the prize for international power politics. The British Prime 
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Minister in the late 1950s and early 1960s, Harold Macmillan, urged that the United 

States pick up the British mantle of world dominance, which, then, it did. For the Gulf it 

was more important that America became the arbiter of the petrochemical industry and its 

main customer. The US Dollar became the world’s coinage. Oil came into play in 

Bahrain and Iran in the 1930s. In 1952 Kuwait began to export oil. Sa‘ûdî Arabia was 

swift on its heels. While oil was discovered in modest amounts in the Emirates in 1958, 

its bonanza didn’t come in until the late-1960s. Oman became a player with modest 

reserves a decade later. 

And the world was forever changed. 

 

Fabulous oil reserves were found in Abû-Dhabî. The other six far smaller emirates of the 

UAE benefited as partners in the political federation but also produced their moderate 

share of ‘black gold’. It was Dubai, however, that really smelled out the money trail. It 

converted itself quickly into the Gulf’s laissez faire capitol, and saw its future in 

unfettered capitalism. That meant open access, open ports, open economy, and, before 

anyone could predict, it became the world’s quintessential traffic jam. 

People from 165 nationalities now reside in that small emirate — 80% or more of its total 

population. As with any boomtown, there are the fortunate and the exploited. Open 

borders and liberal regulations make Dubai the destination for thousands of aspirants 

drawn by a no-holds-barred economic and social life. They see their financial futures 

assured by Emirates gold. Some ... the relatively few … realize their aspirations. 

Thousands of others — the vast majority — are ground down under the modern world’s 

equivalent of slavery. The soulless expression of Dubai’s dervish dance is unfettered 

consumerism, rampant laissez faire. Everybody plays. 

 

Having grabbed the moneymaker by the throat, the managers of Dubai’s prosperity have 

pressed on to diversify their holdings on a global scale. And one of those new holdings 

has been the British-based global company, P&O. At the pinnacle of this economic, 

cultural and social bacchanal are a group of very cool, canny and calculating ... ‘Utûb. 

Does that come as a surprise? 

 

* 

 

The Gulf Wars brought in a new dynamic, but before those wars happened and before the 

Soviet synthesis unraveled, we must remember that the Soviet Union was driven out of 

Afghanistan by the Mujâhidîn and other American-sponsored forces, the al-Qâ‘idah 
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group of ‘Usâmah Bin-Lâdin prominent among them. In the chaos that followed the 

Soviet withdrawal there emerged seemingly out of nowhere (in fact, out of the hundreds 

of Sa‘ûdî-sponsored Wahhâbî madrassahs in Pakistan) a relatively disciplined force 

calling itself The Students (the Tâlibân) and it gradually established some semblance of 

order. I remember quite clearly how the first Tâlibân official delegation was warmly 

received in the United States and at the United Nations. 

 

It was during that brief honeymoon that Dubai recognized the new Tâlibân government in 

Afghanistan. And the reasons were simple: An inordinate number of Afghan citizens 

resided and worked in Dubai and the government needed leverage to keep them in line. 

They were potentially volatile people. The second reason was that the move was good for 

business ... or so it seemed at the time. In other words, Dubai acted on its fundamental 

premises and not as an ideological partner with the Tâlibân. 

 

With a wide-open laissez faire governing philosophy, legislating against extremism in a 

country like Dubai is difficult. That doesn’t make Dubai an ally of extremists. The 

governments of the Gulf states (historically, the ‘Utûb) and Sa‘ûdî Arabia are between a 

rock and a hard place. Fanaticism is in the air, not just in the Muslim world but the world 

over, not just among Muslims but among Christians, Buddhists, Hindus and Shintos as 

well. It is even found among those with what we might dub ‘secular religious’ loyalties. 

At the moment it has an intense focus in the Middle East and among Muslims, to be sure. 

That current focus has explanations, but it is in fact a pandemic infecting the human spirit 

that rivals any disaster ‘bird flu’ might come to pose, and every bit as deadly. The 

regimes in the Gulf, now thoroughly alarmed, are working to neutralize the Muslim 

version of the virus. One way of doing that is by protecting liberal freedoms. (‘Dubyah’, 

listen up!) 

 

For the record and for good or ill, the ‘Utûbî states, Sa‘ûdî Arabia and Oman have been 

staunch allies of the United States ever since oil became the dominating factor. In two 

Gulf wars they have provided the American military with facilities and full cooperation 

in the endeavor to protect America’s oil supply. In the teeth of an Islamist groundswell, 

Dubai, the other states of the UAE, Kuwait, Qatar, Bahrain, Sa‘ûdî Arabia and Oman 

have not wavered. And this solid gold record is what makes the hysterical reaction of the 

US Congress so incredible. 

 

Only two factors can explain the congressional hysteria we’ve witnessed. First, there is a 
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blanket American paranoia concerning all things Muslim, and Dubai is a Muslim country 

(a bit loose in the joints, but still Muslim). Second, there is a widespread American anti-

Arab xenophobia, and Dubai is an Arab country its overwhelmingly foreign population 

notwithstanding. Bigotry (not the record and certainly not any sense of justice) has 

inspired irrational behavior not just in one or two people, but in a body of elected 

officials charged with maintaining good governance and protecting the sanity of the 

American republic. And in this they have proven to be blatantly dishonest stewards. They 

have made the American republic a laughingstock among the nations. ‘Dumbed-down’ is 

a currently used epithet that comes to mind to describe America’s highest governing 

body. 

 

* 

 

A final footnote: American credentials among the ‘Utûb — from Kuwait to Bahrain to 

Qatar to the Emirates and even to Oman (although the Omanis are not ‘Utûb) — were 

established by the modest but magnificently staffed Arabian Mission of the Reformed 

Church in America (known in the Gulf starkly as the American Mission). During the 

century and a half before oil prosperity came to afflict the Gulf, missionaries established 

hospitals and schools in the Gulf that either still exist as in Bahrain, or are warmly 

remembered as in Oman and Kuwait. Even ‘Abd-ul-‘Azîz Âl-Sa‘ûd, founder of the 

present Sa‘ûdî dynasty, publicly declared that he had granted American companies 

concessions to develop oil on his land because he knew in these missionaries a people of 

moral integrity, religious devotion and honor. That reputation was affirmed in Qatar and 

the Emirates where the Mission was well known. When Kuwait first launched its aid 

mission to the then-struggling Emirates and other needy countries in the early 1960s, 

Kuwait’s ruler, Shaykh ‘Abd-Allâh as-Sâlim Âl Sabâh, instructed those who would 

implement the aid mission that their specific model was to be the Arabian Mission of the 

Reformed Church in America. 

 

I hold no torch for Dubai. I agree with a good friend who knows it very well: Dubai has 

having fallen thrall to Mammon. But then can’t one say the same about the United States 

and any number of countries where consumerism is the functioning religion? So that’s 

not the issue at all, is it? What explains the recent histrionics of the American Congress is 

mass bigotry pure and simple. Not only have these congressmen betrayed their trust as 

elected officials, they have also betrayed the hard-won and devoutly pursued historical 

heritage of America in the Gulf and in the Muslim world as a whole. And that makes one 
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weep ... bitterly. 

 

And I greet you from the lands of the morning. 

May 2006 
Language Again…the Confusion of Tongues 

The Qur’ân speaks about ‘religion’ in the singular. That is one reason why, the word, 

dîn, commonly translated from Arabic into English as ‘religion’, poses such a 

phenomenal problem for any competent translator. 

 

 

Our western notion of ‘religion’ refers to a systematic and formal system of ideas and 

associated ritual practices that, in the context of an organized community, are attached to 

a higher ideal or higher ‘being’. Along with others of like mind, by subscribing to a 

religion an individual expresses fidelity, pious affection, and solidarity toward this higher 

ideal or being. Such an individual is described as being ‘religious’. And, in a world 

populated by a plethora of ‘gods’ (or god-impersonations), in our western scheme of 

things there can be a host of religions, and ‘religious persons’ come in all shapes, garbs 

and sizes. The more the merrier. We westerners have never quite lost our penchant for a 

brawling Greek pantheon. Then again there’s our North Woods heritage. We’ve never 

quite outgrown our fascination with Valhalla. Gods! ... hey, we like lots of gods, lusty, 

brawling, violent gods! 

 

The qur’ânic word, dîn, doesn’t fit into any of that, especially not those things that 

connote structure, system, social or political organization, formal doctrine and, least of 

all, polytheism and all the divine shenanigans that go along with it. Even the pre-Islamic 

pantheon in Mecca was, by analogy to western types, a staid affair ... very commercially 

controlled. When the Muslims dismantled it (the last to go was the ‘Christian’ triad), 

there was no great identity crisis. I suspect it came almost as a relief for most Arabs. The 

fact that the sanctuary’s central fetish (the Ka‘bah with its black stone) was preserved 

may have had something to do with the smooth transition. In a sense, all that was 

removed was the element of confusion. 

 

For the Muslim, God’s dîn is islâm (Qur’ân 3:19) and that raises a whole Gordian Knot 

of questions in itself. Are we talking about an organized religious system or an attitude of 
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dîn? Central, of course, and the disappearing thread in the whole thing is: how can the 

object of religious devotion himself have a religion? And the answer, of course, is that he 

doesn’t ... at least not in our western sense. So when we’re dealing with dîn we’re not 

really talking about ‘religion’ at all, are we? So what are we talking about? 

 

 

In the end, the Arabic word, dîn, comes far closer to the western notion of ‘faith’, but 

even then it skitters off sideways. Put simply (and perhaps far too simply), dîn indicates a 

dialogue, a mutual posture, between God and human beings — perhaps most pristinely 

depicted in the movements and words of Muslim prayer — that, on the one hand, requires 

submission to God and gratitude for his guidance and discipline, and, on the other hand, 

presumes upon God’s inexhaustible mercy. 

 

Although the word appears many times in the comparatively short text of the Qur’ân, dîn 

always carries with it the definite article or, in a lesser number of cases, a defining 

possessive pronoun — dîn as you do it, or they do it, or I do it, or we do it, and so on. 

Furthermore, it has no adjectival form in the Qur’ân at all. And that’s important. There’s 

just no such thing as being ‘dîn-ish’. In the upshot, because there is only One God, there 

can be only one dîn. From their side in the divine-human dialogue, people either practice 

dîn correctly or they don’t. God, for his part, has only to be himself to do his part in dîn. 

 

Quite anomalously, in modern times, the word, dîn, acquired a plural form. Muslim 

apologists since the late 19th century, faced with so-called ‘modernity’, coined an 

elegant-sounding plural — adyân — so as to conform to western thought categories. 

Having done that, they then began using the grammatically permissible adjectival form of 

the word — dînî. That plural and that adjective have since insinuated themselves into 

Arabic and Muslim daily speech and have helped ease the way into a subtle but actual 

perceptual shift the consequences of which are only now becoming apparent. 

 

Apart from the distortion of meaning, the shift is toward the western polytheistic 

construction of reality with all that implies by way of cosmic entropy, ecological 

irresponsibility, and religious and cultural conflict. This is extremely unfortunate 

because, through the treacheries of trans-lingual fog, a point of principle has been 

surrendered (or at least seriously compromised) that ought to have been staunchly 

defended. It ought to have been staunchly defended because it is pivotal, and not just for 

the Muslim community but for us all. 
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Not altogether tangentially, it is worth noting that ‘faith’ in western diction has relatively 

recently received a plural rendering. Faith points to a person’s drive to believe in 

something, to accept that thing as self-evident (empirical evidence notwithstanding), to 

make a binding commitment and to become engaged. It commits a person to a pledge (a 

‘troth’), to the observance of trust and to the practice of fidelity. Faith, in other words, 

inheres in each person, it is part of the psyche’s profile, and is not even necessarily 

religious. It has to do with a person’s intention to be human and is eminently singular. In 

composite with other factors, it helps makes each human a human being. Furthermore, as 

of yet there’s no such thing as ‘faith-ish’, but, as Radar says in M*A*S*H, ‘wait for it!’ 

 

Nonetheless we now, quite without a second thought, speak of ‘faiths’ (in the plural). Put 

simply, this is just bad use (actually abuse) of language. The plural has no actual referent, 

no marker for meaning. Its coinage simply distorts and trivializes the word itself. 

Language being the primary burden-bearer for how we actually think, we wind up 

confused about what we mean by ‘faith’. 

 

 

* 

If we seek an Arabic word that might come close to the western notion of ‘religion’, we 

may find it in the word, ’ummah. But again it’s a slippery number. In the 

Qur’ân, ’ummah refers to a community — existing either before or after the fact — that 

attaches itself to a prophet of God who speaks the core message of divine guidance. 

Thankfully, ummah has an ancient plural — ’umam — that occurs many times in the 

Qur’ân in a manner consistent with the singular form of the word. ’Ummah’ implies the 

relationship between a mother and a child, a relationship that is shot full of nurture, 

nourishment, compassion, discipline and love. It is primordial and spiritual. Political 

repercussions are secondary at best. And yet ... and yet ... 

Again, modern commentators, translators and lexicographers have done us no favors. 

This word is now translated as ‘nation’ in the western sense — a secular, political and 

even racial idiom that, in modern times, aping western usage, has gone every which-way 

but true in Arabic parlance. 

 

What are we left with? It seems to be a ball of trans-lingual fur disgustingly regurgitated 

by a cosmic cat. The cat doesn’t even take a second look at it once it has been expelled. 

But that doesn’t help our cause. 
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My point here is that we are in an age when language on a global scale is being cut loose 

from its moorings. On the one hand, that can be exciting and refreshing. It allows space 

for new thoughts and scope for lateral thinking. God knows, we need that. But on the 

other hand, what actually seems to be happening is that thought is being crippled through 

a ‘dumbing down’ process, and language is being intentionally blurred into fluff and 

nonsense. After all, we do belong to the ‘sound-bite’ generation. The media is the 

medium. Unfortunately, so far as I can see, the ‘on the other hand’ — the dumbing down 

effect — is way out in front. 

 

* 

When discipline in the use of language yields to other and subversive conditions and 

priorities, meaning drifts into meaninglessness. Armies are good at this, for instance. 

They do not want soldiers to think or to question orders; all they want from them is 

execution. Thought ‘in the line of fire’ can be inconvenient and even fatal. But when the 

same principles are applied more broadly, the repercussions are potentially horrendous. 

Not just religion but all culture ... the very warp and weft of human society ... are at stake. 

Poets, for instance, fall into dishonor. And as for politicians, intelligence (leave aside the 

notion of moral accountability) is no longer a credential for holding high public office. 

We fall back into a Babel era, building meaningless towers that Dr. Seuss-wise bizarrely 

crab up into the heavens to assault God and bring him down to our increasingly mindless 

level. 

Our drift into nonsense seriously complicates the search for ways to bridge basic 

perceptual divides. For one, it makes inter-faith dialogue more difficult today than it has 

ever been. Our world sees an ever-increasing tendency to bring at least a facsimile of 

religion into the center of political processes, and that exponentially increases 

complexity. Lacking other checks-and-balances, the emergence of fringe and fanatical 

Islamist ideology is a case in point. 

 

* 

Theoretically a disciple of Muhammad ‘Abdo and Hasan al-Bannâ, the leading ideologue 

of the Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood movement and the paramount saint of 

contemporary Islamism, Sayyid Qutub, some years ago and well before his execution for 

sedition proposed that Christianity and Judaism in the modern world have no connection 

with the ‘Nasârâ’ and ‘Yahûd’ mentioned in the Qur’ân as ‘People of the Book’. Toward 

these latter Muslims were absolutely enjoined to practice tolerance. 
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But those communities, Sayyid Qutub argued, have now vanished. What are left are 

pagan caricatures, pure and simple, whose adherents may be forced to confess Islam or 

eliminated. In effect, that placed all Christians in the Muslim world in serious jeopardy. 

In other words, he condoned jihâd against these and all other ‘pagans’. And this was a 

significant departure from well-established Islamic practice. 

 

How do we assess the consequences? Well ... in effect, Sayyid Qutub condoned the plural 

of dîn … adyân. Quite unthinkingly, what Sayyid Qutub bought and then sold at discount 

rates was the polytheistic worldview of western culture along with its massive baggage of 

bigotry and religious violence. And Sayyid Qutub’s ideological descendants — among 

them ‘Usamâ Bin-Lâdin — are now working his purpose out. 

* 

Perhaps the redeeming grace is the fact that the Qur’ân is still there. Those of us who still 

read it for meaning and not just for its tympanic elegance — be we Muslim, Christian or 

Jew — may yet find reassurance in that. Its eminently pristine language must still be dealt 

with. And Muslims ... at least a thoughtful leaven of Muslims … are still trying to deal 

with it. For that, God be praised! 

 

But Christians, on their side, have their apostles of Babel too and in great plenty. People 

like Pat Robertson, Franklin Graham and Jerry Falwell (with altogether too many clones 

and disciples) are still ‘on the loose’. Their putative ‘gospel’ is aped throughout the West 

and even the Far East. Using the media deftly, they have also sent into the Muslim world 

an army of clandestine operatives who carry their message of schism, hate and bigotry. 

And, while other Christians search for other avenues of irenic dialogue and 

reconciliation, these agents of fanaticism work for confrontation and conflict. 

 

The agents of division and conflict are far more active within their communities than 

beyond them. Muslims and Christians (and Jews too) must recognize that their battle for 

rationality (nay, for sanity) is internal. And there can be no sanity … no rationality in 

relations ... between religious communities until there emerges on both sides a consensus 

that reconciliation ... that peace ... is what we seek. And a first step is to recover a sense 

of discipline in the use of language. 

 

On all sides of the ‘great divide’ there must emerge those who seek peace, pursue it and 

speak sense. There must emerge those who pursue dialogue knowing it is both crucial 

and timely, who know that those who would subvert it are bound to fail and fall into 
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history’s waste bin, and who know that something far better lies ahead. Optimists must 

emerge. We must get past the confusion of tongues. We must work at the meaning of 

what we say. Easter and Pentecost must overcome Babel. 

 

The Muslim invocation, ’in-shâ’ Allâh (if God is willing!), is the only one that fits the 

circumstances. God knows what’s going on; he is, after all is said and done, the source of 

all wisdom ... he is, in the end, the eternal Optimist, and the coiner of faith’s more 

sublime similes, the structures by which we transpose meaning. 

And I greet you from the lands of the morning. 

June 2006 
Accounts Outstanding 

Globalization, once touted as the panacea for the world’s ills, has a nasty side. It 

seems to have become the ideal breeding ground for war and terrorism. It also plays the 

old ditty: ‘The rich get richer and the poor get poorer.’ The pressure’s on all the time, and 

those in a position to relieve it just don’t seem to give a rip. The Internet, the grand 

highway for information and communication, has turned into the perfect medium for 

chaos and the venue for crud and crudity. The world’s so-called ‘great religions’ are in 

massive disarray, their leaders, like Sergeant Schultz of the old TV series, Hogan’s 

Heroes, shake their massive jowls, each proclaiming, ‘I know nothing! … nothing!’ 

Political leadership the world over has become a mockery, and the proliferation of NGOs 

for every cause under heaven only adds to the cacophony. 

In the meantime … in between time … nobody has fun. People die by the job lot, and 

those that don’t, live in misery and fear. 

This was recently brought home to me when I attended a meeting between Iraqi and 

American Christians. 

* 

It is foolish for us to say that religious difference counts for nothing. It counts. It 

counts for much in each individual’s life not least in the God-besotted Middle East. But, 

until recently, it did not make for enmity between neighbors. 

In happier times, when Muslim, Christian and Jewish Arabs (yes, there are Jewish 

Arabs no matter Israeli propaganda; after all they’re the only ones who know how to 
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cook really good food!) would visit each other on their feast days, there would be lively 

and good-natured debates on religious issues. But then people would get on with the 

business of living and religious distinctions would fade into the background. You did not 

ask whether so-and-so was a Jew or a Christian or a Shî‘ite or a Sunnî Muslim. You 

knew, but it didn’t make much difference in the way you lived. Neighborhoods developed 

according to other principles. People were people and you judged them on what they did. 

This is not tolerance. Tolerance implies something that people don’t like and must 

forgive. Tolerance is patronizing and even demeaning. The Middle East’s ancient style is 

to practice acceptance and that has nothing to do with tolerance. You accept each other 

on face value applying the principle that ‘by their fruits you shall know them’. 

In point of fact, an old friend recently reminded me, Muslims will still often choose 

Christians to administer their finances and property. Simply, it is assumed that they will 

fulfill their trust. Even in the early-20
th

 century, as new governments were being 

established in the Middle East after the collapse of the Ottoman Empire, not infrequently 

the Minister of Finance would be a Jew. It was a kind of symbiosis in the region — 

Muslim, Christian and Jew. I have also known it to be true that if a Muslim had a 

personal problem of a delicate nature he or she would sooner go to a Christian or a 

Jewish ‘confessor’ than to the local Muslim mullah for advice, interpretation or 

reassurance. It just made better sense. 

* 

So what’s gone wrong? Obviously and definitely something has gone wrong and that 

fairly recently. We hear a great deal about inter-communal tension and conflict. In the 

late ’40s suddenly it was Arab against Jew (an oxymoron, actually, that has now become 

a trite but commonly accepted cliché). Now, especially in Iraq but also in Pakistan and 

elsewhere, we hear about intra-Muslim tensions between Sunnîs and Shî‘ah. Bombs go 

off and people’s emotions are inflamed. And even before the Bush doctrine was 

promulgated we were hearing about broadband Muslim animosity against Christians. All 

this has really puzzled me. It has not really applied for over twelve centuries and now, all 

of a sudden, it does? It has become a big issue? 

I quite understand the tension between Fatah and Hamas in Palestine. It is between a 

secular framing of Palestinian identity (that Israel has labored nearly forty years to 

deconstruct) and a fuzzily doctrinaire religious political program (that Israel began 

promoting twenty years ago). The issues there are clear and, in a sense, clean. 
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Furthermore, the Israelis needed a non-national opponent with a religious agenda, and it 

has fortuitously found it in its brainchild, Hamas. The devil you create is convenient. A 

more perfect mating of bedfellows could not have been forecast even a year ago. Now it’s 

a reality. The Palestinian people be damned! From an Israeli perspective, the sooner the 

quicker. 

But in Iraq the current alignment is absolutely incredible. From the day Desert Storm 

was launched we began hearing about a Shî‘ite South, a Sunnî middle, and a Kurdish 

North (the Iraqi Kurds are, by the way, Sunnîs, so we’re mixing apples with oranges 

here). Left out of the ethno-religious mix, at least in the western media, are the Chaldean, 

the Armenian and the Assyrian Christians, the Yazîdîs, the Sabeans and several other 

minorities. The western press seems to know nothing about them, yet they’re there. The 

Christians seem to crop up when names like that of Tariq ‘Azîz are mentioned but only 

en passant. They don’t really count. 

My friend pointed out that Saddâm Husayn’s and the Sa‘ûdî royal family’s personal 

pilots were and are all Christians. Saddâm’s chefs and those of many of the Middle East’s 

heads of state and wealthy families are also Arab Christians. Christians occupy positions 

of trust even in so-called Islamic banks, and Christian architects build many of the 

mosques (but that’s been going on since the 8
th

 century). They are critical members of 

planning groups in economic enterprises throughout the Arab world. Without them there 

would be a serious void of expertise. 

* 

So what’s happening in Iraq in particular? 

First, there seems to be an intentional effort to build sectarian divides where none 

really existed before. This recent manufacture coincides with the Anglo-American 

occupation of the country. Second, those divides, apart from massive misery for the 

middle class, have led to a serious brain drain. Christians in the south of the country, who 

make up a disproportionate percentage of that middle class and its educated talent, are 

either being encouraged to emigrate (for instance the whole Armenian Protestant 

community in Iraq has evaporated, California being a major beneficiary), or they are 

being lured to the Kurdish North with offers of good jobs, new homes and generous 

compensation. The Kurds, after all, are building a new nation-state, and need all the 

expertise they can get. Those who remain in their ancestral homes are being 
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marginalized, economically crippled and isolated. Sunnîs in the South are beginning to 

head for central Iraq, and that too seems to be an intentional policy. And what happens 

once this demographic redistribution is achieved? Then, say our Iraqi friends, there will 

be all the makings for real civil war. 

Iraqis will tell you — be they Muslim or Christian — that they never really focused 

upon the fact that their neighbors were of a different religion. It was not a factor in 

neighborliness. You didn’t think about the fact that Ahmad was a Sunnî or that ‘Alî was a 

Shî‘î, that Sarkis was an Armenian Christian or that Mûsâ was a Jew. They were all 

neighbors and friends. But now that has changed. And it is consistent with the Bush 

doctrine that it should do so. 

Over and above all that, among the phenomena of occupation has been the influx into 

Iraq of para-church groups that are preying upon the Christian community and 

demoralizing it. Around one of the major Chaldean Catholic churches in Baghdad (once 

well over 3,000 members and now down to less than 2,000) there are twelve little ‘house 

churches’ that drain off the congregation’s youth with offers of gifts and other incentives. 

It is the tried and true ‘rice Christian’ approach. “What are we supposed to do?” one 

Christian asks. “If we don’t accept their gifts our youth will leave. People are hungry, and 

the gifts are very tempting.” 

The Bush occupation of Iraq has encouraged very well heeled American para-church 

groups (among them Franklin Graham’s ‘Samaritan’s Purse’) to set up shop in Baghdad 

and other major Iraqi cities. While bombs have gone off in front of old and established 

churches, none … none at all! … have targeted these groups, and it’s not that they are not 

known. Think about that! “Let them talk to Muslims. We don’t mind. But they don’t,” 

said another Iraqi Christian. “Why do they target us? We are Christians trying to make 

our way in an atmosphere of chaos. What’s their agenda? What do they hope to gain?” 

Indeed, what is their agenda? With the flood of American money into Iraq, these 

Christian para-church groups are among the most despicable of exploiters. We are no 

longer in the 19
th

 century. This is the 21
st
 century. Buying adherents or ‘converts’ with 

filthy lucre is despicable. Another churchman told me, “There’s an external brain-drain 

from which all Iraqi churches suffer — and not just the churches but the whole of Iraqi 

society suffers from this. We understand that because it affects not just us but everyone. 

But now, with these para-church groups, there is an internal drain targeting the churches, 
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an overall demoralization of the Iraqi Christian community that we are hard-put to stem 

or even understand.” 

* 

As the misery quotient continues to enlarge in Iraq the power brokers on all sides 

only seem intent on encouraging its growth. It is quite incredible that in a country 

occupied by the world’s most sophisticated and potent industrial power, electrical power 

is still available to homes for two hours out of every 24. In Baghdad that once boasted the 

region’s most efficient water and sewerage systems, water is now hard come by and 

sewage runs in the streets. Mosquitoes, once rare in the city because of efficient public 

health measures, now thrive in the open drains. Among the poor the rate of water-borne 

diseases climbs daily. In a country that sits upon untold oil reserves there are massive fuel 

shortages. People line up in the blistering hot sun in queues stretching two miles to get 

even two liters (one gallon) of petrol. They have to push their cars the last stretch because 

their tanks have gone dry. All this breeds anger. They look at the highly-touted process 

toward democracy and, if they don’t weep, they cannot but laugh. All this is utterly 

ludicrous. 

Those are just the simple needs of every day life. Add to them the proliferation of 

armed militias, enterprising criminal gangs, and the so-called ‘Sunnî insurgency’. One 

man compared walking out of one’s front door to stepping into a minefield. You never 

know what’s going to happen in an environment that has lost all civic coherence. One 

family has had four of its members abducted and held to ransom, some more than once. 

And then there is the American occupation. Scared and ill-trained kids wield big guns. 

They know nothing of the culture and none of the language. Their officers are scarcely 

older or better oriented then they are. What happened in Hadithah is only a case, one of 

many. A man’s brother was returning to Baghdad after a day in the country with his 

family. As instructed, he got out of his car far distant from the roadblock and walked 

toward the soldiers. It was then he made an innocent and fatal mistake. His mobile phone 

started to ring, and he pulled it out of his pocket. The next thing the family saw was him 

falling onto his back. He had been shot dead through the left eye. This is not unusual. It 

happens every day. 

And the anger grows along with the frustration. 

* 
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So, the question arises: What do the Iraqis want the Americans to do now? 

“Well,” one answers, “we didn’t ask you to come, but now you’re here. You’ve made 

a royal mess of the job. Your Minister of War is a classic jackass who designed a military 

occupation that has done everything wrong. The upshot is that the American soldier is 

one of the many agents of terror in Iraqi eyes.” 

“OK,” the American asks, “should we pull out?” 

“Heavens no!” replies the Iraqi in alarm. “You can’t just pull out! You’ve become the 

major factor in our lives, whether we like it or not … whether you like it or not.” 

“OK, then what?” 

“The simple answer,” comes the Iraqi’s answer, “is that you’ve got to do something 

different than what you’ve been doing. Look, guys, you have an Army Corps of 

Engineers second to none in the world. We know. We’ve read the books. They’ve been 

known to build for peace as efficiently as they build for war. What you need to do now is 

phase over from a destructive and paranoid encounter with so-called ‘terrorists’ toward 

rebuilding Iraq’s infrastructure. It won’t be easy, but it’s just that simple. Change the face 

of your military. Bring in people who speak Arabic, who understand our world, and who 

know how to build rather than destroy. You’ve millions of them in the United States. 

Take the shavelings back home or repost them to your bases in our vast desert. Just get 

them off the street! And then get to work. 

“Restore the electrical supply in the cities, get the sewage plants up and working, get 

water purification plants back in service, get the refineries back on line and the gas 

stations pumping gas, and help our health system recover both its dignity and efficiency. 

You destroyed all of these; now rebuild them. Work at decreasing the rage and frustration 

that most people cannot help but feel because of daily humiliations and frustration. And 

lighten up, for God’s sake! 

“Give us back the American we once knew. We’re sick of the Halliburton or Bechtel 

corporate raiders, the economic hit-men who just want to screw the living daylight out of 

us. We’re tired of the Bush-type cowboy and the Cheney-type Mafioso you so willingly 

export to us. We’re sick of the religious Graham-type plunderer who’s long suit is our 

misery. What we would like to see once again is that ‘Ugly American’ who actually likes 

people and sincerely wants to help them. You’ve got those too in great plenty. We know. 
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We’ve welcomed them before, and long to welcome them again. But, for God’s sake, 

finish the job you started, and finish it right!” 

“It’s not too late?” asks an abashed American. 

“It can’t be too late,” the Iraqi smiles. “We’re still here, and so are you. It can happen, 

but please make it happen soon. Let’s settle accounts outstanding.” 

And I greet you from the lands of the morning. 

July 2006 

Patriotism and Piety … and Morality 

I started writing this ‘meditation’ on the eve of July 4
th

. Quite unabashedly, I am an 

American patriot. Furthermore I am a Christian with universalist predilections, a 

passionate ecumenist, and in that context, a world citizen. What I was taught and what I 

still believe is that patriotism, spirituality and morality have to coincide. 

Is this relevant today? Well … I’m not quite sure. America has gone on such a 

different tack in world affairs since the days of my childish innocence. First, it became 

Europe’s ‘sugar daddy’ with the Marshal Plan. Then, as Eisenhower succeeded Truman, 

it became the world’s muscle man. On Eisenhower’s watch America emerged as the 

western superpower poised over against the Soviet Union, replacing the British Empire as 

the world’s policeman. And subtly at first then quite overtly, in 1967 Israel stepped into 

the front ranks among the new empire’s guides. Like a crooked keel on a ship, it has 

skewed the course of the new super-power in its relations with the world at large. 

Yet patriotism and piety keep intersecting not least of all on the moral level. And the 

question remains: What has this to do with that? In history’s record, whenever they have 

occupied the same space only disaster ensues, and the spirituality of us ordinary people is 

corrupted. 

So best keep them apart. That is good and sage advice. 

* 

Iraq is spiraling down into endemic sectarian conflict. Patriotism and piety intersect 

explosively. It is becoming a byword for religiously justified violence. Those who aren’t 

really part of the Sunnî-Shî‘ah face-off (like Iraq’s important though declining Christian 
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population) try to keep their heads down. But they get caught in the crossfire. Under the 

circumstances, there’s no hiding place down there. And the whole of Iraq seems trapped 

in the maw of a gigantic whirlpool whose centrifugal force is driven by pious mouthings. 

Iraq is not the only instance these days and in this region. The Israeli war machine is 

now on full and unfettered rampage against the Palestinian people. What I noted in an 

earlier meditation (#19) is now proving itself out: Israel has taken the Hamas-led 

Palestinian government as a pretext for what is to all intents and purposes a pogrom. Over 

against one Israeli soldier held by splinter Palestinian factions, the Israelis have abducted 

and now hold in detention most of the Palestinian government. Gaza’s infrastructure has 

been demolished. The Palestinian prime minister’s offices have been bombed to 

smithereens, and many innocents (far more than non-innocents) have died. The whole 

population of Gaza is now plunged into abject misery. And the Israeli government keeps 

saying that they are being gentle, killing softly-softly. 

Now comes Lebanon and the Hizb-Allâh capture of two Israeli soldiers. The upshot 

has been a full-scale and carefully planned Israeli offensive against Lebanon as a whole. 

Thousands have been affected and hundreds have died. The bomb craters are being filled 

in only to have them excavated again by American-made ‘smart bombs’ dropped by 

American-made F-16s. Whole communities have been targeted. But again the Israelis, 

weeping crocodile tears, claim this is only their right and they’re trying so hard to avoid 

civilian casualties. 

Hey, guys, almost all the casualties have been civilian! 

What says the American administration? Virtually nothing. The flow of American 

dollars into Israel continues at flood level and we keep repeating the mantra that Israel is 

America’s main ally in the Middle East. It is, to say the least, incongruous. It is, to say 

the truth, unconscionable. 

* 

Two of my favorite cousins have forwarded on to me an editorial by Gideon Levy 

writing in Israel’s prestige English and Hebrew newspaper, Haaretz. The opening lines 

are these: “A black flag hangs over the ‘rolling’ operation in Gaza. The more the 

operation ‘rolls,’ the darker the flag becomes. The ‘summer rains’ we are showering on 

Gaza are not only pointless, but are first and foremost blatantly illegitimate. … A state 

that takes such steps is no longer distinguishable from a terror organization. The harsher 
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the steps, the more monstrous and stupid they become, the more the moral underpinnings 

for them are removed …” Could he say anything less about what Israel is doing in 

Lebanon? 

This is an Israeli speaking in a very public manner. I am assuming that Mr. Levy is a 

patriot. Were he less, his words would have no value. In the highest tradition of 

journalism he is speaking both his mind and the truth as he perceives it. Gutsy guy! 

* 

In the first days of Israel’s brutal punishment of Lebanon, a friend wrote to me 

incredulously, “I wonder how the Israelis think they will ever be able to live in peace 

with their neighbors when they systematically ratchet up violence everywhere.” That 

kicked off something in me, so forgive me if I quote myself in response: 

You have to remember that Israel was not established to live at peace with its Arab 

neighbors. It was established as a national home for (the primarily European Ashkenazi) 

Jewish people. Arab Jews and those of the broader Sephardi community certainly weren’t 

asking for it. 

Its Kibbutz ‘mythology’ has a lot in common with the mythology of the American 

frontier. Its attitude toward ‘Arabs’ has much in common with the 19
th

 century American 

stereotype of the ‘Indian’. The notion that Israel would ever integrate into the larger Middle 

East comes as a novel and really quite preposterous (if not downright repugnant) notion to 

many Israelis. It is why Golda Meir was able to declare so blandly in 1969 that there are 

no such things as Palestinians. And since the heresy of Itzhac Rabin of recognizing the 

Palestinians the successor regimes have been working to undo the damage he inflicted 

upon the state's ideological base. 

We must remember that while Zionism speaks loudly about Anti-Semitism you don’t 

hear many of those same voices speaking out against racism as a global problem. Anti-

Semitism, in this understanding, isn’t strictly racial prejudice. It is more cosmic ... it is ‘anti-

Jewish’. And that it why it isn’t really a problem to note that, like Japan and Turkey and 

other national groups with whom we’ve had personal experience (including significant 

segments of American society), the current elite of Israel are highly racially conscious. 

Anyone who says differently has his/her head in the sand. Israel, in its official ideology, 

has a deeply rooted animus toward Arab and Islamic culture (and its peoples) that is 

nourished at the roots of what became (since the days of Napoleon’s occupation of Egypt) 

the pseudo-science of Orientalism. That remains one of the most persistent themes in our 

western culture of which Israel (as a colonial implant) is an extreme caricature. 

So if Israel is bombing, strafing and bombarding Lebanon ... who cares? They reduce 

Gaza to stone-age existence ... who cares? THREE ISRAELI SOLDIERS ARE NOW 

BEING HELD HOSTAGE, for God's sake! Hundreds of Palestinians and mounting 

casualties in Lebanon don’t even register on the political Richter scale. They’re not really 
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‘people’ in the strict sense of the word, are they? How can you compare those to the 

‘suffering’ of the Israeli people? Massive violence on Israel’s part cannot be compared to 

the penny-ante stuff the Lebanese and the Palestinians are mounting ... unless, of course, 

you’re Anti-Semitic. 

But don’t be misled. Founded as a garrison state, Israel has never had a plan for co-

existence with its neighbors that doesn’t require their abject submission to Israel’s own 

agenda. And that agenda has never had much to do with the region as a whole. It has 

only had relevance within Israel’s vocation as an outpost of westernism in the Middle 

East ... our only ‘true democratic ally in the Middle East’. 

So don’t be surprised that the Israelis have been able to commit outright aggression 

against their Lebanese neighbor. Israel has invaded southern Lebanon before, and can do 

so again with impunity. The most harsh censure that has been forthcoming from western 

powers (including Russia) is that Israel has used ‘excessive force’. I am growing nostalgic 

for a Dwight D. Eisenhower who had the gall to tell the British, French and Israelis 

categorically to get the hell out of Sinai and the Canal Zone in 1956. And they did! Bush 

could do that now with respect to Lebanon, but he won’t. Times have changed. The one 

truly unrestrained renegade state in the world can do whatever it damned well pleases. In 

its lexicon, the ‘P’ word has no currency. 

* 

Israel is not the first state in the world to be established upon questionable grounds. 

The American Republic also dispossessed thousands of native Americans and the 

momentum proved unstoppable. You can’t say that history didn’t happen. The Mohawks 

do not own New York State; the Sioux and the Cherokee don’t own the Great Plains; and 

the Navahos cannot claim the South West. Like it or not, they’re now part of the system 

that exists. They now own the 4
th

 of July along with the rest of us. We Americans hate 

tyranny and love liberty, and that’s what the American constitution is all about. Everyone 

has access to that … at least in theory. 

Tell me what a Palestinian has to look forward to in a system that defines him or her 

as a non-person. The media report ‘one Palestinian died’ or two or ten or hundreds 

without any sense of outrage or humanitarian scandal. Palestinians too have pride in their 

homeland, their place in the broader scheme of things. So do the Lebanese. Then it 

should come as no surprise when that sense of patriotism finally melds with a fanatical 

piety to raise the ante and make of their struggle … their legitimate daily life aspiration 

… a cosmic thing. Their enemy is their model and their mentor. 

• 
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As Mr. Levy pointed out, there’s a self-destructive stupidity involved in all this. And, 

mind you, Britain and all Europe, the United States, all North America and even Oceania 

(Australia and New Zealand) are inextricably implicated. Somewhere along the line, for 

the sake of the species’ survival, patriotism and piety have got to come into harmony with 

morality, and self-interest must begin to balance out and accommodate the interests of 

all. This is humanity we’re talking about. We are not just Jews, Muslims, Christians, 

Buddhists, Hindus, Shintos, Confucians and God knows what else. We’re not just any 

number of ethnic and national groupings. We’re all human beings, for God’s sake! 

Somewhere along the line, those who exercise power have got to be made aware that, 

beyond patriotism and piety … beyond self-interest … they must also be moral. 

It is then that we may begin to gain a handle upon the affairs of our world. 

And I greet you from the lands of the morning. 

A Postscript: 

It has now been a full two years since John Hubers cajoled me into taking up this 

task. But as of July 1
st
, John Hubers is no longer our ‘supervisor’. He has plunged, neck 

deep, into pursuing a PhD degree in Chicago, something I never quite achieved. The old 

saying is, ‘Close, but no cigar!’ I am, as a sign we once saw on a car in India declared, a 

‘PhD-Attempt’. The French have a nicer phrase; they call what I achieved a ‘Diplome 

Superieur’. I wish John better luck than I had, and, given both his talent and his 

persistence, I’ve no doubt he will achieve his goal. But were it not for him I would never 

have had to the effrontery to take up this task. He has sustained me, he has encouraged 

me, and occasionally has exercised his editorial right to raise questions concerning what I 

have written. That has never been either vain or off-target. So I ask you all, with me, to 

bid him God speed and great success. Although, unlike other topics I have picked up, he 

has not asked for this one, I dedicate this anniversary meditation to him as well as to Deb 

Meendering, his magnificent administrative assistant (who also moves on to things more 

glorious). 

August 2006 
Those Who Try 

After a while you become aware that, your whole life long, you’ve been surrounded 

by people who … well … people who’ve given their best for you. If Providence has been 
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generous, you’ve grown up in a loving family in which parents and siblings have 

extended themselves and at least tried to make the breaks break your way, and kept you 

in their embrace when they haven’t broken your way. 

As circles widened and the world became more complicated, there multiply cameo 

snapshots that keep flashing into your mind of special people who have given you a leg 

up, who’ve broken trail for you, who’ve been there when the need was pressing, who’ve 

healed you, who’ve actually loved you, or who’ve simply given you what they had to 

give. And when you finally feel grateful, perhaps that’s when you know you’re at last 

growing up. You have, then, finally learned about gratitude, and can drink the milk of 

human kindness with relish. 

* 

In the Middle East these are not days of thanksgiving. They are days of flashing 

anger, of oily and poisonous bigotry, of slashing vengeance, of adolescent vindictiveness, 

of choking frustration, of smothering despair. … These are really bad days. These are 

blood-drenched days. Death stalks the streets. Fear is everywhere. The devil’s barbed tail 

flails around and, like a stepped-on stingray, spits vitriol. Everyone’s becoming a victim. 

And those who should know better only do their worst. At every intersection there’s a 

panic sign, and another that pleads, ‘Call off the werewolves!’ The ones who can won’t; 

the ones who would can’t. And there’s none there who can or will do that. 

Yes, it is true that George W. Bush’s “…animating idea has been that the peoples of 

the Middle East can be bombed into democracy and terrorized into moderation.”  (Jonathan 

Freedland, Wednesday, July 26, 2006, The Guardian (UK) It is also true that “The very creation of 

Israel required an act of terror. In 1948, most of the non-Jewish indigenous people were 

ethnically cleansed from the part of Palestine which became Israel.” (Oren Ben-Dor, July 26, 

2006, The Independent (UK) Uri Avnery observed in an interview with the BBC in July (as he 

often has in his own media, especially Gush Shalom) that the reduction of violence in the Middle East 

must begin with Israel’s admission that it has prolonged (and still does) the suffering of 

the Palestinian people, and that seminal barbarity is the generating point for much of the 

Middle East’s misery. Then, finally, there is the former Israeli mayor of Jerusalem, 

Meron Benvenisti who, in an editorial entitled ‘The Turnabout Will Come Quickly’ 

(Ha’aretz, Wednesday, July 26, 2006), observes, “Only people who unabashedly exploit primitive 

urges allow themselves to personalize the war and focus it on the annihilation of their 

enemy, Hassan Nasrallah. Only those who are convinced the war will bring down a 
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smoke screen over any cynical or hypocritical act can brag that they are assisting in an 

international humanitarian activity after they themselves brought about the catastrophe.” 

He concludes, “Very soon everything will return to what it was before — apart from 

those who sacrificed their lives and those who were killed in the shellings and bombings. 

And the major loser will be the people of Israel who, by an unmeasured reaction to a 

provocation, established their position as a foreign element in the region, as the 

neighborhood bully, the object of impotent hatred.” 

There is a whole host of Israeli and Jewish voices speaking the same message that 

Americans never hear. They harmonize with many measured and rational Arab voices, 

also maligned, marginalized and ignored. These are thoughtful, moral and observant 

people who speak with profound integrity and desperate concern. They are surely 

numbered among those who try, and American voters must demand of their commercially 

controlled media that they hear these voices and then they must listen up, because, to the 

tune of at the very least $3 billion a year one way or another, the American voter finances 

this whole ghastly slaughter. 

Condoleezza Rice expresses the American administration’s susposed intention to 

address the ‘root causes’ of the current crisis on both its ‘hot’ fronts — Gaza and 

Lebanon. Although she is unquestionably intelligent and has a talent for absorbing and 

analyzing information by the truckload, she is also preeminently a political animal who 

has been well trained. She performs as her managers direct. When she speaks of ‘root 

causes’, therefore, she is deliberately and knowingly engaging in misdirection. She is 

addressing idiosyncratic and superficial symptoms and not causes at all. In fact, well 

trained as she is, she will avoid the real ‘roots’ like the plague. As a political optician, the 

lenses she’s grinding for Americas and trying to sell to the world at large are horribly 

scratched and warped. Professionally, that makes her a liar, but then that’s this American 

administration’s hallmark from top to bottom. 

There are those who struggle to speak the truth and come close to that goal. Their 

road is torturous, narrow and difficult. Others intend to manipulate power and find truth 

inconvenient. Their path is broad and easy and, as Jesus predicted, it leads straight to 

perdition. It is with deep sorrow that I find the current American government (both 

Congress and Executive) on this broad way. A more war-like administration America has 

rarely seen. This has got to stop! 

* 
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But that’s not the intended burden of this meditation. I want to focus upon those who, 

in the teeth of barbarity, risk their lives and substance to help the victims. In gospel 

terms, it is the good news of the redeeming Remnant — those who try. 

These are days when, among others, I give thanks for my friend, Su‘âd al-Hâjj Nasîf, 

an elegant, gracious, well-educated and articulate lady as only Lebanon’s upper middle 

class can breed them. But she is breaking unacknowledged records to bring relief to 

people in southern Lebanon. Why? Well, the ‘why’ is a very complex thing for her, I 

expect, but it probably boils down to a sense of vocation. This is just the sort of thing that 

Su‘âd does and has done for years … she and her colleagues in the Middle East Council 

of Churches’ Inter-Church Network for Development and Relief (ICNDR). While other 

people cower in shelters, Su‘âd and those whom she leads (and she leads by example) are 

out there in the middle of the Israeli-wrought devastation that has overwhelmed Lebanon. 

She … they … are those who try. 

Apart from the MECC’s ICNDR folk, there are any number of NGO staff and 

personnel of the UN’s agencies who risk life and limb to alleviate the suffering of their 

fellow human beings. We tracked the seven-hour ordeal of a UN convoy of humanitarian 

assistance from the port of Beirut to the beleaguered southern Lebanese city of Tyre. Had 

the Israelis not bombed out the road system, it is a trip of an hour and a half. But what is 

important here is that every person in that convoy could have died. The ten trucks made it 

through but they could very well have been bombed into smithereens by the Israeli air 

force. The Israelis have paid no attention to blazoned Red Cross emblems on ambulances, 

nor to white flags on convoys of civilians fleeing the South at Israel’s own urging. 

Knowingly they’ve hit vehicles clearly marked as ‘TV’ and quite deliberately killed UN 

observers on their border. Now evidence is mounting that they are using experimental 

chemical weapons in Gaza developed for the American Department of Defense. (And 

that’s a nice touch, isn’t it?) 

I’ve long since come to the conclusion that Israeli military has no notion whatsoever 

of anything called ‘International Law’. The berserker Israeli military (now on unfettered 

rampage and, with a flabby Olmert government in office, in full control of Israel) 

confidently feels itself to be well beyond the law. Besides, the American Pentagon 

developed the ‘experimental weapons’ they’re using, and the American ‘Military-

Industrial Complex’ benefits directly from the data returned from the field. It too, as 

Dwight D. Eisenhower warned Americans forty-five years ago, operates outside the law. 
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* 

But let’s back up a moment. The modern barbarians who control and promote today’s 

terrorism — whether they occupy the White House, the Pentagon or the Israeli military’s 

central offices; whether they shelter in the shadowed recesses of dark and abandoned 

buildings mumbling so-called Muslim mantras about vindication, vengeance and victory; 

or whether they take to the ‘air’ in bloody-minded and so-called Christian broadcasts 

calling for a ‘jihâd’ against Islam — are not the focus for hope. On the contrary, their 

currency is despair; their substance is the stuff of corruption. But they must not … and 

they will not prevail. 

At a mere fraction of what they’ve paid out for death and devastation, American 

taxpayers have finally been permitted to contribute (if only a relative pittance) toward life 

and healing in these days. The relief ships are beginning to arrive in Lebanon (if not yet 

in the even more needy Gaza). But the people who put their lives (not merely their 

dollars) on the line are overwhelmingly Lebanese and Palestinians, some Israelis, 

Afghans, any number of other nationalities (at least one Chinese, and even a few 

Americans and other westerners) — Muslims, Christians and Jews, secularists and 

atheists, humanitarians of many stripes and colors, united under one banner that has no 

color or logo (nor much funding). They are simply human beings. They at least are those 

who try. And I think of them all as having the face of Christ. 

And there’s glory in that! … if only that! And that is glory enough. And for them — 

for those who try — let the mature among us return thanks to the Father of light. 

And I greet you from the lands of the morning. 

August 2006 supplement 
Beyond Colonialism toward Belonging 

Some reading this meditation may sense anger. Anger indeed there is. But beyond 

anger, there’s distress and disillusionment. In the Middle East we’re caught up in a 

massive demonstration of human stupidity and the callousness of those who can distance 

themselves from the brutal out-workings of their stupidity. You can’t touch them, but, by 

gum! they need touching. I plead too that this is a very religious meditation. The 

substance it treats may be political and military, but the core has to do with the human 

spirit as it stands before the Lord of the Universe (or the collective human conscience, 
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which may be the same thing). Mine, therefore, is a kind of spiritual angst. To treat it, I 

turn into a historian. And I ask you to bear with me. 

* 

The now somewhat antique idea of colonialism is still very much with us. Colonizers, 

not least of all in North America but also in India, Africa and elsewhere, viewed their 

mandate to be one of ‘eminent domain’. Because of their power and superior culture they 

had a divine right to quite fantastic swathes of land. They had the right to govern and to 

profit from those lands. They had the right to repress and if necessary obliterate 

indigenous people who lived on those lands and who had the audacity to contest their 

right. There wasn’t a moral quandary in this. Their right was God-given; it was their 

civilizing mandate and lesser human ‘breeds’ were obliged to concede in this. In latter 

days this became a precedent that was exercised with seeming success in Palestine and, 

abortively, in South Africa. (God takes it on the chin for a lot of nasty things!) 

The first effort of the West to colonize Palestine and Greater Syria, of course, was 

through the instrument of the Crusades launched in the 11
th

 century. They constituted a 

curiously schizophrenic movement that persisted for two and a half centuries. On the one 

hand, western chauvinism launched the Crusades and drove them through to their early 

successes so as to achieve two things: the ‘liberation’ of the Holy Land from the grip of 

the Infidel, and also the acquisition of the wealth of the Orient since it was through 

Palestine and Greater Syria that the wealth flowed. The factor of greed, one suspects, 

actually predominated. History, in fact, bears out this suspicion. 

But not too long after the Kingdom of Jerusalem and its dependent principalities were 

established, there began a subtle transformation in the character of the Crusader presence 

in Palestine and Syria. The erstwhile Crusaders began to blend into the cultural, 

economic and social topography of the region. Yes, there were ‘wars and rumors of war’. 

‘The game of nations’ was played in those days too. But that was the business of the 

military and political elite and didn’t affect ordinary people (unless they forgot to duck). 

That is, it did not really interfere with fruitful ventures and creative interaction. 

Western visitors to Jerusalem (pilgrims, merchants, soldiers of fortune and what have 

you) complained that second and third generation Palestinian Crusaders were 

indistinguishable from their Saracen and Infidel neighbors, they had blended in so well. 

And it is certain that, alongside the universities and intellectual centers in Muslim Spain 
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(Andalus) and Norman Sicily, Christian Palestine was also a major transit point for 

finished luxury goods and sophisticated Arab and Muslim thought (then at its zenith) into 

the first maidenly blushes of the European Renaissance. 

Although benefiting and growing stronger because of it, western kingdoms found the 

‘indigenization’ of the Palestinian Crusaders unsettling. They did not want them to break 

free of western control. And so, in periodic spasms, new Crusader armies set forth with 

all their western biases and bigotries firmly in place. Again and again, the nascent 

equanimity and cultural integration of the Crusader Syrians and Palestinians were 

disrupted until, at last, on the arid heights overlooking the Sea of Galilee, at the Horns of 

Hittîn (1187), Saladin (Salâh-ud-Dîn al-Ayyûbî) demolished the Crusader armies once 

and for all, and the long rear-guard action began that eventually yielded to the re-

establishment of Muslim hegemony over all Palestine and Greater Syria. 

* 

Now what has all this to do with the price of a summer ‘sno-cone’ in Kenosha, 

Wisconsin? Well, not much … or perhaps a great deal. Using conservative figures, a 

taxpaying family of three in Kenosha will, directly or indirectly, pay around $650 a year 

to support the State of Israel. (It’s probably double that figure since funding for Israel is 

often masked, indirect and hard to trace.) A third of all American foreign aid goes to 

Israel, and much of it invested in the experimental development and purchase of 

weapons. Europe kicks in a healthy subscription fee also. Without the West there would 

no Israeli economy to speak of. The Jewish State exists purely on western largesse. But 

what is is not necessarily how it had to be. 

European Jews migrated to Palestine in the mid-1800s fleeing pogroms in Russia. 

They found sanctuary in Palestine. Among them, in modern parlance, were asylum 

seekers and economic migrants. The Rothschild fortune helped fund modest but 

prosperous agricultural settlements (kibbutzim, the first founded in 1860), but these 

Jewish idealists never would have made it had the Palestinians not overcome their 

suspicion of these odd strangers and welcomed them (generous financial incentives 

notwithstanding). Gradually they came to find a home among their Arab neighbors. 

Descendants of these early settlers are now in their fifth or sixth generation. 

There are a number of seemingly petty pointers to their cultural integration. The 

cuisine of the Jews of the First and Second ‘Aliyahs’ was influenced by Palestinian home 
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cooking — hummus, tabouleh, falâfil, kibbeh, kebab, lahm-ma‘jûn, you name it, appeared 

on their tables. The hallmark dance of settler Judaism of that era, the Horah, is an 

unambiguous adaptation of the Lebanese/Palestinian Debkeh. Yiddish did not die out but 

cohabited space with revived Hebrew that, in its turn, made accommodations with Arabic 

in local parlance. Food, music and talk are great mixers. 

The testimony of Palestinians and Israelis who remember ‘the good old days’ speaks 

of a growing integration of those early immigrant Ashkenazi Jews into Palestinian 

society, and that leaves aside the already substantial Arab and Sephardi Jewish 

communities in Palestine who had no need to integrate … they already belonged. 

Ottoman and Arab society had long given sanctuary to the persecuted of many nations, 

Jews not being the least of these since the days of the 15
th

 century Spanish Inquisition. 

‘Pluralism’ was not a word that had coined itself back then, but everyone took it for 

granted. Not ‘tolerance’ but ‘acceptance’ was the social ethos. Here was no clash of 

culture; here was a new beginning. 

* 

About a generation after socialist-minded Jewish idealists started ‘infiltrating’ 

Palestine, there emerged in Eastern Europe the first stirrings of political Zionism (a term 

coined in 1891). They were also the days when the great empires of Europe were 

unraveling into nation states based largely upon racial theories of social and political 

solidarity. In that context Zionism was framed as a way to solve the ‘Jewish Problem’ by 

creating a ‘national home for the Jewish people’. It dovetailed with a curiously British 

Christian notion that Jews should be re-gathered in Palestine and so force the Messianic 

Age, a notion that a surprising number among Britain’s ruling class came to espouse 

(among them Lord Balfour). Therefore, when Zionism emerged as an organized 

movement in 1897 it struck ‘pay dirt’ in Britain and, eventually, also in the United States. 

And during World War I, enshrined in the ‘Balfour Declaration’, the British government 

committed itself to the Zionist agenda. A more curious set of bedfellows could not have 

been imagined. 

In the upshot, with a mixture of pious callousness and political cynicism, in the wake 

of World War I British policy set about developing a ‘national home for the Jewish 

People’ in Palestine, and the dynamic changed. Overnight relations between neighbors 

were tainted with politics nobody in Palestine had asked for. In spite of this, through most 

of the British Mandate period in Palestine (from 1923 up until 1947 when everything fell 
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apart), relations between native Palestinians and Jewish immigrants (then into their 

second and third generations and virtually Palestinian themselves) had not broken down. 

New tensions there were, but friendships held fast. 

* 

Thoroughly alarmed by increasingly blatant evidence of Britain’s betrayal and the 

Zionist intention to dispossess them, Palestinian leadership encouraged uprisings in 1929 

and 1936. With exceptional restraint on all sides, this did not lead into gross incidents of 

inter-communal violence. Britain was seen as the primary culprit and it lived up to the 

role, bringing into play instruments of collective punishment, the destruction of family 

dwellings, and summary arrests without warrant or trial. 

During these inter-war years, fleeing Germany’s xenophobia and anti-Semitism and 

their mirror images in Eastern Europe, there was injected into the mix the makings of an 

effective Zionist underground. It has been endlessly romanticized. But for their part, 

abiding by the tried and true dictum of ‘divide and rule’, in the summer of 1936 the 

British mandatory authority enlisted, armed and trained members of this new influx into 

irregular paramilitary units (called ‘supernumeraries’) that evolved into the secret and 

illegal organization of the Hagana. During World War II Hagana members also enlisted 

in the British army and received additional advanced military training. With their help, 

the British managed to neutralize, disarm, and end the 1936 Palestinian uprising. For its 

part, the Hagana was never disarmed. 

Given the fairly recent discovery of Arab oil, in the 1940s Britain anxiously tried to 

back-pedal on the whole business of a Jewish national home in Palestine. The 

professional Zionists knew their window of opportunity was very narrow. They kept the 

British very much in their sights. (Menachem Begin’s Irgun splinter group bombed the 

King David Hotel in Jerusalem. It was only symptomatic.) Both Hagana and Irgun also 

lashed out capriciously against ordinary Palestinians particularly as the British mandate 

drew toward its end. These gratuitous acts quite intentionally cultivated a climate of 

terror among the Palestinians. (When Israeli spokespersons today speak of ‘terrorism’ 

they know from the inside whereof they speak.) 

Palestinians and their proto-Israeli neighbors of an earlier generation viewed these 

developments with alarm and dismay. These were things they had not bargained for and 

did not want to see, but, with overwhelming western instigation and funding behind the 
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violence, they could not effectively resist. Events took their course. And the saddest thing 

was watching neighborhoods destroyed, friend set against friend, and a whole cultural 

experiment scuttled. There goes the ‘sno-cone’ in Kenosha! 

* 

In 1948 the State of Israel was established. The Jewish State established its hegemony 

over most of Palestine and effectively evicted the populations of 418 Palestinian villages 

and towns (700,000 Palestinians became refugees in a massive act of ethnic cleansing). 

Furthermore, between the cease-fire agreements of 1948 and the Six-Day War of 1967, 

Israel worked hard to destabilize the situation of Syrian, Iraqi and other Arab Jews 

(including the ancient and remote Arab Jewish community of Yemen). The subsequent 

influx of these bewildered Arab Jews into Israel swelled Israel’s numbers at a crucial 

stage and provided the Askenazi-dominated political establishment, army and security 

forces with an ample supply of canon fodder. 

At the same time, ineffectual Palestinian resistance beyond the barbed-wire frontier 

provided the new state with occasional pretexts for cross-border raids and minor military 

adventures. For all Israel’s efforts to enhance its image, by early 1967 the joke was, 

“What’s Israel’s main export?” Puzzled response: “I don’t know — oranges, avocados, 

bananas? What?”  The punch line: “Israel exports Jews!” To all intents and purposes, the 

Israeli experiment looked like drying up. Nobody needed to ‘push Israel into the sea’; it 

would simply desiccate and blow away. Israel’s economy was a joke (in absolute terms, it 

still is). Its society was in massive disarray (it still is). Its chaotic politics resembled that 

of Italy or France of the day (they still do). The whole thing looked like it was about to 

fritter away for lack of interest. 

And then along came the Six-Day War of 1967. What a surprise! Shock and awe! 

What a lifesaver! Egypt lost most in casualties. Syria came next. Lebanon lost one 

observer jet (with its pilot). Jordan lost jets and not a few valiant ground troops. Iraq’s 

unarmed columns were bombed into smithereens even before they came close to the 

battle. But the United States Navy sustained one of the highest casualty rates of the war. 

Israel bombed, strafed, torpedoed and shelled its observer vessel, the ‘Liberty’. Nancy 

and I listened to the UN session during which the incident was discussed. We were 

flabbergasted. US Ambassador Goldberg actually apologize to Israel for having the 

‘Liberty’ in international waters off its coast. It was surreal. The surviving crewmembers 
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of the ‘Liberty’ are still seeking recognition and compensation. Neither the American 

government nor Israel is responding. The case is still pending. 

But Israel gained phenomenal support in the Six-Day War, and the event changed the 

Jewish State in fundamental ways. 

* 

1967 was a watershed for everyone. The media-inflamed hysteria of American Jewry 

generated a tsunami of young American men and women who poured into Israel to serve 

in its military. For their part and in the face of overwhelming disaster, Muslims saw no 

future save in returning to their roots in so-called Islamic practices. The movement 

toward Islamist extremism was launched. On the surface we saw women begin to veil 

again and men grow scruffy beards. Below the surface was something far more ominous 

— a mounting irrational rage. The apocalyptic Jewish fringe also found its voice and its 

venue. Its advance that has seen the proliferation of Jewish settlements in the West Bank. 

And it was the instant when the right-wing Christian Zionists began to poke their noses 

out from under the wainscoting. When the 1970s ended we were in a radicalized religious 

world. 

With regard to the fundamentalist Christian Zionists, at first it was hard to tell exactly 

who they were. Some of us saw them as a sort of a slapstick vaudeville sideshow, not to 

be taken seriously. At the time, liberal Christians with Zionist sympathies were in full cry 

and commanded our attention with sophisticated philosophical and intricate biblical 

rationalizations. But in the latter-70s those liberals began to fade, fall silent and fail. 

(That is, many of them changed their minds. And that’s always been a liberal option in 

the face of persuasive evidence.) Those left were the ultra-polarized Protestants in both 

Europe and North America. Driven by a lust for Armageddon and the End Times, and by 

bales and bundles of ready cash, the new breed of Christian Zionist was drunk with 

visions of violence and messianic carnage. Suddenly they stopped looking funny. Their 

sinister side had emerged. 

For the professional Zionists this seemed unfortunate. They would really have 

preferred the liberals, but they have always been pragmatists. They have always made do 

with what they could get. Today, the Christian fundamentalists are all they really have, 

and, in the same skein, they feel fortunate that they have also netted the current American 

administration. 
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* 

What’s the point in this? Well, it’s just that if you don’t pay attention to history it 

repeats basic patterns. In the case of contemporary Israel we’re back in the configuration 

of a western-inspired, a western-provisioned, and a western-funded bellicose garrison 

state standing off an indigenous middle eastern angry response that’s being increasingly 

radicalized. It’s twiddling with an old saying, but ‘birds of a feather clash together’ — 

extremisms mate, proliferate and feed off of each other. 

These are the root causes of the Middle East’s conflicts that Miss Rice avoids 

mentioning. She is a master at misdirection. For her to admit these causes would entail 

serious confrontation with the American Zionist establishment (and it is seriously 

established). Even more, it would seriously compromise the United States (and it is 

seriously compromised). Especially in light of recent events in Cana (Qanâ) of 

geographical Galilee (now part of Lebanon), the United States is implicated in a serious 

war crime … one among many. It has been photographed and documented. It’s real. The 

American bomb killed women and children and was designed to do so. Who’s to 

account? Well, now, bureaucratic fuzz and diplomatic double-talk glaze over 

accountability. But the crime is there, and the blood of children cries out from the dust. 

Cain lives! But don’t expect the bloody-minded Miss Rice to admit it. 

The tragedy is that we’re now in a configuration not unlike that of 12
th

 century 

Palestine. We are in the dead zone of ethical, cultural and political meltdown — a truly 

tragic discontinuity. If the United States does not act quickly and decisively to rein in its 

Israeli surrogate, there won’t be anything left to salvage. Like its Israeli ally, the United 

States too will have become a ‘rogue state’ and, for all its military and economic muscle, 

that’ll begin to tell in this global age. 

There was a historical moment when Israel (or at least proto-Israel) could have 

become part of the Middle East. Its talented and resourceful people could have been a 

leaven for progress and for peace. All the elements were there. But outside forces 

intruded to short-circuit the process of peaceful co-existence. Israel’s current political 

establishment has absolutely no intention of ‘belonging’ within the Middle East. It is 

situated much as the latter Crusades were. It is manifestly a foreign body and rejection 

(tragic to contemplate) will follow. 
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Now what is there? Well, in the long run there’s only another ‘Horns of Hittîn’, and 

its new venue may be Lebanon. Whether Israel will unleash its nuclear arsenal doesn’t 

bear thinking about. But there’s coming a day of self-immolation (and we may very well 

be watching its first stages play out) when the experiment of Israel shall self-destruct. 

There was a moment, during the regime of Yitzhak Rabin, when we might have seen 

something new. But he died of a Jewish fanatic’s bullet. The ‘alliance of the brave’ 

ended, and his Palestinian partner, Yâsir ‘Arafât, was vilified unto his death. Other and 

lesser spirits are now in command on both sides, and their stupidity is working itself out 

in carnage. 

The sad thing is that, initially, it all held out such a great deal of promise. Had cooler 

and wiser heads prevailed, we just might have gotten beyond colonialism into an era of 

belonging. The realistic prospect, though, is a protracted era of violence that promises 

now only to grow more intense and escalate into a crescendo. The ‘Horns of Hittîn’ loom 

ominously, and I am in despair. 

It’s all just so unimaginably stupid. … And it could have been so unimaginably 

glorious. Ah! … 

And I greet you from the lands of the morning. 

September 2006 

What’s the ‘Emperor’ Wearing? 

Our friend, Ann Staal, the Reformed Church in America’s anchorperson for ‘Middle 

East Peace-Makers’, has taken the bit between her teeth and pressed us on our use 

language and its consequences. Serendipitously perhaps, she also called to my mind the 

old fable related by Hans Christian Anderson about ‘The Emperor’s New Clothes’. (We 

could only wish that it were more fabulous than real.) 

That fable, remember, recounts how a gullible emperor bought the ‘sting operation’ 

of a couple of sleazy and fast-talking tailors. Weaving their language web about him, the 

two shysters convinced the old fool that they could execute for him a fabulous royal 

costume that would astound the universe. When, after due flummery, they declared the 

product finished, there was a royal procession of the emperor in his new clothes. Crowds 

cheered wildly and proclaimed the inimitable glory of his new apparel. Propaganda … 

language bending … had worked. It was only a clear-sighted child, in the simplest of 
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terms, who said, “But the Emperor has nothing on!” And suddenly the crowd fell silent 

around the buck-naked monarch in mid-strut. 

The fable, as fable, ends happily with some forethoughtful attendant throwing a cloak 

over the potentate, the incarceration of the so-called tailors and their due punishment. 

(The child got off scot-free, it seems.) But, as we know, that particular denouement 

doesn’t always follow. The ‘child’ is often imprisoned for preaching sedition, and the 

shysters remain in office as the ‘tailors to the empire’. 

* 

After September 11
th

, 2001, we Americans launched the ‘War on Terror’. (Whoever 

thought up that cliché should be shot! I will suspend my opposition to capital punishment 

in this one instance.) Many New Yorkers and thinking people throughout the country 

cringed at what the post-9/11 histrionics of our administration portended. And the 

military-industrial ‘tailors’, having won the word game through sound-bite flummery and 

crude media complicity, set to work weaving the stuff of our worst fears, proclaiming it 

glorious — Afghanistan, Iraq and now Lebanon — all woven of the bizarre and quite 

invisible fibers of neologisms that have, in the end, only turned our minds to mud. 

Heavens! Explain to me how else Donald Rumsfeld, Condolezza Rice, and Dick Cheney 

could possibly have survived in office without George W. Bush strutting about in the buff 

while the whole neo-con rhythm section and the Armageddon ‘Christian’ Zionist chorus 

proclaim the beauty of his vestments. 

In the upshot, America has ventured forth upon the 21
st
 century’s first major spasm of 

global violence. It has wielded the whip hand in stimulating the most ferociously 

resonating system of criminality the world has ever seen. And the little child still says, 

“But the Emperor has nothing on!” 

And that is the point to which Ann Staal has called our attention: Language! How do 

we use it? 

* 

She starts by saying: “I propose … that we stop using the terms ‘Terrorist’, 

‘Terrorism’, ‘Radical Islam’ and, the latest buzzword, ‘Islamofascism’. Instead let us just 

call the people who perpetuate such acts ‘criminals’ … ‘criminals’ who use terror tactics 

behind a facade of (twisted) Islam.” (Ann Staal in an email circulated August 15, 2006, to ‘RCA Middle East Peace-
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Makers’.) What she’s pleading for is a return to sanity in what we say, and what will 

crucially affect what we actually do. 

Muslims particularly in Britain (where the issue is now reaching something of a 

climax) have long argued this point. In his latest of many landmark books, the highly 

respected British theologian and irenic bridge-builder between Christians and Muslim 

neighbors, Bishop Kenneth Cragg, wrote with uncharacteristic pique: 

Truly horrendous and catastrophic as the attack on the World Trade Center was, … it 

was wrong to proclaim forthwith a ‘war on terrorism’. The phrase adopted misread the 

situation. To speak of ‘terrorism’ is to concede that we can be ‘terrorized’. To announce 

‘war’ in answer is to take the adversary on his own showing — and to his advantage. … 

It would have been saner to summon goodwill anywhere to a ‘World Order against 

Criminal Conspiracy’. That would have been naming the deed for what it was and with a 

descriptive that … succeeded in gaining recognition — by the other party — of its 

depraved intent. … There was, to be sure, much talk of ‘bringing them to justice’, but that 

is done more aptly by a powered jurisprudence than by armed belligerence. (Kenneth Cragg, 

The Qur’an and the West [Washington DC: Georgetown University Press, 2005], pp. 6 & 7.) 

Cragg then quotes John Quincy Adams in a speech delivered on July 4
th

, 1821, … 

… America’s heart … goes not abroad in search of monsters to destroy. Once embroiled 

in foreign wars of interest and intrigue, the fundamental maxims of her policy would 

insensibly change from liberty to force. She might become the dictatress of the world: she 

would no longer be the ruler of her own spirit. … 

… and goes on to observe: “In those terms — as President Adams saw them — ‘of her 

own spirit’, response to September 11, 2001, would have meant, not, ‘anti-terrorist war’, 

but ‘anti-criminal action’ on two fronts, the one political and the other spiritual, a 

common venture in crime-policing and an effort after human sanity which took up the 

promise as well as the menace of religion.” (Cragg: same reference as above) 

The acts of September 11
th

 and those that have succeeded it in Bali, Madrid, London, 

Bombay and daily in Baghdad, Gaza, Afghanistan, Sri Lanka and many other places are 

simply criminal and, against the verbal ‘stitchery’ of the ‘tailors’, must be dealt with in 

those terms. 

Because they are pointed and apt, I’d like to use Ann’s words here: If we change our 

use of language, she says, 
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1. It will demote the ‘Terrorists’. Instead of granting them the dignity of a ‘cause’ (Radical 

Islam) or an ‘ideology’ (Islamofascism), they become simply dime-a-dozen criminals and 

murderers. Maybe that will also make their methods less attractive to new recruits? 

2. It will help us guard against inappropriate over-reaction. Persons using and seeking to 

use terror tactics (World Trade Center attackers or Hezbollah kidnappers, for instance) 

may be hunted using the best law enforcement methods available and arrested on 

whatever charges can stick (tax evasion, visa infractions, whatever, if need be) as would 

any other Mafioso, drug-cartel [agent] or gang [member]. Invading other countries would 

not be a necessary response. 

3. It would help us stop thinking in terms of a clash of civilizations. If this is seen not as the 

‘Christian West’ vs ‘Islam’, but as a battle against serious crime, then it will be far, far 

easier for Christians, Muslims, Jews, Buddhists, agnostics or whomever to see 

themselves as working together on the same side. 

(Ann Staal, same reference as noted above.) 

Ann has hit the nail squarely. We’re not talking about cosmic conflict here. We’re 

talking about criminality and the environment within which criminality thrives. Reducing 

the issue to that base and basic level, there are a whole lot of actions in the recent past 

that must be examined, not least the American-Israeli conspiracy to devastate Lebanon, 

an operation long-planned awaiting only its pretext. The Military-Industrial Complex has 

a lot to answer for. In the end, it must be made to answer. 

* 

So let’s get back to the naked emperor. 

What distresses Ann Staal, Kenneth Cragg and many of us in these days is an 

awareness of falsity that breeds enmity. An environment redolent with enmity leads into a 

kind of paralysis that cripples our dealing with our own irrationalities and taming our 

hysterias. Because of the irrational way we have allowed the Bush administration to use 

language (and, hence construct policy) the United States, “no longer … ruler of her own 

spirit,” and now thoroughly embroiled in “foreign wars of interest and intrigue,” has 

become more and more deeply committed to trigger a ‘clash of cultures and religions’ 

and that, in certain politically influential circles, is code for ‘Armageddon’ — the 

apocalyptic conflagration in which ‘Israel’ will be incinerated yet again. Support the state 

of Israel so as to achieve another Jewish … this time largely autogenous … Holocaust?! 

Criminal! Ghoulish! 
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As we witness debacle after debacle in the ‘global terror’ game we also see religious 

communities polarize. Bridges bombed into rubble aren’t rebuilt between people of 

goodwill; screechings of xenophobia drown out voices of rationality; neighbor from 

neighbor is alienated by fear and suspicion; hate and bigotry become easy options, 

accessible to anyone, especially the vulnerable and enraged. And what we need (as Hans 

Christian Anderson well knew) is the voice of the little child to lead us (Isaiah 11:06) back to 

sanity: “But the Emperor has nothing on!” 

And I greet you from the lands of the morning. 

October 2006 
Movers and Shakers 

Who is it that moves and shakes our world these days? 

Personally I have a whole list of saints and I don’t know whom I should list first. 

There’s Ivan Wheaton who taught me what it means to be a pastor … that people are 

worth caring for. There are Don MacNeill and Bill Hillegonds who stirred my dreams 

and made me think about integrity. Get it started and the list of those who moved and 

shook me is endless. (I know. I’ve trimmed out two pages of names, and I hadn’t even 

gotten started!) There are teachers who troweled open the springs of awareness; there are 

college, seminary and graduate school professors who affirmed, challenged and 

illustrated wisdom; pastors, neighbors and colleagues gave insight, pricked bubbles and 

offered encouragement; and there have always been friends whom a whimsical 

Providence has cast into my path … and still does … anchors of sanity. In the course of a 

checkered career many have urged me on and inspired the adventure with joy. And 

there’s always family — my wife, Nancy, our three children, my mother and father and, 

tracing through the ‘begats’, a whole host of siblings and cousins, not least my sister, 

Marilyn. In my microcosm, all these were movers and shakers. ‘So great a cloud of 

witnesses’ surrounds me … surrounds each of us. 

In the course of a life the network interweaves and extends. We are all beholden 

(indeed, we are all debtors). My network ties together Japan with Hawaii with India with 

the Hudson Valley with the American Mid-West with California, Wyoming, Colorado, 

Michigan, with Jaffna in Sri Lanka with Madras with Arabia with Turkey with Cyprus 

and … and … and. We were born debtors. The question is: What do we do with our 

indebtedness? What do we do with the models of goodness and even greatness that God 
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has given us to touch? And then we have to keep in mind the cloud of witnesses. The 

conscience must account. 

* 

Every person in the universe has a list, and the names are specific … human souls of 

ultimate value and fantastic radial outreach. In the end the debt can become quite 

intimidating. Stretching beyond our personal lists, our bond-holder becomes all 

humanity. We seek for meaning in the debt, and all that we can come up with is that, as 

individual human beings, we owe our living and our lives to our fellow humans. It’s a 

family thing … a clan commitment. Or, at least, that’s how it should be. 

In biblical terms, that human vocation is spoken of as the ‘image of God’ (Genesis 1:26 

and other affirmations) — creator, sustainer, redeemer, instructor, conservator, lover — the 

human individual in all his or her marvelous potential. In Muslim expression, this idea is 

cast in vocational terms. We speak of human vice-regency or stewardship or even 

‘successorship’ (khilâfah) in God’s name for all creation. From our first involuntary 

breath and until (again involuntarily) we die, we humans bear a very tangible 

responsibility for the gift of living. “We belong to God, and to him we return.” (Qur’ân, 

Sûrah 2:109) That ‘belonging’ evokes in each human soul the dignity of divinity. Or, at 

least, that’s how it should be. 

Yet, in the celestial dialogue between God and the angels, after God declared his 

intention to create the human being as his vice-regent on earth, there is a curious 

poignancy to the angels’ objection: “Will you place thereon one who will corrupt it and 

shed blood, while we praise your glory and hallow you?” (Qur’ân, Sûrah 2:30) The angels’ list 

of human atrocities, of course, could have been much longer, but they hit the high points 

— deliberate corruption and slaughter. Although God denies their insight, at least in the 

relatively short-term the angels seem to have had the right of it. 

How it should be is not (yet) how it is. Looking toward the end-of-ends, we can all 

afford to be optimists. Some day humanity may well grow up and claim its maturity, but 

that is certainly not yet. We are, clearly, the perpetrators of corruption and those who 

shed blood with ever greater proficiency. Our world’s environment is going to hell in a 

hand basket (corruption), and we are all being whistled into a calliope crescendo of 

bloody violence. 

* 
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So, who are the movers and shakers of our world? More to the point, to whom should 

we look to fulfill these offices? Of course, the real puzzle is, what have we done with our 

good models? Surely, they are a key to understanding God’s somewhat cryptic response 

to the angels: “I know what you don’t.” God’s obvious but evasive optimism challenges 

us always. As my son, Tom, asked, “How can we move from a path that confirms the 

angels’ pessimism to one that proves God’s hope?” 

Don’t expect quick answers. There are none. Power is now wielded in far too diffuse 

a manner for there to be any quick fixes. But there do come days when we who self-

consciously desire to fulfill the ‘image of God’ in us, and who sense our responsibility 

under the terms of our vice-regency for creation, must become far more pro-active. 

In the United States November is coming with portents of ‘mid-term elections’. It is 

time to look for those who conform to our best models, those who strive to reflect the 

‘image of God’. For all of us — Muslim, Christian or Jew — the litmus test is to identify 

those who shoulder the burden of stewardship (khilâfah), candidates who have 

demonstrated resistance to corruption and to slaughter. 

* 

We in the Middle East live in hope. We join our voices with all who sing the song of 

hope anywhere else in the world. There simply must come a day when we — all of us — 

will see a new day dawn. The corruptors will be unveiled, the violent will be de-fanged, 

and the peacemakers will be vindicated as children of God. That vindication can come, at 

least in part, through the ballot box. The neo-cons and the so-called ‘Christian’ Zionists 

need a stinging rebuke during the American elections in November. The rational side of 

the American military (that committed and loyal to its citizen base) needs to be 

empowered, and the greedy industrial base for weapons of war and mass destruction must 

be brought to heel, its Dr. Strangelove imagination curbed. There must come a time when 

the military and industry must be forced apart and no longer form a powerful coalition for 

violence. 

* 

We have spoken about the correlation of interest between the Israeli and American 

military in earlier ‘meditations’. This is not a myth. It exists and has existed for years. 

Israel provides a ‘laboratory’ for the American weapons industry be that in Gaza, in the 

Palestinian West Bank, or in Lebanon. As the United States moves toward an open 
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confrontation with Iran over the nuclear issue a good deal of this data is proving 

instructive. For instance, the upgraded bunker-buster bombs recently tested in Lebanon 

may already be uploaded into units whose programmed targets are strategic sites in Iran. 

(We’re talking about very nasty ordinance here, redolent with radioactivity.) 

Is this all the conjuration of a hyperactive imagination? I only wish it were. It all 

feeds into a resonating system of the criminality of the violent mind that feeds upon itself. 

But we need to lock onto the fact that it is not self-funded. The whole system is a leach. It 

depends upon taxes and contributions. Cut (or critically control) these resources and the 

system implodes. Karl Marx was right: It’s all economics. And the scriptures (Jewish, 

Christian and Muslim) are right: The power resides in the people and their collective 

conscience. The people are the movers and shakers! 

* 

So back to our question: Who are the world’s movers and shakers? The slippery 

answer is: We are all movers and shakers in our spheres of influence. The answer is 

‘slippery’ because the politics of fear have greased the slide; our vertigo only gets worse 

as we lose moral traction. But reject the fear and your cleats start to dig in. 

We have been told that global problems are so complex that we must leave the 

business to ‘specialists’ … to ‘experts’. But don’t you believe it! We’ve all been given 

horse sense. The Arabic term is ‘aql. The root yields the word for the hobble that 

restrains a camel or a horse turned out to pasture — ‘aqâl. In a nifty correlation of 

symbols, the ‘aqâl also anchors a man’s head cloth! 

 I remember Abraham Lincoln’s pithy saying: “You can fool all of the people some of 

the time; you can fool some of the people all of the time; but you can’t fool all of the 

people all of the time.” Even politicians can be called to account, and perhaps this 

November is as good a time as any. Each voter should hear and voice the rebuke to a 

wayward child — “Kûn ‘âqil!”  … ‘Use your horse sense!’ 

The vote is free. Candidates’ money pursues vanity and chases after wind. That’s 

their problem. But the vote is free … it belongs to the citizen who, God willing, has some 

‘horse sense’. So let those of us who are American this November be rational in our use 

of that vote. Let’s use our best models. 
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The moment is God-given to shake and move our world back to rationality. Our 

British friends will soon have their opportunity. Let us pray for a good result. 

And I greet you from the lands of the morning. 

November-December 2006 
The Violence-Faith Disconnect 

Nancy and I have been having a special experience, and it is now drawing to an end. 

Far from where the sun rises, we came into the lands of the evening in mid-September, 

into mid-America’s heartland of the Reformed faith — Holland, Michigan. The task 

before us has been to interpret Islam and the Middle East in an environment that has been 

so drenched in propaganda that truth, indeed, is a whole lot stranger than fiction. Don’t 

think this hasn’t been a challenge! And among the questions we’ve had to field with a 

depressing degree of regularity is, “Is Islam a religion that teaches violence?” 

The matter returns to a weighted balance and a rational salting of realism. Those of us 

who have come to a personal conviction concerning non-violence do not represent the 

whole of our respective religious traditions and, even so, many of us compromise. There 

are shades and variations, and history bears witness that, on the whole, a place has always 

been made for violent behavior within almost every religious tradition (Buddhism not 

excepted) as it finds its cultural embodiment and compromises with power. 

* 

But how is it that violence is inculcated? 

As a child in Kuwait, I remember teen-aged boys playing a game — I never did learn 

whether the game had name, nor did I ever play it. But one young buck would square off 

against another and then first one and then the other would take a walloping great swing 

at the other’s body (never the head), knocking the other off his pins. The one on the 

ground would then laugh uproariously, pick himself up, and have his ‘go’. The game 

would continue, blow-and-counter-blow, until one or the other finally either got bored or 

a bit fuzzy. Then there’d be more boisterous laughter, they’d drape their arms over each 

other’s shoulders, and go off to some more pacific pastime. I think the trick was to show 

that you didn’t mind the pain. There never did seem to be a winner. 
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In my experience there was no other game quite like it. And it always seemed a bit 

strange to me because, by and large, Kuwaiti society did not encourage violent behavior 

among the young. Traditionally, of course, a young man received training in the use of 

weapons and in horsemanship, and learned the traditional lore of Bedouin combat and 

that sort of thing. Although that was just a tad before my time, those things were not 

looked upon as games. They were soberly undertaken and a competent, mature mentor 

acted as guide. Now, of course, those things have been given over to what is called 

‘national service’. Even now, the use of games to nurture violence in the young is not 

encouraged in the Arab society I have known. 

I eventually became aware of the contrast between what I’d grown up with in Kuwait 

and what, in western society, we glorify euphemistically as ‘contact sports’ or as the 

‘manly art of self-defense’ or other athletic or paramilitary role-playing games for the 

young. We train particularly our young males to be competently violent; we also groom a 

whole bevy of blushing and nubile maidens to spur them on in their exuberant 

aggressiveness. (We call them ‘cheerleaders’, God help us!) In these days of gender 

equality, though, girls are learning how to do violence too, and I guess we can chalk that 

up to progress. But what are they all being dedicated to? Is it not violence and its 

glorification? So, being asked this particular question in this particular environment has 

been a bit strange. 

Now, don’t get me wrong. I am a person of my culture. For as long as it lasts, I will 

plunk myself down on a Sunday afternoon and watch American professional footballers 

wallop each other, a million bucks a whack. They have their reward; I have mine. But I 

don’t mix any of this up with my religious commitment. It’s all a contradiction, I know, 

but I insist upon the disconnect. 

And that’s what makes the question with which we’ve been faced so surrealistic. 

It’s particularly surrealistic in a country where the saying was coined, “It’s not 

whether you win or lose, it’s whether you win.” It has nothing to do with ‘how you play 

the game’. Which, being interpreted is, ‘sportsmanship is for wimps’. In American 

mythology and in American folk ethics, winning is everything. And that is one reason 

why, for the foreseeable future, don’t bet against America, no matter what the game is. 

There’s a drive to dominance in this ‘New World’ culture of ours that cannot be gainsaid 

and is quite intimidating. It’s not going to moderate any time soon, and violence is a key 

ingredient in the mix. 
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The present American passion seems to be not reducing violence so much as it is 

making violence ‘safer’. Today’s icon may well be the American soldier who goes into 

the field dressed like a sinister ‘Michelin Man’. This is no virtual reality game; it’s the 

real thing. Our culture spends trillions on making our violence more effective and, for us, 

less risky. That is where we invest in both technique and technology most heavily. 

“Ah!” my voyeuristic Mr. Hyde demurs, “when I return to my noble Dr. Jekyll avatar, 

there’s a disconnect between my faith-imbued side and my other … pagan … violent 

side. The one does not impinge upon the other.” But, if we remember the moral of the 

story aright, Hyde was the undoing of Jekyll, wasn’t he? Technique and technology have 

their demonic potency and potential — or at least that’s the tale’s testament and perhaps 

the altogether too real evidence of our day. And we need to remind ourselves here that 

we’re speaking of culture and not the religions that accompany it. 

* 

But let’s get back to the seminal question: Is Islam really a religion of violence? To 

get at a valid answer, we need to transpose the key. The ‘key’ into which I want to 

transpose the question is the business of how religion relates to political power, 

traditionally the arbiter of significant violence. 

Islam arose in an environment wherein power structures were very loose. During the 

Prophet Muhammad’s own lifetime, Islam itself became the binder for a strong, coherent, 

inclusive political authority. And it was not long before subtle compromises had to be 

made to accommodate the ambiguities that inevitably arose. For its part, the Church 

emerged into an environment already controlled by a strong, very militarized, central 

authority quite alien to the Church’s principles of social order and justice. In order to 

accede to political power, after centuries of political impotence, the Church had to win 

the state’s approval and then participate with the state in a sort of mutual baptismal or 

ordination, a process marked by the articulation of the so-called ‘ecumenical creeds’. 

Although western commentators bewail Muhammad’s donning the robe of political 

leader, I cannot for the life of me see what other choice he had. For its part, I doubt 

whether the Church — being on its way toward forming a universal community — could 

have rejected this option. This cup, for better or worse, had to be drunk and it was not 

mere failure of nerve and greed that dictated it. 

Therefore, while both Islam and Christianity have had to struggle with the anomaly 

involved in the intimate joining of spiritual and earthly power, they engaged the struggle 
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from distinctly different starting points. The ideal, however, remains supreme in both 

communities. While Muslims conceive their role with respect to power to spring from the 

model of a time past when it was rightly exercised, Christians see it prefigured in the 

person of Christ but fully to be realized in mundane terms at some indefinite point in the 

future. Nonetheless they both relate to mundane power in terms that are potentially 

seditious and revolutionary … or, if you prefer, prophetic. Both address political 

authority speaking with the authority of God who alone is King, and whose will is not to 

be confused with the will of the state. And the over all lesson is this: Earthly power and 

its proper use is a basic theological issue given by the human condition. It is universal. It 

crops up everywhere. 

* 

The Muslim community, while it has spoken about armed effort sometimes as 

‘struggle in God’s cause’ has never spoken of war or violence as ‘holy’. What God seeks 

and blesses in a believer is God-focused effort — jihâd. Before his death Muhammad 

spoke about moving on from the lesser jihâd (that is armed conflict) to the greater (al-

jihâd al-akbar), or the spiritual struggle of the believer to conform to God’s will. At the 

very least, this popular quotation is indicative of the Muslim ideal to seek peace and 

pursue it, bearing in mind that it is always balanced against a Muslim realism concerning 

how flawed human society works. There is at the core of Muslim praxis a qur’ânic 

pragmatism that is really quite admirable and eminently rational (Pope Benedict to the 

contrary notwithstanding). 

So people ask, ‘What about these suicide bombers … what about 9/11/01 … what 

about al-Qâ‘idah … what about the sectarian violence in Iraq … what about … what 

about … ad infinitum?’ The ‘Crossfire’ gambit of ‘what about …’ comes a close second 

to ‘yes, but …’ or ‘you didn’t mention …’ as techniques for obfuscation, for intimidation 

and even, on occasion, for mental violence. 

We need to balance religious imperatives against cultural and political (purely 

‘secular’, if you will) instrumentalities. There is, indeed, a disconnect between faith and 

violence. The current rash of obscene violence expresses many things, but one thing it 

does not express is authentic faith, be that Muslim, Christian or Jewish. What the 

violence expresses is the ‘Dark Side’ or, in biblical terms, the desperate and ultimately 

fruitless aspirations of the ‘Destroyers of Earth’ (for the discerning, Revelation 11:18). 

Our own home-grown hawks and the al-Qâ‘idah phenomena belong to this ‘Dark Side’, 
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of that I am absolutely convinced. One argues a Christian benediction and the other 

claims a Muslim. Neither is legitimate. 

* 

We come into the tide of Christmas. Is it even appropriate to be speaking of violence 

when we celebrate the birth of the Prince of Peace? Well … let’s not forget the ‘Slaughter 

of the Innocents’ in this season, and the terror spread by Herod’s soldiers. Jesus’ time 

was also a violent time. 

But let us take the discussion a bit further. If, as I contend, violence and faith can be 

disconnected, then there is a time for kneeling at the manger of an infant … God with us. 

There is a time for saying, ‘Peace on earth and good will toward human kind!’ It is a time 

to appreciate afresh that peace begins with a commitment to speak the truth and to do 

justice. The Incarnation is eminently God speaking the truth and realizing justice. 

To all who read these words, Nancy joins me in extending greetings and a prayer that 

this Festival of the Incarnation may be a time of rich blessing. 

And I greet you (if somewhat at a distance) from the lands of the morning. 

April 2007 

Back to Horse Sense … God Willing! 

To the readers of these meditations I must apologize. Some who know Nancy’s and 

my e-mail address (scudder@spidernet.com.cy) have written to ask whether they’ve 

missed something. They haven’t. For the last few months I have been deliberately ‘taking 

a break’ if for no other reason than to reassess what these meditations are all about. 

First of all, I’ve no intention to duplicate (far less regurgitate) the excellent work 

others are doing in portraying the realities of the Middle East’s political morass. Along 

with many others, my friends Douglas Dicks, Marlin Vis, John Kleinheksel and Jim 

Zoghby (each in his own way) are on top of the stories — and ‘story’ is what it’s all 

about. They have a remarkable grip on what is happening. My voice in these matters 

would be one of far lesser worth and competence, and I don’t wish to transgress or 

intrude. 

mailto:scudder@spidernet.org.cy
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Reframing the mission of these meditations, therefore, is important. What I want to 

do is suggest questions … not so much propose answers. Given my training, it’s 

unavoidable that I will occasionally slip into my ‘preacher mode’. But there are 

altogether too many questions out there that must be posed. That, I think, I can help with, 

and the current events in the Middle East (this Morgensland) will inevitably provide a 

great deal of the background. The foreground, though, I hope will be different. 

And so … back to the task! 

* 

Recently I read a description of what ‘science’ is. That is: What do we do with our 

minds when we honestly seek to know? I’ll paraphrase it: First, authority is there to be 

questioned and challenged, not adored. Second, theory and experiment work hand-in-

glove — the abstract idea is only a jumping off point; it’s got to be tested. And third, 

science happens in a community of peers whose job it is to examine what you do 

critically and call you to account when you’ve screwed up. The goal of science is not to 

establish timeless truth. It is there to stop frail humans from falling into plausible-

sounding falsehoods. It is there to help us defend against any story that sounds good 

simply because it fits our biases. 

That sounds a lot like what I would call simple ‘horse sense’. Every now and then it’s 

good to be reminded why you have a mind. And, God knows, we have to find some 

‘horse sense’ in these days! The momentum of stupidity — neutralized mind — seems 

hell-bent on driving us into a broken world of conflicting pieces, each gobbling up and 

wasting a whole lot more of our spiritual and ecological resources than we can afford to 

squander. Our leaders become more adolescent by the day, and the amazing thing is that 

we elect and re-elect them to public office. We definitely need to find some ‘horse sense’ 

somewhere and we need to find it quickly! 

Beyond the issues of global warming, the new slavery of human trafficking, world 

poverty, racial bigotry (aka, Katrina and New Orleans), sustainable development, AIDS 

and the curable infectious diseases of the poor, the mindless lottery of the world’s stock 

markets, nuclear proliferation, the ‘war on terror’ and its multiplying mirror images … in 

the face of these devastating problems, we first and urgently need to find ‘horse sense’, 

and we need it where it counts. 

* 
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I write from my microcosm in the Middle East, and that defines a good deal of my 

perspective. And, here, the controlling element is, of course, the Muslim community. So 

I’ll pose it as a test case in the search for ‘horse sense’. 

The first piece of horse sense in understanding the Muslim people is to cast aside the 

drivel so-called ‘authorities’ or ‘specialists’ are dishing out — even Muslim ones. We 

need to become skeptics and iconoclasts. As I’ve noted in the past, too many bits of dis-

information and downright lies are now in circulation whose purpose is purely to infect 

world culture with a xenophobia that, in time, may make it all too easy to contemplate 

full-scale global violence. 

But, hey! Muslim DNA is compatible with that of all other human beings — we can 

actually all crossbreed! We’re not talking about a different species here. Muslims are 

actually people, and they have the same simple aspirations we all do. We all want to see 

our lives, the lives of our children and the lives of our neighbors blessed with a measure 

of security and prosperity — that is: life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. Does that 

sound familiar? 

So that’s the first piece of horse sense: Toss off the garbage of the so-called 

‘specialists’ with their deadly abstractions and ruthless jargon. Let’s see each other as 

human beings in three dimensions. That’s not only good ethics; it’s good ‘science’. And 

my suspicion is that the correlation goes much further. 

* 

Here’s the second piece of horse sense: We need to tease apart the degree to which 

our religious perceptions are culturally conditioned. We must test our faith against the 

sort of human society we actually want to see emerge and against all the other 

possibilities. And that’s not easily done. We’ve got to work at it. 

We’ve allowed our sense of shared humanity to be corrupted — our awareness of the 

marvelous wealth and variety of the human pilgrimage worldwide. Our commercial 

media and government propagandists have had a field day portraying Islam (a third of the 

world’s population) as the boogeyman. Instance after instance is being brought forward 

to terrorize and convince us that, broadly speaking, Islam intends to subvert Christianity 

and modern civilization. Iran and its Islamic revolution is coming up with a nuclear 

bomb; al-Qâ’idah wants to bring down western democracy; Hamas is intent upon 

destroying Israel; Hizb-Allâh is doing God knows what, but it ain’t good; Muslims by-
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and-large don’t drink much alcohol, they don’t like scantily clad women in advertising, a 

lot of them dress funny, they’re against usury, and they don’t eat pork, and that’s just not 

good for business; and Syria is just … untrustworthy … we’re not exactly sure why, but 

there you are. And the new cliché is ‘Islamophobia’ — we’re just petrified by Islam. 

What option is there but to react violently to violence threatened? 

But let me propose the following: St. Paul suggests that we see “the light of the 

knowledge of the glory of God in the face of Jesus Christ” (2nd Corinthians 4:6). So may it not 

be equally true that we see in Christ’s face also the light of the knowledge of the glory of 

humanity? Isn’t that what Christians mean by the Incarnation? The two meet in One. 

Leave the Incarnation aside, even though the memorial of its climactic moment, 

Easter, is upon us. The crucial question is what do we do with the notion of humanity 

itself? It is up to us not only to propose its glory but also to test it. The proposition and its 

test are interactive — theory and experiment repeated honestly time and again. More 

importantly, they both belong to our horse sense. ‘The proof of the pudding is in the 

eating,’ as it were. And if you look around you, ‘folk is folk’. If we believe in the innate 

glory of humanity (‘created in the image of God’) and in the God-given dignity of each 

individual, we need to have the courage of our convictions, and act upon them in our 

assessment of Islam and especially in our relations with Muslims. 

* 

And that takes us into the critical third component of horse sense. In the end, the 

courage of our convictions lies in our willingness to come into open dialogue with those 

who, like us, have the courage of their convictions. We need to risk encounter with our 

Muslim neighbors and hazard breaking the stereotypes (both theirs and ours). We need to 

accept as a gift their critical words that help us return to our roots and sort through the 

mare’s nest of our past for those things that are of true value and jettison the rest. 

Historically, they’ve done this in the past; they can do so again. And the obverse is also 

true: Christians have ministered to Muslims for a long, long time. 

In a word, we need to recover horse sense and begin work on rebuilding a world 

that’s better than the confrontational, clashing one we’re now heading into. We need to 

call falsehood by its true name, and we need to tell each other true stories, not just stories 

we’d like to hear and that make us feel comfortable. We need to save each other — frail 

as we are — from falsehoods that cost untold suffering and grief. 
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* 

In the months ahead I hope to work at this task, God giving me strength and wisdom. 

I invite you to respond and make these meditations a dialogue. 

And I greet you from the Lands of the Morning. 

May 2007 

The Citizen’s Day … Dawning? 
I’ve been working on a set of translations. That’s not unusual. I’ve done a lot of that 

over the past forty years. By and large it’s great fun, and it’s challenging. The focal issue 

of the essays I’m working on now is ‘citizenship’. And I’ve learned how very new an 

issue ‘citizenship’ really is, both in western culture and in the Muslim milieu. 

It is eminently clear that Muslims and Arabs have ‘taken on board’ the notion of 

pluralism from the very outset. “We have created you, male and female, and as tribes and 

peoples,” says the Qur’ân, “so that you might come to know one another.” That means 

diversity and difference are intended to be enriching. Early classical Islam felt no distress 

over the fact that people belonged to other religions and had their own cultural practices. 

In fact the diversity had to be honored and even protected. 

During the Prophetic and early classical period, Muslim rulers bent over backward to 

do justice to the non-Muslims under their rule (the actual majority of the populace), and 

to appreciate both their worth and their human dignity. That was only pragmatism. If you 

begin with the Caliph ‘Umar’s treaty with the people of Jerusalem and go straight 

through the next hundred years, there’s a scrupulous realization on the part of Muslim 

rulers that they must adhere to the covenant pledges (dhimmah) their Prophet made with 

non-Muslims in Arabia. 

In the political format of the times there was a gap (more vocational than moral) 

between the populace and the ruling institution. Be they Muslim or non-Muslim, the 

populace was viewed by governors as being under their pastoral charge and toward them 

they were obliged as ‘shepherds’. The people were the flock (ar-ra‘iyyah) in a very 

Davidic and even a Christic sense. Alongside this notion ran the Arab egalitarian motif: 

every individual had equal value. The only reason one person could be preferred over 

another, proclaimed the Qur’ân, was a person’s piety or devotion to God (taqwâ). But, in 
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the last analysis, that was only God’s to judge and appreciate, and even a non-Muslim 

could exhibit that virtue. 

But the ‘People of the Book’ (Jews and Christians primarily) also fell into a special 

category. They were considered ‘People of the Covenant’. In a sense this was eminently 

fair — they were not only recognized as different, they differentiated themselves and 

needed recognition. Muhammad gave the distinction moral weight by employing the term 

‘covenant’ (Arabic: dhimmah) in describing the relationship between himself (and 

therefore the whole Muslim community) and these folk. To be honest with history, under 

duress he violated it only once. Ahl-ud-dhimmah implied recognition, dignity, respect, 

justice and honor with just a touch of patronage implicit in the responsibility of the more 

empowered for those less empowered. In the not-so-distant past and in a less cynical and 

litigious age it had the weight of one saying, ‘My word is my bond!’ And ‘bond’ it was 

— Muhammad’s bond — until the socio-political environment shifted. 

In the 10
th

 century things began to change. By the 11
th

 century a different world had 

emerged. The rulers of the Muslim world had become Turkish and not Arab. As 

newcomers to the faith the Turks gave it their own spin, bringing with them all the 

baggage of their former culture and mores. Passing through a Persian civilizing filter as 

they did, they also absorbed notions of a divinely-sanctioned aristocracy that had, up until 

then, been utterly alien to the Islamic ethos. The gap between governors and subjects — 

both Muslim an non-Muslim — yawned into a gulf. Furthermore, the new bosses had a 

whole new appreciation of what their Muslim faith was all about. They couldn’t ever 

quite get into the story of their faith’s origins. They had no role in it and, in the end, no 

real stake in it either. For them the story was almost a static abstraction, a set of stylized 

models for how to do Islam correctly. And then questions began to arise. 

* 

Prior to that time, Arab Christians did not draw sharp distinctions between themselves 

and their Muslim compatriots, and vise versa. The Umayyads recruited their armies 

primarily from among Syrian Christians who fought valiantly not only against so-called 

‘Christian’ Byzantium but also against Muslim rebels. Christian Arabs served Umayyad 

caliphs loyally not only in their military but also as bureaucrats and held some of the 

highest offices in the land. There was no social or political disjunction even though there 

was always lively religious debate. But then, after century and a half, it all started to 
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come unglued as the Caliphate violently shifted to a new ‘Abbâsid administration in 

Baghdad. (And Arab Christians may have had to pay a price in that shift.) 

The question is, ‘Why?’ It really doesn’t seem to make any sense. What is certain is 

that, after over a century and more of dialogue (that included argument and even some 

hearty and humorous polemic) and intense curiosity about each other, the mood did shift 

dramatically. Rather than getting to know one another better as people bound in covenant 

might be expected to do, from the 10
th

 century onward Arab Jews, Christians and 

Muslims deliberately nurtured ignorance of one another. And, subtly, barriers were 

raised. Each community inserted their own code into the Arabic they spoke and wrote. 

They drifted into mental and spiritual ghettoes, little suspecting that on down the line 

they would be open to political exploitation by outsiders. So long as ‘Fortress Islam’ 

stood fast (and it did for a further six centuries), that vulnerability was not apparent. But 

once the ‘fortress’ began to crumble (as monoliths tend to do) the vultures swooped in. 

And the Middle East’s Arab Muslims, Christians and Jews all became victims of their 

own neglect … not to say, negligence. 

* 

But it is a truly ill wind that blows nobody any good. 

The age of western imperialism really got under weigh in the 1600s, and its main 

targets were the fabulously wealthy Muslim regions of the world — the Ottoman Empire 

(that then included the treasures of ancient Greece), the Safavid Empire of Persia, the 

Moghul Empire of India and points East. There were to be found artifacts, gold, jewels, 

silks, spices and all that sort of highly valued garbage. One might think that this targeting 

had something to do with an anti-Muslim western animus. That indeed was expressed. 

The ignominious defeat of the Crusades was not forgotten. But simple greed and the 

prospect of ‘Oriental splendor’ that could be plundered are what filled the sails of the 

novitiate imperialists. And they instinctively exploited inter-communal dissonance and 

ignorance to prosper their cause. ‘Divide and rule’, was an old British imperial dictum. It 

is a policy that has not yet died the death (witness: Iraq today). 

By the latter-18
th

 century blowing through the sails of western imperialism were also 

fickle gusts of a thing called ‘democracy’ — first came the American Revolution, and 

that was followed by the French and by others. Ideas were in the air and, intentionally or 

not, they wafted like dandelion seeds wherever western arms and coercive power blew. 
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One of the most fertile seedbeds for these ideas proved to be the Middle East. And one of 

the most vigorous seeds, apart from liberty and the seminal notions of democracy, was 

the notion of ‘citizenship’ — the idea that the individual might be an integer of note in 

political calculations. Each idea went hand-in-glove with the other. 

In the late 19
th

 century Middle East, the tie to one’s place of nurture was suddenly 

imbued with a rock-solid legal claim: “I am a citizen!” echoed throughout the Arab 

world. In the geriatric Ottoman Empire not only Muslims but Jews and Christians as well 

lifted up that cry. It was a novel idea … or, as some might argue, a classic Muslim idea 

revived in modern guise: Every person on the land actually belonged. As a result, he (and 

eventually she) became a player in the political process. After the Ottomans disintegrated 

in the aftermath of the First World War, that cry was not squelched … much to the 

frustration of the imperial managers of the post-war settlements. But in Arab society it 

raised a puzzling question: ‘What are we Arabs to do with each other?’ 

And that was not easily answered. It brought back all the past and its ossified 

conventions; it brought to the fore the ‘western’ notions of liberty and equality between 

kinfolk who’d drifted apart; it reignited contentious issues between people who had a 

passionate loyalty to their confessional communities and simplistic ideas about how faith 

must be enforced politically. But, hey! it brought all this back in the context of a new 

idea, a new formulation that was now firmly imbedded in the constitutions of various 

states in the Middle East. A very pungent word, ‘citizenship’, was now in circulation and 

an indelible part of the Arabic language, and it stimulated some very interesting debate, 

discussion and dialogue across religious and communal divides … and still does. 

* 

Nobody is arguing that things are on their way to hunky-dory. There are altogether 

too many quite evil and mad people active at pivotal points of events. But we need to 

wake up to the fact that sane minds are finding access and a voice. (Thank God at least 

for the Internet!) For instance, the cap has not blown off the pressure cooker that is Iraq. 

The artificially stimulated inter-communal violence there has yet to break out into open 

civil war. Listen to the thoughtful Iraqi voices that are speaking from the ayatollas and 

mujtahids right down to the thoughtful citizen on the street. In Palestine efforts to split 

the people into warring factions continue to be thwarted and one can still speak of a 

‘Palestinian People’ that embraces all religious and sub-cultural communities. Again, 

listen to the thoughtful voices that are speaking not just among the Palestinians, but also 
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among Jews worldwide and Israelis in particular. In Syria, Lebanon, Jordan, Egypt and 

North Africa, in the Arab Gulf, Oman and even (praise God!) in Sa‘ûdî Arabia sober and 

articulate voices of wisdom are speaking the language of reconciliation and mutual 

understanding. At a very profound level and often subtly a culture of democracy is 

evolving — not necessarily on western models, but it is evolving nonetheless — and with 

it the ‘citizen’ is emerging as a force to be reckoned with. 

Pray that this force not fail of its promise! I do see a dawn coming. God grant it be 

sooner rather than later! I, for one, would like to see it happen. 

And I greet you from the Lands of the Morning. 

June 2007 
Only Let There Be … 

I’ve just translated an essay written by an acquaintance of mine, Ridwân as-Sayyid. A 

senior Arab thinker, Ridwân has seen it all. He has ‘won his spurs’. I respect him because 

he speaks with candor and doesn’t whine or whinge. And that’s refreshing. He is a realist. 

The portrait he paints is unapologetic. For all the agony of getting his meaning right as a 

translator, I quite admire him for hitting the nail on the head time and time again. (I’ve 

bruised my thumb too many times to use that analogy lightly.) 

As Ridwân reads the current situation in the world and particularly in the Middle 

East, we are at a fork in the road. Muslims, even their neo-con Islamists, must 

acknowledge their quandary. These are days when choices are unavoidable. 

Jerked around by forces that have no name but have many ‘fronts’ and ‘faces’, the 

world around but especially the Middle East has much to beware of. The word, ‘oil’, 

keeps cropping up. It is no happenstance that wherever oil is found we now see turmoil 

… endemic or threatening. That is to say, greed is the driving force. Greed’s synonym in 

political jargon is Realpolitik, a philosophically dolled-up and vicious political doctrine 

now in vogue throughout the West, but most especially (since the Kissinger era) in the 

United States. Concerning people of this persuasion the Qur’ân says: “They are deaf, 

dumb and blind. They are simply stupid.” (Qur’ân 2:171) Ordinary folk, trying to find a 

normal life within which to raise their kids and enjoy a modicum of ‘life, liberty, and the 

pursuit of happiness’ become fodder for this too rich, too power-encumbered and too 

ruthlessly violent stupidity. 
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* 

Ridwân focuses attention upon two poles: democracy and pluralism. In a world 

obsessed by politically acculturated religion, what options are there for nurturing 

societies that can live with the fact that people are different but are, nonetheless, bound 

together by a social contract (read also: ‘constitution’)? Not only do people structure their 

spiritual lives differently, they have more mundane and down-to-earth aspirations that are 

their own. They find soul-mates with whom they identify and others with whom they 

cannot but argue. Any social matrix has polarities of difference. That’s just the way the 

world is. But how can they live together and love (or at least respect) one another? 

Ridwân points out that the Muslim world (and especially the Arab Muslim world) has 

a problem accommodating this fact of life. I suspect it would be simpler all around were 

some divine force to intervene and annihilate  ‘… all that’s made to a green thought in a 

green shade’ (Andrew Marvell, The Garden) — reduce all things to a cool neutral color and remove 

all ambiguity. But for Muslims (and for many Christians, Jews and others) it is diversity 

that precipitates problems. How much diversity is tolerable if we wish to maintain a 

minimal level of social (and therefore political) cohesion and identity? 

In a word, how tolerant of pluralism can democracy be? That is the issue. 

* 

Western countries are now deep into the question of how wide they should open their 

doors to immigration (legal or illegal). When is enough enough? Or, if enough is not 

quite enough, how do they pick and choose or limit and define what more there should 

be? Since whatever is coming will be different, what range of difference can be tolerated? 

Since difference is inevitable, what can be done to isolate, transmogrify or dissolve it? 

Within Arab society the echoes are much the same. And the reflections in the glass 

are informative. There are many factional and sub-cultural groupings. The question is, 

‘How wide do we open our arms to nonconformity before we actually invite division?’ 

The Islamists are asking, ‘Democracy is all well and good if by that you mean the rule of 

the majority.  But if you also mean by that protection and promotion of minority rights, 

then where does one stop? When is enough really enough? Doesn’t pluralism of this sort 

invite division and even sedition and social disintegration?’ And both Muslim and 

Christian (echo in the wings, Jewish and other) Arabs are asking whether there are really 

substantial divisions within Arab society on the cultural level (leave the religious issue 
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aside). And if there aren’t, what is it really that invites social and even sect-based 

political division? Alternatively, what have they got that actually builds cohesion? 

We must bear in mind that Christians were among the leading ideologues who framed 

the ideas of Arab nationalism and its vision of a pluralistic democracy. Is the issue really 

a matter of religion? What are the real impediments to democracy in the Middle East? 

* 

First among the impediments come the western powers. Since the 17
th

 century (we’re 

talking late 1600s here, folks!) these powers, floating with them a bloated burden of 

cultural and political ignorance (which they still freight), have not really been interested 

in resolving things in the Middle East. Their rule or the rule of middle eastern tyrants in 

their pay, or client (or compliant) regimes continues to this day. There is a lot of crass 

political ‘self-interest’ at stake here, not the least of which is now ‘oil’. Instability makes 

for weakness, weakness makes for governments that can be manipulated, and that makes 

for … for the free flow of ‘oil’ (at least in theory). That’s the myopia of Realpolitik, and 

Realpolitik doesn’t wear corrective lenses. Grab what you can get when you can get it, 

and the devil takes the hindmost! It is utterly ruthless and, yes, abysmally stupid. 

Arabs (and not just Muslim Arabs) see the cynicism. How could they not? Now with 

the fiasco of Iraq in their very heartland deepening into a holocaust, the cynicism’s not 

even subtle. Ridwân speaks of “… the ‘American imbecility’ that yesterday was ready to 

invade any country in the cause of democracy, and today wants to strike down any other 

in order to prevent it.” He goes on to observe, “There is profound bitterness in the air, in 

minds and in hearts, over what is happening in Iraq, Palestine and Lebanon, and over how 

democracy has been distorted into a boogeyman to frighten established regimes without 

there being any serious effort to actually realize it.” 

The second impediment, of course, is internal. The Islamist neo-cons in the Middle 

East (who, as in the West, have a voice in affairs far out of proportion to their actual 

numbers) see a threat to Muslim hegemony over those lands they consider their own. 

Although almost all those countries (apart from those in North Africa and Turkey) have 

always sported large and very significant non-Muslim minorities, the Islamists want to 

assert complete control. But ‘free-range’ democracy poses a problem. Some argue that 

democracy actually raises the citizen/elector to the status of divinity as a lawmaker and 
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compromises thereby the divine law … the Sharî‘ah (concerning which there is actually 

no codification. It is at best an abstraction and at worst a parochial improvisation). 

But, Ridwân points out, Islamist activists in virtually all Arab countries have recently 

conceded they must participate in the electoral process, it being understood that the 

majority rules. What they do not want to talk about now is pluralism. If the notion of 

democracy is mated to pluralism one plunges headlong into the whole morass of 

‘minority rights’. And Islamists, by-and-large, don’t want to go there. They are still 

devoted to the objective of creating Islamic states that will implement the Sharî‘ah 

(whatever that is, really!) and the rule of the Muslim majority. 

There is little concern in this middle eastern regional debate for Muslims living in 

non-Muslim lands who must deal with the issues of democracy, secularity and plurality 

every day, and with the fact that they, in fact, are the minority that has no special rights. 

They are, by and large, on their own. And, for that very reason, eventually they will 

become Islam’s cutting edge in the world at large. They simply must think ‘outside the 

box’; they will have to do some ‘lateral thinking’ on a whole range of sensitive issues. 

Arab Islamists (who, in their various factions, do not cohabit any better than do 

western neo-cons) command between 30% and 40% of the votes in some countries, 

according to Ridwân. That is hardly overwhelming but it is substantial. Their ability to 

intimidate, coerce or otherwise influence the rest is uncertain. But Ridwân’s appeal to his 

Arab (and, hopefully, Islamist) readers is: “Only let there be free elections and 

constitutional processes and we are confident that, without hesitation or fear, a culture of 

democracy and of pluralism will emerge” in which nobody is the looser. 

* 

A great deal of this must ring a bell. How do we westerners deal with diversity? What 

do we demand in terms of cultural and social conformity? And, finally, how do we 

support our ‘other’ neighbor and friend (for ‘other’, if you like, read ‘Muslim’) to come 

to terms with that? For God’s sake! how do we come to terms with that? And it is for 

God’s sake that we must come to terms with it. 

What next? God knows! For my part, I go with Ridwân’s prayer: “Only let there be 

…” Else we are left with the wail of the closing line of his essay: “Oh! but my heart is 

breaking for Iraq (read: ‘for the world’).” 
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And I greet you from the Lands of the Morning. 

June version 0.2 2007 
The Separation of Powers 

My friend, ‘Abd-ur-Rahmân as-Sâlimî, has drawn me into how we sort out the 

religious from the political spheres. Having just worked through a fine article of his, I am 

both enlightened and bemused. For instance, how do we get at the notion that there must 

be a separation of powers between political and religious establishments? Isn’t that an 

entirely modern notion embodied in the cliché, ‘the separation of church and state’? But, 

hey! what does that really mean in the end and how did we come by it? 

Western culture prides itself on having invented the secular nation-state. We believe 

that, somewhere between the 18
th

 and 19
th

 centuries, we came up with brand new and 

unprecedented notions about how to order society into democracies and nations. Others, 

even among Arab writers, refer to western democracies as the ‘old democracies’, and we 

pat ourselves on the back for being the parents of a new world order. 

* 

But think again, folks. 

Human thought is cumulative and interactive. It always has been. Ideas ebb and flow. 

Only on very rare occasions do we create out of whole cloth, and even then the religious 

among us call it ‘revelation’. For the most part we do patchwork. Western culture is a 

prime example, not least of all during the Renaissance and the Reformation. By the time 

we got to the Enlightenment ideas were cross-fertilizing at a ferocious pace. And that’s 

the era of the American and French Revolutions. It was the day of the citizen par 

excellence! Things were coming into being we’d not known for centuries, and we came 

to know them in new guise. In our day with Globalization and the Internet, the interplay 

of ideas has become a virtual firestorm and some might justifiably see it as pure chaos. 

Ideas are flashing about the world in microseconds. But the question that still always 

niggles is: ‘Where did those ideas come from? Or were they just spontaneously 

conceived and born fully formed in the minds of the ‘fathers’ of democracy and the 

modern nation-state?’ 

What ‘Abd-ur-Rahmân has helped me think about is how the Muslim commonwealth 

evolved its system of government as it grew. It is clear that neither the Qur’ân nor the 
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Prophetic Sunnah give direction in the matter. The Muslim empire adopted and adapted 

formats of earlier empires, including both the Byzantine/Roman and the Persian (more of 

the latter than the former). With the end of the Prophetic era and the days of his much-

revered Companions (sahâbah), it became abundantly clear to those who had to ‘beaver 

on’ that there was a congenital dysfunction between the political and religious 

establishments in society. The one governed, built cities, roads and bridges, recruited 

armies and police forces, fought wars, made treaties, enforced public order, collected 

taxes and all that sort of thing; the other educated, pooled wisdom, provided the 

environment for creative thinking, administered the courts, shaped morality and doctrine, 

helped people assure their path to heaven when they died, and, in an ombudsman’s role, 

advocated for the common folk over against the ‘men of the sword’. 

It was a chap named al-Mâwardî (d. 1058 AD) who took up the task of ‘constitutional 

scholar’ (sort of the Thomas Jefferson of his day). In his writings on state and society 

(including religion) he formalized what had already become practice. That is, the ruling 

institution had to be separated from the religious. In his formula for the separation of 

powers he placed the judiciary and public education under the supervision of the religious 

institution. Furthermore, later scholars who elaborated on al-Mâwardî’s work suggested 

that even the state budget should also come under the administration of the courts. Al-

Mâwardî became the benchmark for Muslim administration right down to the late 19
th

 

century when western states began vigorously interfering in Ottoman administration and 

intentionally helped corrupt it. 

* 

But what have we really got here? 

First, we have the notion of the separation of powers. To a West that was still very 

much into absolute monarchy and autocracy bolstered by an absolutist church modeled 

along the same lines, that notion was seditious. But al-Mâwardî’s theories were already 

very much in the air of 18
th

 century Europe. In fact, like a great deal of seminal Muslim 

thought, al-Mâwardî’s ideas had been circulating in the great Muslim universities of 

Spain for centuries seemingly only awaiting their European moment. His defining an 

independent judiciary was another revolutionary notion. His separating education from 

the control of central government and his disciples’ suggesting that the control of state 

finances should be separated from the ‘executive’ and placed under the ‘legislative’ 

branch was all quite amazing. 
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Al-Mâwardî’s formulas became the benchmark parameters for how Muslim states 

should operate, so they carried a lot of weight. The fact that, in the late-17
th

 century, 

Muslim empires were corrupted can be laid at least partly at the door or the western 

imperial powers then exercising their newly found muscle. But western revolutionaries 

still picked up on al-Mâwardî’s ‘new’ ideas and used them to create an alternate world 

order. And it is the globalization of things that’s truly the new thing in our day. 

This is all quite fun, isn’t it? We don’t have to think of ourselves as divine. We can 

think of ourselves as part of the human fellowship that stretches across history. What a 

relief!  

* 

This is not to say that we’re out of the woods, folks! We’re definitely not. 

Al-Mâwardî lived during the ascendancy of Muslim power, but the 11
th

 century was 

also a time when the cracks were beginning to show. By the late 14
th

 century the Tunisian 

philosopher of history, Ibn Khaldûn (died: 1406), actually advocated tyranny as the ideal 

solution to political chaos — he was a sort of proto-Nietzsche. And, perhaps, that is the 

option being offered by today’s neo-cons, be they of western or Islamist stripe. 

‘Abd-ur-Rahmân notes that the irritant is both financial and political. To illustrate: If 

Muslims pay their religiously required purification excise (the zakât), to whom do they 

pay it? ‘Money is the root of all evil,’ goes the truism and, in fact, almost immediately 

upon the Zakât being instituted by the Prophet Muhammad as one of the pillars of Islam 

(along with prayer, fasting and pilgrimage) the problem began to show itself. 

The notion behind Zakât is lofty (and bears some similarity to the tithe Moses 

imposed). The root notion is purification. It is definitely not a tax. The giving of it, in a 

spiritual sense, purifies the material possessions of the believer. It recognizes that God 

bestows everything of true value. Paying the Zakât to the Prophet made sense and his two 

immediate successors in power were worthy men and they too collected it. But then the 

system began to show fault lines. 

The question arose: ‘If, I, a devout Muslim, give my Zakât to a venal and corrupt 

government, have I really fulfilled my duty before God? Perhaps I have even violated it.’ 

From the other side the question was, ‘If Muslims do not pay the Zakât to the state, does 

that mean that they question the government’s legitimacy and are in tacit revolt?’ Zakât, 
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for the state’s finances, was peanuts, but politically it was incendiary. And eventually it 

was separated from state administration. Private and civic institutions were established to 

handle the affairs of benevolent giving. But the issue had become public. 

The issue remained the separation of powers between the religious and the political. 

So long as the religious institution remained vigorous, there was a kind of standoff that 

looked like ‘peace’. But once the religious institution began to lose its grip and clout to 

the political, the crisis escalated. By the time of Ibn Khaldûn (the late 13
th

 century) it had 

become very divisive. The creative role of the religious establishment (that once included 

all educated and sophisticated minds, some of whom are legendary in the annals of the 

human pilgrimage) had begun to atrophy alarmingly, and that might very well account for 

why Ibn-Khaldûn opted for tyranny as a solution. 

The western analogy was what happened to the monastic tradition. Creative minds 

were suppressed. The ecclesiastical bureaucracy backed up by its client ‘imperial’ states 

demanded conformity and stultified thereby the advance of knowledge. In the case of the 

Muslim world, it was the political institution that gained ascendancy at the expense of the 

religious. By the 19
th

 century, the religious institution (and that included the whole 

intellectual and educational process) was in humiliatingly abysmal condition. 

When the cross-fertilization of ideas from West to East set in (that was the mid-19
th

 

century) there was a great deal of confusion. Apart from the intellectual stagnation (and 

that does not mean the paucity of intellectual talent), Arab and Islamic institutions — 

religious and political — were in a sorry state. The most feasible option seemed to be to 

create new institutions on the obviously successful western model. From top to bottom, 

that is what was undertaken in the wake of the First World War and under imperial 

supervision. Some interesting and some really sad hybrids came into existence. 

* 

Throughout what we’ve traditionally identified as the ‘Muslim World’, movements at 

the dawn of the 20
th

 century were of two predilections. The one was very partial to 

western liberalism … and then to western radicalism, both right and left. The other trend 

saw western influences to be offensive — culturally, morally and religiously. In the 

political environment of the Middle East, the latter was for a time relegated to the 

sidelines as a sort of freak show, but it moved front and center borne up by the tidal wave 

of outrage following the disastrous war of June 1967. In neither case was the traditional 
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religious institution a real factor. On the left the movement was to create cultural and 

political institutions in specific situations that could help the Arab and Muslim worlds 

cope with modernity. On the right there were the maximalists. They wanted it all! But 

they didn’t really have any viable launching platform. So, violating the accumulated 

wisdom of their own past, they laid claim to the political institution as their own (witness 

Iran and potentially Pakistan). It is still not apparent to these neo-Islamists that, where 

they have succeeded in taking power, they have plunged themselves into a basic 

contradiction. 

The post-67 wave of outrage continues to build, exacerbated almost daily by inept 

managers of international affairs, both East and West. Without strong institutional pivots, 

the rage has shot off in all directions and has created a resonating dynamic of incoherent 

and directionless violence whose amplitude only continues to grow. The system has been 

short-circuited, and we are all complicit. 

* 

But as we struggle to bring order out of chaos, I draw some comfort from ‘Abd-ur-

Rahmân’s insights and his example. What he and his colleagues represent is a new breed 

of Muslim scholar and publicist. They combine religious integrity with a realist’s view of 

the world. What they are trying to offer is a path toward rebuilding the infrastructure of 

religious, social and political sanity. And I, for my part, will do what I can to aid and abet 

their effort. 

And I greet you from the Lands of the Morning. 

June version 0.3 2007 

The Rainbow Covenant 

I write on the 40
th

 anniversary of the first day (June 5
th

) of the Six-Day War of 1967. 

It was Nancy’s and my baptism of fire into the real world of the Middle East. Twenty-six 

year-olds though we were, I was a political innocent. I saw the Arab world through the 

rose-tinted glasses of my childhood. I reveled in the taste of good food and sweet tea 

sucked out of a saucer. I loved Persian bread fresh-snatched from the ceiling of a dome 

oven by a guy with no hair left on his right arm. I knew gluttony as I attacked with my 

right hand the pungent spiced mutton on top of a pile of garnished rice. I rejoiced in the 

‘taste’ of Arabic on the tongue, the blaze of a desert summer and the smiles of Arab 
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friends who loved what I loved. But in early 1967 I had no politics at all. Lord! How 

typical was I of our ‘Apathetic Generation’ of American youth! 

June 5
th

, 1967, changed all that. It was a religious experience (as it was for many 

millions). I suddenly discovered that theology had application, that biblical studies and 

homiletics were not just tools in an enterprise that vaguely advanced the gospel, that 

inter-religious relations were absolutely crucial for spiritual maturity, and that ethics in 

politics mattered. (But God only knows how we’re supposed to insert ethics into the mix 

in these days of Realpolitik! Now the American Congress sends a message to Israel 

congratulating it on pulverizing Arab armies on this day! Death, destruction, outright 

military occupation and brutal suppression and dispossession we Americans celebrate in 

the voice of the highest chambers of our putative democracy? God help us!) 

* 

On that day, Nancy (then four months pregnant) and I were deep into our studies at 

the Synod Language Center near the Beirut College for Women in Beirut along with 

other fellow-sufferers when our colleague, Len Lee, stormed in shouting, ‘War! We’ve 

got a war! Everyone go home!’ I actually felt a bit nonplussed. On my way up to the 

center from our really nifty apartment in ‘Ayn-m-Mraysî that morning I had bought a kilo 

and a half of gorgeous Lebanese cherries (and they don’t get any better anywhere!) from 

a sidewalk vendor, washed them when I got to the center, and distributed them to each 

classroom. We had all hunkered down to another day of grueling Arabic studies, 

munching cherries and spitting out the pits. And now … this? War! How gauche! But all 

our tutors agreed with Len and off we trooped (after polishing off the cherries, of course) 

much to the delight of our Druze taxi concession at the bottom of the alley. 

Nancy and I dropped our books in our apartment and immediately went to the Synod 

office on the edge of downtown Beirut. And there we found Joe Owens, the Presbyterian 

treasurer, saying, “What are you doing here? You’re supposed to be studying Arabic.” 

“Are we going to evacuate?” we asked. “Evacuate?” exclaimed Joe, “we never 

evacuate!” When we explained our situation further, he directed us to Mr. Samâhah, the 

actual and functional treasurer. Mr. Samâhah, always droll and efficient, opened his safe 

to reveal a king’s ransom in virgin traveler’s checks. (They had thought ahead!) He 

plunked down a bundle of them in front of Nancy and me. “Sign them on the front before 

you cash them,” he advised dryly as he made meticulous notes on who had taken what. 
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There’s a tale to tell about our being ‘exported’ from Lebanon to Turkey and then on 

to Geneva in Switzerland on June 7
th

 and the days that followed, but we’ll hold that for a 

‘slow news day’ hereafter. The point is that we were on a steeper learning curve than 

either of us had bargained for. And when we finally returned to Lebanon, we fell into the 

thick of it. I was even asked by the Arab Cultural Club (the most venerable of Lebanon’s 

leftist cultural-political stewpots) to speak in Arabic about our experience. (That one I’ll 

never forget!) We also joined ‘Americans for Justice in the Middle East’ (AJME) that 

published a monthly newsletter, editor and president of which I eventually became. 

Once I had serendipitously become president of AJME, we gave an interview to a 

Swedish journalist. An intensely blond square-faced activist type, he dove right in and 

asked me about the doctrine to which AJME subscribed. I looked at him blankly, and he 

hastened to explain, “What doctrine do you subscribe to — Marxist, Leninist or 

Trotskyite?” I was dumbfounded. Eventually, pulling my chin off of my chest, in my 

gross naiveté I answered, “Well, actually, we’re an American organization and we have 

no ideological position. All we seek want is to promote justice in the Middle East. That’s 

all. The issues of justice are clear.” He said to me with equal amazement (and I’ll never 

forget this either), “But Americans never talk about justice! That’s a leftist agenda.” 

“Let justice roll down like waters and righteousness like an ever-flowing stream,” 

said the prophet. Is that purely a leftist agenda? If it is so, God is definitely both a leftist 

and (dare I say it?) un-American. 

* 

I really don’t know how to sort this out even to this day. I don’t like party tags and 

I’m not a willing ‘joiner’ in any cause no matter its virtue. What I do know is that, in the 

forty years since the Six-Day War, we’re more in the thick of it than ever. Is the word, 

‘justice’, still the exclusive catchword of the ideological left? I certainly hope not, 

because ‘justice’ is the issue, and as far as I know it is still a non-ideological American 

ideal. But the Six-Day War is the split point of the Middle East’s experience and also for 

American foreign policy. 

Those six days were the last days of serious conventional warfare in the Middle East 

(the Iraq affair notwithstanding). Thereafter, having swallowed the acidic bulk of the 

Palestinian people, Israel was bound to have serious gastric distress. Israeli voices of 

conciliation notwithstanding, after the assassination of Yitzhak Rabin, nobody has come 
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into power with the force of personality, foresight and vision to affect the policy of the 

Jewish state in a constructive direction. And, as it were, ‘where there is no vision, the 

people perish.’ It’s hard to think that we aren’t witnessing the denouement of the so-

called ‘Jewish State’. It is a byproduct of Jewish extremism and the evangelical Christian 

Zionists who’ve ‘bought’ Washington. Brinkmanship can be a dicey style, and the 

settlements along with the dividing wall snaking through the West Bank make for 

brinkmanship in spades. ‘Over-the-brink’ is now much more likely than it ever was. And, 

in a sense, that’s so sad. So much better could have been anticipated forty years ago. 

* 

What is so sad is that, more than any other motivating factor, the 1967 war brought 

fanaticism out of the closet — Jewish, Christian and Muslim. We used to think of these 

folk as a freak sideshow, but they’re now front-and-center, well-healed and stridently 

confident (though no less freakish). What is truly depressing is that main-line folk have 

signed on. I’ll never forget when I heard that Abraham Heschel, among the true giants of 

Jewish theological and philosophical thought, had joined the ranks of the ‘Zionist 

faithful’ in his eleventh hour. My very faith was shaken. 

At the time I was working on my masters thesis at the American University of Beirut. 

I was plowing through a mountain of Arabic text about the ‘disaster’ (nakbah) or 

‘setback’ (naksah) of 1967, and was trying to analyze the whys and wherefores of it all. 

The so-called ‘intellectuals’ whose works I was reading were almost all second-rate, but 

the conservatives among them loudly called for a revival of Islamic values, mores and 

practices. And, quite amazingly, Muslim women signed on and took up the point position. 

‘We have abandoned God,’ they cried, ‘therefore God has abandoned us!’ And the 

solution was obvious: Turn the clock back! And, with sinking hearts, we watched it 

happen. It’s all been a study in how to manipulate and manipulative god. 

* 

We now know, of course, that the Six-Day War, far from solving anything, was the 

spark igniting the tinder of the current world conflagration, the so-called ‘War on Terror’. 

I wish I could say that, like a nightmare, it’ll all go away. Eat a banana and have a glass 

of milk, go back to bed and let Mother rub your back and tuck you in. Sleep on it. 

Tomorrow will dawn with bright sunshine, fresh air and the prospect of good things. 
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We’ll go out to the sandbox and build marvels of imagination. But that’s not going to 

work in the same way it did when we were young and innocent. 

Irrepressible optimist that I am, however, I still hitch my star to the truth-speakers of 

this world (and they are legion in number — Jew, Christian, Muslim and secularist). 

They ‘beaver’ away to make things better for others than themselves (true altruists and 

lovers), and work at opening up minds to the prospect of working with integrity at the 

truly intractable problems (the Israeli-Palestinian problem and the problem of Iraq among 

them). 

Among these folk I find reconciliation (tasâluh) and mutual forgiveness (tasâmuh). In 

them I find the reaffirmation of God’s grace expressed to Noah. The rainbow, sometimes 

so faint and distant, still says that total disaster will not again overtake the human race. I 

hold God to his pledge. 

And I greet you from the Lands of the Morning. 

July 4, 2007 

God Mend Thine Every Flaw 

That day, the 4
th

 of July, has come and gone but I began this writing before. We had 

three British guests and did a cookout — a dip in the pool, burgers on the grill, potato 

salad and a monster watermelon for desert. We hung out our Wal-Mart-bought American 

flag that we do once a year. We did the whole nine yards bar the fireworks (this is 

brushfire season in Cyprus). How patriotic can you get? And Nancy and I also did some 

serious soul searching. 

I keep remembering that the rockets’ red glare and the bombs in mid-air were those of 

America’s enemy. We were the underdog in the War of 1812, holding onto something 

precious by the skin of our teeth. And there come to mind all the national hymns my Aunt 

Gertrude Pennings taught me, especially ‘O Beautiful, for Spacious Skies’. I keep 

humming it in my mind, especially the verse that runs, “O beautiful for heroes proved / In 

liberating strife, / Who more than self their country loved, / And mercy more than life! / 

America! America! / God mend thine every flaw; / Confirm thy soul in self-control, / Thy 

liberty in law.” And … I choke up. That America has almost vanished on the world stage. 

It persists as a thing for nostalgia … a thing of the past … a reality in some people I know 

who have true integrity as American patriots … but over here … it is gone. 
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* 

If memory serves, America was the first experiment in founding a world culture 

where “… all men are created equal, and endowed by their Creator with certain 

inalienable rights … life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.” And that experiment 

generated a tidal shift in world history. Whether the fathers of the American Revolution 

had it all worked out or not, the ideas they launched took flight, came to belong to the 

world and continued to evolve. Radical innovations emerged such as the Bill of Rights, 

universal suffrage, the legal end to both slavery and segregation, equal opportunity, 

Wilson’s notion of the right to self-determination for all peoples, equal standing before 

the law, the separation of powers … get the list started and it’s hard to know where to 

stop. We see these things today as cultural givens. We simply assume them. But in their 

day they were radical departures from the norm. And it was the American Revolution that 

set the ball rolling and rolling worldwide and it still hasn’t stopped rolling. 

* 

I got kicked off on this line of thinking by the latest in the series of articles I’ve been 

translating for Al-Tasamoh Journal published in Oman. The Syrian scholar, ‘Alî As‘ad 

Watfah, writes on the topic ‘Humanity and the Ideal of Citizenship’. And it is quite a 

magnificent piece that, again, posed some serious challenges for a translator to interpret 

honestly, clearly and correctly. 

Watfah begins his essay with a blistering broadside against terrorism and religious 

extremism in all their guises and incarnations. His point, as a Muslim, is that liberal 

notions of tolerance should not cushion insanity especially in matters religious where too 

quickly things spin out of control in bigotry, violence and death. Tolerance is actually a 

virtue of universal culture. It stretches the individual to realize that the ‘other’ is a human 

being, equal and deserving of respect, even if he or she looks and behaves differently to 

one’s own norms. How this stretches to embrace the fanatic who is certainly ‘different’ is 

not clear. Perhaps the Christian notion of the sin against the Holy Spirit can be brought 

into play. It is one’s own choice to reject the embrace of grace. One simply becomes un-

embraceable. 

What Watfah wants to talk about, however, is positive. His first thesis is that 

terrorism cannot be met by counter-terrorism. Violence is not the constructive response to 

violence. Education is. As many sage commentators remarked early in the Iraq debacle, 
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you begin by assuring people of security and the basic infrastructure of modern life 

(electricity, clean water, sewage systems that work, fuel, safe streets, education for the 

kids and medical help for those who need it) and then you move on from there. Get the 

social and economic motor ticking over and people back on their feet with a sense of their 

day-to-day purpose, progress and dignity. These things are not violently achieved but, 

when they are achieved, there also emerges an overwhelming desire for peace and the 

creative drive of human beings is unleashed. Violence becomes the aberration that it is 

and cannot find purchase. That was not provided for in Iraq and the fact that it wasn’t is 

really quite amazing, because the initiative was in the hands of the one nation on earth 

that should have understood these things best. 

Watfah’s point is that the Arab world (and by implication the world at large) must 

take the initiative and move beyond narrow nationalism and long-entrenched social 

bigotries toward a sense of global citizenship. The contest against insanity is educational 

and cultural. It is kids, young adults and older folk who must come to appreciate that 

we’re in a new age where the survival of the human race is pegged to principles of 

tolerance and the affirmation that difference is a good thing … an enriching thing. 

Indeed, democracy depends upon diversity, and the citizen is only a citizen if he or she 

participates in the give-and-take of the larger political process. Then you have a 

functioning democratic culture. 

What I appreciated in Watfah’s analysis was that the political process has to do with 

the citizen’s taking up cudgels in defense of his or her own freedom and self-expression 

and that of the neighbor ‘other’ as well. But beyond that he advocates a very secular 

global sense of identity. It is an identity that is pegged to fundamental principles of a 

citizen’s freedom, and his or her involvement in social causes, justice and peace. It is 

certainly not pegged to sectarian ambitions. I find that insight quite remarkable but not at 

all surprising. 

The Al-Qâ’idah thesis has been put forward. It proposes a frontal attack upon all 

forces that oppose its version of Muslim hegemony. But the world, including the Muslim 

world, is a long way from knuckling under. So the cultural challenge Watfah proposes is 

a very serious one and cannot be confined to traditional Muslim countries. We’ve all got 

to get involved. This is a global age and it can proceed peacefully and fruitfully only 

when we are aware of our world citizenship. 

* 
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Is this all a bit like re-inventing the wheel? It may seem so, but we’ve got a situation 

that’s a lot more complex than the founding fathers of the American republic ever 

dreamed they’d have to face. The demographics alone are stunning. We are in an age of 

global migration and that alone is mind-boggling. People are on the move as never before 

and when they’ve gotten to where they’ve moved to they require attention. Most of the 

attention they’re getting is repressive, exploitative and not infrequently tragic. But 

America is still the great proving ground for diversity and pluralism. It can still show 

itself to be the home of the working model (flaws and all) of world citizenship. 

On this July 4
th

 we Americans are, to say the least, challenged. We are challenged by 

our foundational documents. Our having lived for over 200 years with a republican and 

democratic heritage challenges us. We must hark back to the origins of our rather unique 

role as the model for contemporary world culture (in its better guise), and what ‘Alî 

Watfah is saying is that we must perform … we Americans and we citizens of a world 

culture. It is now long past time to pray that God will mend our every flaw and confirm 

our soul in self-control, our liberty in law. But it is a good prayer to refresh. 

And I greet you from the Lands of the Morning. 

A Concluding Note: 

Many people throughout the world will rejoice in the news that Alan Johnston has 

been liberated. On March 12
th

 he was abducted in Gaza by a family of thugs who dressed 

themselves up piously as ‘The Army of Islam’, but nobody was fooled. On Easter 

morning I was assigned to offer the prayers of intercession in our church, and Alan was 

much on my mind. This was my prayer for Alan: “We pray for Alan Johnston, that gifted 

BBC journalist, who remains in the hands of those whom he has loved and on whose 

behalf he has ruthlessly spoken the truth but who, in foolishness or for whatever reason, 

have now shown their dark side, violating a sacred human trust. May love and truth soon 

be vindicated by Alan’s release. This is Easter, after all, and we reaffirm life for all, and 

we believe in miracles.”  Well, it took 114 days, but finally that miracle has happened. 

Alan may now celebrate his own 4
th

 of July, a day of liberty for him and, through him, for 

many especially in the Palestinian community. I rather rejoice in this globalization of the 

4
th

 of July. One of Alan’s comments after being freed was, “This is the best 4
th

 of July 

ever.” Indeed, Alan, it was good. 
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August 2007 

Profoundly … Trivial 

Every year we come to these days … the ‘dog days of August’. Unless you live in the 

southern hemisphere (in which case, I presume, they are the ‘witching days of winter’), 

August can be ‘the pits’. But our resident and very fecund female cat, MOE (‘Mother Of 

Everyone’… né ‘Miss One Eye’), has managed to bring to us in these days yet another 

lovely but very wild and skittish gray kitten that we really thought she had lost. She 

herself is perhaps the ugliest cat on this island — one eyed, one-toothed and scrawny 

beyond description — but also perhaps the most long-lived. She is a survivor par 

excellence. And now we’re working on trying to seduce her latest offspring to join our 

little covey of cats. No dogs! Dogs, love them though I may, are just too dependent. 

Betrayal of my childhood though it might be, but give me a semi-wild cat any day. They 

are self-administering. I’m thinking of naming our new addition Haggai (provided he 

signs on the dotted line) because that’s what I call him whenever I see him: ‘Hey guy!’ 

Unless, of course, ‘he’ turns out to be a ‘she’, in which case she might gain the sobriquet 

of ‘Charlotte’ after her great-grandfather, Charlie. 

This very delicate observation has led me to think about small things … about how 

pets interact with people, and about how people get along with each other and learn to 

accept one another’s foibles. In our personal lives it is not so much the great events that 

affect us. Little things do. 

In recent days the Iraqi national football (i.e. soccer) team battled through to cop the 

Asian Football Cup. A more innocuous event there may never have been (because the 

event was abysmally administered and poorly attended), but in Iraq it was the first piece 

of untarnished good news the country had had in God-only-knows how long. A team of 

Kurdish, Shî‘ite and Sunnî athletes battled through against all odds to win the final match 

against Sa‘ûdî Arabia. The Iraqis … all Iraqis! … won, and the Iraqis … all Iraqis … 

rejoiced. Trivial? Perhaps. But it was a moment of trans-sectarian and trans-ethnic 

bonding. And that, in Iraq, is not trivial these days. It is profound. 

* 

I am not a soccer fan, David Beckham in Los Angeles (along with his glitzy ‘Spice 

Girl’ wife) notwithstanding. I still try to catch the baseball and American football scores 

whenever the BBC sees fit to announce them. I’m a Chicago White Sox fan (because 
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that’s what my father was before me) even though I’ve not the foggiest idea who’s who 

in their line-up or any idea about where they are in the standings. And I do feel a bit left 

out of the American sports scene most of the time except when Barry Bonds tops Hank 

Aaron’s homerun record, or there’s a doping scandal (which may be just a variation on 

the theme), or when some star quarterback of an obscure expansion team gets caught up 

in a dog-fighting scam he’s running. That’s world news, believe it or not. But these are 

the things that absorb us in the dog days of August, trivial though they are. 

We quite forget that there are men and women risking their lives in Palestine, Iraq 

and Afghanistan for reasons that we have also almost forgotten. The fight’s become the 

thing itself. The reason for it has been engulfed by partisan politics and trivialized beyond 

belief. And that’s what’s truly sad. Because the lives laid down, the lives taken, the daily 

suffering, the billowing bigotry that fuels the fanatic, the fear and the anger that festers 

among the common folk, the gargantuan humanitarian crises, the ineptitude of 

governments, less and less do they have any meaning, and the inertia of violence and 

misery takes on a life force of its own. Tragically … trivial. Profoundly … trivial. 

* 

What has fascinated me of late is that the grand principles of statesmanship and the 

uses of power have been trumped by the trivial and the mediocre. We place burdens upon 

domesticated beasts of burden. Call them ‘public servants’. We expect them to perform 

like ‘Silver’ in the old Lone Ranger movies, that most magnificent of stallions, but they 

don’t. What they do is bray a lot. 

Some years ago, while I was working for the Middle East Council of Churches 

(MECC), I was asked to go to Geneva, Switzerland, to participate in a dialogue under the 

auspices of the World Council of Churches between the Sudan Council of Churches and 

its counterpart in Southern Sudan. Apart from the encounter itself, in which mine was a 

very small voice, I observed the WCC in action. What I observed was that the WCC, top 

to bottom, had no more pizzazz than did our much more modestly funded but equally 

flawed MECC. And it was an eye-opener. ‘Hey ho Silver!’ didn’t apply in Geneva any 

more than it did in Beirut. We were all playing with trivia and mediocrity. 

Why should not the same principle apply to the UN or to the American government 

or to any other organization on earth? Mediocrity is the name of the game. The trick is to 

find competent mediocrity. And that, indeed, is a trick, because mediocrity is so easily 
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corrupted. We’re not looking for inspired leadership. That kicks up guys like Adolph, Joe 

and Mao. No. We’re looking for competent mediocrity with a conscience. Trivial? 

Perhaps. But that’s good trivia. 

* 

But I digress. 

I’ve just translated an article by a Moroccan scholar, Sa‘îd al-‘Alawî, on how the 

Muslim community has dealt with the issue of political legitimacy. And right at the outset 

he threw in a reference to an event that took place under the portico of the Banî-Sâ‘idah 

on the day the Prophet Muhammad died. Al-‘Alawî blandly noted that everyone knew 

about this incident and so he did not have to elaborate. For my part, I was lost. His point 

was clear enough: this was the first post-prophetic political event that defined how 

Muslims have dealt with political legitimacy ever since. But of the event itself I’d not the 

foggiest notion. And, so, I found out about it. 

You kind of have to get into the picture just as I had to do. I’ll give it a ‘go’. 

The center of power in Arabia when the Prophet Muhammad died in 632 was the 

sprawling oasis settlement of al-Madînah. On the day the ‘Light’ was extinguished 

everything was up for grabs. With Muhammad no longer a physical presence, the whole 

coalition of tribes he had put together throughout Arabia (but not least in al-Madînah 

itself) started to unravel. And the gathering under the portico of the Banî-Sâ‘idah was just 

symptomatic of that. 

Muhammad had made no deposition regarding a successor. The Qur’ân, his book, did 

not comment about the political future of the Muslim community. Except in very broad 

stroke, the Qur’ân pays almost no attention to politics. There were simply no guidelines 

or precedents for what should happen next. Improvisation was the name of the game and 

not a little mediocrity. So, in the crisis, the leaders of the Ansâr (those native to Madînah 

who had allied themselves with the Prophet and his Meccan immigrants) gathered under 

the shade of the Banî-Sâ‘idah’s portico to thrash out the thorny problem of political 

succession. And they elected a person, one Abû-‘Ubaydah Ibn-ul-Jarrâh, to lead them. 

Forewarned, at that point Abû-Bakr and ‘Umar, two of the most prominent Meccan 

immigrants and close friends of Muhammad, arrived on the scene. Both belonged to the 

old Meccan aristocracy and to the tribe of the Prophet. Abû-Bakr was not only a friend 
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but also the father-in-law of Muhammad, and had very high standing among all Muslims. 

He spoke eloquently to the gathering under the portico. At the end of his oration he 

grabbed the hand of Abû-‘Ubaydah and of ‘Umar, and proposed a choice between them. 

There followed a vigorous and heated debate. At a crucial point ‘Umar grabbed the hand 

of Abû-Bakr, kissed it and pledged his fealty to him. And that closed the debate. 

Everyone followed suit. The unfortunate Abû-‘Ubaydah was assassinated by a mob 

almost on the spot, but the issue of succession was resolved. The accession of the first 

Caliph of the Muslim commonwealth, Abû-Bakr, was baptized with blood. It was, at the 

time, almost a trivial and a very Arab inter-tribal affair. Its reverberations, however, have 

been quite fantastic. The incident spelled the difference between Islam being a negligible 

historical religious blip in an Arabian backwater, and it’s becoming a world religion 

sustained (very mundanely, it must be admitted) by a sprawling and oft-fractured world 

empire. 

Al-‘Alawî wants to stress, from the very outset of his study, that the issue of political 

legitimacy has never been a religious issue, even in Islam. It is a matter of the right 

maneuver at the right moment … a very pragmatic and utterly mundane business in 

which Providence may well have had its role to play. 

* 

Once I had unraveled the affair of the portico of the Banî-Sâ‘idah, it again struck me 

how very trivial events can have momentous, even profound, repercussions. Who knows? 

MOE’s little gray kitten might one day conquer the world. If we can elect George W. 

Bush to be our grand panjandrum, then why not Haggai the Gray? I will then have 

proprietary rights over world empire. Whee! Almost as good as being Dick Cheney! 

And I greet you from the Lands of the Morning. 

November 2007 

Getting Culture Right 

One of these days I hope to catch up with myself in framing these meditations. But 

that day is not yet and it may be several months off. I let October get away from me. 

Please accept my apologies. But as the saying goes, ‘Better late than never.’ 

Recently I have been pushed in various directions by world events and by the work 

I’ve been doing. However, one of the little tidbits I’ve picked up recently is that, by the 
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best estimates, 0.002% of all Muslims are what you may call fanatic. The rest (99.998%) 

are just ordinary ‘Joes’ and ‘Joeseys’ like you and me and Nancy. Were this percentage 

to rise to 1% we’d all be in serious trouble. That would change society dramatically. But 

the percentage is still vanishingly small. And for that window of opportunity we may all 

give thanks. But just what opportunity are we talking about? 

* 

I have recently been translating an article by ‘Abd-ur-Razzâq ad-Duwayy, a 

Moroccan scholar, on the ethics of inter-cultural dialogue and what it means to be 

different within that process. As a westerner myself, it has been an eye-opener. 

Getting our cultural identity and context right is no easy task. It is a task that must be 

undertaken from generation to generation not least of all because culture is such a plastic 

and malleable thing. But each culture carries with it certain ‘root stock’ that changes very 

little and very slowly. We carry with us a lot of baggage that we don’t even know we 

have. Most of the time we do not even feel its drag. The mountain of valises and suitcases 

and plastic bags full of cultural junk is just there, one piece piled up on top of another on 

our mental pallets, from the time we were barely able to understand words … much less 

manipulate thoughts. And those pieces of baggage are difficult to sort out far less jettison, 

not least of all because we often don’t even know they’re there. And a good many of the 

archetypal ideas in the loads we drag along with us engender in us knee-jerk prejudices 

and preconceptions with regard to those who are different. 

And that is the point ad-Duwayy is trying to make. Our baggage is cultural stuff not 

quite genetically inbred, but certainly inculcated right along with the fairy stories, nursery 

rhymes and aphorisms that for the life of us we just can’t quite shake. They virtually 

never have anything to do with religion per se, even though they dribble over into our 

religious consciousness and diddle with our functional theology. They are just in our 

psyches and control how we react and respond. They are culture and we really do need to 

look at them more dispassionately then we are usually wont to do. 

Ad-Duwayy begins by arguing that we must adopt a conciliatory frame of mind if we 

(Muslim, Jewish, Christian and other) really intend to work for a world at peace, a frame 

of mind that sees people of other cultures as equals and neighbors. Westerners, these 

days, are just not very good at that. Our culture breeds us to be aggressive and, yes, self-

serving. Communism and Socialism, although invented in the West, never really had a 
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chance in the long run. It is the mercantile and capitalist philosophies that have been bred 

into us, and those bleed directly into aggressive behavior and, on the political level, into 

imperialism — political, military, economic and cultural. 

What initially shocked me in ad-Duwayy’s study was his contention that, from early 

on, we westerners have harbored a subliminal hatred toward the dominant culture of the 

East and toward Muslim individuals in general. While not quite primeval, these fixations 

are with us, and may have something to do with the fact that we are deeply indebted to 

Muslim and to Arab culture in general, a debt to which we are loath to admit. Muslims 

incarnate the image of the quintessential enemy for our putative ‘Christian’ culture at 

least since the Spanish Reconquiste and the Crusades. And now, after 9/11, that is only 

confirmed. Anyone who argues against that is seen to be seditious. 

* 

Our Moroccan scholar notes that never before have we been able to communicate so 

quickly and so intimately worldwide, but also never before have we experienced how 

sharply we (that is, the world community) diverge with respect to culture. And there’s an 

inherent tension there. He says, “It is impossible, illogical and quite unacceptable, on its 

own, that any one fraction of humanity in today’s world collage may define the overall 

baseline and impose itself upon all other peoples and all other cultures.” And yet that is 

precisely what we have done. 

He says, “We have no doubt about just how important inter-cultural dialogue has 

become for our modern world. Culturally it is the only viable option for nurturing 

relationships between peoples. But at the same time we jealously affirm that inter-cultural 

dialogue must have principles and a code of ethics.” And he continues, “So far as we can 

see, only in this framework can the drive to reconciliation effectively lay credible 

foundations for peaceful coexistence between cultures and promote initiatives for 

dialogue between them, defying hatred, alienation, rejection and the cavalier dismissal of 

those who specifically belong to different societies and cultures.” 

He goes on, “The notion of reconciliation — as it is currently being articulated 

[particularly in UN documents] — has acquired a new connotation that clarifies it as an 

international ethical and legal principle that is underpinned by fundamental principles of 

human rights, acceptance of the rights of others, and the right to be culturally different.” 

And he adds, “To claim that any one culture has the sole claim upon truth over against all 
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others, and exclusively contains the sum total of transcendent ethical values inevitably 

yields to blind bigotry and to tyranny on the world’s stage.” His assessment is, “All 

parties must be clear that a rational, valid and constructive inter-cultural dialogue will 

have nothing to do either with propaganda (da‘wah) or with evangelization (tabshîr).” 

* 

This is heady stuff! 

As ad-Duwayy observes, everything points in the opposite direction in our western 

cultural experience. We have a hard time accepting other cultures as equals. We really do 

want to be dominant. We want to be the global cultural norm … and that implies also the 

sub-cultural religious norm. As the Internet expands and all the world’s peoples ‘get on 

line’, the cultural and religious pressure grows more intense, and the notion of dialogue 

and cultural equality becomes more confused and flails about. The specific gravity of 

western culture becomes more loaded and dense. Things begin to polarize. 

Ad-Duwayy further remarks that … “[i]t appears the West’s cultural identity is 

possessed by a superiority complex, the conviction that it is notches above other cultural 

identities. This is clear in spite of those who, in the name of western culture, take care to 

engage other cultures in the name of the values of modernity, secularism and democracy, 

and sloganeer about the need for openness and inter-cultural dialogue.” 

And that’s where we are today. How one goes about reversing it isn’t clear, but the 

world at large perceives the West (and particularly the United States) as not only a 

political, economic and military imperialist (which doesn’t take a lot of imagination to 

affirm) but also a cultural, artistic, culinary and technological imperialist. And the 

groundswell in the Arab and Islamic worlds is to respond in denial. That denial, all too 

often, takes the form of fanaticism that has a religious patina. It is simply denial but needs 

a boost from religious verbiage. And that is having its effect. 

* 

What ad-Duwayy and others are saying is that, if we want to keep 33.5% of the world 

from becoming radicalized, the other 66.5% had better wake up. And westerners had 

better lead this new renaissance not least of all because they have helped precipitate us 

into a new ‘dark ages’. The recent open letter signed by 138 prominent Muslim persons 

and entitled, ‘A Common Word Between Us and You’, addressed to Christian and Jewish 
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leaders throughout the world, calls us to account at a crucial moment not only for us but 

also for the Muslim community. Muslims need some help. 

Yes, only 0.002% of Muslims are now radical, but if the trend in the ‘globalization 

wars’ continues, a whole lot more might well become involved. That’s just how the 

dynamics are now working. And we’ve got to stop this thing from working itself out into 

a global fiasco. 

Listen up, folks! We can do something about this thing. 

And I greet you from the Lands of the Morning. 

January 2008 

Muddling Through the Muddle 

Urged by a good friend who I think sometimes despairs over my further education, 

I’ve read a report in The Economist (November 3-9, 2007) on religion in public life 

entitled ‘The New Wars of Religion’. It is wide-ranging, articulate and insightful. And in 

a perverse way it seems to suggest that we owe a debt of gratitude to ‘Bush Mark-2’ for 

making crystal clear that our religious orientation is a factor in how we engage in public 

life. On a great many levels we who consider ourselves to be religiously alert (or, at least 

ethically alive) must take note of religion in the mix not just of our social and ideological 

alliances and of our local politics, but also of national and world affairs. 

This has thrown a crimp into the geriatric political philosophy of Realpolitik. That 

vicious and exploitative political gargoyle that morphed out of Nazi Germany and is now 

American (and even European) doctrine, presumed a thoroughgoing secular environment, 

but it has come hard up against some persistent and very real forces that its framers did 

not anticipate. The Bush Mark-2 administration has ineptly tried to make adjustments in 

its application of Realpolitik. And other governments across the world are madly trying to 

come to terms with the religious factor. 

* 

The distortion of the religious factor is manifest on at least two different levels. 

The first is the brute force of fanaticism and its irrational and indiscriminate violence. 

For all that it is the expression of a religious fringe, it disproportionately defines the 
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strategies of both the so-called ‘War on Terror’ and the ‘Terrorist Warriors’ themselves. 

And The Economist’s report makes it abundantly clear that the participant fanaticisms are 

global — Jewish, Christian, Muslim, Buddhist, Hindu and even Shinto. All of which are 

busily laying their landmines across the world. 

The second level is imbedded in the oddly religious phrase, the ‘battle for hearts and 

minds’. What did the pagan voice that first used that phrase mean? That ‘battle’ was lost 

within seventy-two hours of the invasion of Iraq. The delicate but admirable social fabric 

of Iraq (the Saddam regime that exploited it notwithstanding) unraveled with frightening 

speed. When the window was open for the ‘Alliance’ forces to act with moral integrity, 

compassion and resolve, the action did not follow. The utter ignorance with which those 

forces were launched quickly yielded to exploitation of sectarian sensitivities and to 

chaos, the ideal breeding ground for the insanity of religious extremism. 

* 

Not only in Iraq and Afghanistan, but now also in Pakistan the charade is playing 

itself out. Benezier Bhuto’s untimely murder has thrown everything in Pakistan into a 

cocked hat. The failed state of Pakistan is simply a case in point of the turmoil that seems 

to be engulfing much of the so-called ‘Muslim World’. 

We westerners and non-Muslims have a hard time understanding what Muslims are 

thinking these days. Heavens! Muslims themselves are having a hard time doing that! 

What has traumatized us and brought the matter to the fore is the issue of extremism and 

the all-too-high impact the terrorist fringe is having. And perversely, that has leveled the 

playing field. Across the board, extremism has been bloody-minded and nihilistic. And, 

again across the board, extremists have successfully masqueraded in the guise of being 

definitive for the religious brand names they flamboyantly adopt. 

Sophisticated extremists like Bernard Lewis trot out distorted theories about Islam to 

shore up the ‘winner take all’ agenda of Israel’s Zionist establishment. Extremists like the 

thankfully now late Jerry Falwell and the still kicking Franklin Graham portray Islam as 

the power of the Anti-Christ that underpins the foreign policies of the current Bush 

administration. Extremists like the neo-con version of Islam of ‘Usâmah bin-Lâdin’s 

project, Al-Qâ’idah, see themselves as normative Islam, and insist that a global conflict 

of religions and cultures is not only inevitable but welcome. Yes, they target non-Muslim 

entities, but they are more significantly in a life-or-death struggle with other Muslims (the 
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actual majority of Muslims) who resist their program to re-found the Muslim Caliphate 

and to impose their quixotically conceived Islamic imperium upon the whole world. 

* 

So, where are we in this muddle? 

I’m not quite sure. But I do know that there are Muslims trying to battle back, trying 

to regain the middle ground of sanity, and trying to re-establish a true sense of 

equilibrium for the wider Muslim commonwealth and, yes, for the world as a whole. 

The early political system was called ‘Muslim’ simply because Muslims were in 

charge. There was nothing particularly Muslim about it. The Arab elite of the first two 

and a half centuries of Muslim expansion held as best they could to a set of broad moral 

and humanistic principles inspired by their religion, but they did not have the 

sophistication to administer the vast empire they abruptly came to rule. They simply had 

to absorb personnel, systems, languages, cultures and social customs that already existed 

in the lands they conquered. Some of those were good, some were bizarre, and still others 

were outright degrading (like those gradually adopted beginning in the 10
th

 century that 

fostered the pagan veiling and sequestering of women). But that’s history for you. 

Muslim rulers changed the dominant norm only when pragmatic need or social and 

cultural pressure dictated. The religious institution strummed a background theme that, 

when it was properly executed and modulated, demanded that the larger political 

orchestra adhere harmoniously to the fundamental themes of ethics and justice articulated 

by the Qur’ân and the Prophet. For all else pragmatism was the rule. 

In our day, the more extremism with its chaos, cacophony, shrillness and ethical 

nihilism is allowed to beat out the religious motif, the less the larger ensemble is able to 

play in harmony, and tune and time itself to reality and accountability. The result is 

increasing dissonance on the broader stage. And I think that is as close as I can come to 

describing why broader society (claim as it may Jewish, Christian, Muslim or any other 

religious heritage) is now in crisis. 

The challenge Arab and Muslim society faces in the environment of a globalized 

world must, in the end, be the same as that faced by their early precursors. That is, it must 

find again its gift of creative improvisation and orchestrate its harmonies in a global era. 

* 
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My son, Tom, as his Christmas gift, has given me a real ‘anvil’ to pack into my 

suitcase. It is Hans Kung’s gargantuan volume, Islam: Past, Present and Future (John 

Bowden, translator) (Oxford, UK: Oneworld Publication, 2007). I believe Tom expects 

me to read it cover-to-cover while I’m recuperating from my surgery in February. 

Assuming I do that, I will probably come back to it in these meditations, but in my 

reading so far I was struck by Kung’s attempt to characterize the nature of Islam’s 

essence. He writes (page 20), “… this abiding essence shows itself only in what is 

changing; there is an identity, but only in variables; a continuum, but only in the event; a 

constancy, but only in changing manifestations. … To get a sight of this original, abiding 

‘essence’ of Islam — which is dynamic, not static and rigid — one must note its 

changing historical manifestation….” And it struck me, when I read this, that Kung could 

well have been paraphrasing some of the Muslim authors I have been translating over the 

past several months and whom I have mentioned in these meditations. 

* 

So we begin this New Year with some revelations … epiphanies of voice … that 

declare hope for a new start, and with a prayer that they may somehow and eventually 

overcome the well-healed masters of misdirection and bigotry. There is the incurable 

optimism of faith that grace and mercy are God’s gifts to those who, in the end, simply 

muddle through the muddle and come up with understanding. 

And I greet you from the Lands of the Morning. 

A PERSONAL AFTERWORD: 

I apologize to all readers of these Meditations and, with circumstances looming, I will 

no doubt apologize again for not having kept to schedule. But Nancy and I do greet you 

and pray that you have had a blessed Festival of the Incarnation and that the New Year 

will bring hope and joy. 

 

April 2008 

Spring Forward! 

Sunday, March 30
th

 was Cyprus’s moment to ‘Spring Forward’ into daylight savings 

time. Personally, I think this daylight savings business is an invention of the devil. I’ve 
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never understood what is meant by ‘spring forward’ and ‘fall back’. I always seem to get 

them back-to-front and on occasion my temporal dyslexia has embarrassed. Apart from 

Nancy, who has all this well in hand, I now have a whole bevy of friends who call me up 

on the Saturday evening before the change to remind me how to ‘spring’ or ‘fall’. 

Is this all a paradigm for how we manage our world? 

* 

These are interesting times in Cyprus. Heavens! This is just an interesting island 

altogether, filled with good people trapped in their country’s historically tangled skein. 

It boasts a history that goes back eleven thousand years or more. Its myriad stone-age 

settlements are being excavated slowly and carefully. But since people sailed the 

Mediterranean, this gem of an island has been a magnet. Fairly recent genetic research 

conducted by the UN investigating an endemic hereditary blood disease, for instance, has 

revealed close affinity between Cyprus and Lebanon, where the same disease is also 

endemic. It has demonstrated an ancient Phoenician link that is even now more than just 

skin deep. Furthermore, natives of Cyprus, be they called ‘Turk’ or ‘Greek’, show the 

same genetic profile while showing no genetic affinity with the folk of either mainland 

Turkey or mainland Greece. In the current political atmosphere, this scientific finding has 

produced serious embarrassment among some Cypriots. 

But there’s more in the mix. The pharaonic Egyptians came here as did Assyria and 

even ancient Persia well before the Greeks showed up in Byzantine guise, melded into 

the local population and left both their striking monuments and their language. Even the 

Arab Umayyad empire had its day in Cyprus before the island broke up into a confused 

conglomeration of small city-states. 

In 1191 English Crusaders under their warrior king, Richard the Lion Hearted, sort of 

conquered the island by accident. Landing in Cyprus, Richard had only intended to 

refresh his troops and lay in stores before proceeding on to his fateful rendezvous with 

Saladin in Palestine, but he found himself suddenly in charge as city after city recognized 

his sovereignty. Unabashedly gay though he was, it was in the port city of Limassol that 

he married Berengaria of Navarre. The union, not surprisingly, was fruitless. (Fall back?) 

In any case, short of cash, Richard soon sold the whole shebang to the Knights 

Templar who, in turn, sold it on to the Lusignans, erstwhile Latin kings of Jerusalem. For 
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over three hundred years it passed from one Roman Catholic European hand to another, 

the last of whom were the Venetians. Under the Roman Catholics the Greek Orthodox 

were treated harshly and that has left a bitter legacy that crops up in odd places. The 

Ottoman Turks (Muslims) eventually conquered island in 1571, and pressure on the 

Greek Orthodox was somewhat relieved. Roman Catholics, however, found themselves 

in bad odor, and many tacitly became Muslim to preserve the favored status they enjoyed 

under Latin rule. Then, three hundred years later (1878), Cyprus again reverted de facto 

to the English (who were by that time arch-Protestants). In 1923, Cyprus officially 

became a British Crown Colony. 

Given all this to-and-fro-ing, it is quite surprising that Cyprus doesn’t have the shape 

of a ping-pong ball instead of a right fist with its index finger pointing at ancient Antioch 

(modern day Antakia) where the ‘Followers of the Way’ were first called ‘Christian’. 

* 

For much of its modern history Cyprus was an impoverished backwater. The British 

used it but did not really develop it. As ethno-racial nationalisms became the European 

vogue (and bred, among others, the curious anomaly of Zionism), Cypriots also came to 

divide themselves on ethno-religious lines. The ‘Turkified’ population (largely erstwhile 

Roman Catholics but now Muslims) and the ‘Hellenized’ population (mainly staunch 

Greek Orthodox) increasingly found themselves pitted against each other. It was one of 

those ridiculous polarizations that western imperialism has typically and rather cynically 

nurtured, exploited and exacerbated in order to use a country and its people for its profit 

and strategic aims. (The current example of this, of course, is the way American policy 

has manipulated SunnÓ-Shi‘Ó sensitivities in Iraq since the days of Bush the Elder but 

now finds itself holding a raging tiger by the tail.) 

As the old imperialist system crumbled to be replaced by the new, and as Cyprus won 

its independence from Britain in 1960, the ethno-religious factor quickly came to the fore 

with vicious and sad repercussions. After a rocky fourteen years spent trying to cobble 

together a government for the newly independent state, in 1974 an abortive Greek-led 

coup aiming to unite the island with Greece failed and, with Henry Kissinger’s blessing, 

the Republic of Turkey invaded and occupied the northern third of the island. Since then 

an uneasy truce under UN supervision has pertained, both sides assiduously applying 

themselves to cultivating an ever more thriving tourist trade. 
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But the island has been divided. Without international recognition since Turkey 

installed it, the puppet government in northern Cyprus has presided over a stagnant 

economy. Meanwhile the internationally recognized government in the south has had to 

manage boom times kick-started by Lebanon’s misfortune. The 1970s and 1980s saw a 

massive influx of refugee capital in flight from a disintegrating Beirut that was being 

devastated by civil war. Prosperity begun, other sources of investment capital followed. 

Efforts to reunite the island, however, have consistently failed. In spite of this, Cyprus 

officially entered into the European Union in May 2004. 

Which way that has caused the island to ‘spring’ or ‘fall’ is still being debated. But 

following recent elections in the south that swept a left-of-center government into power 

with a strong mandate for the island’s reunification, a new initiative has been launched to 

heal the island’s old wounds. God willing, this will actually be a ‘spring forward’. 

* 

Why this historical exercise? Well … some have asked about this island’s woes and 

they deserve an exposition. But what I really want to show is that history matters. 

These are days when Christianity and Islam are being set up as the main protagonists 

for global conflict. We hear a lot about how the two cannot coexist, and how their ‘clash’ 

is inevitable. But that is ludicrous! If the division of Cyprus is about religion, then it is 

very subtle indeed. And I think the same can be said for many other conflicts. 

We bring into conflict all sorts of historical baggage and not a little garbage. Its 

driving forces are not religious. The conflict over Tibet is not a religious issue; it is 

driven by ethnic and political aspirations in which Buddhism is simply one symbol 

among many that now trouble the increasingly precarious Chinese empire. The tension in 

Nepal is not a Hindu thing; deep social and cultural forces drive it. Even the war in 

Afghanistan seems to have more to do with the poppy these days than with religion. For 

its part, the conflict over Iraq quickly degenerated into a struggle between criminal chaos 

and law-and-order, the main losses being the country’s centuries-old social cohesion and 

its creative role in Arab culture. 

So too the struggle to reconcile Cyprus is not so much a Muslim-Christian thing as it 

is an effort to lay aside the complex of bitterness engendered by still unassimilated 

historical factors, many of them external in origin. 
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* 

In a sense that is a relief. And, with any luck, Cyprus may yet become a paradigm in a 

day when positive paradigms are in short supply. 

If, as seems entirely feasible (which is not necessarily to say likely), the leaders of 

Cyprus north-and-south are able to sort through the tangled skein of their intertwined 

histories, comb out the snarling junk that foreigners have chucked into the mix of the 

yarn, and propose a way for twining it all into a ball that can be knitted into the garb of a 

unified country, then something rather wonderful shall have been achieved. 

It shall have been demonstrated that Muslims and Christians who are intimately 

related, ethnically kin and culturally homogeneous can blend their interests together and 

come out with dignity and poise. These are the elements of a prayer we who live on this 

lovely island pray with some fervor. And the current leadership on both sides seems to be 

guided and working toward that end. Springing forward requires focused attention and 

sustained effort, and will also involve some pain. But it shall have been worth it … not 

just for Cyprus but also for the world at large. 

And I greet you from the Lands of the Morning. 

May-June 2008 
Swatting Beelzebub 

We sit under our grape arbor in the summer and swat flies. It is our casual sport, you 

see, a diversion on a warm summer’s day. Even our most skittish yard cat, Lucy, has 

learned only to twitch a little when she hears a swat nearby. She no longer dives for 

cover. Now, Chucky, our big gray, is laid back. You can bring a swatter down full force 

three inches from where he’s catching his sixth catnap of the day and all he’ll do is raise 

his head and look at you with the eloquent expression of, “Oh really, must you?” Chicky 

(Chicklette, that is), our most recent addition, is learning how to cope. 

My son John mocks me as I pass around the swatters. “There’s no end to flies,” he 

says. “Swat one and three take its place.” 

Actually, John’s wrong. Flies come in finite numbers. I must admit that I’ve yet to 

discover how finite that number actually is, but, hey! like all creatures flies must come in 

limited quantities. And I do feel that energetic and ever more artful swatting reduces the 
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number of flies at least in my immediate vicinity. If we pull together, each one swatting 

away, there’s got to be an impact upon wider ‘flydom’. 

This is how I explain it to the uninitiated: “I am doing battle against the Prince of 

Demons, Lord of the Flies, the Great Deceiver, Beelzebub. Each fly down diminishes his 

lordship. I see it as my duty.” When I say that I must admit William Golding’s grim 

narrative on sin and the loss of innocence is never far from my mind. But, in the end as I 

said, it is a diversion on a hot day — not at all profound, really. It is just that sometimes 

one thought leads on to another. 

There is a kind of moral application to this … this … parable of fly swatting, this 

battle against Beelzebub. He is, after all, not just Lord of the Flies but also the Father of 

Lies. 

And, mind you, lies like flies must be finite in number because there is a finite 

number of liars, even though that number has not yet been defined. And I do hear my 

son: “Swat one and three more take its place.” Like flies lies have a way of cutting loose 

from their creators. They take on lives of their own and mysteriously multiply. The task 

remains: ‘Swat Beelzebub!’ Some who are trapped in lies may yet be liberated. Just pass 

around the swatters. 

* 

My daughter, Beth, some time ago suggested that there’s the issue of the media. And 

before going any further I must confess that Nancy and I are not media buffs. We have no 

TV hookup. As on September 11
th

, 2001, we are frequently dependent upon our friends 

calling up and asking, “Have you heard …?” and then expatiating on what we ought to 

have heard. So maybe I’m not the person best qualified to comment upon whether the 

media tells the truth or not even though we can observe their impact upon people. Of 

course, by and large BBC World Service radio still tends to be rather atypically reliable 

as a news source, and we do listen to that. 

But, I grant, we are always just a bit out of phase with the way most people of our 

acquaintance are being conditioned toward the world. Is that good or bad? Does that 

compromise our participation and the authenticity of our observations? I don’t know the 

answer to that, but I do know that, for our part, we at least feel we have a bit more mental 

and spiritual space than many of our friends. Avoiding information over-load, we 

certainly feel less bombarded. 
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We did hear immediately, however, about Hillary Clinton’s grudging concession to 

Barak Obama on Saturday, June 7
th

, and we rejoiced. But almost in the same instant we 

heard that Obama had graced with his presence the meeting of AIPAC (American-Israel 

Political Action Committee), and what he said there made my heart fail me. His spin-

doctors have since tried slathering it gobbledygook, but I saw a man drop his ‘lie swatter’ 

and buy into the ‘liedom’ of the Zionist fiction hook, line and sinker. It was (and is) 

horribly depressing. It was for me a Golding moment. 

* 

In what was perhaps her last major work, Barbara Tuchman (1912-1989) — of 

August 1914 and The Proud Tower fame — wrote about The March of Folly through 

human history. She begins with a long introduction to what she means by ‘folly’ and 

supplies a variety of illustrative vignettes, including how Rehoboam, Solomon’s son and 

successor, managed to alienate the ten tribes of Israel, split his kingdom and pave the way 

for Judah’s disaster. Then, in closer detail, she deals with the Fall of Troy as a prototype 

and, in a series of giant temporal leaps, analyzes the cupidity and stupidity of the 

Renaissance Popes that led into the Protestant Reformation, goes on to how the British 

foolishly botched relations with their American colonies precipitating thereby the 

American Revolution, and concludes with the 28 year long debacle of America’s 

engagement in Vietnam in the course of which the nation lost international respect and 

inner integrity. Her main thesis is that the greed for power breeds self-delusion (the most 

insidious kind of lie) and that self-delusion horribly applies itself to costly, self-injuring 

and tragic folly. The question she raises is how long can a lie sustain itself in the teeth of 

all evidence of its folly? 

Tuchman, an innovative micro-historian was a person of her time, focused upon 

western civilization just prior to our global awakening. She was not particularly capable 

when dealing with cultures beyond that of the West. She seems to have had no serious 

exposure to Middle East history beyond the occasions when Muslim powers and the West 

clashed as in Spain and in Eastern Europe. But it did disappoint, in her tally of follies, 

that she avoided Zionism and its outworkings in the tangled skein of skewed western 

(especially American) foreign policy, gigantic economic wastage, self-defeating military 

adventures and botched global strategy. 

Zionism is a political doctrine born in the late 19
th

 century based upon then-current 

western theories about the racial foundations of nationhood. The Jewish ‘race’, it was 
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said, was misanthropic in Europe because it had no state. But by the mid-20
th

 century 

such doctrines were being hastily cast aside in the West. Nazism, the apotheosis of the 

racial state, had seen to that. But Zionism anachronistically persisted with its basic 

doctrine intact, and founded the State of Israel in Palestine in 1948, ethnically cleansing it 

of its indigenous inhabitants. 

The Zionist governing elite did attempt to blend their nationalist ambitions with 

secular socialism but Israel’s Labor Zionists were finally expelled from the Socialist 

International. The propaganda coup of 1967, however, was in the long term more 

important than the actual military victory. Israel managed to tap into a funding torrent 

that shows little sign of letting up. It flows out of a clever (not to say, devious) inter-

twining of the Israeli kibbutz myth with the American frontier myth. But since 1967, in 

spite of their formidable track record, the Israeli secular Left has steadily lost ground to 

an ever more aggressive religious Zionism that has melded the old doctrine with a new 

core element that is fervently and even fanatically religious, and has no qualms about 

engaging in what can only be called ‘state terrorism’. And this too is western 

(specifically, American) in origin. And the shift in dynamic is ominous. 

Through its various permutations Zionism, withal, has been a very western folly 

inflicted upon the Middle East that can only end badly. Had Tuchman applied her razor 

wit and sharp mind to that agonizingly self-destructive folly, we would have been much 

enlightened. The only very oblique allusion she makes to it is when she remarks that the 

folly of Rehoboam has “exacted a long revenge that has left its mark for 2800 years.” 

Was this uncharacteristic timidity intentional? Surely it could not have passed her by 

that in the Israel-Palestine conflict there lay a whole minefield of folly that could have 

illustrated her prime thesis in spades. On the other hand, as a historian she may have held 

back because the folly was still playing itself out and had yet to reach its final defining 

moment. For my part, I do not buy ‘the other hand’. My suspicion is that even the most 

incisive minds among us can set aside their ‘swatter of lies’ when we feel personally at 

odds with our own most rigorous principles. In Tuchman’s case, then, silence seems to 

have been golden. 

But not so Obama. Are we then to hold him to account for abandoning his principles, 

and doing so publicly and blatantly, before his history has even properly begun? 

* 
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A great many hopes have been fixed on Barak Obama. The world longs for an 

American president who will break out of the straightjacket designed by John Foster 

Dulles, refined by Henry Kissinger and fitted onto every American president since. Were 

the world to vote for the American president, Obama would win by a landslide. Obama 

seemed to hold such a promise. But now, after June 2008, the Arab world would abstain. 

Obama’s performance at the AIPAC conference, when he accepted, as Uri Avneri put it, 

“the worst old-style Washington routine,” conjured up the debacle of 41 years ago 

virtually to the day when Israel completed its long-contemplated and carefully prepared 

conquest of the rest of Palestine. 

So, are we to hold Obama to account for compromising his principles? Yes. I think it 

will be difficult for him to buy back his ‘lie swatter’. It is now lost to him. And I leave the 

summing up to the Israeli battle-scared veteran peacenik, Uri Avneiri: 

How is it that a man like Obama, the son of an African father, identifies so 

completely with the actions of former generations of American whites? It shows 

again the power of a myth to become rooted in the consciousness of a person, so 

that he identifies 100% with the imagined national narrative. To this may be 

added the unconscious urge to belong to the victors, if possible. 

Therefore, I do not accept without reservation the speculation: “Well, he 

must talk like this in order to get elected. Once in the White House, he will 

return to himself.” 

I am not so sure about that. It may well turn out that these things have a 

surprisingly strong hold on his mental world. 

Of one thing I am certain: Obama’s declarations at the AIPAC conference 

are very, very bad for peace. And what is bad for peace is bad for Israel, bad 

for the world and bad for the Palestinian people. 

If he sticks to them, once elected, he will be obliged to say, as far as peace 

between the two peoples of this country is concerned: “No, I can’t!” 

* 

For our part, we will continue to wield our ‘lie swatters’ as best we can. Beelzebub 

yet demands our attention with or without Barak Obama’s help. But by what many now 
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feel to have been his betrayal, we do feel a deep sense of loss. Yâ li-l-hasrah! (Oh! but 

the heart constricts!) 

And I greet you from the lands of the morning. 

July 2008 

Liberty for All 

The Fourth of July is approaching. It is always a moment for sober thought. Again, 

because Nancy is the longest-serving member of the Cyprus Fulbright Commission, 

we’ve received the pro forma invitation from the US Embassy in Nicosia (a fortress and 

ugly monument to paranoia) to attend the annual reception. And again we have 

respectfully declined to attend in protest over the policies of the United States in the 

Middle East, policies that betray the vision of the Founding Fathers and the core 

principles of the American Revolution upon which our republic was founded. 

Were we in The States on that day we would enthusiastically participate in whatever 

local celebration there was because we would be among ‘the people’ and not guests of 

the American government. We’ve even planned a party of our own with British and 

Cypriot friends. We will hang out our WalMart-purchased Stars and Stripes, cook 

hamburgers on the Weber grill, stuff our faces with three-bean-salad, potato salad and 

watermelon, and sing the national anthem (not all six verses). The fireworks we will have 

to forego (sigh!). But for Nancy and me, the 4
th

 of July is a special day. 

Without really planning it that way, we have just watched the stunning mini-series, 

John Adams, and we’ve been reminded again what a struggle it was that birthed the 

United States of America onto the world stage with its pledge that ‘all men are created 

equal’ and ‘endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable rights’. The American 

Revolution and the framing of the United States’ Constitution was a moment not only for 

the infant nation but also for the world. It gave the world a champion of liberty that 

proclaimed all peoples had the right to be free from tyranny. It mesmerized people 

worldwide from 1776 through at least until the mid-1950s. And, in spite of significant 

internal blemishes (the genocide against Native Americans comes to mind and the whole 

saga of racism), that was a magnificent achievement. The world has not forgotten. 

* 
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Since the agony of Vietnam, however, we Americans have lost our innocence. In his 

farewell address to the American people, President Eisenhower warned us about the 

growing power and perversity of the military-industrial complex for which violence and 

war is stock in trade. For all that a great many of the patterns of American imperialism 

were developed under his watch, Eisenhower’s voice remains prophetic. Administrations 

since (with the possible exception of the hamstrung Jimmy Carter) have danced to the 

tune played by those against whom Eisenhower warned us. Not least of all in the Middle 

East (and especially since 1948) America has become slave to powers that have precious 

little to do with ‘we, the people’, and has become embroiled in ‘entangling alliances’ 

against which George Washington warned the fledgling nation. 

It is interesting to note that those in whom Woodrow Wilson’s doctrine of self-

determination struck deepest root were Muslims and Arabs. Mahatma Ghandi and the 

movement of Indian liberation was also a by-product. Even Ho Chi Minh, not much later 

and noting America’s heritage of liberty for all, appealed to the dying Roosevelt to 

support the Vietnamese in their struggle to remain free from French imperialism, a cause 

to which Roosevelt was partial (but against which Truman eventually acted). Madeline 

Albright is quoted as having said that “America is the indispensable nation,” and many 

hope she is right in spite of the Lyndon Johnsons and George Bushes of this world. And it 

is not surprising that Muslims and Arabs long for this perhaps more passionately than 

anyone, and they may indeed understand it better too. 

* 

The Arab and Muslim world is seeking to build for the 21
st
 century. Shaking up and 

reshaping the structures of the colonial past and coming to grips with the exploitative 

dictates of the forces shaping our global present are pressing challenges. Leaving to one 

side the whole mess in Iraq and Afghanistan, western-backed autocracies (such as Egypt) 

and the Israeli burr-under-the-saddle continue to plague. Financial manipulators cripple 

the world with rising fuel costs, the world food crisis and the collapse of housing markets 

in country after country. Even well-intentioned governments are powerless in the face of 

cynically manipulative and autonomous financial muscle greater than the GDPs of many 

countries. Guru-class economists are using the dreaded ‘R’ word not only in the United 

States but globally. Also among the issues being vigorously debated among Muslims in 

particular is how to reposition religion within the cultural, social, economic and political 

processes. They figure that the world’s malaise is not simply material and political; it is 

moral and spiritual. With refreshing naiveté they propose that responsibly exercised 
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religion cannot be commodified, marketed and controlled, and might actually be able to 

stand against the tide. 

The old cliché has it that Islam does not separate religion and politics, insists that 

people bow uncritically to vested authority, and uses instruments of coercion and 

violence to achieve its ends. Without an identifiable and accountable central Muslim 

authority, the very shapelessness of this chimera is what inspires fear. Beyond poisoning 

social relations, this fear becomes the broken rudder of policy that has guided, among 

others, the current American administration. 

That’s what makes it particularly interesting to see, precisely now, that a new 

generation of serious Muslim thinkers is examining with renewed interest the American 

prophets. They want to know how America’s founding fathers framed a nation’s mandate 

so as to enshrine the secular ideal without casting religion into the dustbin. 

Europe for its part largely separated religion from political institutions so as to protect 

those institutions from the corrupting force of religion; the American founding fathers, by 

contrast, separated the two in order to protect religion and the individual’s free exercise 

thereof from interference by government. The one moved from an authoritarian top-down 

notion of social and political organization; the other saw the issue bottom-up in terms of 

human rights and the individual’s freedom to cherish ‘life, liberty and the pursuit of 

happiness’. A more stark contrast there could not have been of what it means to live 

under the rule of law. 

* 

And that’s what interests these Muslims as they strive to tease apart their own 

heritage of over fourteen centuries. What they are discovering, somewhat to their own 

surprise, is that history gives them great leeway for experiment and conceptual recasting. 

They’ve no interest in throwing the baby out with the bath water, mind you. Their 

Muslim history is a treasure trove. But as they apply new paradigms to that many-faceted 

history they are discovering even deeper treasure. 

Evelyn Baring (Lord Cromer and once the functional British Viceroy of Egypt) is 

quoted as having said, “Islam changed is Islam no longer.” My professor at the American 

University of Beirut, Mahmoud Zayid, used to reply with a wry grin, “Islam is what 

Muslims say it is.” I’ve always liked Professor Zayid’s response not least of all because 

it’s true. And those who are speaking out today are proving him right. 
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For instance: they are getting beyond the banal hagiography of the 9
th

 century, and 

rediscovering the down-to-earth story of their past. Islam is not trapped in totalitarianism 

or the demagoguery that feeds violence and now terrorism. Muslims are free to challenge 

the formulaic pedantry of the traditional jurists, and the rote preachers and stagnated 

imams of the mosques. Islam, as the new generation sees it, begins with a profound 

respect for the human individual (al-insân) into whom God breathed his spirit. That 

human is custodian of all God’s gifts — life itself, human relations (not least of all 

between male and female), moral virtue, law and decency, respect for another’s person, 

property, dignity and integrity, knowledge of all sorts, and everything that God has 

created and pronounced good. In effect and at its core, Islam begins with the inalienable 

rights (and the implied obligations) of every individual on earth, a truth that is self-

evident because endowed by that individual’s Creator. Working the changes, that is a 

good basis for understanding what the American founding fathers expressed, and not a 

bad launch pad from which to pursue liberty for all. 

‘Working the changes’, however, is easier said than done. Not everything inherited 

from the past will be jettisoned. Understanding the American founding fathers will not 

mean aping them. The process in which Muslims are engaged will be a ‘revolution’ of 

their own making; they will articulate it. Its product will certainly be something new 

under the sun. And it will not be monolithic. God willing (in shâ’ Allâh), it will emerge 

with all the colors and vitality of the rainbow seen after the storm has passed. 

I only wish that I could live to see it. All I am given to see is a tantalizing glimpse in 

this dawn time of ours. We are still in the teeth of the storm and the world continues to 

struggle toward ‘liberty for all’. But isn’t that what the 4
th

 of July is all about in the end 

— a dream of people determined to be free and fruitful of good? 

And I greet you from the Lands of the Morning. 

August 2008 
The Old Tree Still Lives 

Almost every day here on Cyprus we are reminded that human history is a long and 

drawn out procession of living things, of people interacting with each other and with their 

environment … and somehow making a ‘go of it’. Going back 11,000 years and working 

down to the present (for around 450 generations) we see here evolved the architecture of 

human habitation. 
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Just on the edge of our village, at its eastern ‘gate’ so to speak, we have the oldest tree 

on the Island. It’s a stumpy, scowly old thing with a marvelously thick bole — 1,500 

years old they figure, and it looks it, a member of the pistachio family (in fancy talk: 

Pistachia Atlantica). It was a sapling somewhere around 500 A.D. It produces little 

berries with which Cypriots sometimes garnish their salads. Bored with (or sometimes 

even ignorant of) the long march of their history, perhaps this useful feature is what 

deterred people in our village from cutting it down for firewood long ago. 

Anyway, there squats this ancient thing still very much alive just beyond our old 

Greek Orthodox church of St. George. You can’t miss it as you drive or walk eastward 

out toward our neighboring village of Yerasa. And it expresses something I’m not sure 

there are words to express. It is a survivor and people kind of respect that, a sort of 

standing truth for their own endurance. It belongs to the architecture of human habitation 

here, a witness through the years, a very old ‘word’ for something that still has meaning, 

and people take a kind of bemused pride in the fact that they did not strike it down. 

* 

These are ancient lands all about us, home to cultures that are arguably the oldest we 

know. They’ve sprung up, swirled about each other, interpenetrated, blended, split, 

collided and shaped one another over millennia, spans of time it’s hard get our minds 

around. Here distinctively human verities had their first testing ground. 

People emerged from caves and moved beyond being hunter-gatherers. They built 

houses. Villages evolved into towns and towns into small cities. Arable land was cleared 

and crops were planted; sheep, goats, pigs, cattle, camels and horses were tamed, 

domesticated and harnessed. Economic ambition fed into the search for both prosperity 

and comfort … not bad things in and of themselves. 

Folk set about making things — small things for the home (plates, cooking pots and 

utensils) and vessels to ply the sea-lanes for recreation, fishing and trade … and for war. 

Tools became more sophisticated … weapons too. At roughly the same time human 

whimsy took to decorating things, making things of beauty to delight the eye and express 

awe. Speech was interpreted into writing. The remarkable human ability to communicate 

meaning, beauty and awe gave birth to philosophy and theology. Flutes and stringed 

instruments augmented human song and dance. We learned to ‘speak in tongues’. Art and 

war evolved together if not exactly in harness. Slavery was invented to deal with human 
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booty. In symbols and monuments we see emerge what we’ve come to recognize as 

‘civilization’. And improvisation invented ever faster ways to ‘spread the word’. 

As societies elaborated they grew simple sets of rules to define decency and order. 

The rules that contributed to survival were expressed into laws, moral principles and 

political institutions. Politics commodified power. Power, in its turn, harnessed 

philosophy and theology (and where necessary ‘dumbed’ them down for mass 

consumption). The spin-doctor craft is truly ancient. There was war and conflict all spun 

out to look ‘legitimate’, ‘just’ and even ‘holy’. It was against this cynical brutalization of 

power that the prophets railed. But prophets were few, far between and regularly held in 

dishonor especially in their own countries and among their own peoples. Many were 

killed; the words of others were distorted after they died. Spin again: the last word. 

Prophecy is lonely, fragile and vulnerable. 

In our technological age we have only elaborated on old themes. For people here in 

the lands of the morning there is nothing really new under the sun. Even the violence 

done to things of value, to the environment, and to fellow human beings isn’t new. 

You’ve only to look at the bald hills of Lebanon, Palestine and Cyprus to know that 

ancient forests were decimated over centuries. Wild life and whole ecosystems were 

trashed. Whole species were wiped out … whole peoples obliterated, enslaved. One 

generation quite mindlessly impoverished the next and bequeathed misery. Out of the 

anxiety that something had gone wrong with God’s human experiment sprang the three 

great monotheisms, warts and all — Judaism, Christianity and Islam. They tried to 

provide the spiritual grounding for the experience of self-consciousness and its purpose. 

Still keeping a spiritual spark at their core (often heavily masked), power too frequently 

subverted them, and used them to justify degradation both of our environment and of 

human cohabitation. We now have coined a word for that: dehumanization. With the 

patina of sanctity, it was more: it was desecration. 

Distressing it is that over the millennia we’ve learned precious little or nothing at all 

about how to cherish and preserve what we all hold in common — the gift and verity of 

life. “Life is cheap,” that old adage, continues to receive all too frequent affirmation. And 

yet whenever I pass the old faux-pistachio tree at our eastern ‘gate’, I need to think about 

endurance, and, indeed, the sanctity of life. 

* 
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Some time ago my old friend, Naim Ateek, founded ‘Sabeel’, a Palestinian Christian-

led movement that now has a worldwide support network (www.sabeel.org). It expresses 

a sort of ‘liberation theology’ that is uniquely Palestinian. From the day he launched 

Sabeel, Naim proclaimed the durability of the Palestinian people while challenging the 

Johnny-come-lately Israelis to live in peace. His gospel of non-violence has established 

his credibility and also made him a gadfly both for Palestinian hotheads and for Israeli 

hawks. And gradually he and his partners are making headway. You see, they take the 

long view, and exhibit the graces of persistence, compassion and endurance. 

In his lead editorial for this summer’s issue of Cornerstone, Sabeel’s quarterly, Naim 

castigated those who celebrated Israel’s 60
th

 anniversary for totally ignoring those who 

mourn the disaster those 60 years have inflicted. “[W]e violate our own God-given 

humanity and the humanity of our fellow brothers and sisters,” he warned, when we 

degrade and humiliate others as lower and lesser humans. “We must shed … our tribal 

theology and culture and discover the true potential of our own humanity.” And here’s 

the nub: “To celebrate one’s independence on the ashes of another people becomes 

blasphemy and a sacrilege [against God] … and a profanity against our fellow human 

beings. … So long as the Palestinians cannot share in the celebration, it is a shame for 

Israel to celebrate. … Oppressed people will ultimately gain their freedom. Sooner or 

later, Israel will have to grant liberation to the Palestinians. It is wiser if the Israelis 

initiate it themselves rather than being compelled to concede it.” [emphasis added] 

Nelson Mandela has just celebrated his 90
th

 birthday. There’s been a mountain of 

comment on his career and achievements. Colleagues and contemporaries have been 

interviewed ad nauseam. But one woman, I believe his defense lawyer, hit the nail on the 

head. Mandela, she said, stood over against the Apartheid regime’s F. W. DeClerk, and 

both men made radical choices. Mandela, she observed, chose to negotiate before he had 

won, and DeClerk chose to negotiate before he had lost. And, for South Africa, that has 

made all the difference. (God willing, Mandela’s and DeClerk’s successors and heirs 

won’t blow their legacy!) 

And, understanding Naim Ateek, for years now that’s all he’s been calling for. 

Historically speaking the Israelis are fragile (and primarily to be held at fault) but they’re 

in power; the Palestinians (warts and all) will not vanish into the dust storms of Middle 

East conflict and they cannot be quelled. Still, among both are those willing to beat Uzis 

into ploughshares, Qassâm rockets into pruning hooks. It is time for radical choices to be 

made. Ancient truths must refocus our attention upon what makes human beings truly 

http://www.sabeel.org/
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human; we must establish (again?) and expand the zone of viable and sustainable human 

habitation. Justice must flow down; truth’s coinage re-minted at full value. 

* 

There stands the old tree, and I’ve got to have hope that it is better to preserve a thing 

of value than to cut it down. People can talk to each other. There need not be either loser 

or winner. It is not a debate; it is a dialogue. Human self-consciousness and its purpose 

affirms life. It does not crush the spirit, that ancient element of beauty, awe, virtue and 

responsibility that ennobles the human soul. That is what the architecture of human 

habitation points to from its very first essays here in the Middle East. As the old preacher 

said, after the time for breaking things down comes the time for building up; after the 

time for weeping comes the time to laugh; after the time for mourning comes the time to 

dance. He knew a thing or two, did the preacher. We’d do well to remind ourselves of 

them. 

He would have laughed, for instance, to know that the old tree still lives. 

And I greet you from the Lands of the Morning. 

September 2008 

Poets 

In his tribute to Mahmoud Darwish, Uri Avnery relates an anecdote. After Anwar 

Sadat’s historic visit to Israel, members of the first Israeli delegation to Egypt (of which 

Avnery was one) wanted to know how the Egyptians had surprised them in the October 

war of 1973. In answer an Egyptian general replied, “Instead of reading the intelligence 

reports, you should have read our poets.” And in that terse observation the general put his 

finger on a growing gap between East and West. 

The Middle East breeds and esteems poets. Mahmoud Darwish, the unofficial 

Palestinian poet laurite, was laid to rest in Ramallah in mid-August. It will be some time 

ere he will be succeeded. He was an icon, a model, a myth. But a whole troop of 

Palestinian poets worships at his grave. One or more will emerge as the voice of outrage, 

liberation and love; they will sustain and nurture the Palestinian soul for a long time to 

come. And Israel had better listen up! 
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I remember the shocking assassination of Ghassan Kanafani by Israeli agents in 1972. 

For his devotion to the Palestinian cause and for the power of his words the Israeli secret 

service blew him to smithereens on a street in Beirut. But his words themselves have 

power beyond death. 

Kanafani and Darwish still speak to the Palestinian soul. And their legacies continue 

to be built upon. The new poets sustain the rhythms of outrage and anger, of hope and 

love upon which Palestinians feed. The poetry does not die. And men and women of 

power, prosaic and foolish though their souls may be, need to attend. 

* 

Indeed, what does a poet do? The Greek root of the word is poieo, meaning to make 

or do or produce. The poet, therefore, is a maker, a doer. As I understand it, the poet takes 

the human soul and crystallizes it into a prism that breaks spiritual light into component 

parts, and welds and flares those parts into fresh spectra of meaning and aspiration. The 

poet ignites the core of what it means to be human and speaks to the soul, that element in 

our nature that transcends the mundane and makes of us what we were created to be — 

the time-bound and mortal image of God in creation, his vice-regents on earth. 

And it is poetry that articulates this vocation most vividly because it takes language, 

the medium of our minds, and stretches it to its outer limits where perception turns into 

vision. That is why, particularly in conflict situations and in environments where poets 

are still held in honor, they can be very dangerous. They become the prophets of the 

people, the very voices of God. And God, the Poet par excellence, can be very dangerous 

indeed … not to mention subversive. 

That may be one reason why the Prophet Muhammad denied he was a poet even 

though the Qur’ân, the scripture he mediated, is very poetic. In Arabia of Muhammad’s 

day a poet was thought to be one possessed by a jinnî, a familiar spirit. A tribe’s poet 

was, to all intents and purposes, a weapon of war. The poet (shâ‘ir) had power to make 

you aware, to fill experience with an almost tactile sense (shu‘ûr) for the power of the 

poet’s message … on beyond the words. But Muhammad proclaimed he was inspired by 

God and not some rank jinnî, and the product of that inspiration (the Qur’ân) was 

inimitable precisely for that reason, its power was self-authenticating. 

Given Muhammad’s almost pathological antipathy to poets, there was an early and 

quite abortive effort to repress poetry among Muslims. It simply couldn’t succeed 
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because Arabic is the quintessential language of poetry (with all due apologies to Persian 

poets). Even within Muhammad’s own entourage — not least of all ‘Alî, his nephew, 

son-in-law and eventual successor — there were accomplished poets. In the succeeding 

centuries even theological treatises were composed in poetic stanzas, and prominent 

intellectuals, physicians and scientists were also known as to be very talented poets. It 

was almost a prerequisite. Poetry was recognized as the glue that held culture together 

even when everything else was falling apart. And in that respect nothing has changed in 

Arab culture down to the present day. 

But we westerners are in danger. The danger lies not in overt physical acts of terror, 

the marching of armies, or the dire straits of economies. In a sense, those things are 

superficial and at best symptomatic. In our sound-bite western culture the poet has been 

increasingly pushed aside. That’s the danger, don’t you see. Our poets construct our 

conduit into the meaning beyond today’s banalities. In their music and musings they take 

us forward into a whole new world. But we have to give them time. We have to linger 

with their ‘makings’ and with them reflect upon ourselves and upon our world. When we 

lose them, neglect them, despise or leave them in limbo we do a very stupid thing, and we 

find ourselves in serious danger therefore. Under the pummeling that our selves … our 

souls … receive in the brutal and barbaric dumbing-down of our culture into mere sound 

bites, they shrivel, cringing into dank corners and whimper. We lose them … lose our 

selves. 

* 

In 1963, having nearly flunked out of Hope College because I had spent virtually a 

whole year writing poetry, sleeping away the daylight hours, squelching through the 

morass of unfocused guilt, agonizing over the tempest in my glands and the vacuity of 

my goals, I finally did graduate (no little credit for which I attribute to the love of my 

bride, Nancy, who, much daring, married me on Thanksgiving Day, 1962). And, for the 

pains of that seemingly miss-spent year, I won the Eerdmans Prize for Poetry. 

My Aunt Beth (Scudder) and Uncle Wells Thoms, fabled missionaries on furlough 

that year from Oman, attended my graduation in loco parentis. They took Nancy and me 

out to a nice dinner after the event and did all the needful. But I will never forget my 

uncle’s declaiming over lunch upon the fact that, had I graduated in an Arab country, the 

audience would have demanded that I recite at least one of my poems. As it was, with a 

fifty-dollar check in my sweaty paws and a flaccid handshake from Irwin Lubbers (who 
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had endured far more grief from me than he needed to have done), I galumphed across 

the Civic Center stage to anemic applause. 

Uncle Wells’ words have stayed with me, though. The muse has struck with a fair 

degree of insistence time and again (although less raucously of late). I remain a closet 

poet, but a poet nonetheless. As a case in point, somewhat inspired by Darwish and 

Kanafani but also by events on the ground, some years ago now I wrote … 

Recollections of June 5, 1967 

I heard a people, 

a chant, a curse. 

I heard a child 

and he playing 

and someone 

not thinking 

put a bullet 

through his soul 

and he grew up 

under night. 

A listener 

heard them come 

upon the land, 

an unusual few, 

ancient child land, 

lovely barren spot: 

In dull glow dawn 

sleep curls dreams, 

rich colors burn 

rife with dance, 

ecstatic shepherd 

whoops alone 

unbounded voice, 

the land a vision. 

But they came 

seized by hunger 
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and a thirst for 

others’ blood. 

Hands clutching, 

soil smelling, 

they all devoured 

and claimed the rest 

and took it. 

Who sought no blood 

now claims the right to it, 

who caressed a flute 

intones now death 

upon the nay, 

who honors sons, 

and sick of rage, 

pities his predator, 

seeks him in caves, 

makes white breath 

in the cold dusks 

now inflicts death. 

And I heard a people, 

a chant, a curse.  

And I have heard a child 

and he playing 

and someone 

not thinking 

put a bullet  

through his soul 

and he grew up  

under night. 

It’s not Darwish or Kanafani, but it may be worth thinking about. 

And I greet you from the Lands of the Morning. 
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October 2008 
Hurricane Season 

This year saw an exceptionally fierce season of deadly hurricanes (Gustav, Hannah 

and Ike) in the Caribbean and on the Gulf coast of the United States. And here’s an irony: 

The Florida folks who forecast and monitor the Atlantic’s tropical storms figure that the 

season should taper off on or around September 11
th

. And they were about right this year, 

weren’t they? Is it a fluke? These days, when polar and glacial ice is melting like the 

Good Humor Man’s soft ice cream in summer, and ocean currents are changing because 

the once-muscular polar ice no longer cools warm currents and bashes them back down to 

the ocean floor to run the other way, who’s to say what seasonal patterns can be 

predicted? Precedent is no longer a guide. 

September 11
th

 this year was also the sabbatical of a massive American outrage. The 

only one comparable — the Japanese bombing of Pearl Harbor on December 7, 1941 — 

was at least purged during a massive world war that Americans, by and large, felt was 

worth waging. Unfortunately that war was ended in the Pacific by a second outrage — 

the nuclear bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki (August 6 and 9, 1945) — and that has 

not yet worked its way out of the human psyche. I’m not sure where to slot the 

firebombing of Dresden and other outrages, not least of which was the Holocaust that 

consumed Jews, Romas, Slavs, homosexuals, the mentally infirm, religious dissidents, 

Communists and whomever else the Nazis deemed to be subhuman. Three generations 

on, there’s been no effective catharsis for these obscenities either. 

However we weigh up that mid-20
th

 century season of killer storms, in the wake of 

9/11 the launching wars in Iraq and Afghanistan (with reverberations in Pakistan and 

elsewhere) has, if anything, only added strength to this latest human-wrought hurricane. 

This is a real category-5 storm. Far from offsetting the trauma of 9/11, even seven years 

on, the counter-measures taken only add anguish to outrage, and the storm continues to 

suck up intensity from the tepid waters of human irrationality. 

* 

On September 11
th

, 2001, glued to the news as most of us were after the barbaric, 

long drawn out, and much replayed demolition of the Twin Towers, the crumpled 

Pentagon, and the lonely flight that ploughed into the Pennsylvania countryside, there 

seemed to be a moment when, out of agony, something healing might yet have been 
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salvaged. But a pistol packin’ American president hell-bent on playing with his big new 

toys that went ‘boom!’ pranced onto the stage and those hopes were dashed. 

In the immediate aftermath, members of the Bin-Lâdin family and the Saudi royal 

household were quickly spirited out of the US back to Saudi Arabia on luxury jets when 

only military aircraft were supposed to be in the air. Theoretically, nobody yet even knew 

that the terrorist crews of the doomed planes were primarily Saudi nationals. Curious it is 

how quickly the war horns began to blare even before the investigative process had been 

concluded. I won’t ever forget, on the day after the holocaust, Gore Vidal’s chilling 

forecast that the Bush administration would target Iraq even though Iraq was not 

complicit in the 9/11 outrage, far less in possession of weapons of mass destruction. 

Vengeance, Vidal said, was on Bush the Younger’s mind; but for those who manipulated 

that mind, Vidal observed, the real driving force was oil. And oil has been cauldron-hot 

vector in this current hurricane season. 

It was a time when Americans and the world at large first became aware that there 

was something called al-Qâ’idah. Later … much later! … we were to learn that the 

American intelligence community knew it intimately for nigh unto fifteen years earlier, 

having brought it to birth in the first place, and moreover knew even then that it had 

spawned a viper. (Read Oliver North’s 1987 testimony before the Senate committee investigating the Iran-Contra Affair.) 

Now it is a household word along with the Mephistophelian visage of ‘Usâmah bin-

Lâdin. But then suddenly TV anchors were talking knowledgeably about al-Qâ’idah and 

the Taliban concerning whom they had been ignorant only the week before. And we all 

scrambled to find Afghanistan on the map because that’s where our first bombs were 

heading. 

By the time we learned those things, though, we were already well and truly into the 

hurricane season, weren’t we? September 11
th

 became not the end but the beginning of 

the fiercest season of human-generated killer storms in living memory, and we’re still in 

the midst of it. It touched off spot tornadoes in London, Madrid, Bali, Lahore, Baghdad, 

all of Lebanon and God knows where. The cushioning ‘ice shelves’ (our cooler minds, 

that is) seem to have melted; the human currents have become quirky and unpredictable. 

And we’ve yet to find or invent a mechanism for catharsis that will damp down the 

humid Coriolis effect of human cupidity and allow for a new dynamic that we might call 

‘peace’ or at least breathing space that will allow the storm winds and the drenching rains 

of human emotion to dissipate. 
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* 

I find it amazing how quickly political and senior retired military figures, preachers 

and newly minted pundits have come forward to proclaim that the Qur’ân is a demonic 

contrivance that enjoins the practice of terrorism and anti-Semitism, warning us that the 

whole Muslim community is working for the collapse of western civilization, replacing it 

with a reinvented and repressive Muslim Caliphate. This has actually taken root and is 

now a strong vector strengthening the hurricane. Muslims aren’t innocent victims in all 

this, mind you. No less than others they’re vulnerable and suggestible human beings, 

bewildered by the swirling, deafening howl of this storm, and vulnerable to exploitation 

and faith’s distortion. But to tar-and-feather the whole Muslim community with 

falsehoods and exaggerations is itself demonic. 

Islamic civilization’s message has traditionally eschewed violence against innocent 

bystanders and worked to restore civil order whenever it has broken down. If violence 

there must be, it must be against those armed for battle and capable of defending 

themselves. All those not engaged — especially the aged, women and children — no 

matter their religious or cultural identity are harâm (God protected). That’s the dictum … 

that’s the rule! Anyone who violates that code revolts against God and becomes a heretic, 

an apostate. 

As are we all, the Muslim community is trying to sort out where it’s placed in the 

global scheme of things. Boundaries have been fudged. Unlike in the past, today’s 

Muslim geography can’t specify where the ‘Household of Islam’ begins and where it 

ends. Muslims are being forcing a rethink their traditional cosmology. Muslims, 

Christians and Jews — along with everyone else — have been jumbled together in a 

great, undifferentiated, global mass of cacophonous humanity. While this might be seen 

positively as the precursor of a new, more ecumenical world culture, perversely during 

this hurricane season it probably functions more like a pressure system that feeds in the 

destructive energy of fear and paranoia between people who should otherwise have been 

neighbors to one another. 

And Muslims perhaps more than most are having a tough time sorting this all out. 

There is no doubt that the rolling boil of global issues impacts upon the broader Muslim 

community and its traditional social order — women’s rights and status, matters of sexual 

orientation, the universality of charity, issues of war and peace, global consumerism and 

the new economic imperialism, how banks work and interest is earned, human rights 
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broadly conceived, the environment’s degradation, democracy and pluralism, and a host 

of other issues. Quite apart from Muslims often sensing they’re under attack within and 

by western civilization, is it any wonder that they feel beleaguered in today’s world? All 

their old certainties are fluctuating and many are patently archaic and actually failing. 

Out of this and other very serious socio-economic and cultural factors springs the 

historically offensive distortion of fanaticism, an expression of Islam that Muslims 

themselves find both shocking and profoundly offensive. Furthermore, it plays in 

harmonic syncopation with other fanaticisms that belong to Jews, Christians and other 

ideological communities. Depending on how we’re placed, the winds and deluge fall 

upon us more or less violently. But the winds and the fallout are there, like it or not. 

* 

Hey folks! since we ourselves feed the storm vectors, they are really ours to control. 

Isn’t it about time we did something about them … about ourselves? The 9/11 hurricane, 

year after year, swells, subsides, makes disastrous ‘landfalls’ here and there, and then 

swings back out into tepid waters to begin the cycle all over again. Neither of America’s 

presidential hopefuls seems to have the moral integrity far less the political acumen to 

resolve this thing. Throw into the mix the economic chaos bred by faceless corporate 

greed (a ‘four-letter word’, if ever there was one) in the investment and banking sectors 

that produce nothing of value but only scavenge and gobble up the profits of working 

stiffs, and we find that the matter returns to what the American Declaration of 

Independence identifies as ‘we the people’, doesn’t it? 

Do we have the courage and resolve to declare that we’re just not going to take this 

any more? The storm has got to stop. We need a new and true catharsis … a process of 

human reconciliation that gives way to peace. And to achieve that it’s got to be a ground 

swell of Jews, Christians, Muslims and all morally competent human beings that reverses 

the spin and unwind the violence of this hurricane season. 

In hope … 

I greet you from the Lands of the Morning. 
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November 2008 

Thanks for the Giving 

We come into the season of American Thanksgiving a bit bewildered. The much-

anticipated American election — the most contentiously fought and expensive political 

orgy of all time — is now over. So there’s at least that to thank God for. It’s over. But as 

the Obama team puts together its transition strategy, appoints its key players in his 

forthcoming administration, and has them strut across the stage, what’s really being put 

on show? With their fabulously high-priced votes have Americans once again ‘bought a 

pig in a poke’? It seems we might have. 

The British have celebrated their Harvest Festival (October 5
th

) and, in our 

dominantly British Anglican church fellowship here in Cyprus, we enjoyed the hoopla. 

But Nancy and I, nothing daunted, will celebrate American Thanksgiving just the same. 

The mix of our guests will be both American and British. The turkey on the Weber grill is 

just not something one would choose to miss. But we also remind our British friends that 

what is now an ‘American’ Thanksgiving was originally a British occasion since it was 

first celebrated when America was the principal colony of Great Britain, and their 

Harvest Festival is but a knock-off … almost an afterthought. So … Thanksgiving it is. 

And it has definitely become American. 

* 

But what is there to give thanks for? Stock markets around the world slosh around 

with our money and speculators mob around the market barrels as though bobbing for 

apples. Were it not for the great damage they do, they would be comic. We sing, “We 

plough the fields and scatter the good seed on the land,” but it’s money that’s getting 

scattered, and parasites are the ones rewarded for raking it up and trashing it. 

Banks, once friends of the working stiff, have gone over to The Enemy. They play 

with money as though money were itself a ‘commodity’, making it rise and fall 

depending upon their yen for the Yen, the once-almighty Dollar, the British (once 

sterling) Pound, or the upstart Euro. Money isn’t money any more. It’s no longer a 

measure for value of work actually done, of worthwhile things actually created and 

produced. It’s all been debased by the whim of the moneychangers. Mammon is king, 

and his gospel is the chimera of a quick something-for-nothing. 
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If I hear the phrase ‘volatile stock markets’ one more time I think I’ll scream (and I 

reckon I’ll be screaming a lot in days to come). While, at their birth, stock markets may 

have seemed a good idea — gathering investors together with those needing a shot of 

capital, balancing risk against asset and interest — they have transformed themselves into 

a bewildering ganglion of siphons, shunts and directionless millraces that bleed off 

ethereal profits, providing a fabulous feeding ground for financial piranhas. The old bank 

on the corner of State and Main has joined the feeding frenzy. It’s ludicrous! But it ruins 

our sleep, doesn’t it? I can’t shake the image of the slashing teeth and dribbling chins of 

those churning red the waters of today’s stock markets. 

So, remind me: to whom and for what are we giving thanks? Why on earth do we 

continue to plough and scatter? The best advice? ‘Just don’t go near the water!’ 

* 

Days are passing now since November 4
th

, and, yes, Nancy and I did vote (all reports 

to the contrary notwithstanding). And, silly me! I was up at four in the morning our time 

to hear the end: McCain’s short concession speech (stilted and even reluctant but 

remarkably gracious nonetheless) and Barak Obama’s victory speech (oratorically grand 

but stunningly vacuous). We came away with an armload of mushy emotion, mumbling 

to ourselves, ‘Yes we can!’ 

But what ‘can’ we, really? How are things shaping up after the euphoria in Chicago’s 

Grant Park where our Tom and Eve were present? After the high emotion and 

celebrations, what we emphatically don’t want to hear is that, far from a ‘change’ that we 

‘can’ achieve, Obama will lead us toward more of the same with the same breed of 

politician — the leach, the power parasite — that has ruled us for decades. Obama must 

be very careful. He has raised expectations to unprecedented levels for a people and a 

nation who need to reaffirm their self-perceived persona. That is: a kinder and gentler 

people who are concerned not just for prosperity, happiness and peace-and-security at 

home, but also for truth-speaking, justice and decency both at home and throughout the 

world. If he should disappoint this expectation he may very well see a grassroots revolt 

… even a rebellion. Having mobilized the people, he had better not betray them. 

It is ominous, then, that we hear the President-elect’s appointed Chief of Staff will be 

Rahm Israel Emanuel, one of establishment Washington’s most fierce, persistent and 

outspoken Zionists. His father, Benjamin, funded Zionist Irgun terrorists in the 1940s and 
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Rahm grew up ‘in the faith’ (as it were). He was at Obama’s elbow when, following 

Hillary Clinton’s defeat in the Democratic primary in June, Obama addressed the 

American-Israel Political Action Committee (AIPAC) in an excessively obsequious 

manner. So here’s Emanuel again at Obama’s elbow. The issue is not whether Obama has 

sympathy for Israel. The issue is whether he can afford to have in his deepest counsels 

someone who is, to all intents and purposes, a foreign agent … indeed, an Israeli citizen 

who has served as a volunteer in their military. 

The Israeli-Palestinian conflict can be seen as a localized affair, but, in truth, it has 

global repercussions. The al-Qâ’idah insurgency in Iraq and elsewhere, and the Tâlibân 

campaign in Afghanistan and Pakistan, sap American lives and treasure, and generate a 

great deal of propaganda capital out of America’s unquestioned and massive support for 

Israel. The Iranian regime, with its rhetoric and its nuclear ambitions that threaten the 

Middle East’s balance of terror, does the same. Obama, who is extremely well informed 

on this particular issue, must be free to deal with it (as few American administrations 

since 1947 have been able to do) if he is going to fulfill his promise of an America that is 

constructively and honestly engaged in world affairs. 

Does the appointment of Rahm Israel Emanuel threaten that? I think it does. In his 

Grant Park speech Obama, when addressing the rest of the world, spoke of seeking 

‘peace-and-security’ with nary a mention of ‘justice’. Who was it slipped that Zionist 

cliché and its telling omission into the speech? In foreign affairs (and they’re bound to 

include Israel), it’s OK to talk peace-and-security. ‘Justice’ though, in the Zionist lexicon, 

is defined as a dirty four letter Palestinian and even an anti-Semitic word. Delete! Delete! 

Delete! … I think Mr. Emanuel has already been hard at work. 

As Americans Nancy and I have gotten warm congratulations. One good friend wrote, 

“You and Nancy are so lucky to be Americans.” I truly hope it will prove to be so, but I 

don’t like the writing on the wall. (Daniel, chapter 5) Will Obama be the doomed Belshazzar or 

will he be the foretold and messiah-like Cyrus? It is my prayer that Obama, when he is 

weighed, will not be found wanting. It would be an unmitigated travesty were his 

magnificent treasure (the fabulous fund of trust and high hopes expressed by the 

American voter) despoiled by political looters and frittered away. But, as ‘Umar al-

Khayyâm is said to have phrased it, “The moving finger writes and having writ moves 

on.” It’s up to Barak Hussein Obama to decipher this, his destiny’s moment. There’ll be 

no more writing after these first few days. The writing finger has moved on; what’s 

written is already fading. No further warning. This is his moment. ‘No drama Obama’ 
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will have to use all his sagacity and wisdom, his judgment and his feel for justice, and he 

will have to use it now. Later will be just too late. 

* 

Thanksgiving? Indeed! We give thanks for those things now past and done, praying 

that good deeds and good intentions will bear good fruit. We give thanks for the time of 

decision, with all its unknowns and momentous promise. We give thanks for wise heads 

that gather to offer sage advice to a young man now catapulted into high office, and we 

pray that he will have ears that hear and an understanding heart. And we give thanks for 

those cooler heads now coming forward whose task it will be to redesign the world’s 

financial order, and for them we pray a spirit of true stewardship for the wealth that 

belongs to others and ultimately to God. 

And we will still sing, “We gather together to ask the Lord’s blessing!” and “We 

plough the fields and scatter the good seed on the land!” praying that God will continue 

to feed and water our better efforts. Blessed as we are, and putting aside for the moment 

our anxieties, we gather together to give God thanks for those things that bode well for 

the path ahead, praying that the tricky footing now showing won’t result in a disastrous 

fall from grace. 

We have just observed ‘Remembrance Sunday’ with our British friends, a moving 

and solemn occasion that the British take very seriously and ‘do’ rather well. To their 

credit, remembering their responsibility for how our world order has evolved, it was an 

occasion that embraced virtually everyone on our small globe. The youth we graybeards 

in safe places still squander in the travesty of war we now both honor and mourn … and 

we do remember. For all that unspeakable gore and soul-distorting violence, we now 

repent and pray that it will cease. And we give God thanks for the ability to honor 

innocence and altruism and patriotism and just plain loyalty and decency. We have been 

blessed in the midst of evil and political cynicism. And we both remember and give 

thanks to God for the humanity to which we still cling … to which we still aspire … that 

honors sacrifice, that longs for justice, and that strives for peace. In these things we will 

find our security! Only there! They are the gift of transcendent value and for them we say 

to God, ‘Thanks for the giving.’ 

And I greet you from the Lands of the Morning. 
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December 2008 
Teaching … ‘Gloria’! 

In our little church of St. Barnabas in Limassol we’ve recently concluded a five-

session seminar on ‘Christians and Muslims in Our World’. Quite coincidentally, we 

were hard at work when, under UN auspices, leaders of world religions met in New York 

to address the problem of slander by one religious community against another. The 

second coincidence was a meeting between Roman Catholic and Muslim scholars in 

Rome. They focused on the issue of religious freedom and how to put a damper on 

bigotry and persecution of one group by the other. I might add that neither of those 

august gatherings paid us at St. Barny’s any heed whatsoever. … Their loss! 

It strikes me, though, that lofty declarations by so-called leaders won’t ‘shift the load’ 

for those, wittingly or not, already heavily burdened by prejudice. What’s needed is an 

agenda for teaching people things of value that yields mature perception, a hands-on 

process to effect a transition in attitude — not necessarily a radical break but at least an 

opening of long-shut windows. We don’t change our minds all that easily unless we are 

already of a mind to change. The Qur’ân’s thoughtful aphorism is, “God doesn’t change 

what’s in a people until they change what’s in themselves.” (13:11b) That is to say, teaching 

is important … even crucial. 

Especially since September 11, 2001, and the shocking violence that has followed in 

London, Madrid, Bali, Baghdad and now Mumbai, we western Christians have become 

tremblingly anxious about Islam especially as Muslims become a growing part of our 

societies, transforming them with new flavors, colors, ways of dress and customs, and 

challenging old ways, old presuppositions, old certainties. Particularly in Britain, some of 

our folk asked, “Are we breeding a generation of homegrown terrorists, the more so as 

we bend over backwards to give Muslims space?” That, of course, presumes that 

terrorism today is something new for us. But, as much as it finds homes elsewhere, 

terrorism is endemic to western society and culture. For instance, on the ideological Left, 

the Bolshevik Revolution fed into any number of movements that still pursue a capricious 

program of ‘revolutionary violence’; on the Right, the Nazi reign of terror has spawned 

contemporary avatars in shocking places — indeed even among those who were 

themselves victims of that terror. 

If terrorism is novel anywhere, it is so within mainline Sunnî Islam that has been 

remarkably resistant to the capricious violence that we call ‘terrorist’. It is with stunned 
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shock that Sunnî Muslims must now somehow deal with this alien amalgam of ideas and 

acts that stretch credulity. Some ideas are Islamic but the controlling ideological overlay 

is very strange to them, disorienting, unprecedented. But simply to say, “This is not 

Islam!” doesn’t do it. Muslims must grapple with Islamist terrorism, its alien inspiration 

and methods, and demonstrate especially to each other the wrongness of contemporary 

Islamism and the terrorism it breeds. For them, especially now, teaching is not just 

crucial … it is in every sense absolutely vital! 

In our small event at St. Barny’s we worked with these insights, and found we could 

move into new postures (if sometimes a bit awkwardly). To varying degrees we came to 

feel better poised, when opportunity availed or needs must, to meet Muslims with fair 

mindedness. We came better to understand James’ warning: “Do not speak evil against 

one another. … There is one lawgiver and judge who is able to save and destroy. So who, 

then, are you to judge your neighbor?” (James 4:11-12) At least we helped each other discover 

that disagreement need not necessarily be divisive. Our discussions and debates were 

lively and almost always civil. The group, in fact, is now asking for more … if in a 

different key. And that is what I mean by ‘a transition in attitude’. We found the air 

pouring in through newly opened windows refreshing and even something of a relief. In 

other words, teaching really works. 

* 

Faith-in-practice is delicate and frangible. More than on any other level, faith 

challenged stimulates fear — be that faith in God, in country, in custom and culture or in 

anything else. And fear, as Frank Herbert rightly identified it in his Dune saga, is the 

mind-killer. It plugs up our spiritual breathing passages; it is the flu of the soul, a psychic 

virus that attacks the respiring and aspiring spirit. Our modern commercial media 

ghoulishly feed upon and spread it, and, since 9/11/01, our out-going American 

administration has used it to poison public policy, both foreign and domestic. 

If there is one thing within Barak Obama’s personal remit when he dons the mantle of 

his office, it is to administer an antidote to fear in public policy, and liberate the mind of 

the body politic so it can think with clarity and good judgment. That’s what he asked for; 

only he can make sure he gets it. Knowledge and understanding are the only specifics I 

know against unreasoned fear. Obama is in a unique position to administer these. In 

effect, I guess I’m saying that he must be a teaching president on the model, perhaps, of 

Franklin Delano Roosevelt. 
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The first and most obvious task Barak Obama faces is more instructional than strictly 

pedagogical. He must first choose, teach and train his instructors. That means he must see 

that the justice, law-enforcement agencies and commercial watchdogs actually work in 

accord with America’s Constitution (something undermined of late). Terrorism, as 

Muslim thinkers saw long ago, is a criminal activity often driven by ideological 

extremism (in Arabic, ghulúu). The wisdom says, respond to it is as to a crime. 

Deglamorize the terror business. It’s not war. It’s law enforcement. 

The Qur’ân’s oft-repeated concern is that justice must be seen to be done. That is the 

first order of business in law enforcement … no favoritism shown. The task must earn 

respect. It is in being so earned that Peter’s exhortation makes sense: “For the Lord’s sake 

accept the authority of every human institution, whether of the emperor as supreme, or of 

governors, as sent by him to punish those who do wrong or to praise them who do right.” 

(1st Peter 2:13-14) Critically, among other things, government does the work of policing crime 

and executing justice, and not infrequently that requires physical force. And that’s OK. 

That’s what government is literally ordained to do. Obama-the-teacher must instruct his 

government to do right. The fact that this will have international ramifications makes it 

more complex, but it does not change its nature. The key to doing right is doing justice, 

both at home and abroad. If Obama-the-teacher, forgets that, he’s lost the game of 

governing before it has really begun. 

Above all other professions, honor is due to the teacher. After all, it is as ‘teacher’ 

that Jesus was most frequently addressed and referred to. All the epistles (be they by 

Paul, Peter, James, John, the unknown author of Hebrews or the mysterious ‘John’ of 

Revelation) focus upon education: Know your faith and your world! Act in accordance 

with it! Be decent! The burden of the Qur’ân is much the same. The word for 

‘knowledge’ (‘ilm and its various permutations) takes up an amazing eleven pages in my 

concordance to the Qur’ân! “Seek knowledge,” the Prophet is said to have remarked, 

“even if you must go to China to find it [i.e. to the uttermost parts of the earth].” Above 

all other factors, as the Qur’ân sees it, knowledge is the epicenter of moral behavior: 

Know your faith and your world! Act in accordance with it! Be decent! The education a 

teacher imparts removes the veils, abates the instinct to fear and reanimates the mind. 

Teaching is not only good; it is downright salvific. 

On the faith level, the Qur’ân says, “There is to be no coercion [or, intimidation 

ikrâh] in matters religious.” (2:256a) In the same passage, it points out that faith is in God’s 

not human hands. But the qur’ânic principle may be extended. Coercion is simply 
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unacceptable. It is a form of terrorism, after all, criminal by definition. It subverts the 

rational mind through fear and is a form of enslavement. It is the very antithesis of 

education, and education is a godly business. 

Again the Qur’ân may be our guide. It says, “Do not debate People of the Book 

except with decency.” (29:46) That’s a broad pedagogical principle. Do not hector or 

declaim but be decent. Treat your interlocutors (read: voters) as intelligent and rationally 

endowed human beings and, if you do your job right, trust them (or at least most of them) 

to understand … not necessarily to agree, but at least to understand. As Barak Obama 

adopts his role as America’s teacher, he must allow for, encourage and listen to debates 

on many issues and on many different levels affecting public policy. And he must use his 

pedagogue’s intuition to keep the debate going in a constructive, fair and decent manner. 

Teaching, he must already know, is a humanitarian and human art that makes a world of 

difference. 

* 

God has never been silent. Even Muslims assert that God and his Word exist eternally 

together. As we anticipate the Festival of the Incarnation, we remember that there is an 

incarnational dimension to the ‘Word’. The Word comes ‘down to earth’, is ‘made flesh’ 

and dwells among us. We must listen up. We need to hope that Obama and, with him, 

other world leaders as well are listening up and learning that ‘Gloria!’ is a triumphant 

exclamation of the human soul. If we defang fear by understanding and if decency (that 

is, justice, not mere peace-and-security) is done we will be able clearly to voice it again. 

So in his truly marvelous vocation as teacher-elect we hail Obama. In that high calling 

may he, with God’s help, reclaim justice for us all and in it may we find our peace and, 

hence (only hence!), our security indeed. 

Gloria in excelsis Deo! 

And I greet you from the Lands of the Morning. 

An Apology: In my last (November) meditation I stated that Rahm Emanuel was “a 

foreign agent … indeed, an Israeli citizen.” This was wrong. As he should have 

done if he was not to be known as a foreign agent, Emanuel formally 

surrendered his Israeli citizenship when he embarked upon a career in American 

national politics. In email conversation with my friend Jim Zogby my fears 
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about Emanuel and his potential role in the forthcoming Obama administration 

as a spokesperson for lopsidedly strong pro-Israel policies have been somewhat 

allayed … somewhat, but not entirely. Jim is also a teacher, and that’s a 

godly vocation. 

January 2009 

In With the New! 

Daughter Beth has reminded me recently what it is to be a ‘Third Culture Kid’ (a 

TCK). Beth is a 6
th

 generation TCK … that makes me a 5, I guess … of a long line of 

forebears born expatria … mostly in India, actually. Is there a genetic thing that kicks in 

somewhere along the generations? The Scudder line, Puritan colonizers in the New 

World from the 17
th

 century, has been American a full century before there was an 

America. One of us, a Colonel Nathaniel Scudder, MD, was the only member of the 

Continental Congress to have lost his life fighting for independence from Britain. He died 

in a skirmish near Shrewsbury, New Jersey. That’s good grist for the mill! 

In our modern world, though, it all gets a bit confused, doesn’t it? Irrelevant? 

No, not irrelevant. History has a way of sneaking up. The early Puritans were the 

TCKs of their day. In a sense the whole American experience is a mish-mash of stories 

told by wave upon wave of TCKs. It still is. People have migrated into that experience. 

Some came of their own accord; others like the blacks were forced; Native Americans, 

for their part, were simply overwhelmed and alienated into TCKs in their own homeland; 

some came because there was nowhere else to go; others came chasing a dream; still 

others came being chased by their devils. The mix of aliens coalesced and accidentally 

invented the still evolving enigma we call America. 

The opening line of Robert Frost’s The Gift Outright, has long haunted me: “The land 

was ours before we were the land’s,” he observed. And he closed with four lines that read 

like a Third Culture Kid’s manifesto: “Such as we were we gave ourselves outright … / 

To the land vaguely realizing westward, / But still unsorted, artless, unenhanced, / Such 

as she was, such as she would become.” The ‘New World’ was not so much new by 

virtue of its geography as by virtue of its people and their mismatched stories ‘… 

unsorted, artless, unenhanced’. 
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Still and all, America remains what Arabs call ‘al-mahjar’, the land of renunciation, 

of sanctuary … the land of the alternate identity. Those who went were mughtaribûn, and 

that’s an interesting word. Most simply it indicates those who went west (al-gharb) but 

the word has an undertone of estrangement (ghirbah). The meanings, mixed together, 

have allowed Arab immigrants to integrate (better than any other group, perhaps) into 

base-line American society and culture. The old umbilical is still there, mind you, but it 

has marvelous elasticity. It can wrap itself around the American experience with all its 

mythic connotations and do so wholeheartedly. As a group of relatively recent TCKs, 

Arabs in America are a treasure. 

* 

Barack Obama is a TCK. And he is the first of our kind to achieve the high office into 

which he is being inducted. Does that make any difference? Perhaps it does. We shall see. 

After all we live in a global age and the United States (the quintessential TCK nation) is a 

global player … the most crucial player of all, some say. If the American president 

possesses that global subtext in his identity, then perhaps he will act in accord with that 

identity. Let’s hope. For the sake of expediency, he may reject it, to be sure. He just may. 

Jingoism has played more subtle tricks. But he will do so only at great cost not only to his 

own soul, but also to his own people and to the world at large. He has become, to all 

intents and purposes, the center of America’s global identity and polity. And if the center 

won’t hold, then we’re in for trouble … deep trouble … worldwide. The American 

identity is highly fissionable material; it can be used to generate peaceful power, or it 

could be detonated into a world conflagration. 

* 

TCKs have fascinated American social scientists. Some express alarm. They find 

them rootless, confused, bereft of identity and aimlessly rebellious, angry but without a 

focus for their anger, or simply wanderers in the earth, a vagabond generation. Others, 

however, find American TCKs to be unique souls. They struggle for identity and more 

frequently than not they emerge from that struggle with a stronger sense of self-worth: 

their horizons are broader; their interests are more wide-ranging; they appreciate 

difference more intuitively, compassionately, receptively; their sense of purpose is less 

fraught, less plagued by self-doubt; and, most significantly, they have the ability to think 

outside the box. 
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In my own experience, I’ve been struck over the years that American TCKs aren’t 

alone. We belong to a whole generation of migrant un-boxed people worldwide. My 

particular affinity has been with the offspring of Indians raised in the Arab Gulf and 

Arabs who find themselves at home in the United States. We are a growing body of 

TCKs around the world with a lot in common. We see ourselves as world citizens 

(subcategory, ‘Indian’, ‘Arab’ or what have you … subcategory ‘American’). 

Is that a bad thing? I don’t think so. In a global age, one that is beset by global 

economic and political angst, what we need are people who can include rather than 

exclude. And the world culture of TCKs is helping to rationalize the threatening chaos. 

Are they less than patriots? Not at all! What they provide are bridges; they make 

connections and counter the human proclivity to draw in, to indulge fear of the stranger, 

and short-circuit the human-to-human connection. They provide the quintessential stuff 

out of which peacemakers are born. 

* 

Malcolm Gladwell — author of Tipping Point and a journalist and editorialist for the 

New Yorker Magazine — is another example of a creative American TCK. Among other 

issues, he argues that societies are susceptible to viral contamination. Saying this, he is 

working with the model of epidemiology. There are all sorts of ills — viruses that infect 

social organisms — that can make a whole society dysfunctional and sick. Crime, 

Goodwell argues, is one such virus. Only a few individuals actually ‘carry’ it, but it can 

infect, intimidate, and terrorize a whole community. As an example of how to combat 

this virus he cites once crime-paralyzed New York City. Clean up the environment, he 

says, get at the carriers of the crime virus and the epidemic can be stopped, or at least 

brought under control. New York City — for aye a by-word for a megalopolis that went 

wrong — is now a place where people can feel proud as citizens, comfortable and 

relatively safe. QED! 

I would like to hear Gladwell expound upon terrorism. By talking about crime, 

perhaps he has. After all terrorism, at source, is simply criminal. Like crime, the virus of 

terrorism is ‘carried’ only by a few people. In some environments, however, it has held in 

thrall whole nations. Nazi Germany is a prime historical example; Israel — with its 

criminal sequestration, brutalization and, yes, genocide in Gaza and the West Bank of 

Palestine — is another; the Tâlibân and al-Qâ’idah rampage to which the worldwide 

Muslim community must respond expeditiously, eloquently and forcefully is still another; 
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the insanity of Robert Mugabe in Zimbabwe is a terrible fourth. The list seems only to 

grow. 

But the antibodies are there to bring these viruses under control. We only have to 

inject the antibodies into the blood stream of the body politic. And I would argue that the 

TCK experience is one of those antibodies. The self-aware TCK is the precise antidote to 

the jingoist. So there, right now, is Barak Obama. 

* 

In my last meditation I spoke about Obama’a role as teacher. He has the tools to clean 

up the political environment and reduce random violence at home and abroad; he has the 

equipment to restore sanity to ‘the financial market’ worldwide. He’s the ‘doctor’. That’s 

his mandate. His surgical instrument must be justice — be that in championing the cause 

of justice for those who were sucked dry by the criminal greed of the money leaches; or 

in standing with Iraqis, Afghans, Palestinians and, yes, Americans in asserting the rule of 

law (after all, what is the rule of law if not the rule of justice); and in adhering to those 

fundamental rights enshrined in the American Constitution as a universal agenda for 

justice. 

There! In one sentence I’ve used the word ‘justice’ four times. And its incisive 

application cannot be delayed. The old saying is that justice deferred is justice denied. 

Obama, the teaching doctor, must begin with this … with this above all. 

The Arab world, the Muslim world broadly, and everyone else for that matter are 

waiting to see whether Barak Obama can control the very high octane, diverse, internally 

contradictory and self-willed staff and cabinet he has assembled, and successfully insist 

that they hew to principle. It will require moral and political acumen of a very high order, 

and the TCK factor in his profile will play a critical role. Some have argued that we must 

allow for the human factor, for the political tactic of compromise. Nobody can reasonably 

argue for a perfect world. But it will certainly be refreshing if we can see that some basic 

principles become the threads that now twist together (justice being the strongest of these 

threads) to make of the Obama enterprise a lifeline that draws the United States and, for 

that matter, the whole world back from the brink of chaos and into a new day of 

rationality. 

Or is that just a pipe dream? 
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Hey, friends, it’s 2009, the New Year, isn’t it? ‘New’ is the operative term. In with 

the new! Let’s let it all hang out there and indulge our pipe dreams. 

God give all of you … all of us … a New Year of hope! 

And I greet you from the Lands of the Morning. 

January sub. 2 2009 
The Soil of Everyman 

Human nature frequently indulges delusion. Why is that? Psychologists will still be 

trying to work that out for centuries to come. So, in a way, it’s a wide open fun park for 

amateurs. I’m one, and living where we do, it is the topic of the hour. As I start this 

meditation the debacle in Gaza is reaching its screeching crescendo of human violence, 

suffering and international cynicism. It’s right on the cusp of becoming the most publicly 

played out genocide in world history, a horror to observe on so many different levels. 

And it’s all so delusional … so blatantly irrational. What’s stares you in the face is the 

fact that it can be stopped. 

* 

At Nancy’s strong urging I picked up and have just finished reading The Lemon Tree 

by Sandy Tolan. I wasn’t going to read it. Some of us who’ve circled around the 

Palestine-Israel black hole for decades eventually sense that we’ve gotten perilously close 

to the event horizon and face the prospect of being sucked down into that horrific gravity 

well where all reality simply comes unglued. Beyond it is insanity. From Nancy’s 

description and that of Chris Oldham, the friend who loaned us the book, I thought this 

would be just one more pulp piece in a genre that’s almost all pulp … brain-numbing 

useless stuff. But eventually, to keep the peace, I picked it up with a kind of sneering 

sense of immune superiority. After all, in my own modest and frankly largely fruitless 

way, I’ve got the battle scars and bruises that show I’ve fought the ideological war in the 

trenches. What more could I learn at this stage? 

Well, folks, I’ve learned and learned more than I bargained for. Thank God for young 

and well-endowed minds! If anything, The Lemon Tree is the sort of mental thruster that, 

properly harnessed and aimed, can break the grip of the Palestine-Israel black hole’s 

gravity well of despair and bring us back to a manageable orbit. In a word, it is the best 

thing I’ve read about this ghastly problem in decades. (And the problem grows more 
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ghastly by the minute!) It’s an ‘absolutely must read’ not only because it is written 

magnificently and exhaustively researched. Those things are just craft and honest 

mechanics. The art lies in constructing the material without distorting it. The art of the 

book is utterly magnificent. 

* 

Tolan succeeds in bringing the reader back to human basics … to relationships 

between breathing persons caught on opposite sides of a violently destructive and 

irrational divide, and shows that love is possible. It is a tale of star-crossed lovers, and 

right up until the end of the narrative you’re pulling for a happy resolution that never 

quite happens. In that respect, it’s a tragedy but one that is bitter-sweet. Tolan masks 

neither the violence nor the irrationality. If he ‘takes sides’ it is with his principal 

protagonists, an Israeli woman and a Palestinian man. 

The thing is The Lemon Tree is neither fiction nor fictionalized history. The author, in 

his introductory note, observes, “By juxtaposing and joining the histories of two families, 

… and placing them in the larger context of the days’ events, I hope to help build an 

understanding of the reality and the history of two peoples on the same land.” And he has 

done just that. Interspersed with finely judged historical narratives, it is a story told by the 

principals and their intimates as they struggle with their historical circumstances. 

* 

It was surrealistic to have been reading The Lemon Tree as the current travesty of 

Gaza unfolded, and to have reached its end before that travesty concluded. 

Tolan, by profession a journalist, tells stories that he hopes matter. And this story 

matters a great deal. The Israeli protagonist is Dalia Eshkenazi Landau, daughter of 

Moshe and Solia Eshkenazi, Bulgarian Jews who emigrated to the new State of Israel in 

1948, and were eventually given a sturdy and rather beautiful house built by Ahmad 

Khairi (though they did not know that at the time) in the mid-sized town of al-Ramla. The 

Palestinian is Bashir Khairi, son of Ahmad Khairi and his wife, Zakia, whose family 

roots in al-Ramla stretch back a thousand years. Along with his friend, a Jewish architect 

and builder, Ahmad built his family home in 1936. In 1948 he and his family were 

expelled on the order of then-Lieutenant Colonel Ytzhak Rabin instructed by David Ben-

Gurion. When Rabin and Yigal Alon asked Ben-Gurion what should happen with the 

civilian populations of al-Ramla and Lydda, Rabin recalled later that Ben-Gurion “… 
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waved his hand in a gesture which said, ‘Drive them out!’” (p. 112) So Rabin did that. 

The family wound up as refugees in Ramallah. 

When Israel was created Dalia was one year old and Bashir was six. They met as 

young adults during the deceptive calm after the Six Day War of 1967. In July, a month 

after the war, Bashir and two cousins visited their old town of al-Ramla, a journey into 

their pasts … their roots. Of the three homes they saw, only Dalia in the old Khairi 

homestead welcomed them in. Then a university student in English, it was impulsive on 

her part, but it transformed her; for Bashir, a young law student, it was a shock, an 

emotionally confusing moment. In the upshot, neither was ever after able to discount the 

other nor their mutual histories symbolized by the lemon tree that Ahmad Khairi had 

planted in the backyard of the family home, a gift the Eshkenazis enjoyed. 

Tolan follows the story over the next five and a half torrid decades. Over that space of 

time, Bashir spent nearly two decades in real or de facto Israeli prisons for his insistence 

upon his right to return and his activism in that cause, a persistence that associated him 

with the Leftist ideology of George Habash and the Popular Front for the Liberation of 

Palestine. Dalia, for her part, found herself (along with her husband, Yehezkel Landau) 

migrating toward the Asher Ginsberg (Achad Ha’am) school of Zionism with its 

insistence upon ethical responsibility for the rights of Palestinians and the need to find 

some way for Israelis and Palestinians to living together, an ideal whose realization they 

knew was fast slipping out of their grasp. 

For all their very real spiritual intimacy, Dalia and Bashir remained in a strained 

relationship right up until the end of the narrative. The relationship had a sort of push-me-

pull-you dynamic. But their joint achievement came when, following her parents’ deaths, 

Dalia insisted that their common home become a school for young Palestinian students 

and a center where young Palestinians and Israelis might find their common humanity. 

Bashir agreed to that and the book ends with a defiantly symbolic ritual: The old lemon 

tree having died, the Palestinian and Israeli young people of the center lovingly set the 

old tree to one side, and at its roots planted a new lemon tree. 

* 

Tolan has achieved a sort of literary miracle in this book. His critical apparatus is 

thorough and impeccable. But that’s not the point. As a narrator, he has told a story that 

mesmerizes. It speaks not about political vectors and military or armed struggle. These 
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Tolan doesn’t ignore, but he has something so much more important to talk about. He 

talks about human beings and their inherent (or potential) spiritual bonding. And that’s 

got to count for something. 

Years ago, perhaps in 1969, I wrote a poem about Palestine that my friends in Beirut 

took some exception to at the time, but which now seems to be as appropriate as it did 

then. It reads, without preface, as follows: 

Yet … yet again the land recalls 

the people it has had and has; 

in the drought of violence 

barbarity is self-devoured 

and loose-fleshed lies 

of history decompose. 

Men cannot live on for long 

on the refuse of their fathers, 

but plough it under 

in the ancestral fields 

and in its stead 

sow this day’s seed. 

The loam revives in the tremor 

of homeward feet and breathes: 

“All men’s ‘yes’ to the one 

is justice branching in 

the soil of everyman 

as the land recalls its people.” 
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So, in the midst of the Gaza holocaust when we may well be witnessing the burnout 

phase of Zionism as we have known it, this book (and this poem) is sort of a prayer that 

humanity will out. We may yet get beyond delusion. 

And God is merciful … the Lord of mercy. 

And I greet you from the Lands of the Morning. 

January sub. 3, 2009 
Myth … God Help Us! 

There are times when you want to change something but feel so powerless. Myths 

especially don’t change easily least of all when they merge with other myths and set up a 

resonating system that yields new ones. And they’re such nimbostratus things — so up 

there in the air, all gray and light-occluding, so pregnant with the threat of downpour. It 

takes a real myth-master to deal with them. When they shake, thunder and cascade, most 

of us just hunker down under shelter and wait them out. 

In this global age there’s a cacophony of myths. Perhaps that’s what Samuel 

Huntington should have talked about — it’s not so much a clash of civilizations as a free-

for-all of mythologies. Religion, politics, culture and just plain gut-level fury get twisted 

up in a humid and grunting tangle. And, watching on the ropes, we all can get quite ‘het-

up’ championing our own myths. 

The confusing factor, of course, is reality itself. Events just rise up and smack us in 

the face. In an empirical age that’s what’s happening. Myths … our myths! … are 

definitely under threat. Even the Founding Fathers aren’t immune. Feet of clay and 

toppled images litter the landscape, and tatter away under the gales of global weathering. 

Muslims along with everybody else have to deal with this. By his own admission, the 

Prophet Muhammad was far from being an angel; he only claimed to be an agent, a 

messenger, a very human being. The message and the messenger are not to be confused. 

We’re in a new age of stress, threat and promise. Myths are going to the cleaners. Pretty 

soon we’ve got to start folding the laundry. 

* 

So, where’s this all going? 
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Well, a short time ago my friend John Kleinheksel sent me an article written by 

Walter Russell Mead in the journal, Foreign Affairs (July-August, 2008). It shook me. It’s 

entitled, “The Old Israel and the New: Why Gentile Americans Back the Jewish State.” 

For decades now, we who’ve been puzzled and challenged by America’s quite illogical 

and self-defeating policy toward Palestine-Israel, have known about the correlation 

between the romantic American myth of its ‘unoccupied’ frontier and Israel’s equally 

false myth about Palestine being a ‘land without a people for a people without a land’. 

But Mead has taken us to a new level. 

He shows us that American gentiles in the 18
th

 century (well before there was any 

such thing as ‘Zionism’) thought that the Jews should have their own state in Palestine. 

One of its advocates was John Adams. The otherwise despicable Jews, Adams argued, 

would recover their human dignity and become nice Unitarian Christians if only they’d 

return to where they came from … to Palestine. Besides this would leave America 

Judenfrei, a solution devoutly to be desired. 

American presidents, captains of industry, heads of churches, military leaders, 

Supreme Court justices and many prominent personalities have held the same view right 

up to the present day, not omitting Adams’ anti-Semitic subtext. And millions of 

Americans have bought into it. Why? Well … there’s that correlation between the 

American obliteration (or nearly so) of Native Americans and Israel’s projected 

obliteration (or nearly so) of the Palestinians. One threatening guilt assuages the other. 

The myths augment each other. And Americans seem to be held in thrall by that. We live 

in our myths, and Obama has yet to prove that he’s above that supra-rational correlation 

… even in the face of the very real Gaza slaughterhouse. 

* 

What other myths are there in this context? 

Well … one of them has to do with the notion that the Jewish experience is 

monochromatic. And it ain’t! Between the historical experience of the Oriental-Sephardi 

Jews and the Ashkenazis there’s a sharp contrast. 

The Orientals are truly indigenous to the Middle East. Since the 7
th

 century, with 

occasional and regrettable blips, they have had close relationships with Muslims in 

particular and occasionally even with Middle East Christians. The Jewish Diaspora in the 

East included the marvelously sophisticated Jews of Alexandria and Egypt as a whole, 
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the intellectually and artistically fecund Jews of Spain, the creative Jewish craftsmen of 

Yemen, the magnificent Jewish artisans of greater Syria (including the backwater of 

Palestine), and even the Jews of India’s Malabar coast. In Iraq the Jews of ‘Babylon’ 

flourished under Muslim governance, and throughout the Middle East the Diaspora Jews 

— from Morocco to Iran — were very much alive. 

The Ashkenazi experience, on the other hand, is very different. It began in the 

Caucasus mountains, and the Turko-Iranian Khazar mercantile empire that arose in the 6
th

 

century. At its height it controlled the north coast of the Black Sea, the north-western 

coast of the Caspian Sea (until recently known in Arabic as the ‘Khazar Sea’, bahr-ul-

khazar), and the northern Caucasus. In alliance with Magyar tribes, the Khazars 

controlled the choke point of the ‘Silk Road’ that fed into Byzantium (and thence to 

Europe) and into the Arab-Muslim Empire. In the 8
th

 century the Khazar elite set aside 

tribal religion for a religion of more international sophistication. To maintain their 

autonomy from both Byzantium and the Arab Empire, they chose not Christianity or 

Islam but Judaism. To interlocutors from Spanish Jewry, they identified themselves as the 

descendants of Noah’s son Japheth through Ashkenaz, Japheth’s grandson (Genesis 10:3 and 1st 

Chronicles 1:6). It was their myth and hence their name. 

The fall of the Khazars came in the 10
th

 century at the hands of fellow Turks (the 

Pechenegs) and the emerging Slavo-Russian alliance. Along with their Magyar allies, the 

Khazars dispersed westward, and gave rise not only to the seeds of the Austro-Hungarian 

Empire (in which initially Jews were the military elite), but also to the Ashkenazi Jewish 

‘Diaspora’ in eastern Europe and Europe generally. 

* 

The two ‘myths’ could not have been more different. The first worked out a modus 

vivendi with pluralism and flourished in a predominantly Muslim environment. The 

other, bearing all the marks of a convert culture, faced a quite different problem — the 

anti-Semitic bigotry of Christian Russia and Europe. 

Ashkenazi Jews found themselves between a rock and a hard place. Moved by the 

sheer need to survive, as the 19
th

 century dawned, they designed a new mythology. It 

seemed to work. That mythology was eventually dubbed ‘Zionism’. The fact that 

Zionism fit in with Europe’s notions of race and nation, that it meshed with Anglo-Saxon 

romantic notions about Zion’s re-founding, and that it resonated with the American myth 
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of the frontier (with its masked subtext of genocide) was not incidental. The myths 

conflated and Palestinians became the eggs broken for the Zionist omelet. Myths can be 

such awful … shattering … things! 

Harnessing western power (sometimes precariously), the assertive Zionist myth came 

to dominate and occlude its somewhat passive Sephardic alternative. Initiated by 

pogroms in Russia and eastern Europe, it was powered over the top by the obscenity of 

the Nazi Holocaust and its attendant rage and urge for vengeance. 

It’s a strange thing, but the urge for vengeance can sometimes be parlayed into a 

blood thirst that’s rather pagan. It spilled over in 1948 and thereafter, disrupting the 

elegant Saphardi accommodation. Arab Jews found their world falling apart in blood and 

violence. Offer parachutes to people and they’re not going to ask why their aircraft got 

wounded; they’re just going to jump. Now as second-class citizens in a so-called Jewish 

state not of their conceiving, many Sephardis from Iraq, Syria, Yemen and other 

countries may not even ask the obvious questions, and, three generations on, may not 

even wonder how they got into the fix they’re in. They’ll do their best to assimilate into 

the bloody-minded Ashkenazi norm. They may even become super-Zionists to prove 

their worthiness. Myths are mobile. They can also be very tragic. 

As we watched the myths play out in the slaughter in Gaza, I can’t do better than 

quote the German Jew, Heinrich Heine, in a poem entitled To Edom, written 170 years 

ago, long before his prophecy was to be fully realized: 

For a thousand years and more 

We have had an understanding: 

You allow me to breathe; 

I accept your crazy raging. 

Sometimes, when the days get darker, 

Strange moods come upon you 

Till you decorate your claws 

With the lifeblood from my veins. 

Now our friendship is firmer … 

Getting stronger by the day … 

Since the raging started in me 

Daily more and more like you. 
Translation: Uri Avneiri 

Myth has proved monstrous. I’ve little more to say but more … much more to mourn. 
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And I greet you from the Lands of the Morning. 

 

February 2009 
Waiting 

I sit at my computer and look up at a painting entitled ‘Waiting for Godot’ painted by 

a long-lost friend, Ashurbanipal Billah (whom we knew affectionately as ‘Banny’), a 

cometary and amazingly multi-talented Assyrian Christian from Iran who streaked across 

our firmament during our sojourn in Beirut in the late 1960s and who eventually (last we 

heard) wound up happily in New York’s gay community. We bought the painting for a 

song, but it is now among our household treasures. My son, Tom, has laid claim to it. 

On the wall, it’s bracketed by two smaller paintings I did when I was younger. The 

one, an abstract, shows flames engulfing a mother and child below tottering Muslim and 

Christian symbols, and on the other side is a more realistic scene of an ice storm’s eerie 

power at night. In a sense they are both proleptic — fire and ice. But in between there’s 

this very powerful study of two lethargic men under a full moon framed in the clutching 

branches of a stark tree against an almost black background below a vast and soaring arch 

… waiting … always just waiting. The arrangement of paintings was somewhat 

serendipitous, but it is evocative and I look at it every day. So too, in my imagination, do 

Banny and Samuel Beckett (RIP). 

Between the fire and ice, we’re waiting for something. What is it? Or, as Beckett 

commented, does “silence pour into us like water into a sinking ship?” 

Having listened to Barak Obama’s Inaugural Address on January 20
th

 and having read 

the text very carefully, I here present my condensation of it. I call it ‘The Condensed 

Obama’. Cutting and pasting as I did and inserting a few transitions as I had to, there’s 

been some editing and the real risk of changed meaning. But this is what I heard (or hope 

I heard) Obama say, and you can judge the product. 

* 

Amidst gathering clouds and raging storms, America has carried on because we, 

the people, have remained faithful to the ideals of our forebears and true to our 

founding documents. 
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We are in the midst of crisis: we are at war; our economy is badly weakened. 

These sap confidence and instill the fear that America’s decline is inevitable. But 

we have chosen hope over fear, unity of purpose over conflict and discord. 

Though we are still a young nation, the time has come to set aside childish 

things. This is not the path for the faint-hearted; rather it is the path of the risk-

takers, the doers, the makers of things. We must pick ourselves up, dust ourselves 

off, and begin again the work of remaking America. 

We'll restore science to its rightful place, raise health care's quality and lower its 

cost, harness the sun and the winds and the soil for energy, and transform our 

schools and colleges and universities to meet the demands of a new age. We will 

show what free men and women can achieve when imagination is joined to 

common purpose, and necessity to courage. 

What the cynics fail to understand is that the ground has shifted beneath them. 

What we ask today is not whether our government is too big or too small, but 

whether it works. Those of us who manage the public's dollars will be held to 

account. The nation cannot prosper long when it favors only the prosperous. We 

reject as false the choice between our safety and our ideals: the rule of law and 

the rights of man. 

To all other peoples and governments we say, America is a friend of each nation, 

and every man, woman and child who seeks a future of peace and dignity. Our 

power grows through its prudent use; our security emanates from the justness of 

our cause, the force of our example, the tempering qualities of humility and 

restraint. Those who seek to advance their aims by inducing terror and 

slaughtering innocents, we say to you now that our spirit is stronger and cannot 

be broken — you cannot outlast us, and we will defeat you. As the world grows 

smaller, our common humanity shall reveal itself. America must play its role in 

ushering in a new era of peace.  

To the Muslim world we say, we seek a new way forward, based on mutual 

interest and mutual respect. To leaders around the globe we say, know that your 

people will judge you on what you can build, not what you destroy. Kindness, 

selflessness, courage, nurture, honesty, hard work, courage, fair play, tolerance, 

curiosity, loyalty and patriotism … these things are true. Those who cling to 

power through corruption and deceit and the silencing of dissent, know that you 

are on the wrong side of history, but we will extend our hand if you are willing to 

unclench your fist. To the people of poor nations, we pledge to work alongside 
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you to make your farms flourish and let clean waters flow to nourish starved 

bodies and feed hungry minds. The world has changed, and we must change with 

it. As much as government can do, and must do, it is ultimately the faith and 

determination of the people upon which a nation relies. This new era of 

responsibility — the price and the promise of citizenship — we do not grudgingly 

accept, but rather seize gladly, giving our all to a difficult task. 

In this winter of our hardship, let us remember the hope and virtue expressed in 

our past. When we were tested we refused to let this journey end; we carried 

forth that great gift of freedom and delivered it safely to future generations. 

* 

Is this what we’ve been waiting for? Is Obama our Godot? Has he come at last? I 

look up at my paintings and I sigh. Fire and ice bracket the waiting.  

In 1963 Nancy and I attended a performance Beckett’s famous play. It was a Summer 

Stock off-Broadway production at an intimate little theater near Stony Point, New York, 

called The Red Barn. As the mesmerizing portrayal of both Estragon and Vladimir 

progressed, there was a young boy in the front row of the audience. During the oft-

repeated litany that Godot was coming, at a certain point the boy couldn’t contain himself 

any longer and in a clear high voice declared almost on cue, “But he’s not coming!” To 

the credit of the actors, they picked up the naïve exclamation and wove it into their 

dialogue. But the boy’s interjection made the play that night. It was electrifying — “But 

he’s not coming!” 

And that’s what we must remember. For all his rhetoric about the survival of hope 

and virtue borrowed from Thomas Paine, the most eloquent voice of the American 

Revolution, Obama is neither Godot finally come nor the returning Messiah. He’s just a 

man with a very fraught mission. And the rest of the world is waiting, hoping in his virtue 

on “… the path of the risk-takers, the doers, the makers of things.” 

* 

As Obama’s personal envoy, George Mitchell, the American peacemaker, has come 

upon the scene in the Middle East just in time to see Israel ratchet up its war machine 

again against Gaza. Mitchell contributed to peace in Northern Ireland, and he has Arab 

roots. After his father died, he was raised in his mother’s Lebanese family as a Maronite. 

But, in the complexities of Middle East politics, that will not comfort Palestinians one 
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little bit. The average Maronite attitude toward Palestinians is anything but cordial. It was 

the Maronite Phalangist militia that carried out the brutal massacres in Lebanon’s 

Palestinian refugee camps of Sabrâ and Shatîlâ. These ‘operations’ were directed by 

Raphael Eitan and Ariel Sharon in September 1982 during the failed Israeli offensive that 

was to destroy the PLO and its Chairman, Yâsir ‘Arafât. Now the Palestinian demon has 

been transmogrified into Israel’s erstwhile client, Hamâs. Hold this space. As regards 

George Mitchell, we will wait. 

Were he writing today, Shakespeare might well have observed that something’s rotten 

in the State of Israel. Something’s certainly rotten in the Palestinian Authority. Heavens! 

something’s also rotten in America so long as it unquestioningly underpins and arms an 

Israeli regime that has no intention to see a Palestinian State emerge cheek-by-jowl with 

Israel. The ethnic cleansing of 82% of Palestine in 1948 remains to be addressed. That is 

the backlog. The right of return remains the moral and political right of every Palestinian. 

It is recognized in international law. The other option is genocide … ‘ethnic cleansing’ in 

the rest of geographical Palestine. Between the two choices there is no ambiguity. I’d 

hate to see President Obama find himself ‘on the wrong side of history’ on this matter. 

* 

President Obana’s first diplomatic phone call was to Mahmoud ‘Abbâs, President of 

the Palestine National Authority; only afterward did he call Israel’s Prime Minister Ehud 

Olmert. His first official TV interview after taking office was with the Sa‘ûdî sponsored 

Arabic TV network, Al-‘Arabiyyah. My Israeli mentor, Uri Avnery, observed that these 

are interesting ‘firsts’ for an American president. And now the Arab and Muslim worlds 

want to see what the cash value of these things is. 

The world now is waiting for “kindness, selflessness, courage, nurture, honesty, hard 

work, courage, fair play, tolerance, curiosity, loyalty and patriotism” … these things that 

are ‘true’. It is waiting for virtue exercised. It is a religious thing; it is a human thing; it is 

a universal thing. Mr. Obama … we’re waiting, caught as we are between fire and ice … 

we’re waiting for hope and virtue! 

And I greet you from the Lands of the Morning. 
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April 2009 

A Good Legacy 

In February Nancy and I went on a trip to Oman with my cousin, Lois, and her 

husband David Dickason to help Dave research a study on Lowey’s parents, Wells and 

Beth Thoms who, from 1939 until 1970, served in that magnificent country on the eastern 

heel of the Arabian Peninsula. From the 9
th

 century onward it has been a rather unique 

corner of the Muslim world and may yet raise a real beacon of hope for all the rest. In a 

modest way, to be sure, the Thoms legacy has contributed to the role Oman now plays in 

encouraging Islamic tolerance and openness to global culture. 

* 

Here’s a little story that strictly speaking is not a Thoms story at all but kind of fell 

into our laps. It’s an eye-opener but requires a little background comment. 

The Ibâdî Imâm (highest spiritual authority) of Oman from 1920 until he died in 1954 

was Muhammad bin-‘Abd-Allâh al-Khalîlî, a man of wisdom, grace, piety and deep 

theological and spiritual learning. He was held in deep affection and is known by many 

Omanis even today simply as ‘Our Imâm’. He was, perhaps not surprisingly, also a friend 

of Wells Thoms, a man of similar gifts with a special place in Omanî affections. What 

Omanis in the Interior particularly remember is that Thoms operated on their Imâm’s 

eyes, saving his sight so that he might continue doing what he most loved to do … read 

his Qur’ân. 

Following upon the disastrously bellicose policies of his assassinated predecessor, the 

Imâm Muhammad planted the seeds for a radical redefinition of both religion and politics 

in Oman. He pursued and achieved peace between the heretofore-rebellious Interior and 

the coastal strip governed by Oman’s Âl Bû-Sa‘îdî sultans. Unfortunately he died just as 

factors of Middle East instability were hotting up. The Wahhâbîs of Sa‘ûdî Arabia were 

still in a bellicose and expansive mode, and Egypt’s Gamâl ‘Abd-un-Nâsir had launched 

adventurous Arab Nationalist policies in South Arabia. Indicators are that, before his 

death, the Imâm encouraged Sultan Sa‘îd bin-Taymûr, depending heavily on British 

assistance though he did, to move vigorously to unite the country under his rule so as to 

block these two subversive threats. And that, omitting a lot of devilishly tangled history, 

is what eventually happened. 
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British sources for Oman’s history insist that during Imâm Muhammad’s tenure, the 

Interior of Oman was strictly off-limits to foreigners. If only by the example of Wells 

Thoms’s several trips into the Interior, we know this is perhaps deliberately false 

information. The same sources also insist that the Imâm, portrayed as a hyper-

conservative and reclusive scholar, never visited the Coast. But that is not what Omanis 

themselves remember. On rare occasions, our informant, a well-informed young teacher 

named Mûsâ as well as a garrulous member of the Sultan Qaboos’s Consultative Council 

with whom we spoke by phone, related that the Imâm would very occasionally leave his 

base of Nizwa in the Interior and take up residence in special guest facilities provided by 

the Sultan in the coastal capital, Muscat. It was an act that symbolically united in faith an 

otherwise politically divided land. 

Finally, for our anecdote to make sense, it must have taken place some time between 

1920 and 1927, during the reign of Sultan Taymûr, the present ruler’s grandfather, when 

there was no male American missionary doctor resident in Oman. 

* 

Unlike the Sunnîs and the Shî‘ah, Ibâdî high religious discourse has focused not so 

much upon philosophy and science as upon the realm of the spirit. For their 

understanding of that ‘secret’ world, the pious men in Oman (mutawwa‘ûn) were said to 

possess gifts of faith healing. The Imâm Muhammad was their mentor, leader and model. 

He also understood human nature and seems to have had a delightfully subtle sense of 

humor. 

On one of those occasional visits to the capital, the British quarantine doctor came to 

the Imâm. He told him that he had an excruciating toothache he just couldn’t shake, and 

understood that the Imâm could help him. But the doctor’s request fell into a somewhat 

exceptional category. 

“You’re not a Muslim,” the Imâm observed to the British-India doctor. 

“True,” replied the doctor (he might very well have been a Hindu). 

“Well, then,” continued the Imâm, “I need to give your particular case some careful 

thought. As you know, we place words from the Holy Qur’ân in silver tubes that we then 

attach as a necklace around the neck of the sufferer. But as an unbeliever that wouldn’t 

work for you.” 
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“I know that,” replied the tooth-impacted doctor perhaps with a touch of asperity. 

“Well, then,” said the Imâm, “I need a little time to think this through, but I will try to 

help you.” 

A day or so later he called the doctor back, and he had prepared an amulet that he 

then hung about the doctor’s neck. Shortly thereafter the doctor’s toothache vanished. 

And at that point, curiosity getting the better of him, he opened the amulet and withdrew 

the paper the Imâm had put in it. On it the Imâm had drawn a pretty fair rendition of the 

British Union Jack. 

The doctor, incensed, raced back to the Imâm in high dudgeon. “You have mocked 

the British Empire!” he shouted. “That cannot be permitted!” 

With a placid smile, the Imâm asked, “I did not mock the British Empire. Far be it 

from me to do that. Instead I have honored it. But my question to you is this: Did you 

recover from your toothache?” 

“Well, yes,” replied the doctor. 

The Imâm’s smile not slipping, he asked, “Then what’s your complaint?” 

The doctor went off muttering in his beard. 

* 

As we roved randomly about sprawling Oman, there was not a spot we stopped at that 

did not produce some memories mostly from the ordinary Omanis. Serendipitous 

encounters of the most delightful kind, older graybeards remembered Thoms, and 

younger Omanis had tales from their grandfathers, fathers or older relatives. All of them, 

young and old, remembered that Thoms had operated on their Imâm’s eyes and that the 

Imâm was his friend. What emerged was a portrait of better days when religious 

difference was assessed in a far more practical, charitable and relaxed manner. 

I lose patience with people who in these myopic days see in Islam and in Muslims 

only the Enemy. In one of our first encounters in Oman, after convivial chat over fresh 

oranges, Omani Delight and tea, our host asked what I thought of Islam. I answered that 

that was not the first question to ask. I said, “If I cut my hand and you cut yours and we 

compare the color of the blood, is it not the same? We begin by confessing that we are all 
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brothers and sisters, creatures of one Creator; each one of us is due honor and respect for 

that fact alone.” Our host agreed and I added, “When we have respect for each other as 

kindred in humanity and have come to know each other as friends, then we can ask other 

more sensitive questions … not before.” All in the sitting room nodded agreement. Then, 

perhaps self-defeatingly, I asked, “What do you think of Christianity?” “Ah,” our host’s 

brother answered dramatically holding the sides of his head, “you’ve given us a royal 

headache!” And we all laughed perhaps not least of all because, more often than not, he 

was right. 

* 

Gerrit VanPeursem had a saying that Joe Haider, my dear friend in Bahrain, is fond of 

quoting: 

You may ask me anything except about three: 

Ask not about my gold, my faith, and my destiny. 

Somehow it’s more pungent in the original Arabic, but it bears an important insight. We 

need to keep things in perspective. In personal encounters we ought not rudely intrude in 

matters financial, nor into intimate things that give our lives meaning, nor into how we 

frame our future and eternal destiny. All those things come later. All those things come 

afterwards … once we have become friends. 

And, in a way, that is a good summation of the career of Wells and Beth Thoms in 

Oman. They became friends of the Omanis as few have ever done before or since. And in 

that they were not lumbered with the Stars and Stripes (as the British-India doctor was 

lumbered with his Union Jack). They were just themselves. Christians. God-fearers. 

‘Gem Lady’ (my Aunt Beth) and ‘Tûmâs’ (my Uncle Wells) and the Imâm Muhammad 

were just being themselves doing the work of God. In very different ways, certainly, still 

all three gave a good account of the hope that was in them. And that is a good legacy. 

And I greet you from the Lands of the Morning. 
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May-June 2009 
Patience and the Courage to Change 

As Christians we’ve come through the season of Easter and we’re now well into the 

Pentecost/Trinity season. In the Christian experience, radical and even cataclysmic 

change came upon the world in those days, and the experience is not over … no, not by a 

long shot. That’s just what the Pentecost experience is all about. Change comes … 

change comes … change comes. But a great many of us would like it to be genteel and 

unobtrusive so that we don’t really notice it. Pentecost, however, doesn’t work that way. 

It’s always had a boisterous and bullish way about it. Since then Pentecost Christians 

have scattered worldwide, embracing as they did so all the momentous changes that the 

scattering implied. 

And in that light it has always bemused me how people (not least of all Christian 

people) have evaluated the so-called Muslim ‘diaspora’. There are Indonesians and 

Pakistanis, there are Palestinians, Moroccans and Iranians, Turks and Iraqis, there are 

Filipinos and Muslims from a broad swathe of Africa and other cultures (leave aside the 

home-grown converts). There are millions of them and they’ve emigrated from their 

homes to the West — to Germany, Holland, Denmark, Britain, France, the US, Australia, 

New Zeeland and points in between. They have come into western society with high 

expectations. And we should not forget that … their expectations. That’s been a kind of 

Pentecost too. 

But an assertive ripple has arisen — it’s still more a fish fin’s slap in a small pond 

than an ocean-going tsunami but it has a lot of quixotic funding and bemusing media 

favor … it could grow — that is trying to convince us that Muslim immigration into 

western society is fatefully seditious. Be warned, they say, because of the immigration 

and, more significantly, the higher fertility rate of the Muslim community, we’ll shortly 

be saluting the ‘Islamic Republic of Great Britain’ or its equivalent in other European 

countries and, who knows? maybe even in the United Sates. 

That paranoia is trying to convince us that we should erect barriers that will forestall 

this kind of corruption of western values and western civilization. Some are even 

suggesting that Muslims should be evicted from western society altogether. (Shades of 

the Grand Inquisitor!) It’s a crusader mindset. Whatever the ‘dirty Muslims’ are thinking 

of doing to us, we’ve got to do it to them only we’ve got to do it first! This melds quite 

seamlessly with the extreme Zionist propaganda line (currently very much in vogue in 
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Israel) that suggests the nuclear bombing of Iran would be a good and righteous thing. 

Wipe out a 5,000 year old culture … for what? 

* 

I’ve a xenophobic British acquaintance (not a friend, mind you) who, from time to 

time, feeds me some of her propaganda, both American and British. She usually slips into 

her sendings the message, “This is so scary!” But I’ve stopped responding to her (and to 

her equally ‘scary’ husband). There are some minds that are just ossified. Ah! but that’s 

another tale. We need Ezekiel to prophecy to the dry bones again. 

We’ve got to take a sober look at what Muslim emigration from so-called Islamic 

countries suggests.  Perhaps it’s true that the first generation of immigrants into western 

culture will try their level best to see that their progeny remain true to the motherland and 

its parochial culture. It’s not just Muslims who do that. To one degree or another, all 

immigrant communities do same thing and have done. (I’ve in mind particularly the 

Christian Tamil community in and around Chicago, but there are other precedents … 

historically, not least of all the Irish Catholics in Boston, the Italians on the East Coast, 

and the Dutch in mid-America. I vividly recall my shock in seeing the bumper sticker 

popular in the Grand Rapids area in the late 1950s: “If you ain’t Dutch, you ain’t much!”) 

Under the curious doctrine of ‘multiculturalism’ ethnic groups have been more 

successful in asserting their separation and distinction in Britain than elsewhere, and 

forming mega-ghettos. But, even in Britain, the second and third generations are moving 

in different directions to their forbearers … not always healthy, but certainly different. 

The parents’ own act suggests it. They’ve moved deliberately into a new environment 

and, whether they fully appreciate it or not, that has initiated something of sea change if 

not an actual revolution in cultural and religious values. 

Think about it. What is it that drives people to emigrate from their home cultures and 

native lands? That’s a radical and disruptive decision. There is the economic factor, of 

course. Don’t rule that out. But who is migrating these days? It is the middle class and 

some of the upper middle class — people with skills, educated people with financial 

resources. We’re not talking about ‘your poor, your huddle masses’ any more. These are, 

by and large, university graduates and even people with post-graduate degrees. But what 

is it that moves them? 
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There’s no really ‘right’ answer to that question. But, if there is such an answer, it has 

a whole lot to do with people’s desire for a better life for their children in an open 

environment where they can aspire. And it is freedom that people get, like it or not, a 

freedom that challenges and often casts aside old cultural and social norms. That’s no less 

the case with the broad spectrum of Muslim émigrés than with any other migrating group. 

The live issue seems to be the ability of the receiving community to expand its awareness 

and let the generational transformation take its course. 

* 

President Barak Obama has delivered himself of a manifesto on how America will 

deal with the so-called Muslim world. I say ‘so-called’ because there’s no such thing. 

There are a variety of very distinct cultures with Islam as their shibboleth. But the true 

grounding for all of them is a quite straightforward agenda of economic and political 

issues that must be addressed. 

Religion is not the issue even though it might be the catch-basket for a lot of other 

extraneous stuff … a lot of vacuous and sometimes vicious rhetoric. But one thing 

President Obama said bears underlining: America is not Islam’s enemy. The Israeli 

establishment has greeted President Obama’s remarks like a camel with an offending 

object thrust up into its tender parts, and well it might. Many others in the Middle East 

are well content with what they heard, and well they should be. Still others remain in 

stasis. But action is the stuff of certainty, and Obama yet needs clarity of thought to act. 

His comparing a nation state to a religion is a bit like comparing apples and oranges. 

It can’t be done, but, paradoxically, it did address a public perception. In a post-Christian 

era many still hark back to a time and to a self-perception that no longer pertains … the 

imperial notion of ‘Christendom’. Living in something of a fantasy, a good many western 

Christians still believe theirs is a ‘Christian’ culture and their country a ‘Christian’ 

country. But for many decades now — not least of all since the holocausts of two world 

wars and the Nazi essay in Jewish extermination — we know that it just ain’t so no more. 

And that’s not all bad. 

Christians in the West have been clearly and finally cut loose from what Nicholai 

Berdayev, many years ago, angrily labeled ‘the Babylonian Captivity of the Church’, the 

circumstance wherein the Church became complicit and entangled in imperial politics, 

and was given the role of symbolizing popular culture. Leave aside the fact that public 
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funds underwrote some of the Christian Church’s truly great monuments in Europe and 

the Byzantine Orient. The so-called Muslim World can say the same. That ancient 

equation between religion and political legitimacy is finally coming unstuck, thank God! 

The so-called Muslim world will, sooner rather than later, have to endure the same 

stormy passage into religious liberation. (Judaism, once it divests itself of the Zionist 

dead end, will soon have to play catch-up.) The navigation of that passage has already 

begun for Muslims. In what my friend, Mahmoud Ayyoub, refuses to think of as a 

diaspora, Muslims are already engaged. If they feel free, so much the better. Islam is a 

universal religion, Ayyoub argues: wherever a Muslim is, that Muslim is ‘at home’, not 

alienated by having been transposed into some sort of hostile environment. Ayyoub’s is a 

revolutionary insight that we must take seriously. We are into a new time and a new 

struggle for ‘the hearts and minds’ of Muslims not only in the West but also throughout 

the world. And it is preeminently … and uniquely … a Muslim struggle. And it’s not the 

first time this sort of thing has happened. 

* 

We’re moving into a new era of global engagement. Some of us — Christians be we, 

Jews or Muslims — want to pose that engagement as a political and even military 

confrontation. The war is on! Slaughter the bastards! … but of course with finesse … but 

let not finesse obscure the objective. In that vein, we’re essentially back into the Middle 

Ages. But the gathering momentum is toward an altogether different outcome … even a 

post-modern one … and Obama gave indications of that. It just requires patience to 

perceive it. And I assume that Obama has some of that in store … ‘knock on wood!’ In 

the end, it’s a good thing he got started on this adventure early on in his presidential 

tenure, because it’s going to take time, inflict pain, and there’ll be a whole lot of noise. 

We’ve yet to hear the cacophony crescendo … Jewish, Muslim and Christian. What I’m 

impressed by is Obama’s courage, and courage is what it will take. 

And I greet you from the Lands of the Morning. 

pre-4th of July, 2009 
Prepositions … and the Goldmann Enigma 

What a complicated business language is. There’s grammar, rhetoric, word choice 

and God knows what all. In an ever more verbose world, leave aside the writer’s genius 
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creatively to invent something that truly stands out against the cacophony. But as a 

wannabe decent translator, I’ve often been confronted by, of all things, the often tiny 

preposition. In every language under heaven (or every one that I’ve encountered or heard 

reported about thus far) the preposition is the linchpin of meaning and sense. Let’s 

ignore, for now, definite and indefinite articles or no articles at all. 

Twenty-four years ago our young family met up with a Japanese banker whose wife 

had been one of Nancy’s students. Nancy is a virtuoso teacher of English as a second 

language. Her instincts and compassion for her students are quite glorious. At a self-

imposed distance, I have observed her working her magic. And in the mid-1980s when 

we were in Bahrain she taught a bevy of Japanese bankers’ wives. 

Because of the Japanese intricate social pecking order, each wife had to have private 

tuition, and Mrs. Nakamura (not her actual name, at Nancy’s insistence) was a star pupil. 

In any case, we met up with Mr. Nakamura in Dubai Airport on our way to India for our 

son John’s graduation from high school. Mr. Nakamura was on his way to do banker-talk 

in Tokyo. So we sat in the airport’s central coffee shop and Mr. Nakamura thanked 

Nancy for ‘everything you did to my wife’. He repeated this phrase several times with 

some emphasis as we adults politely sipped coffee, and our kids, Tom and Beth, choking 

on their Cokes. When Mr. Nakamura’s flight was mercifully finally called, amidst gales 

of laughter, our kids coughed out, “Mother, what did you do to Mrs. Nakamura?” 

Prepositions and the verbs that they define and assist! They are the cluster-bombs of 

language! 

* 

Well, the serious point of this frivolous anecdote is to set in context the ‘historic 

speech’ on June 14
th

 of Bibi Netanyahu, his highly touted riposte to President Obama’s 

4
th

 of June Cairo address. All commentators I’ve read have panned it as typical 

Netanyahu formula drivel. But one thing commentators have not picked up on (or have 

deliberately ignored) is something that Uri Avneri
*
 analyzed in the Zionist vocabulary 

some time ago. 

                                                 

 

*
 I have quoted Uri Avneri not a few times in these meditations over the years, and perhaps it’s long overdue that I give 

you access to his background. Please check out http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uri Avnery. In his 72 years as an Israeli 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uri%20Avnery
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Among the preconditions Palestinians must accept prior to any peace talks resuming 

(a process he actually has no intention of pursuing) was that they must recognize ‘Israel 

as the nation-state of the Jewish People’. Flabbergasting! And the media have largely 

truncated the phrase, reporting that Netanyahu demanded that Palestinians recognize 

‘Israel as a Jewish state’. 

Netanyahu’s choice of the preposition-loaded formula, ‘the nation-state of the Jewish 

People’, was very deliberate and not a case of his usual hoof-in-mouth. It is a clear 

indicator that his remarks were addressed not to the Palestinians at all. Palestinians were 

only a construct, a straw man, a fictional convenience with a nice round bull’s eye on 

their forehead, hard to miss. He was actually talking to world Jewry. 

The formula Netanyahu quite deliberately used harks back to the early days of the 

vigorous debate between David Ben Gurion and the leadership of the World Jewish 

(later, Zionist) Congress, specifically, between him and its chairman, Nahum Goldmann. 

Low key at first, the debate began in the early 1940s and escalated in incremental steps 

with successive Israeli leaders into the early 1980s, well after the founding of Israel. In 

that debate, Ben Gurion demanded that all western Jews immigrate en masse to Israel. It 

was their sacred duty to do so. 

In the early 1940s Ben Gurion didn’t want Oriental Jews to come to Israel. They were 

the dregs of the dregs, corrupt and primitive. They could rot in hell for all he cared. What 

he wanted … what he demanded of the World Jewish Congress and never got … was that 

properly acculturated western Jews must come to Palestine in great numbers and create 

there an overwhelming western enclave in an otherwise degenerate Oriental environment. 

That, he proclaimed, was the intrinsic logic of the Zionist proposition and for a Jew to 

defy it was, in essence, to deny one’s Jewishness. 

                                                                                                                                                 

 

citizen (immigrating with his German parents as a 10 year old in 1933), he became involved with the Irgun as a 

teenager but soon resigned in protest against the Irgun’s policy of targeting civilians and innocent Palestinians. He 

fought as a commando in the Israeli army during 1948, but then went into politics. He was a publicist and activist, 

winning a ten-year stint in the Israeli Keneset. In 1982, during Israel’s siege of Beirut, Avneri met Yassir Arafat, the 

first ranking Israeli politician to do so. He founded Gush Shalom (The [Israeli] Peace Bloc) in 1993 to which he is still 

the mentor. I personally became aware of him in the late 1960s and have followed his career ever since. For several 

years now I have read everything he sends out. He writes prolifically, incisively and eloquently in both Hebrew and 

English. Given his long experience and profound commitment to peace, he more often than not cuts to the quick of 

things Israeli. You can engage with him through: avnery@actcom.co.il. 

mailto:avnery@actcom.co.il
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Goldmann and his colleagues at first demurred and then openly resisted. They argued 

for a healthy ‘Jewish Diaspora’, supportive of Israel but also with authentic identities as 

loyal citizens of their home countries. Furthermore they advocated a two state solution in 

Palestine. In his later years Goldmann even tried to meet with Gamâl ‘Abd-un-Nâsir of 

Egypt and with Yâsir ‘Arafât of the PLO (but the government of Israel prevented that). 

Even so, he advised the PLO on how to frame their political agenda. The PLO accepted 

much of his advice and that led to its eventually being internationally recognized as the 

legitimate voice for the Palestinian People. 

Goldmann is an enigmatic Zionist figure (he carried three or four passports). I have 

only seen the tip of his iceberg. But the point is, he never accepted the Ben Gurion 

formula that Bibi Netanyahu has now re-launched. Israel, in Goldman’s vision was not 

‘the nation-state of the Jewish People’. In his vision it was a Jewish state with a 

significant multi-cultural component that would live side-by-side with a Palestinian state, 

and demonstrate to the world Judaism’s higher values. 

* 

I am, if the term be used loosely, an ‘Islamist’ by trade, a student of Islam and dabbler 

in things Islamic. I’ve only a smattering of ‘Judaica’. I’m not likely to pick up much more 

in that department given my context, age and resources. But I do know something about 

prepositions and definite articles. ‘The’ and ‘of’ are important. The first indicates a 

specific object or point of reference; the second indicates a proprietary link, a claim of 

equivalence … Jew equals Israel. Rom Emmanuel needs to be as incensed as I am about 

Bibi Netanyahu’s speech. Actually, he should be even more incensed. He’s directly 

implicated. As our president’s chief of staff, will-he-nil-he, Bibi Netanyahu has now 

declared him to be an inalienable citizen of Israel, all disclaimers to the contrary 

notwithstanding. And that applies to a broad spectrum of Jews in America and in every 

other country the world over. In a phrase, Netanyahu (as once Ben Gurion did) has ‘stuck 

it to’ Jews worldwide. It’s in their court. And the ghost of Nahum Goldmann growls at 

them from his grave. 

* 

On ‘the Jewish street’ Not least of all in the US, it’s struck me that the Zionist myth 

has transmogrified. The demand for all western Jews to do ‘Aliya’ is now muted. They 

don’t have to actually emigrate to Israel. Oh, yes, send sons and daughters to experience 
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life in a kibbutz and sip at the Zionist springs, but remember to send lots of money and 

‘stand fast’ in the face of all those ‘self-deniers’ who may call themselves Jews but who 

criticize the state of Israel. The Zionist message today is that Jews must realize that Israel 

is their guarantee against Anti-Semitism (real or not). This is how the hype runs: So long 

as Israel is there, they (the Jews) are somehow and in some obscure manner inoculated 

against Anti-Semitism. Israel is their escape hatch. (Nahum Goldmann groans though 

dead!) 

* 

So what is there to do? 

Well, I guess that President Obama (who’s clearly not Jewish) must bite the bullet on 

this one. He’s got to become very preposition-sensitive. The PLO, ever since Oslo has 

recognized Israel as a sovereign nation state. That’s not changed. Whether that state 

defines itself as ‘Jewish’ is up to its citizenry … it’s an internal matter. The essential 

recognition has been given but, regime after Israeli regime, the PLO’s recognition has 

been spat upon. Zionist doctrine requires that Palestinians realize their alienation from 

their homeland as a legitimate thing … even a deserved! … and final. They’ve no ‘home’ 

in their homeland to which they have an inalienable right. And that’s where the revived 

Ben Gurion doctrine comes in, doesn’t it? 

We do not recognize any nation state on the basis of its religious coloration. A 

country may proclaim itself to be ‘Islamic’ or ‘Jewish’ or ‘Buddhist’ or even ‘Christian’, 

but the world recognizes only a nation state that stands on its own merits, religion aside. 

Today, it is only Israel that demands of Palestinians and of Jews in particular the 

concession that Israel is exclusively Jewish … emphatically not Arab (be they Christian 

or Muslim or any other citizens of Israel who are not Jews; they are all, at best, second-

class citizens by definition). And Israel is not just Jewish but specifically Jewish in the 

legal sense that it incorporates and implicates and engages all Jews throughout the world. 

And that’s just nonsense. 

We need to get beyond this. Specifically, Obama needs to get beyond this nonsense. 

If the American Republic stands for anything at all, it stands for an emancipation from 

the tyranny of prepositions. The US stands for ‘liberty and justice for all’. After all what 

is the 4
th

 of July all about? Obama needs to ask whether Israel stands for that same ideal. 

And there stands the Goldmann enigma and the Netanyahu corruption. God help us! 
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And I greet you from the Lands of the Morning. 

August 2009 
Happiness Pursued 

In these last ‘dog days of August’ Nancy and I have two marvelous things to look 

back upon and one event looming shortly. Our first grandchild had her first birthday (in 

which celebration we joined) and our daughter Beth got married (an event over which I 

joyfully presided). What’s looming is Tom’s marriage to Eve Greenfield on September 

5
th

, and we’ll be present for that too. There’s the old rabbi’s acerbic summation of life’s 

meaning: “You’re born,” he said, “then you get married, and then you die.” Well, that’s a 

bit truncated. There are other moments that splash out joy and celebration, and that 

percolate through with moments of life’s affirmation. And moments like these are 

coming in a gusher for us this summer. 

* 

But even as we celebrate personally (and enthusiastically!), there are things that do 

sour. I am not a pessimist by inclination. I enjoy joy. I enjoy helping others find it. People 

deserve to be happy. God’s message to humanity, as the Arabic term has it, is a bushrah, 

a celebration of good news, a joyful thing. The American Declaration of Independence 

proclaims that the revolution of the erstwhile British colonies back in the 18
th

 century 

was dedicated to establishing the right of all individuals to ‘life, liberty and the pursuit of 

happiness.’ And that’s one reason why I’m a proud American. Happiness, like life and 

liberty, is an inalienable right … at least the pursuit thereof. 

During our celebratory July journey, Nancy and I put some 4,000 miles on our rented 

car. We saw a great swathe of America between Detroit and Minneapolis and back 

through Michigan’s Northern Peninsula. We met a lot of people in restaurants, in taverns, 

in parks and … well … just along the way. And we saw people determined to assert their 

right to life, to liberty and to their pursuit of happiness. We did not meet any who wanted 

anything else. Or was that just fluke of good luck? 

* 

That ‘good luck’ is one of the things that amazes. Just look at those who try to 

propagate fear and hatred in American and western society! Waiting for us when we 

returned to Cyprus was a correspondence between a dear friend and a heckler who, in this 
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context, we will just call ‘Noname’. In that correspondence, Noname confessed to having 

been appalled that two of my colleagues and I had dared criticize (of all things!) the 

Israeli Defense Force for its well-documented atrocities in Gaza. For having done so, he 

labeled us Anti-Semites who had, single handedly, corrupted the Reformed Church in 

America! Perhaps unadvisedly I wrote to him, and I will not burden you with his vicious 

little comeback. But he did strike a nerve. 

We do need to think. That’s the nerve Noname struck (because he had obviously 

given up the effort himself). Thinking is a God-given gift. Every human being has the 

capacity. But it does amaze me how many people fail to exercise it. Noname is just one 

example (a real case of a short circuit, that one!). But more ominous is the case of Erik 

Prince who, sharing Noname’s irrationality, founded and owns the Blackwater (now re-

branded Xe) paramilitary group that still works for the US State Department. 

Xe/Blackwater has committed several high profile atrocities in Iraq and Afghanistan. 

Furthermore, Mr. Prince (check http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Erik_Prince), a politically 

very well connected individual in Republican circles, has expressed his ambition to 

eliminate Muslims and the Islamic faith around the globe. That the Obama administration 

continues to employ this group is not only a shot in the foot for President Obama’s global 

strategy, it is just plain wrong. 

Let’s ignore the ravings of Noname. Let’s even put Prince on the back burner for a 

moment. What has quite dazed me is the current debate (if one can call it that) about 

President Obama’s plan to reform the broken American health care system. It has 

degenerated into verbal thuggery of the Rush Limbaugh variety that dovetails neatly into 

the physical ‘Brownshirt’ sort of intimidation that Americans don’t quite know how to 

handle. Two things have amazed me in the health care melee (and it is more a punch-up 

than a debate). There’s the opposition’s throwing mud at inclusive health care systems in 

other countries. It has especially pilloried the British National Health System. But it has 

gone beyond that into castigating the Obama mandate on a broad range of issues that 

include, inter allia, the administration’s policies in the Middle East and Obama’s effort to 

ease tensions with Muslims. 

Take a broad-bladed paddle. Stick it into the festering mix, and just slap it around 

using fear as the driving force behind the strokes and see what miasmic odors bubble up 

to the surface. It’s a failsafe recipe for anxiety-ridden confusion. We stop thinking; we 

just react. The Church used fear during the Middle Ages to build its cathedrals; 

Reformers used it as a cudgel when it came to hand. And fear turns to hate in a flash. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Erik_Prince
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Pope Urban II used it when he launched the Crusades with the signature phrase, “God 

wills it!” The fear of Islam seemed to turn to hate for all Muslims in an instant, and it’s 

still not far from us. Erik Prince is the classic contemporary example. 

* 

As readers of these meditations will know, Nancy and I have been graced by a variety 

of magnificently positive interactions with Muslims both recently and over the years. 

And we wonder … yes, we do! … whether our reporting these rather touching and 

indicative interactions have had any effect at all. Is the West — and particularly is 

America — so intimidated by the howitzers of hate unleashed by the likes of Rush 

Limbaugh, the ‘Brownshirt’ brigades that have now been enlisted, and the very real guns 

of an Erik Prince that there’s really nothing we can do but sit back and yield to this rash 

of fascist thuggery that seems hell-bent upon transforming the American nation, which 

began as a once statesman-like revolution against ‘man’s inhumanity to man,’ into 

something that’s quite fearsomely gauche and ugly? 

Let us remember the Revolution for ‘life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness!’ It’s 

not a bad heritage. Even for those of us who were historically in opposition, it was, in the 

afterglass, a very British sort of revolution. Indeed, it was a very global sort of 

revolution. It’s not over yet. The agonies in Pakistan, Afghanistan and Palestine, for all 

their cost in human life, are struggles in the same theme. 

* 

“OK, so now explain Islamist radicalism!” 

Not being an Islamist radical myself, I am somewhat at loose ends. All I can say is 

that Islamist radicalism has a family resemblance to its Christianist, Jewishist, 

Buddhistist and Hinduist counterparts. (The suffix, -ist, indicates something that claims 

affinity but is clearly not the same.) Mr. Limbaugh is, for the time being, my case in 

point. Hate is both exportable and shareable, and it can become a very physical thing. 

Limbaugh’s mental violence cannot be seen as an innocent exercise of free speech. It is a 

criminal thing. It has a nasty physical translation. 

* 
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Nancy and I recommend seeing again the rather magnificent movie, The Kingdom of 

Heaven. In the end the two main historical characters (both, admittedly, heavily 

fictionalized) — Balian of Ibelin and Salâh-ud-Dîn (Saladin) — meet in a dialogue that, 

in essence, vindicates the veneration of human life across the Muslim-Christian divide. 

Both agree that — political considerations weighed and accounts tallied — human life is 

the primary value both share. It is a Muslim-Christian crossover point. Salâh-ud-Dîn 

could have avenged the slaughter of all Muslims and Jews in the ‘Holy City’ perpetrated 

in 1099 by the soldiers of the First Crusade with a counter-massacre. He could have done 

that. But he didn’t. In his conquest of Jerusalem in October 1187, this Kurdish captain of 

the Muslim army chose to be as compassionate as was politically possible under the 

circumstances. Thousands of Jerusalem’s Christians were given safe passage out of the 

war zone. Thousands of others, it must be said, were sold into slavery. But history agrees: 

there was no massacre. 

The movie focuses upon the theme of Christian religious bigotry. But it also adds to 

the mix Christian and Muslim compassion for the powerless, their religious affiliation 

notwithstanding. And, in the end, that is the theme vindicated for the contemporary 

audience, and that is what makes this such an important movie. 

* 

Among those celebrations that I would like to affirm in our personal lives, I also want 

to celebrate those Christians, those Jews and those Muslims who have affirmed their 

commitment to the transcendent value of human life, to peace, to justice and to mutual 

understanding across historical divides. Considered as one growing family in my mind, 

they are far more important and far more ‘Christian’ than Noname, Mr. Prince and Mr. 

Limbaugh. And I hope you agree: We must have a celebration of peace … a peace that 

banishes bigotry and hatred … a peace that celebrates life, liberty and the pursuit of 

happiness for all. 

And I greet you from the Lands of the Morning. 

September 2009 

Viva! Vida and Ida! 

There are two names that will resonate with me forever. The one is Ida Sophie 

Scudder (1870-1960); the other is Vida Dutton Scudder (1861-1954) … Vida and Ida. 
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The onomatopoetic pair were contemporaries and they both, to use the antique term of 

their day, remained ‘spinsters’ single-mindedly committed to their perceived vocations 

(for them there was simply no space for married life). That they were both born in India 

of missionary parents, that they were ‘driven’ personalities, that they reached the 

pinnacles of their demanding professions, and that they both achieved a degree of renown 

in the doing is also quite remarkable. Theirs — beginning at the end of the 19
th

 century 

and carrying on into the mid-20
th 

— were the days when the liberation of women in 

western society was gathering steam and finally broke out into the open. And these two, 

each in her idiosyncratic way, were spearheads. I’m quite proud to share their surname 

and, in Ida’s case, a direct relationship. (I’m her first cousin twice removed and had the 

privilege of knowing her personally.) 

There’s no doubt the two women knew each other. Correspondence exists even 

though I’ve not seen it. Under the circumstances, it would be ludicrous to suppose they 

didn’t know one another — two weathered battleships plowing through their time’s 

turbulent waters, female ascendants in an otherwise male-dominated world. Furthermore, 

there’s absolutely no doubt that they were on the same side regarding the big issues of 

their day even though they approached them very differently and in contrasting contexts. 

I have the image of two gray heads bent together as they sip cool drinks under a 

spreading oak somewhere in New England, sharing their thoughts and dreams, and 

chuckling over the twists and turns of their respective stories. They were both full of 

life’s joy and bubbled over with humor. 

* 

Vida was heiress to the modestly substantial fortune of Horace E. Scudder, once 

(1890-1898) editor of the prestigious Atlantic Monthly magazine and author of many 

books for children, a lesser echelon ‘Boston Brahmin’ resident of Roxbury. Her father, 

David Coit Scudder, Horace’s elder son, was moved by my great-great-grandfather, Rev. 

John Scudder, M.D., to become a missionary to India. Under sponsorship of the then-

Congregational Church, in 1860 he based himself in the Tamil town of Madurai (where 

Vida was born), but shortly after her birth he was drowned in a flash flood (1862). 

Mother and infant daughter then returned to the bosom of the family where Vida was 

provided with all the benefits of an elite upbringing and education. 

Vida along with her mother, bolted the Calvinist Puritanism of her ancestors and 

chose the Anglican tradition, becoming Episcopalians, and in that tradition Vida fervently 
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immersed herself. In the years following her death, the Episcopal Church in the USA 

enrolled her among its saints (her day in the ecclesiastical calendar is October 9
th

). As 

were many born to privilege in her generation, she was a natural-born activist, a tireless 

campaigner for the rights of the working class and for women’s rights, and she was 

among the founders of Denison House in Boston, a ministry dedicated to the 

disadvantaged. She also energetically supported President Wilson’s drive to assert justice 

for all the world’s peoples and their right to self-determination. In the early 1940s she 

rose to become, in essence, the godmother of American Christian socialism and of social 

justice for all Americans. Struggling to reconcile Marxism with her profound Christian 

faith, she eventually became an outspoken pacifist. She was an academic and a Big Issues 

person. 

* 

For her part, Ida S. Scudder was not a ‘Boston Brahmin’. Her beginnings were more 

modest. Ida’s grandfather, John, was a New Jersey-born Presbyterian and a religious 

enthusiast. He studied medicine and established a thriving practice in New York City 

where he came under the influence of a Rev. Christian Bork. Bork was a disciple of John 

Henry Livingstone, the man whose preaching and erudition brought the then-Dutch 

Reformed Church into the ‘Great Awakening’. Although discouraged by Bork, John 

Scudder, a man given to precipitous decisions mated to a very stubborn streak, 

determined that he’d been called to go to India and preach the gospel. With his bemused 

but hardy and adventurous wife, Harriet, their two-year old daughter, Maria, and Amy, 

their maid (making her the first Afro-American missionary to India), he set sail from 

Boston aboard the Indus on June 8, 1819. Maria and Amy died early, but John and 

Harriet did not. And fecundity was a gift they shared. 

Cutting to the chase, seven surviving sons and two daughters later and a whole bevy 

of grandchildren and great-grandchildren and even great-great grandchildren grew up and 

served in India (with a few in Japan or Arabia or among the native Americans or in 

Africa). But, in truth, all these were always under the shade of the great banyan tree that 

now shades the final resting place of John and Harriet Scudder in Ranipet, Tamilnadu, 

India, at the entrance to the Scudder Memorial Hospital there. All except for one. Truth to 

tell, she eclipsed her grandparents and all the other rather remarkable Scudder 

missionaries … and still does. That one was Ida Sophie, daughter of John and Harriet’s 

youngest son, John Junior, and of his wife, Sophia Weld. 
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Ida’s passion was differently focused to that of Vida. In a sense it was more hands-on, 

more focused, more practical. Following in her grandfather’s and her father’s footsteps, 

she became a missionary physician. Her consuming drive was to provide India’s women 

with access to decent health care. In the end she founded the Vellore Christian Medical 

Center that continues to be a world-class institution for the training of absolutely top-

flight medical professionals in all fields and at all levels. 

Ida was a missionary first and foremost. She cast her vocation in terms of small acts 

that added up to big ones. Moreover, she was a fundraiser of the first water and spanned 

all American Protestant denominations in her appeal. Methodists claim her, Episcopalians 

think she belongs to them, Presbyterians think their claims come first, the United Church 

of Christ has registered its primogeniture, but the Reformed Church in America knows 

with a certainty that she’s one of theirs … and they’re right. It’s really quite a marvelous 

Protestant scramble and Ida delighted in it. It’s also worth noting that she also deeply 

respected and was, in turn, very much admired by Mahatma Ghandi, a Big Issues person 

if ever there was one. He knew his oats and Ida was an ‘oatsey’ person to whom he could 

relate. She joined her force with his and that has helped bring India into the 21
st
 century. 

On that score there is no doubt whatsoever. 

* 

The point? The point, of course, is the woman-force. But it is more than that. Here are 

two formidable women who, in their own respective vocations, challenged the western 

male dominated system, and did so successfully. I can’t help adding that my own mother, 

Dorothy Bridger Scudder, followed in their train, as did my elder sister, Marilyn Jean 

Scudder, two decades later. If we believe that the glass ceiling women face in western 

culture has been shattered and gender equality is now the norm, we’ve got another think 

coming. What’s amazed me is that Vida and Ida (and Dorothy and Marilyn as well) broke 

through that ceiling by pure psychic muscle and didn’t give a damn for the pathetic 

shattered male egos they left in their train. 

We’re not talking about a species divide here. We’re talking about human rights and 

human hope. 

In the case of Ida, Dorothy and Marilyn, I personally experienced and know with 

absolute certainty that their empathy and examples, each in her own generation and each 

in her own way, fed powerfully into a quiet revolution of women in India, the Middle 
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East and Africa. The flood of women professionals into those environments has been 

rather earthshaking. Men had better wake up! 

We’re talking about the majority of the world’s population here. Women are an 

unparalleled force for change and progress that hasn’t yet been fully tapped be that in our 

western culture or any other. Certain personalities have asserted themselves. That’s true. 

But what we need to appreciate now is that in the fraught days ahead we have women 

rising out of the confusion. They are persons not defined by gender … they are persons! 

They will seize the moment and become persons in their own right not only in America 

but throughout the world. 

* 

I guess what I’m pleading for is not gender rights or racial rights or religious rights. 

In the models that move me I’m pleading for are human rights. My models tell me that 

what we need to focus upon is the person as such. This is our day to break the bigotries of 

our past and celebrate liberation in its fullest sense. Male and female, we are fashioned in 

the image of God (so says the biblical text), or we are all animated by his Spirit (as the 

Qur’ân proclaims). And we are free to move into the future. Ours is the reassurance that 

we can transcend and discover our liberation. What I really enjoyed as I reviewed the 

stories of Vida and Ida (and Dorothy and Marilyn) was this transcendence. There was in 

them a kind of purity of soul and an expectation of new beginnings … broad new 

horizons that beckon to us all. 

Viva! Vida and Ida! and their spiritual descendants no matter their culture or faith, no 

matter their race or gender. Viva! They take us forward toward the liberation of 

humanity. 

And I greet you from the Lands of the Morning. 

 

NOTE:  The longer Reformed Church in America missionaries serve, the more they 

come to see the ethical implications of Christian faith with the eyes of the people among 

whom they serve.  We treasure our missionaries and are glad to know what they think. 

However, RCA Global Mission does not, itself, have partisan political views. 
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October 2009 

Jaton Dushtu! 

Since September 11, 2001 something’s been staring me in the face. I’ve finally 

cottoned on to it. The Turks have a saying: ‘Jaton dushtu!’ meaning that the token for the 

‘Tünel’ — the underground tram connecting the end of Istanbul’s fabled Istiklâl Jaddesi 

with the Galata Bridge crossing into the ancient golden city — finally dropped. Jaton 

dushtu! You could then finally move onto the station platform and board the tram. The 

idiomatic English equivalent, of course, is ‘the penny’s dropped’, but I do like the 

Turkish phrase and its cadence … jaton dushtu. 

* 

Some time prior to 9/11/01 we were urged to sign up with an endeavor preciously 

titled ‘The University of the Third Age’ (U3A), a geriatrics’ club invented in Britain 

dedicated to the proposition that old people need intellectual stimulation just like 

anybody else — a noble aspiration and a true since we’re all growing older. 

At its Cyprus launching in Limassol, Nancy and I filled in our applications and paid 

our membership fee, noting what we might be able to contribute. For my part, I noted that 

I could conduct seminars on Islam, on contemporary Middle East history (including the 

Palestine-Israel conflict), on Oriental Christianity and on Muslim-Christian relations. 

Hey! That’s real high-octane stuff! Can’t miss with that repertoire, can you? The 

inquiring mind and all that … even if slightly wrinkled around the edges and certainly 

with gray at the temples. 

Well … I sat by the phone. It didn’t ring. No, not once! Not even a tinkle! When the 

‘curriculum’ offerings were announced they featured ‘Bridge for Beginners’, ‘English 

cookery’ (if there’s really such a thing), the ‘Orchids of Cyprus’, ‘Cyprus Archeological 

Sites’, and ‘Britain’s Political Conundrums’ … or some such set. When Nancy and I 

looked at the list, we were ‘gobsmacked’ (a nifty British slang expression that … 

gobsmacked). We decided that we weren’t really in touch with U3A priorities and let our 

memberships lapse. Before our memberships expired Nancy did find the ‘Orchids of 

Cyprus’ option interesting and went out a time or two into the Cyprus ‘outback’, but, 

hey! apart from the orchids and perhaps the archeology, the rest was pure drivel! If this is 

what the Third Age needed to keep its heart pumping, we could do better. We definitely 

weren’t Third Age. 
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* 

Then came 9/11/2001. Then came the bombing of Afghanistan and the war in Iraq 

and the ‘War on Terror’ featuring al-Qâ’idah and the Talibân that America and Sa‘ûdi 

Arabia helped create and propagate throughout the Muslim world in a starring role. Then 

came the Tamil genocide during the Sri Lankan civil war. Then came death and 

destruction, not least of all in Gaza but also in the West Bank. Then came the Madrid 

bombings in Spain and in London’s undergound. And suddenly British and American and 

other NATO forces were engaged in hydra-headed war they’ve no notion how to wage 

given their military doctrines and the means at their disposal, and furthermore they’ve 

found themselves embarrassingly in alliance with Israel, a middle eastern power bereft of 

all scruples and focused upon a long-range program of ethnic cleansing. 

All western powers have since been fumbling around for ways to extricate themselves 

from conflicts in which they have no vital interests. Amazingly Iraq has been 

downgraded to a grisly sideshow that barely makes the news any more; Afghanistan and 

Pakistan have merged into a vicious black hole; the Palestine-Israel conflict is a war 

crimes circus that nobody wants to touch with a forty-foot barge pole with a muddy end, 

most especially since the publication of the Goldstone Report that even Obama has 

desperately tried to deny. Iran, a diplomatic and military target, has nuclear ambitions. 

They dovetail neatly into the Israeli talent for misdirection — ‘look over there … don’t 

look at us! — that western powers will not challenge even though they painfully feel the 

ring in their noses. 

* 

But there’s always the specter of 9/11/01 and its ghastly sequels. And it’s had an 

effect. Interest in things Islamic among people who aren’t Muslim has spiked … and 

that’s a genuinely new thing. Some people are asking good questions about a religion 

whose adherents now number in excess of a third of the world’s population. An amazing 

number of intelligent and thoughtful folk, however, are asking silly questions that betray 

total ignorance of world history. Given migration patterns during the last half-century, a 

good many of those asking stupid questions live cheek-by-jowl with Muslims. But stupid 

questions are better than no questions at all, aren’t they? 

‘Jaton dushtu’! The token (or the penny) has finally dropped. The gate has finally 

opened. We are now on the tram platform. Somebody’s asking questions! And that’s a 
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relief even if the questions are shot through with ignorance, or are tendentious and 

frequently goaded by prejudice. At least they open up an avenue for discussion, often 

quite confrontational and confused, but a discussion nonetheless. 

* 

Then there’s the laconic voice of the now nameless and faceless American foreign 

service specialist (back in the 1990s as I recall). He was asked about a far-flung corner of 

the globe and confessed that he knew nothing about it, but added, ‘Were our American 

national interests threatened there, we’d know all about it.’ 

It does fit, doesn’t it? ‘National interests’ are not equivalent to a moral imperative but 

they’ve got a lot of punch. Now that Islamist extremism (we do forget its Hindu Sri 

Lankan and Communist German and Japanese antecedents) has become the topic of the 

hour, everybody is keyed into things Islamic and it’s become an item of American 

national interest. But that’s still not quite a matter of morality, is it? It’s still mostly a 

matter of self-interest bolstered by the propaganda of fear and paranoia. 

Do we then give thanks for fear, paranoia and, yes, greed? Are they key parts of our 

new morality in the twenty-first century? 

* 

Listen up! Fear, bigotry and greed have never yet yielded a true ethic. They yield an 

anti-ethic — a smothering of mind and imagination under a soggy blanket of avarice and 

self-seeking melding (often brutally) into spiritually corrupting quasi-religious 

shibboleths dedicated to vindictiveness and suppression. So, no, we do not give thanks 

for fear, paranoia and greed. The old Realpolitik guideline of national interest feeds upon 

these motive forces. The brokers of power dish them out for mass consumption and 

they’ve got a lot of political calories. But … 

… I think I see hints that the Nazi-inspired doctrine of Realpolitik may be self-

destructing or maybe it’s simply self-devouring like the Worm Ouroboros (the mythical 

worm, serpent or dragon that devours itself). On that optimistic note, we really do need a 

new behavioral template, another public morality that leaves the Worm Ouroboros to 

gobble itself up. 
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Even more than the threat of terrorism (of Islamist, Fox News or any other stripe), 

perhaps what has precipitated this discombobulation of accepted doctrine has been the 

world economic crisis. The pocketbook’s been pinched and very severely. As we seem to 

be emerging from that financial crisis, we won’t soon forget how the panic-stricken 

political elites and the grubby-fingered magnates of the world’s financial and industrial 

giants scrambled to regain their leverage. They seem to have succeeded … or have they? 

The common folk (call them ‘tax-payers’) who’ve footed the bill have seen how they’ve 

tried to do it but they’re utterly fed up. 

Against the old politics and economics I see the rise of a new. I’ve no notion of what 

that ‘new’ looks like. I’m no clairvoyant. The Obama phenomenon may be partly 

instrumental in this, but the groundswell is most evident on the Internet and the idea or 

ideal of Obama. He may have just become its symbol (his ever less glossy reality 

notwithstanding … now almost irrelevant). In Britain and the broader EU, in America 

and the broader Americas, in Indonesia and the broader ‘Muslim World’, in India, in 

China and not least of all in Africa we see it. It is the people’s demand for a way out of a 

cul-de-sac that begins with holding political institutions, political elites and their 

economic bedfellows to account. Out of the misery the cynicism of self-interest has 

inflicted springs a demand for a new political and economic ethic. 

In broad stroke we’re talking religion here. Religious discourse must always be 

ethically sensitive. After all, jaton dushtu! There’s the overwhelming and utter 

wastefulness of grace, and God’s tsunami of mercy —  turbulent, dangerous, and often 

hurtful — sweeps up pell-mell all moral agents in its inundation. That’s the whole point 

of the divine exercise, isn’t it? It’s the crisis of God’s love, after all. It’s not an easy 

crisis. And, in our day, that’s the challenge that the Obama icon — leave aside the man 

himself, we’re talking about the icon, the painting of hope he has inspired — promises to 

work through, doesn’t it? 

And one of the torturous problems that people now demand must be addressed is 

Islam. And I find that refreshing. I’ve still got work to do. Jaton dushtu! (the penny’s 

dropped!), folks. And that’s a good thing. 

And I greet you from the Lands of the Morning. 
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November 2009  

‘Haideralizing’  Thanksgiving 

In the very first watch of Tuesday, November 17
th

, our brother and life-long friend, 

Haider Muhammad al-Khalîfah, died after years of failing health. There was no gathering 

of the clan for the funeral (at least not from the Scudder side). By Muslim custom, 

Haider’s body was buried before nightfall on the very same day. But is that a reason to 

give thanks? Yes, it is. I mean, how many lives can you give thanks for? Really! Not 

many. But, by gum! I give thanks for the life of Haider Muhammad al-Khalifah. And 

here are some glimpses into why. 

* 

Haider was born into a struggling Shî‘ite family in Kuwait in the mid-1920s. 

Muhammad, Haider’s father, was a laborer. One summer’s day, with the heat fierce and 

food scarce, Muhammad collapsed on the street on his way home. The American Mission 

padre, Gerrit Pennings, saw him fall. He knelt beside him, picked the scarecrow-thin 

Muhammad up in his arms, and carried him to the Mission hospital. Stanley Mylrea 

nursed Muhammad back to health. (Hold this space!) After Muhammad return home, a 

bag of rice would appear quite anonymously at the front door of his house once a week. 

And then Pennings gave Muhammad a modest loan so he could open a shop. Why 

Pennings did that is anybody’s guess, but Muhammad did pay back that loan … and with 

interest. 

I remember that shop well because that’s where Marilyn and I used to buy a lump of 

‘alûch (frankincense gum) and chew it and, when we were really flush, we’d buy a 

rosewater fizzy drink bottled in Basrah with a marble in the neck. You’d press down on 

the ball with a grubby thumb and, hey! pop! presto! you’d get at the good stuff. When 

Coca Cola and other sophisticated carbonated drinks came onto the market, we 

discovered how really awful it was, but at the time it was ambrosia. (When our mother 

learned that we were actually drinking the stuff, she went ballistic. But then, again, what 

was she going to do? Forbid us our meager allowance? Not a chance … especially not in 

light of our physician father’s loud guffaw.) We’d ride up to the shop on our state-of-the-

art ‘Hercules’ bicycles and order our stuff from a grumpy old Muhammad. 

But I digress. 

* 
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In honor of Pennings and Mylrea, Muhammad (who went on to live to 105) 

commanded his sons to serve the Mission that, at the time, needed trainees in a variety of 

positions. Jâsim, Muhammad’s eldest, enlisted as a cook and trained under Maliko and 

my mother. According to my father’s epicurean palate, Jâsim became Kuwait’s premier 

bread maker (he had muscles on top of muscles for kneading the dough into abject 

submission) and was not a bad cook overall. Marilyn and I used to sit in his kitchen, 

listen to his stories and his boisterous laugh. He served our family well for many years, 

but used to complain mightily when we would consume two loaves of fresh bread at one 

sitting and call for more. 

For his part, Haider served the DeJong household as a houseboy. Everdine DeJong, 

who taught him English and a few other things besides, eventually saw that Haider had 

real gifts. She told him he was wasting his time as a houseboy and sent the stripling over 

to the hospital to train as a practical nurse. And, with his head start in idiomatic English 

having grown up with the DeJong boys — Keith, David and particularly Ed — he was a 

quick study. He became the lead nurse-trainee of a core group that included ‘Abbâs Ridâ 

and Ibrahîm. 

It must be understood that the American Mission Hospitals in Kuwait were the only 

game in town from 1913 up until the mid-1950s (a hospital for men and another for 

women). Kuwait’s Shî‘ite community was the Mission’s most fertile recruiting ground 

for helpers prior to when nurses and doctors from India came in great numbers 

particularly in the early 1960s and Kuwaitis began to feel the onset of oil prosperity. 

Haider quickly graduated from being a practical nurse to become my father’s scrub 

nurse. Dad was a great teacher and saw that Haider never avoided a challenge. On heavy 

days, Haider would take over basic operations. My father once told me that Haider’s 

hemorrhoidectomies were among the neatest and cleanest he had ever seen (and he had 

seen a lot). 

Late in 1951 Stanley Mylrea returned to Kuwait for a farewell visit. Our family was 

in the US on furlough. Christmas was celebrated (with the Bosch family in ‘our house’) 

and quite suddenly Mylrea was struck by a heart attack. He was given a special room 

near our house to recover, and Haider, ‘Abbâs and Ibrahîm were his nurses, taking turns 

on shift. On the evening of January 3
rd

, 1952, Haider was going off duty when Mylrea 

stopped him at the door. “You know, Haider,” he said, “when we thought your father was 

dying I sat by his bedside and nursed him through his crisis.” He sighed, “Well, now it’s 
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your turn to sit by my bedside. Thank you.” And Haider never forgot that. Mylrea died 

that night. It was a bonding moment. 

Then came Kuwait’s first X-Ray machine. I remember that black monstrosity. The 

first procedure was a fluoroscopy of the ruler’s, Shaykh Ahmad al-Jâbir’s, hand. He was 

delighted by the display of his finger bones flexing around on the ghostly screen. Haider 

(again) took over and learned on the fly under my father’s tutelage and by reading the 

instruction manual. When the time came for building the new X-Ray unit with a larger 

and more sophisticated machine, Haider was sent off to India’s Vellore Christian Medical 

Center to study radiology under Dr. Ida B. Scudder who declared him to be stellar 

material. When he came back having picked up a smattering of Tamil along the way, he 

became Kuwait’s first X-Ray guru. But some time thereafter his white blood cells started 

to drop alarmingly. He was then whipped off of the X-Ray machine and moved over into 

administration under my mother’s supervision. 

By then he had become the Mission’s (and my parents’) chief advisor on all sorts 

things. He gave of his intuitive wisdom to my parents and to a score of other 

missionaries. In effect, he became the Mission’s advisor on issues ranging from church 

expansion to reconfiguring the Mission’s program for literature distribution (in effect, 

inventing the ‘Family Bookshop’) to sorting out family problems to Muslim-Christian 

relations in Kuwait in an ever more complicated political environment. With a foot in 

both worlds, he was absolutely invaluable. 

In 1963 he was sent off to Tanta, Egypt, to study hospital administration. But when 

my father was struck down by a sub-dural hematoma in 1964 and my parents had to leave 

Kuwait to seek medical help in the United States, Haider was called back to become the 

linchpin of the hospital’s operation until, in 1967, the Reformed Church in America, in a 

controversial and painful decision, closed both hospitals. 

Haider took it all in stride and was the person who, more than any other, helped pull 

my parents through the traumatic transition that took them from the Mission’s hospitals 

into their last assignments in Kuwait’s military health service (thereby hangs another 

tale). Haider served with them for several years, but after my father’s death in 1975 he 

chose to retire and became a private businessman. It was a pattern other Kuwaitis had 

adopted before him, and it seemed only natural. When he did that my mother was 

disappointed, but she accepted the logic and the outcome. 
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* 

There was a ‘thing’ between the Scudders and Haider. Many Kuwaitis knew him as 

‘Haider Eskadar’ or ‘Haider Amarikânî’. I still don’t understand it fully. My brother, Ted, 

has reminded me that, on each Christmas morning Haider magically appeared at five in 

the morning to brew pots-full of magnificent aromatic Arab coffee redolent with 

cardamom to be served with ritual correctness by me or by my father or, if push came to 

shove, by Haider himself to the Kuwaitis who appeared beginning in the wee hours and 

who kept appearing well into the afternoon (once counted at well over 300 between 6 

a.m. and early afternoon). I do remember personally serving coffee to the then-ruler, 

Shaykh ‘Abd-Allâh as-Sâlim, before he politely rose and invoked his blessing upon our 

feast. My mother also orchestrated on Christmas night a special Haider Christmas with 

his 13 daughters and two sons each receiving presents. 

There were some nights when Haider would appear with kebab and Persian bread or 

some other food he’d picked up from a restaurant, and then there’d be long 

confabulations into the small hours. We’d sit at the dining room table munching on 

Haider’s offerings and discussing whatever happened to be the topic of the moment. 

Haider’s grasp of English was idiosyncratic and utterly fluent. He knew English 

nursery rhymes by the score and played with them delightfully. He enjoyed coining 

words and flipping them over on their backs. Our kids have a term to describe what he 

did to English: ‘Haideralization’. They can each fall into his idiom with great facility. 

Haider was a master linguist, and I only wish I had the same talent. He had at his 

command Urdu, Hindi, Persian, English and Arabic and could switch from one to the 

other with intuitive ease especially when he needed an aphorism or a proverb to illustrate 

a point. One of his Urdu proverbs can be rendered something like this: “Life is like a 

motel; I’m here today and then I move on.” So he has now moved on. 

In God’s grace he is now at peace. And we give thanks for this man. He has 

‘Haideralized’ Thanksgiving for us this year. 

And I greet you from the Lands of the Morning. 
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December 2009 

Ayia Sophia 

What is Ayia Sophia (or Hagia Sophia, Divine Wisdom)? It is a very impressive 4
th

 

century basilica erected in Constantinople (now Istanbul) as a political statement by the 

Byzantine Emperor Justinian the First. It became the central cathedral of the Byzantine 

Empire until that empire died in 1453. It then became a mosque under the conquering 

Ottoman Turks whose empire, in turn, died in 1923. In 1935 it became a museum piece 

attached to the Topkapi Palace under the secular Turkish Republic of Mustafâ Kamâl 

Atatürk. It’s a rather magnificent pile of stone and other stuff that’s been fiddled with for 

most of seventeen centuries. Them’s the bare bones of it, folks. 

But now there’s a nasty little movement afoot to ‘free’ the Ayia Sophia in Istanbul 

that I’m convinced has an anti-Turkish and anti-Muslim animus as a subtext. In June of 

2007 this movement, headed by a Californian businessman of Greek descent named Chris 

Spirou, gained support from the late Tom Lantos (then dying of cancer), a US House of 

Representatives Democratic heavyweight, who for many of his twenty-eight years in 

Congress was chair of the Human Rights Caucus and of the House Committee on Foreign 

Affairs. Lantos died early in 2008, but his endorsement remains. Although a self-

confessed secular Jew, Lantos framed his support for restoring the Ayia Sophia to 

Christian worship as a move to redress two human rights violations: first he cited the 

right to religious freedom, and then he spoke about the illegitimacy of the ‘forced 

conversion of Holy Places or Holy Sites.’ Lantos was probably not fully aware, but 

there’s a great deal of ambiguity on both counts. 

Recently this movement has developed a very political wrinkle in Europe. The 

argument is this: The Ayia Sophia is the first and most important cathedral in all of 

Christendom. Since Turkey declared itself to be a secular state, this site of such 

preeminent religious significance should be returned to its devotees. And if the Turkish 

government doesn’t restore ‘Hagia Sophia to its original purpose as a church and not a 

museum,’ Turkey should be denied membership in the European Union. Them’s heavy 

dum-dum bullets fired at close range with the intention of causing maximum damage 

under the cloak of a pious Christian objective. 

So what is this Ayia Sophia? Why all this kerfuffle? 

* 
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In essence, as I noted, the Ayia Sophia was the crowning political statement of the 

Byzantine Emperor, Justinian the First (born Flavius Petrus Sabbatius in 483 AD). He 

was a Macedonian of humble peasant stock who rose through the ranks of the army on 

sheer merit to become the Emperor of Byzantium by acclamation in 527. With brilliant 

administrative ability he ruled Byzantium for thirty-eight years until he died in 565 at the 

ripe old age of 83. And among the many monuments he built to express the glory of his 

reign and of his faith was the Ayia Sophia. It is his most outstanding physical legacy, and 

nobody can take that from him. 

The Ayia Sophia, designed by Isidore of Miletus and Anthamius of Tralles, was built 

within the imperial precincts of Constantinople between 532 and 537. It replaced all 

previous religious edifices on or near the site. Upon completion it became the seat of the 

Patriarch of Constantinople, the ‘first among equals’ of the Greek Orthodox Church, the 

de facto arbiter in matters religious throughout the empire. Many times damaged by 

earthquakes and many times repaired, the edifice still stands essentially as originally 

designed (but with a substantially higher dome rebuilt in 562 and some buttresses added 

much later). Many of the original mosaics were destroyed between 726 and 802 during 

the excesses of the Christian Iconoclastic movement that swept the Byzantine Empire but 

a few of the original mosaics have miraculously survived. 

The Latin Crusaders of the 4
th

 Crusade captured Constantinople and ruled it between 

1204 and 1261, converting the Ayia Sophia into a Catholic cathedral. Byzantine forces 

eventually threw out the Crusaders and restored Greek Orthodox worship, but in the 

meantime the Ayia Sophia had been trashed, many of its priceless treasures shipped off to 

Venice (the 4
th

 Crusade’s financier) and other parts of Europe. Efforts to shore up and 

repair the building over the next two centuries did not entirely undo the damage, and the 

basilica became increasingly dilapidated, reflecting the steady decline of Byzantine 

power and wealth, the Black Death plague of 1347 and the flagging morale of the people. 

The Byzantine Empire finally collapsed in 1453 more for lack of interest than for any 

other reason. The victors were the Ottoman Turks. The conqueror, Mehmet the First, 

ordered the Ayia Sophia cleaned up, repaired and converted into a mosque (it was, after 

all, within the grounds of his newly acquired palace), and eventually four minarets in the 

Turkish style were erected to indicate the cathedral’s transformation. The Christian 

religious furniture was removed, replaced by Islamic symbols, and the magnificent 

mosaics that had not been damaged earlier or destroyed were plastered over (not defaced 

or removed). The sanctuary became a rather dull mosque, but architecturally it became 
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the model for many other mosques throughout the Muslim world including the Blue 

Mosque in Istanbul and the famous Taj Mahal in Agra. Byzantine architecture still 

remains the controlling model for thousands of mosques throughout the Muslim world, 

not least of all the Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem. 

It’s a rather marvelous — though subtle — ecumenical statement. 

* 

Back to the Ayia Sophia itself: Following Ataürk’s revolution in 1923 and the 

founding of the Turkish Republic, within the Topkapi Palace complex the Ayia Sophia 

was treated with great respect. In 1935 the palace as a whole was converted into a 

museum, and that included the Ayia Sophia. While the work had initially begun between 

1847 and 1849 in the course of major repairs to the building itself, during our sojourn in 

Istanbul in the 1990s the uncovering of the fabulous mosaics of the Ayia Sophia had 

really gathered momentum. Each time we visited the site (laced with scaffolding though 

it was) we saw new marvels. The unspeakably magnificent mosaic of the Virgin and 

Child in the half-dome of the apse behind the altar area is utterly mesmerizing and is the 

first thing you see as you enter the sanctuary. Each time we visited there were new panels 

that had been uncovered in the gallery and on the main floor. They were unveiled with 

loving care and even a sense of reverence. 

* 

As part of the Topkapi Museum complex, the Ayia Sophia has become the true 

centerpiece. Turks of every persuasion, from radical secularist to conservative Muslim, 

visit it and walk through its galleries in respectful silence. Turks are Turkey’s premier 

tourists, and that makes sense. They live in a land where they are surrounded on every 

hand by some of the world’s most significant cultural and historical monuments in the 

fashioning of which their forebears had no hand. They are 12
th

 century latecomers into 

this archeologically and historically ancient treasure trove, custodians by default of a 

wealth their forefathers had never dreamed of, didn’t know or even care about. But now 

they do care. So they come to the Ayia Sophia in their thousands mixed in with harried 

and herded foreign tourists on tastelessly garish and impiously bombastic guided tours. 

The Turks stand aside and let the bovine mob move on, and then stand before a panel in 

respectful silence before moving on with dignified pace to the next. And I found that 
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quite moving. It is such contrast to the hysteria a Greco-Californian businessman is trying 

to whip up hysteria for the ‘freeing’ of the Ayia Sophia. 

So let’s think about that. For instance, where is the congregation that is to fill the 

Ayia Sophia even should it be, as it were, ‘freed’? Will our Greco-Californian return to 

Constantinople/Istanbul with a thousand Greek expatriates in his train to fill the Ayia 

Sophia? Fat chance! Read Nikos Kazantzakis’ Report to Greco or Louis de Bernières’ 

masterful Birds Without Wings, or read other accounts of the demographic trade of Greek 

for Turkish populations after the First World War. It is a brutal and heart-breaking story. 

But the fact of the matter is that there is no Greek Orthodox presence in Istanbul (or in all 

of Asia Minor) capable of sustaining worship in the Ayia Sophia today. The Greeks have 

virtually gone. Even the succession of the patriarchate is under threat because of the 

disastrous atrophy of its demographic base. 

And what of the Turkish custodianship? Actually, it’s been rather impressive. 

Compared to the depredations of the Iconoclasts and the Crusaders (Christian fanatics 

both), and even compared to the demoralized latter Byzantines, the Turks from day one 

of their conquest of Constantinople and even more so since the declaration of the republic 

have demonstrated themselves to be almost ideal custodians of the Ayia Sophia, one of 

the world’s most impressive cultural heritage sites. 

That site used to be a Byzantine basilica and then became the Ottoman Empire’s main 

mosque. But now it is neither. The empires and their agendas have blessedly gone the 

way of all flesh. Now both Muslims and Christians can enter into this increasingly 

magnificent place and be immediately caught up in an atmosphere that’s hard to describe 

unless we use the term ‘worship’ (ignore the pagan camera clicking tourist mob). But, for 

my money, I’d leave the custodianship of the place to the Turks. They’ve more than 

proven their trustworthiness. It’s their wisdom that’s there to see. 

And I greet you from the Lands of the Morning. 

Latter December 2009 
Christmas 2009 … Liberation 

We come toward the Season of Christmas with ambivalence this year. There will be 

no ‘Silent Night’ sung off key by doomed British and German soldiers slithering around 

in ghastly freezing trenches as happened during the First World War, creating for a 
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moment some sense of peace and communion in the midst of holocaust. The lines of 

combat are now differently drawn. There seems to be no shared spirituality … no 

crossover point … for peace on earth, good will toward all humanity. 

Or is that really true? 

I have expatiated ere now upon my growing up in Kuwait in the 1940s and 1950s 

(and, as an adult, in the late 60s and the 70s), and the instinctive bonding between 

Muslims and Christians at that most Christian of seasons (as also during Muslim high 

holy days). For all who participated, Christmas was a real celebration. Muslims 

celebrated with Christians and Christians celebrated with Muslims. It was just natural. 

God was glorified here and God was glorified there. Whatever the occasion, God was 

glorified. And the people knew it was uniting and fitting … and, yes, liberating. 

And I reckon that’s the point. Liberation. 

* 

In the Eastern traditions of the Church, historically, Easter was (and still is) the truly 

‘Great Feast’; Christmas, until struck by the tenacious commercial grasp of Santa Claus, 

was almost an afterthought. It may have something to do with western Christianity’s 

obsession with the gore of the Crucifixion. In a sense that’s the theme upon which we 

western Christians key. The gore overlays everything else, even at Christmas. We 

westerners do so relish the ghastly. So, if we really want to be happy at Christmas, why 

not the ultimate icon of cholesterol overdrive, Jolly Old Saint Nick? Let’s throw the Baby 

out with the bathwater. Jesus is trampled under the hooves of the reindeer. It’s the 

quintessential escape mechanism. 

* 

Then-Metropolitan of the Princes’ Islands and now Patriarch of the Armenian 

Orthodox Church in Istanbul and all Turkey, His Beatitude Mesrop Mutafyan (a man who 

is and ever will be my friend), once explained to Nancy and me that Armenians only 

display the crucifix (Christ physically depicted suffering upon the cross) on Good Friday; 

the rest of the year the cross stands alone, empty and beautified. The cross is the divine 

instrument of liberation … it is empty, it is beautiful (and all Orthodox icons testify to 

that fact) … it is the scepter in the hands of the risen Christ for humanity (for all 

humanity). 
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So in the West’s tradition the Christmas story is linked to the Christ ‘suffering, 

sighing, bleeding, dying, sealed in a stone cold tomb.’ In contrast, the afterthought is 

Easter. In the eastern tradition Christmas is simply a birth. Shockingly for some, both 

Mark and John in their gospels entirely ignore Jesus’ birth. John begins with his 

magnificent poem to the Logos (the Word) made flesh and proceeds to Jesus’ baptism at 

the hands of John the Baptist. Mark’s narrative begins with Jesus’ baptism. That moment 

is the first step on the way toward the cross. Gore there is, but gore is not the issue, the 

point or the end. The cross after Good Friday is empty. The tomb after Easter is empty. 

The Catholics (who seem stuck with the scenario they’ve written) and most of us 

Protestant tagalongs (who could change perspective if we’d choose to do so) still just 

don’t get it. We do so like our gospel gore and the anti-Jewish sentiment that generates 

… no matter how we may try to repress or recast our inherent anti-Semitism. 

* 

It does seem this year as though those who prefer gore will have it all their way. 

There’s grim and gory news from Iraq; in Pakistan the bombings continue to blast 

innocent lives into grisly compost; in Afghanistan there’s just no end in sight to what 

promises to become Obama’s Gotterdammerung. There’ll be no ‘Peace on earth’ that we 

can anticipate in this season. We’ve made sure of that. 

But is that the inevitable end of the story? 

Let’s overlay today’s disaster-laden scenario with the eastern perspective. We begin 

with ‘Glorious now behold him arise, King and God and sacrifice.’ OK, perhaps we 

should amend that. Let’s replace the last word, ‘sacrifice’, with ‘Ruler Wise’ so as to 

escape the western Christian cul-de-sac. But the old western carol does have some merit: 

‘King forever, ceasing never, over us all to reign.’ Christ, in Greek terms, is the 

Pantokrator, the sovereign of all creation, the symbol of which is depicted in the central 

dome of all proper Orthodox churches (no matter how humble). Christ’s unambiguous 

office. It is simply a statement of fact. 

In Muslim tradition (also eastern), differently phrased and storied to be sure, we have 

a similar figure of al-Masîh ‘Îsâ Ibnu-Maryam (the Messiah, Jesus the Son of Mary). The 

Qur’ân quotes Jesus to say, “Peace was upon me on the day of my birth, as it will be on 

the day I die, and on the day I rise alive again.” And the Qur’ân adds, “That is ‘Îsâ Ibnu-

Maryam, the Word of Truth, over whom they quibble.” (Sûrah 19:33-34) The point is clear. 
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God’s blessing is inherent in Jesus the Messiah from birth to death to resurrection to 

exaltation. God has no truck with quibbles or with the quibblers. And that is why 

Muslims, in my experience, never had qualms celebrating Jesus’ birth with Christians. In 

Muslim spirituality there has always been resident in the Jesus figure a power that is both 

potent and filled with a redemptive mystery. He never fit the stereotype of the prophet. 

He was both more and different. Those Muslims who, for political reasons, have since 

tried to downgrade the Jesus figure, run hard up against the Qur’ân and it’s unyielding 

text. Theirs will be the loss. 

* 

It has always bemused me that Christian polemicists and rabble rousers have tried to 

portray Muslims as devotees of an alien or pagan god. In Christian parlance (as in 

Muslim, for that matter) there is no God other than the One God. And in a very real sense 

Jesus serves as the pivot point. For Muslims as for Christians there is a remarkable 

consensus concerning Jesus the person. And it always and persistently points back to the 

godhead — the one true God that both Muslims and Christians worship and adore. 

Now, yet again, it is the Christmas moment. What are we to make of it? (‘We’ being 

both Muslim and Christian.) If we can get away from the gore we so adore, perhaps we 

can tweak our spirituality a bit and seek wholeheartedly ‘Glory to God in the highest’ and 

(in spite of everything) ‘peace on earth, good will to all humankind.’ 

This Christmas can be … and indeed it is … a liberation moment. 

And I greet you from the Lands of the Morning. 

January 2010 

Palindromitis 

There’s an old (not, indeed, the oldest) palindrome: ‘A man a plan a canal Panama’. 

Work it back to front (forget spacing and capital letters), and you get the same message. 

Big deal! In fact the man (or at least the man of record) was George Goethals. The plan 

was the engineer’s dream (dreamt since 1529) of a shortcut between the Atlantic and the 

Pacific Oceans avoiding the stormy passage around Cape Horn. The result was the 

Panama Canal (realized almost four centuries later in 1914). It wasn’t quite as simple as 

that, of course, but there you are. We’ve got the canal — back-to-front and front-to-back. 
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The canal itself does work both ways, and that’s nice. But the palindrome doesn’t tell you 

that, does it? It’s basically a piece of nonsense. 

But what’s a palindrome really, and why has inventing one been such an absorbing 

mental exercise going as far back as 79 A.D.? We see palindromes in Latin, Greek and 

even (perhaps the most ambitious) in Sanskrit. And the messages have always been quite 

banal if not downright silly. Inventing a palindrome is such a waste of the tiny flashes in 

our gray matter. 

But it has struck me that perhaps palindromitis is the political disease of our time, 

and, on the record, it seems that our American president has caught a virulent strain of the 

malady since his election. Read his messages one way and, reversed, they read the same. 

In other words, they’re meaningless. It’s just a mental exercise in double speak: nonsense 

read either way may yet become the great Obama Transgression. 

And that’s such a shame … such a shame! It really didn’t have to be like that! With 

just a mite more courage … ah, well … 

* 

Looking back upon the Year of Our Lord 2009 and ahead to the year 2010, in the 

Christian story on January 6
th

 we celebrated Epiphany/Twelfth Night, when (so the 

legend has it) three Zoroastrian astrologers finally arrived in Bethlehem to present their 

gifts to the Christ child. It’s a touching story that is enlivened by our yearly attention to 

Gian Carlo Menotti’s Amahl and the Night Visitors. I personally will always remember 

the part of Amahl as played by Keith Capen in our Kodaikanal School production of the 

opera back in 1956. She was utterly magnificent in the role as were the three kings. And 

it’s not a palindrome. 

Do we come into the Year of Our Lord 2010 with something less than hope and good 

cheer, belying our gifts to each other and bereft hope? Has 2009 been all that bad? Well, 

bad it’s been in many ways, but we’ve been receiving the stories of friends — their 

summations of the year now past — and 2009 hasn’t been all that bad. For our part, 

Nancy and I’ve celebrated our granddaughter’s first birthday and two weddings during 

this past summer, and we’re presently rejoicing in the presence of Della (the 

aforementioned granddaughter) and her parents on Cyprus. These have been utterly 

magnificent moments. Our own and our friends’ stories have spoken of things achieved, 

of relationships enriched, of bridges repaired, and of promising forecasts. Yes, 2009 has 
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also witnessed personal losses, friends moving on into the nearer presence of God. But 

these are all little pieces of the world’s collage of happenings … happenings not infected 

by palindromitis. 

But it strikes me that this good news and the news of personal victories (as in the case 

of those who have died on the upswing … who have died in the faith) should press upon 

us the need to work toward a fuller realization of what it means to live in a world at 

peace. As our Canadian friends might put it, ‘What’s the matter with world peace, eyh?’ 

* 

The downside is this: 

During the first Zionist incursions into Palestine there were voices that spoke of the 

need to establish the conditions for peace. You couldn’t just move in, take lives and 

livelihoods and expect the victims (in those days, the Palestinian peasants) to lie down 

and play dead. No few heroic and now iconic figures strove toward the goal of mutual 

benefit and understanding on both sides and there are winsome stories to document this. 

But palindromitis struck in a virulent strain. Perhaps it was inevitable in the wake of 

the Nazi genocide. Was one dream really reconcilable with the other? Was one 

community’s agony, panic and passion actually coherent, and was the other side 

convinced? After all, it required the expropriation of rights, the ‘breaking of eggs’ for a 

Zionist omelet, a sure-fire formula for the Palestinian agony, panic and passion. The 

escalation of emotion and tension decreed that it was neither coherent nor convincing. 

Cultural and political agendas were just too much bent back upon themselves — 

palindromitis. Conflict over the so-called ‘Holy Land’ became unavoidable. It became 

the dna ly loh … a nonsense set of syllables … that still puzzles humankind. 

Israel/Palestine (oh well, why not? … enit se laple arsi) is a necrotic non sequitur that 

grips the world with morbid fascination. 

I don’t know of any other contemporary conflict so bedeviled by so much pointless 

death. I really don’t. It is a deeply diseased conundrum. Islamists from the Philippines to 

the Middle East, and millions of Muslims (and Christians, for that matter) less 

ideologically driven, focus upon it. Christian Zionists and even clumps of Christian 

liberals get all frothy about Israel’s rights. The Jewish right wing (wherever found or 

however configured), echoing their Christian interlocutors, quite uncritically takes 

Israel’s extreme cause as a cause divinely ordained. The Jewish left has somewhat 
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tentatively tried to distance itself from Israel but to no avail. It’s in a kind of no-man’s 

land of confusion and retroflection. Meanwhile the issue sweeps up every other cause 

into a swirling chaos, a nonsense cacophony. It is classic palindromitis — dna ly loh! In 

its own way it’s all a kind of cataclysmic obscenity to which so many other obscenities 

are attached, not least of all Islamist extremism, an obscenity in its own right. 

And maybe, for our collective sanity, we might say to hell with the whole kit and 

caboodle. Since we’ve got the means to empower it, let the Israeli Right (now in the 

ascendant) wipe out the Palestinians. Let the Israelis (as it were, of course) commit 

genocide. (Their elected government is bent on doing so anyway … it’s just a question of 

tactic, moment and ‘spin’.) Wouldn’t that be so much simpler than justice? Justice, as the 

terminally embarrassing Goldstone Report implies, would be so very painful, so very 

costly, and require so deep a probe into the Israeli, Palestinian, American and global 

conscience that few now in authority could endure its rigors. So let’s do an amoral (nay! 

an immoral) sidestep. Let’s get on with it … let’s get it over with! Blow the Palestinians 

off the face of the planet! Isn’t it time? Men, women and children in Palestine and 

beyond … they’re just the detritus history anyway. Let’s get on with it! Let’s tell 

Netanyahu and his bloated cabinet of butchers, bullies and political pimps (with perhaps 

Obama but certainly a healthy majority of the American Congress applauding in the 

wings and paying the bills), ‘Go for it! Death is so delicious! Make it a good feast! We all 

await our invitations.’ 

What a 2010 that would be! Genocide by the genocidees! Holocaust by the 

holocaustees! It will be an utterly magnificent political and moral palindrome. 

History has seen peoples obliterated in the past. Including the Palestinians, some 

peoples even now are just holding on by the skin of their teeth. Some of them (of course, 

including the Palestinians) are fighting back, but history’s straight-line inertia seems to be 

against them. They’re in the teeth of the cosmic shredder that’ll obliterate their 

consciousness and identity. Unless some truly exceptional countervailing force is brought 

to bear right now, they’ll be recycled into something quite unrecognizable or simply 

vaporized in the ovens of the final solution. 

* 

But, folks, the deal is this: In enit se laple arsi this travesty can’t be allowed. It is, 

after all, dna ly loh. Forcibly kicked back-to-front, un-palindromed, it’s still 
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Israel/Palestine and the Holy Land, isn’t it? We just can’t let this insanity … this grisly 

obscenity … take place. Because of its symbolism (if for no other reason) there is in the 

little land of Palestine and in its little peoples something utterly precious that just must be 

rescued … kept intact. It just must be! And that something has a whole lot to do with 

peace and reconciliation: de-palindroming the process. 

Why? Well … well, because we … all of us … need to aspire to something better. 

We need to call off the planned genocide; we … all of us … need to see something better 

not just in Palestine but also throughout a world for which Palestine is a focal point. De-

palindromize Palestine, and there’s hope for the whole world order. 

* 

The year of Our Lord 2010 has been ushered in. Something new can happen in the 

twelve months ahead. It can … it must … it will! It will be … it must be … something 

other than a political palindrome resonating with brutality, cupidity, nonsense and 

stupidity. It will be, in fact, a step forward, a step toward a better tomorrow, a step upon 

which humanity will insist. Of this I am certain. 

And I greet you from the Lands of the Morning. 

 

February 2010 
Unskewing Skewed Logic 

There’s a piece surfing the Internet under the by-line of ‘Emanuel Tanay, M.D.’ 

entitled, ‘A German’s View of Islam.’ Apart from the opening quotation about the 

average German and Nazism, there’s nothing very German about it. The author is Paul E. 

Marek, who published the essay in 2007 under the title, “Why the Peaceful Majority is 

Irrelevant.” www.israelnationalnews.com/Articles/Article.aspx/6996 Tanay himself, a Polish Holocaust 

survivor living in Ann Arbor, Michigan (USA), denies authorship. Marek is a second-

generation Canadian of Czech descent, is an educational consultant. Tanay’s signature on 

the chain-letter email version is a forgery although why it was forged makes no sense. 

Nonetheless, we can set it aside. 

Marek’s original piece begins with an interesting comment by a friend of his, a 

German aristocrat, whom he asked, ‘How many German people were true Nazis?’ The 

http://www.israelnationalnews.com/Articles/Article.aspx/6996
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answer was, ‘Very few.’ Some appreciated the restoration of German national pride (and 

probed no deeper), others just didn’t care (they were too busy), while still others (the 

respondent himself among them) disdained the Nazis as fools and so ignored them. And, 

the German concluded, ‘Before we knew it, they owned us.’ 

Marek then proceeds to cite case after parallel case in which ordinary people in 

country after country, like the Germans, were seduced or cudgeled by fanatics into 

submitting to terrorism and tyranny, unwittingly becoming complicit in atrocity after 

atrocity along the way. All these simple peace-loving people ignored the threat too long, 

didn’t resist when they had the chance and wound up victims. The ‘peaceful majority’ of 

Muslims, Marek suggests, are like the Germans too. The fanatics have taken them over, 

rendered them irrelevant, and ‘… they will awaken one day and find that the fanatics own 

them, and the end of their world will have begun.’ 

In the genre of Islam-bashing, this piece is remarkable for seeming rational. To 

illustrate the Muslim dilemma Marek argues, ‘This is like that, therefore this is that.’ And 

the parallelism that inspires is the historian’s bugbear, seductive because it’s so tidy. But 

what seems to be ‘like’ in the contemporary Muslim case is actually quite unique, a 

sticky and sickly cocktail of clashing features. To draw the conclusion that Islamist 

fanaticism is the true ‘likeness’ of what happened elsewhere and other-when is false. The 

facts won’t allow it and the skewed logic won’t paper them over. Each case Marek cites 

was homegrown in its own environment — Nazism was German-bred, Bolshevism was 

intrinsically Russian, Maoism was undeniably Chinese, the 20
th

 century Samurais were 

inimitably Japanese, and the Hutus of Rwanda were very Rwandan … all homegrown. 

This simply isn’t the case with contemporary Islamist fanaticism. Islamist fanaticism is 

not very Muslim. The parallelism just won’t hold. The likeness isn’t ‘like’ at all; Islamist 

fanaticism is its own anomaly, and addressing it requires some adroit improvisation and 

courageous truth speaking. 

* 

The larger Muslim community does face a mind-boggling challenge and, thus far, it 

hasn’t come up with appropriate or effectively energetic responses to the sudden 

appearance of a hybrid and anomalous fanaticism in its midst. There’s a lot of frantic 

(almost comic) denial going on and mass confusion. One aspect of the problem is that 

insightful Muslim analysis remains pretty much an elite in-house exercise. Even so, 

fanatics are losing ground with the average person on the prayer carpet (so to speak … 
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Muslims don’t use pews). By and large, Muslims are becoming fed up with their 

irrationally hyped-up young men and women and the cynicism of their backroom 

handlers. A grassroots reaction has set in and it’s growing, but progress is slow, irregular 

and fitful for a variety of reasons over which Muslims have no control. Among these is 

the crucial element of airtime. The commercial media don’t air the ‘good stuff’. It’s just 

not interesting. What they do air is gore and the venomous vituperations of bloody-

minded mullahs. Who wants to listen to a quiet voice preaching sense and peace when 

you’ve got all that horror and hate-stuff in the pipeline? After all, that’s where the money 

is; that’s what audiences gobble up. 

So when Marek berates Muslim moderates for not speaking out, he’s not entirely to 

blame. He can’t hear their voices nor can he see those patient and devout people in 

mosques and meeting halls who engage young Muslims in a pragmatic non-violent 

understanding of Islam’s vitality in daily life. Marek (along with many others) lives in his 

own ‘yellow submarine’, deaf and blind to reality. This is a real frustration. The 

extremists seem to be having it all their own way. Terrorism and fanaticism are 99% 

communications, and the fanatics have learned the technique of the ‘sound-bite’ very 

well indeed. They’ve had good teachers. Their message blares out over the airwaves and 

the Internet. There is such a thing as professional fanaticism, a skill to contrive, to 

manage and to publicize exotically irrational violent behavior. 

* 

Forty years ago it was widely touted in western circles that conservative Islam was 

the weapon of choice against the advance of Communism especially in the Third World. 

When I worked in the Ford Foundation’s Middle East office in the early ’70s it was just 

accepted dogma that ‘Islam is immune to Communism’. It was about that time that, to 

prove the point, the US and Saudi Arabia conspired to plant madrasah paramilitary 

training networks wherever leftist regimes emerged in the Muslim world. Apart from the 

then-soft target of Afghanistan, other countries included Indonesia, Malaysia, the 

Philippines, countries of Africa (Kenya, Tanzania, Nigeria, Somalia, etc.), and Pakistan 

during the incumbency of Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto. The Saudis had the gall to call this 

undertaking ‘foreign aid’, and they got away with it until the late President Julius Nyerere 

showed them up for what they were and threw them out of his Tanzania. Then the UN 

finally cottoned on and rejected the subterfuge. 
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Spoon-fed into impressionable young minds in this network was a hybrid between 

Wahhabi fundamentalist ideology and an exploitative western political agenda and 

paramilitary strategy. It started with playing upon an imbedded Islamic self-doubt and, its 

own professional fanatics in place, graduated into harnessing the holy energy of 

collective insanity. It proved explosive especially once that network became self-

replicating, incorporating and ‘islamizing’ blatantly alien strategies developed by Baader-

Meinhof in Germany and the Tamil Tigers in Sri Lanka, and choosing its own targets, 

among them its own erstwhile western sponsors. 

In Pakistan the graduates (students or talibân) were to great effect mobilized and 

launched against the Soviets in Afghanistan. Even Bin Lâdin got on that bandwagon. 

With CIA funding and training he firmly establish his foothold in Afghanistan. Both the 

Talibân and al-Qâ’idah are latter generation Cold War creations. The Israelis got in on 

the act, creating Hamâs and Islamic Jihâd as counters to the PLO’s Palestinian 

nationalism. (The whole enterprise has now backfired, of course.) 

* 

Like they did in Vietnam after World War II, America’s Cold Warriors seemed 

unable to take on board that the so-called leftists of the Third World were, in fact, 

pragmatists. They were not driven by ideology so much as by the dream of self-

determination. They fought colonialism and imperialism; they fought for life, liberty and 

human dignity (the ‘pursuit of happiness’). Mesmerized by our own Cold War paranoid 

propaganda, in the post-imperial age we Americans lost sight of the fact that these were 

the very objectives our own revolution espoused. Emerging from World War II as the 

Free World’s muscleman pumped up by steroids of power, we accepted Anthony Eden’s 

elegantly phrased but fraught invitation to grasp the imperial baton that Britain was 

handing off. Almost casually we Americans, once Britain’s nemesis, trashed our ancestral 

values, sowed the wind, and now we reap the whirlwind. It’s no surprise that American 

foreign policy is almost fated to be brutally off target and quite blind. Even ‘Yes-We-

Can!’ Obama is not free of that self-denying distortion.  

* 

We’ve already dealt with the bizarre hybrid of Islamist fanaticism and its putative 

Muslim roots. Two other factors remain: the options for a Muslim consensus and the 

increasing role and the creative frustration of the Muslim ‘diaspora’. 
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Bluntly put, there is really no reliable mechanism for generating a Muslim consensus 

across the sprawling so-called-Muslim World. There’s too much diversity. Muslims have 

no concrete focal point, political symbol, authority figure or governing body. The refrain 

in the Book of Judges echoes: “In those days there was no king in Israel; everyone did 

what was right in their own eyes.” (17:6 and elsewhere) Any Muslim who claims religious 

credentials, even Bin Lâdin himself (who has no credentials at all), may declaim on any 

subject whatsoever. It’s chaos on the Internet. And that gives fanatics an opening wedge. 

If people go along with them, they say, they’ll restore coherence. Preposterous! They’re 

at the very core of the chaos they intended to create. Chaos-driven, they’ve no credible 

program. There’s just no consensus-generating vehicle available at the moment and not 

for the foreseeable future. 

The Muslim ‘diaspora’ is more interesting. On the one hand, western Muslims were 

shocked after 9/11 by how suddenly they became the western world’s pariahs. They’ve 

found themselves increasingly boxed in by arbitrary strictures — strictures upon how 

they may slaughter their meat (in the US), upon how their women may dress (in France), 

upon how their places of worship may be built (in Switzerland), and any number of 

obvious violations of their human and religious rights, including racial and religious 

profiling by security agencies. On the one hand, they revel in their freedoms in western 

democracies; on the other, they are brought up short when a deluded Danish cartoonist 

mocks their Prophet as a comical terrorist with a bomb in his turban and they find no 

legal redress for the slander. 

Muslim immigrants in the West, particularly the first generation, are really fish out of 

water. But the second and third generations are different. By and large they’re ‘at home’ 

in Dearborn, LA or New York, in Birmingham, Manchester or London, in Paris, 

Amsterdam or Berlin. They speak the language idiomatically. In most countries they no 

longer even stand out racially. They successfully stand for public office. In many cases 

they’ve adjusted their names to fit their environment (Haddâd translates into Smith) or, 

where they’ve kept them, the pronunciation has been so ‘indigenized’ that they 

themselves no longer pronounce them correctly (Sha‘nîn becomes Shannon — a 

Lebanese Irishman forsooth). 

It is among these very interesting, enterprising and surprising people that we hear new 

voices that influence the increasingly cosmopolitan worldwide Muslim community. And 

something of a grassroots reformation is starting to gather steam. 
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But the shock of post-9/11 stigmatization has had a damaging impact upon this 

reformation-in-the-bud. Some individuals seek roots elsewhere and want to exact some 

form of retribution. There’s Major Nadal Hasan and the Fort Hood horror. His murderous 

rampage can’t be justified but we must try to understand it. While the elements of 

reformation are to be found in most of the Muslim ‘diaspora’, it is at that cutting edge 

that the Muslim community is the most fragile. Major Hasan is a case in point of just how 

fragile things can be. Similar cases of psychological ‘breakage’ have also popped up in 

Britain and other countries in Europe. While Marek’s parallelism doesn’t fit the real 

scenario, he is right to suggest that we are at a crucial juncture in the evolution of the 

contemporary Muslim community. 

The problem of Islamist fanaticism isn’t so simple. Marek, with his skewed logic, 

argues that ‘This is like that, therefore this is that.’ No, it isn’t. It just isn’t! The onus 

can’t be simply laid at the door of the peaceful majority of Muslims whom he writes off 

as irrelevant. Yes, the distortion I call ‘Islamist fanaticism’ (because it’s Muslim-like but 

not really Muslim) needs fixing, and Muslims must do the grunt work to fix it. After all, 

by-blow though it is, Islamist fanaticism does claim paternity rights. But onus lies just as 

heavily (if not more so) upon the West, and upon the US and Israel in particular. There’s 

a paternity suit pending there too. Their heavy (and controlling) hand in creating the 

monster requires they aid in taming it. 

That begins, of course, not with violence-in-kind. Violence only confirms the 

fanatics’ basic assumptions, and feeds into the reverberating system. Instead it begins 

with an admission of accountability … even culpability. The task needs tough love, 

understanding in big doses, an affirmation of universal human dignity, a hearty 

confession of sin for having violated that dignity, and a lot of heartfelt compassion across 

the board. It’s not just the peaceful Muslim majority that’s at risk. We’re all at risk for 

bearing false witness and for not speaking the truth especially to ourselves when we had 

the chance to do so. We could all wind up prisoners of the fanaticisms we’ve spawned, be 

they falsely branded as ‘Muslim’ or ‘Christian’ or ‘Jewish’. 

So, let’s get on with unskewing the logic we’ve skewed, and start making sense 

instead. It’s not too late … but time is, indeed, wasting away. We do need to get on with 

it, and now is as good a time as any. In fact now is the only time we’ve got! 

And I greet you from the Lands of the Morning. 
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March 2010 

Harmonics 

What’s a ‘fanatic’ really? ‘Fanatic’ has a whole string of synonyms: ‘zealot’ (from 

the Greek zelotis) points to a humorlessly severe person who can kill you with no pang of 

conscience; an unreasonable enthusiast; a disturbingly intense person with tunnel vision; 

a prickly one who, like starched underwear, irritates in matters religious; one spiritually 

enslaved to a demagogic leader; someone who rejects the ambiguous and can’t see color 

and subtleties of shade … a stark person; someone who’s quite insane and is willing to 

kill and die in the cause. The French derivation points to a person bonded fiercely to a 

temple or religious site. But I like George Santayana’s phlegmatic observation: fanatics 

are those who redouble their efforts especially when they’ve forgotten what they’re 

aiming for. 

Governments, bizarrely, can become quite fanatic. Not very long ago the Israeli 

government declared that it had ‘disciplined’ two nameless senior military officers who, 

during its ‘Cast Lead’ operation in Gaza, had targeted the UN’s storehouses and 

compound (where some Gazans had also gathered for sanctuary) with white phosphorous 

bombs whose use outside a tactical military environment has been strictly prohibited … 

civilian targets have been strictly off-limits for such doomsday weapons. Try to deny it 

though it did, the Israeli government has finally been forced to acknowledge that ‘the 

most moral army in the world’ actually committed blatant and serious war crimes … 

only, according to the Israeli government, these weren’t really war crimes … infractions, 

perhaps, but not war crimes as such. (Check Santayana’s definition of a fanatic. I really 

do think it applies in this case.) 

But the issue everybody wants to talk about these days is Islamist fanaticism not 

Israeli fanaticism, soul-mates though they are. Yes, organizations claiming to be Muslim 

own up to atrocities across the globe. And, yes, there are bona fide Muslim fanatics. But 

is Islam really the issue? Fanaticism! Fanaticism as such is the issue. Heavens! there are 

Christian and Jewish, Buddhist and Hindu, Shinto, nationalist, secularist, atheist, 

anarchist, communist, paranoid-schizophrenic and God only knows what other stripe of 

fanatics out there. So what’s going on? I ask myself that question every day after 

listening to the news, and I don’t have an answer. It’s a nerve gangling sort of thing. The 

screech-and-caw of fanaticism is in the air, and we’re all on tenterhooks. 

* 
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There was a day when I had respect for conservatives who advocated serious 

positions. In that long ago and far away, whether in government or out, there remained 

something we could still envision as the ‘loyal opposition’. There seemed to be an accord 

in the political process that bore in mind the interests of the populace as a whole. And the 

political debate had a certain measure of dignity and even integrity. 

Now, though, all I hear is the radical right … the frantic and fanatic fringe convened 

in an orgiastic ‘Tea Party’ with the GOP party hacks flocking to its banner. The bedrock 

conservative agenda has gone by the board — Eisenhower’s dire warning about the 

power and insidious agenda of the ‘Military-Industrial Complex’, Rockefeller’s swan-

song plea for a more rational and measured Republican posture, and even Goldwater’s 

populist demand for justice for the ‘working stiff’. That’s all lost. To America’s now-

‘liberal’ administration, there seems to be no longer any ‘loyal opposition’. Hate 

mongering and demagoguery is the political coin of the American right. Listen to 

Santayana. Do those on the right — be they in the US or elsewhere — know what they’re 

really aiming for? 

Do we digress? The issue is Islamist fanaticism, isn’t it? Or is that really what we’re 

talking about? The real issue is how can we work toward something on beyond 

fanaticism. But is there really something beyond fanaticism? Or are we doomed to hear 

its nerve-jangling message from here to eternity? 

* 

I’m not the first to do so, but what I’d like to propose is another theme … another 

metaphor. Fanaticism — Jewish, Christian, Muslim or whatever — is a dissonance … a 

counter-composition. It is a jangling un-tuned orchestra led a paralyzed conductor whose 

musicians wear blinders and earmuffs. The musicians have nobody to pull them together, 

nor can they see or hear one another. It’s cacophony like they produce when they’re in 

the pit tuning their instruments. Tuning up is OK, but when the performance begins that’s 

not what the people expect. 

Why? 

Well … because there is still such a thing as harmony and that’s what the people 

expect of an orchestra. They want to see a conductor with fluid, graceful and expressive 

gestures that interpret the whole score, and musicians who can both see the conductor and 

hear each other. There is in those who watch and listen a gut feeling that certain notes 
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combine to produce a sound that clarifies. The notes unite and chime and rhyme in a 

unity that comes close to the notion of truth. Mathematical formulae predict the 

occurrence of harmony, but mathematics never created the masterpieces. It’s a 

composer’s intuition of tonic and texture and the correlation of rhythm. The masters felt 

that in their souls. It was (and still is … God willing!) a human thing … a spiritual thing 

… a truth thing. And when an orchestra tunes up and the conductor strikes and raises the 

baton each musician perks up, aware of all the others in the orchestra. There is the seeing 

and the hearing and out of both and their sensitivity to the whole composition emerges 

the harmony. 

* 

Hear me now! All negative indicators notwithstanding, I’m still an Obama believer 

— a believer, if not in the man himself, at least in the idea of the man. What thinking 

American or true internationalist could not be? And that is because Obama held (and, 

God willing, may yet hold) the promise of harmony. The Arabic term I once translated as 

mutual forgiveness (tasâmuh) might better be rendered as ‘moral harmony’, a harmony 

between peoples, cultures and religions. 

Do we surrender our own integrity when we argue this point? I don’t think so. 

Abrahamists are a dime a dozen these days, but perhaps the dime’s well spent. 

Within the Abrahamic composition, the notes we strike or key or blow or finger or 

strum are our own notes. Is the score for Jew, Christian and Muslim the same? Dear God, 

I should hope not! That would be what Norman Yeates, our valiant church organist, calls 

his least favorite tune register — the dreaded ‘unison’. Is it bad that there should intrude 

some cacophony for dramatic effect? The composition requires dramatic moments and 

dramatic dissonance. That’s not in question. But we know it’s all working toward a 

resolution that is majestic beyond our comprehension and godly … a truly ‘celestial’ 

harmony. 

* 

Across history war and political demagoguery have destroyed some of humanity’s 

finest people and the harmonies they proposed. They were not just players; they were 

also some of our finest listeners. Lost! We’ve lost them all! War and demagoguery have 

never improved the human species. They are the very factors of chaos, dis-composition 

and spiritual degradation. Perhaps we go down the road to war and hate because we 
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choose not to remember and we choose not to hear. But, God willing, because it’s not yet 

too late, we might yet decide to listen up. 

As a race, we’re not inextricably bonded to the specters of Attila the Hun, Hulagu, 

Adolph Hitler, Joseph Stalin, Benito Mussolini, Usama Bin-Ladin or even their latest 

colleague in cacophony, the Dutchman, Geert Wilders (and his rather too many American 

soul-mates). They’ve quite forgotten what they were aiming for. Their scenario is simply 

not acceptable, a true Gotterdammerung. 

Jews, Christians and Muslims, we need to key into the soul-filled harmonics of the 

Abrahamic symphony. Fanaticism be damned! We need to hear and resonate with the 

right notes and the right chords that will make the harmonics work. We need to pull off 

the blinders so as to see the Cosmic Conductor, graceful and evocative, leading us into 

the various movements of the piece, and we need to strip off our earmuffs so as to hear 

one another’s instrument in the grand confluence that will become the harmony of the 

faithful. And that’s, in very truth, a godly thing. 

I’m not sure how we’ll make it all work but, by God’s grace, make it work we must! 

And I greet you from the Lands of the Morning. 

April 2010 
Badr … Let the Light Through! 

It’s April and the Easter season. These are days during which Christians rejoice in the 

Resurrection of their Lord and his subsequent appearances to his flock. And those of us 

who were lucky (and we were among the lucky ones) found Easter Sunday a real 

fulfillment. To top it all off, Badr al-Badr, a newfound Kuwaiti Muslim friend (my 

contemporary), was among those few who called us to wish us a happy feast. 

After Badr’s call I was thrown back into my bemusement over the fierce anti-Muslim 

animus that is infecting American and European societies. Yes, there are historical roots 

reaching back to the 8
th

 century and, more especially, the 11
th

 century. Even the current 

Pope Benedict (of the ludicrously big number) in 2006 quoted Emmanuel II Paliologos, a 

14
th

 century Byzantine Emperor, to say that Muslims and their prophet were committed 

to violence (a faux pas the Pope is still trying to live down among all his other more 

pressing internal pastoral problems, in some of which he is personally entangled). 
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Benedict, perhaps more than most of his predecessors, does seem to have a rather 

advanced case of ‘hoof-in-mouth disease’. 

But that’s another issue altogether. It’s not just Benedict who’s got his hoof in his 

mouth; a good many other so-called ‘Christian leaders’ suffer from the same malady. 

* 

But what do Muslims actually believe about Christ and his Passion? To work toward 

an answer, we’ve got to start with the text. The Qur’ân’s only explicit comment on 

Christ’s passion (Sûrah 4:157-158) is, to say the very least, ambiguous: 

They [the Jews] say, ‘We’ve killed Jesus the Son of Mary, God’s Apostle!’ But they 

neither killed nor crucified him. That’s only what they thought they had done. Those who 

debate about what happened to him are lost in abstract speculation (zunn) with regard to 

him. [Lost in that speculation], they really don’t know anything about him. Assuredly, 

they did not kill him. God raised him to himself, and God is all-powerful and wise. [my 

own translation] 

Presumptuously now I’m going interpret this as a Christian exegete. 

Early Muslim commentators on this passage had no compunction about cross-

referencing the Gospel of John (especially 19:10-11) where Jesus almost blandly stated that his 

crucifixion was his own choice. But that was not the end of the matter. In later days (the 

10
th

 century and thereafter), as Muslim-Christian polemic gathered pace, one side 

slashing intellectually at the other, the more open Muslim position was (as it were) 

trashed, swallowed up in a dogmatic Muslim denial that the Crucifixion ever happened 

(an alternate and tediously literalistic reading of the passage we’ve quoted). As these 

things often go, that became fixed dogma. But that was not and it still is not a position 

supported by the Qur’ân. And so Muslim folk legends about Jesus came to abound: Jesus 

was somehow lifted out of the crisis … some other poor chap was crucified in his place; 

Jesus himself was translated bodily into heaven; or he was simply shifted (the ‘poor chap’ 

still got crucified, but not Jesus). There’s even a tomb in Indian Kashmir where he is 

supposed to have been buried after having lived out a normal span of years as a holy man. 

It’s all rather bizarre, and Muslims, once in their polemical fix, still don’t really know 

what to do with Jesus. 

But what does the text itself reveal? First, ‘the Jews’ (we picture here the power elite 

and not the masses) recognized Jesus as God’s apostle. That’s profound and, viewed in 
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the context of the gospel accounts, probably true. We’re not talking about ignorant people 

here. The religious authorities (Jewish, in the context) knew what they were doing. There 

was in them, therefore, a deliberate rebellion against God. And that’s what’s profound in 

the Qur’ân’s observation. Religious institutions (only witness their postures in our day!) 

can be quite averse to the intervention of truth — ‘Leave well enough alone! Garrote the 

truth-speaker if necessary!’ 

There is also a marvelous talent for self-deception. I think that’s what the Qur’ân is 

saying. They thought they had crucified Jesus the Son of Mary, the apostle of God. The 

gospels all agree that Jesus deliberately moved toward Jerusalem in full knowledge that 

he would be crucified. It was his earthly task … his ‘it is finished!’ moment … in point of 

fact, the Crucifixion was his intention and purpose. In that sense the Jewish religious 

authorities (‘they’), had nothing to do with it apart from being agents. Is this what the 

Qur’ân is saying? As a Christian exegete of the text, I can hardly construe it otherwise: 

‘That’s only what they thought they did.’ 

Finally, there is the assertion that ‘God raised him to himself.’ Is that before the 

crucifixion or after? The text is frustratingly vague. There’s only that terse comment … 

‘God raised him to himself.’ And the verb with the attached pronoun, rafa‘a-hu ilay-hi, 

could well encompass both the Resurrection and the Ascension (as the early Muslim 

commentators had no compunction about saying). Again, I speak as a Christian exegete 

of the qur’anic text, and I use those tools that I would bring to bear upon any scriptural 

text. 

The core qur’ânic objection to the Christian construction of Christ’s story and his 

function in God’s intervention in human history is not the Crucifixion itself but the 

meaning assigned to it. Quite in tune with Old Testament prophets like Ezekiel (for example: 

chapter 18:14-20), the Qur’ân insists that each person is individually accountable before God: 

Confess! “Can I desire other than God to be Lord since he is Lord of everything?” No 

soul earns other than what it is responsible for. The burdened soul does not bear the 

burden of another. In the end your Lord is your reference point. He will clarify to you 

those things concerning which you have disagreed. (Sûrah 6:164) On that score even 

Christians have been ambivalent, and there is vast room for constructive, spirited and 

even enlightening Muslim-Christian discussion. But, as regards the events of Christ’s 

passion themselves, there is really no agenda. 

* 
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But you can see, perhaps, why I do so treasure Badr’s phone call. 

Over the centuries we Christians and Muslims have driven each other further and 

further apart. It’s almost as if we need the space; we feel we need to do that so as to 

preserve our own respective identities — the rock in Mecca and the cross of Golgotha 

deny, the one the other. And, in reflection, that’s pure imbecility. The one has nothing to 

do with the other. We see how ridiculous it can become in our day with results no less 

disastrous than during the Crusades. When it comes to the topic of Islam, the current 

spiral of American and especially European political discourse into gibberish is just a 

symptom. Were it not so fraught it would be comic. (God have mercy on your soul, 

Professor Huntington, for having phrased this ghastly burlesque in such fraught 

apocalyptic language!) 

Historically Muslims, Christians and Jews, especially in the Middle East, have lived 

in relative equanimity in spite of the polemic history. Jewish communities still persist in 

Baghdad and Damascus, for instance, with full protection of the law and in full 

knowledge of their fellow citizens. For crying out loud, they’re Arab Jews after all! They 

aren’t aliens. European Zionist propagandists, especially under David Ben Gurion, 

believed that the legitimacy of their ideology required discontinuity between themselves 

and their Arab environment, and that, in turn required the alienation of Arab Jewry from 

its ancient roots. The movement thus set in motion ripped apart not only Arab Jews but 

(as ‘collateral damage’) Arab Christians as well. And there’s a confluence of purpose 

across the fanatic spectrum — Muslim, Christian and Jewish — that seeks to create this 

alienation … a new and alien purpose preached, promoted, funded and imposed by 

vicious and fanatic aliens who are themselves immune from the repercussions. 

We’re in a new era of pushing away from each other. So you can appreciate, perhaps, 

why I so treasure the phone call from Badr. It says, among other things, that the great 

divide is a fabrication and a political farce. Not only is it not necessary, it’s both stupid 

and wrong. 

* 

The Easter season always draws me back to when my father died in Kuwait on April 

3
rd

, 1975. I’ve never known a man so averse to conflict and human alienation. Nothing so 

invigorated him as good humor and a boisterous laugh. He always struggled with words, 

but when they finally came to him they were quite glorious and always true. But it was in 
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his body that he communicated. When he spoke his face lit up, when he moved it was 

with grace of limb and delicacy of hand, and when he touched people it was with 

gentleness and humor. That’s what made him a superb surgeon but an even greater 

physician (in the antique pastoral meaning of that term). And his dying I always hold in 

the context of the Resurrection. 

So when I meet a person like Badr al-Badr, a year my junior, scion of an old and 

honorable Kuwaiti family, who remembers my father with fondness and respect, who 

therefore respects me for the sake of shared memory, and who is sensitive and thoughtful 

enough to call me on Easter to wish me a happy feast, I am revived. 

Arabs often bear ‘heavy’ names. They actually mean something. ‘B-d-r’ has the root 

meaning of surprise, liberation, freedom, and excitement. It is no surprise, therefore, that 

‘Badr’ should be what Arabs call the new moon, the marker of beginnings, the slit in the 

dark sky that let’s light through. All of that fits into my moment now, because, with 

Badr’s phone call, that’s what I plead for. 

And I greet you from the Lands of the Morning. 

 

May 2010 

Barbarians 

What’s the effect of barbarity upon the barbarian? Let’s not get sentimental here. 

We’re talking about a person who, willingly or by accident, broadcasts ear-splitting static 

in a mode of violence. When, for whatever reason, one falls into that mode, what’s the 

effect? More significantly, a country — a whole society garbed or not in the trappings of 

a so-called ‘civilization’ — can be infected by and succumb to the virus of barbarity; 

whole nations can be traumatized for generations. We’ve only to remember Germany but 

not only Germany. More sad, inoculations being unavailable, the virus does spread very 

quickly. Epidemiologists ought to examine political phenomena (among them the 

American Right’s ‘Tea Party’ movement, I must say). Lacking scientific data, we’ve got 

to do the best we can with anecdotal evidence. But one thing is clear: Barbarity destroys 

the soul especially of the servants harnessed to the barbarian’s will. What else is PTSD in 

the military, after all? 

* 
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I’m going to step back a pace and one to the side. 

In the days when Muslim-Christian polemic reached its apogee in the 11
th

 century 

(both sides going at each other hammer and tongs), a brilliant Spaniard, Ibn Hazm, put 

forward an analysis of Christianity from a Muslim perspective. He was the grandson of a 

Christian convert to Islam, devoted to the collapsing Andalusian Umayyad Caliphate of 

his day, and a Sunnî adherent of the far right-wing Zâhirî (‘literalist’) school of 

jurisprudence that’s now essentially defunct. 

Given his intelligence, fiery temperament and rapier wit, it is no surprise that he 

became a polemicist with whom nobody wanted to cross swords. Among other things, he 

served as a chief intellectual informant for Martin Luther when the latter was formulating 

his Reformation agenda 400 years later (all footnotes expunged). In his vitriolic primarily 

anti-Roman Catholic polemic Ibn Hazm concocted the theory that, having rejected the 

doctrine of Arius (256-336 AD), all Christians succumbed to the doctrine of the 

‘Barbarâniyyah’. Ibn Hazm invented the Barbarâniyyah, a fictional catch basket for 

virtually all Christians, but his specific target was the Catholic powers of Castile and 

Aragon (which is what made him so very useful to Luther). 

But there’s more to this than meets the eye. 

* 

The Arabs, when they conquered North Africa on their way to Spain in the late 7
th

 

century, came across the native people of that region. The Christian church there quickly 

disintegrated, but the Imazighen, the ethnic group that the advancing Arabs called al-

barâbirah (the Berbers … that is, ‘the barbarians’), proved a tougher nut to crack. All be 

it on their own terms, the Berbers became Muslims and enlisted with the winners. 

However they had the last laugh. From the western Libya through Tunisia to Algeria and 

Morocco and beyond to Mauritania the Berber language (that continues to survive) has 

manifested itself in a unique Berber-inflected dialect of Arabic that’s virtually opaque to 

most western ‘Arabists’ (like me) and to most Arabs as well. Furthermore, with its roots 

in far-off Oman many Berbers gravitated toward the Ibâdî tradition of Islam — neither 

Sunnî nor Shî‘ite — that represents an important sub-stratum in North African Muslim 

spirituality to this day. 

Ibn Hazm was not oblivious to all of this. So when he chose to caricature Christians 

as Barbarâniyyah he was also taking more than a casual swipe at the rising Berber tide in 
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Spain as well (a stance that landed him in jail for a while). Muslim polemicists like to 

adopt a scatter-shot technique, and Ibn Hazm was no exception. They all aimed to purify 

Islam as such, and there was no better tactic than to brand political and religious Muslim 

groups that didn’t toe their line as being tainted either by Christian proclivities or by 

Jewish contaminants (isrâ’îliyyât). 

* 

Jump with me a few centuries, now. From the mid-11
th

 century, let us emerge into the 

mid-20
th

, gasping for air. The name to conjure with now is that of Sayyid Qutub (1906-1966). 

He was a talented and spiritually fragile Egyptian educator influenced by Hasan al-Bannâ 

(1906-1949), founder of the Muslim Brotherhood, and by the Wahhâbî movement in Sa‘ûdî 

Arabia. An aspirant to greater things, from 1948 to 1950 (during the ‘Grease’ generation, 

God help us!), he was sent to the United States to study its educational system so he 

could return as an enlightened educational administrator. We know next to nothing about 

his personal experience in the US or in Europe, but that’s neither here nor there. What we 

do know is that he returned to his homeland furious with western culture and society, and 

firmly resolved to resist their incursions into Muslim society. 

Connecting this to that, Sayyid Qutub, rather than fitting meekly back into the 

Egyptian educational system, resigned from the civil service and, instead, eventually 

became the Muslim Brotherhood’s premier ideologue. He spent a full decade in prison 

(1954 to 1964) and was eventually executed (essentially martyred) under the regime of 

Gamâl ‘Abd-un-Nâsir in 1966. During his incarceration he wrote prolifically. Among his 

achievements he encouraged the revival of Ibn Hazm and other polemicists from Islam’s 

classical age. What he borrowed from Ibn Hazm was the notion behind the word, 

Barbarâniyyah: He argued that Christianity today has no connection with the Christianity 

(an-nasârah) concerning which the Qur’ân spoke. In essence, Sayyid Qutub absolved his 

followers of the qur’ânic command that they treat contemporary Christians with the 

respect due to People of the Book. By his lights, Christians are polytheists pure and 

simple, a category that makes violence against them not only legitimate but also 

commendable in a society that should be purely Muslim. And that has opened up a whole 

Pandora’s Box of Furies. 

But Christians need not feel particularly singled out. Sayyid Qutub targeted the Jews 

for concocting the State of Israel. Traitors to the cause of Moses and the Torah, they 

distorted and bent them to their own ends (not a bad argument against right-wing 
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Zionism, actually). But he also and perhaps more importantly declared that the whole so-

called ‘Muslim World’ had been caught up in Jâhiliyyah, the pagan dispensation against 

which the Prophet Muhammad pitted himself. As jâhilîs, all putative ‘Muslim’ states 

were fraudulent … fair game. Sayyid Qutub, in effect, condoned mass political violence 

(the reason Nâsir had him executed) the conclusion of which would be a world without 

any formal government, a kind of Islamic anarchism, subject only to the rule of God 

expressed in the Sharî‘ah (whatever that is). Ayman az-Zawâhirî and ‘Usamâ Bin-Lâdin, 

al-Qâ’idah’s leading lights, and others belonging broadly to the Jihâdî movement have 

been profoundly influenced by Sayyid Qutub, and we can see the results. Actually, we’ve 

been terrified by the results. 

* 

Does it matter that the al-Azhar authorities have, in an exceptional move, labeled 

Sayyid Qutub a heretic? What good is that? By whatever quirk of mind or spirit, an 

idealistic young man was driven into the jaws of fanaticism and, sharpening its teeth with 

his fine Carborundum mind, he passed on his new-found barbarism to thousands of others 

thinking he had found salvation. It’s such a tragedy, really. He could have been someone 

so much more constructive, and yet he has proven to be the nemesis not just of his own 

people but also of humanity. He became the true barbarian, a lost soul. Such a waste! But 

those caught in the net he wove are even more to pitied. 

Does it matter that, out of the agony of the Jews, something as contemptible and 

corrupt as the current State of Israel could emerge? Since 1948 (but particularly since 

1967) Israel has been an occupying power, destroying life on a scale and with an 

impunity no other political entity can get away with. Those charged to implement these 

barbaric policies (kids … just kids!) are, in very truth, victims. Seduced or brainwashed 

into serving, they’ve been dehumanized and distorted by their barbarian bosses. They are 

a lost generation. O, so tragic … and so wasteful of soul! 

Does it matter that western powers led by the United States are too often oblivious to 

the lives they expend and those they distort? There’s Iraq and Afghanistan, there’s 

Africa, Asia and South America, there’s even in their own homelands. Greedy for wealth 

and unable to discipline themselves, they’ve consumed to the point of gluttony and used 

violence as a means to slake their appetite. Let’s change the pronoun! We’re both 

destroying souls and the only planet we have to live on. Is that barbarity? I think it is. The 

bones bear witness … and they speak. 
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* 

What’s the effect of barbarism upon the barbarian? We’re back to the original 

question. And is it just a question to which Muslims must answer? No, it isn’t. The whole 

world must answer the question (witness two barbaric world wars and the endless stream 

of lesser wars since). We’ve numberless atrocities to answer for and nobody is to be 

absolved of responsibility. How many souls have we distorted? 

What’s the effect of our barbarism? Have we all become barbarians? How many lives 

have we twisted and crippled? God help us! Perhaps we are all barbarians. Recognizing 

that, maybe, is the first step toward an escape into a new humanity. And, being who I am, 

I must add … through Jesus Christ, our Lord! 

The ‘Amen’ is yours to say or not, as you choose. 

And I greet you from the Lands of the Morning. 

 

June 2010 
Slaver and Slave … Old and New 

Reading Codename: Renegade by Richard Wolffe, it has struck me that some African 

Americans still doubt President Obama’s credentials because he’s got no slave past. Is 

this some kind of elitism? Is it like you can’t be a genuine Australian unless your 

ancestors were among those supposed felons ‘transported’ from Britain in the bad old 

days? Or is it like the theatrical outrage voiced by strident Zionists when others (say, 

Armenians) use words like Diaspora, genocide and holocaust to describe their own 

historical reality as if to say that Jews have an exclusive corner on the aristocracy of 

suffering? That’s just plane silly. 

So let’s straighten this point out (or perhaps introduce some more curves). 

Obama’s birthfather was a Kenyan of great promise when he was a university student 

in Florida. With all sorts of unresolved identity issues he died young in a stupid road 

accident. His father’s brief story notwithstanding, it is relevant that Kenya (a vast country 

with an intricate web of tribes, tribal coalitions and rivalries) was traumatized by a 

slaving past. It was a rich harvest field for Arab slave traders for centuries. When the 
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traders were finally put out of business in the mid-19
th

 century, Kenya’s trauma became 

white colonial rule. That too left deep scars. Now their trauma is independence: from the 

patchwork of the artificial state that imperialism bequeathed them, they can’t pull 

together a political consensus able to stand up against manipulative, corrupting and 

exploitative foreign interests. In that sense, slavery is still a very live East African issue. 

Obama’s Kenyan family has participated and continues to participate in this whole mess. 

* 

Back in July 2005, in this series of meditations, I wrote about my sister Marilyn’s 

death in Dar-us-Salâm, Tanzania. Tanzania is a country closely linked to Kenya and its 

complex issues even though Tanzania is dealing with those issues better. After her 

funeral our whole family embarked on a surrealistic pilgrimage through Marilyn’s world 

that she herself had scripted and paid for. It concluded on the island of Zanzibar, the 

ancient entrepôt for the East African slave trade. 

In 1985 I visited the island with Marilyn in the company of one of her more talented 

students, a lovely Zanzibari soul named Sa‘îd. In the course of our peregrinations, we 

visited the Church of Christ built upon the site of Zanzibar’s old slave market and 

completed in 1880. In 2005, at my insistence and as a family, we visited the site with our 

guide, a very sharp fellow named M’bwana. 

Along with the slave pens in the basement of the neighboring ‘St. Monica’s Hostel’, it 

is a very unsettling place to visit. It memorializes the East African slave trade and 

somewhat ambiguously and very disturbingly celebrates its end. The question I put to 

both Sa‘îd and M’bwana was whether this memorial didn’t raise their hackles. Were they 

not furious with the Arab traders who enslaved and brutalized their people? And, to my 

surprise, both answered in very much the same way: No. There comes a time to lay aside 

the past and move on. Anger and hate do us no good. It isn’t exactly forgiveness, but it 

comes close. 

In light of the Afro-American experience and the massive uprising of the civil rights 

movement with all its outrage against slavery and racism, this was utterly unexpected. 

Some anger, I thought, some resentment particularly against the Arab slave traders there 

should have been. But, ‘No,’ Sa‘îd had said, ‘they are our Muslim brothers. We lay these 

things aside. It is time to go on from here.’ 
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Mind you, I am aware that the slave ‘harvesters’ and the slave drivers in Africa were 

themselves black Africans. They themselves were differently scarred by the experience, 

but scarred they were nonetheless. I am also aware that in Africa — East and West, North 

and South — racism, though differently inflected and conjugated than in the US, is still a 

social and political grammar that’s every bit as rife, as violent, as damaging and as 

stubbornly entrenched as it is in America or Europe. Virtually all African countries pay 

high prices in this ongoing saga. History’s tail whips about like a scorpion’s. Leaving 

Africa’s racist woes to itself for the time being, now what are we to make of the 

contemporary slave trade in Hispanics, Filipinos, Indonesians, Malaysians, Asians, 

second-wave Africans, eastern Europeans and others who now fill the slave-labor gaps 

globally? 

* 

I can’t help but reflect upon the contrast between East Africa’s response to the old 

trauma of slavery (as I heard it) and the African American experience that, in more 

sophisticated mode, is now becoming litigious. In America the race issue with its subtext 

of slavery is something that refuses to go away. It continues to ramify and contaminate 

the social and political discussion in a confusing and damaging way. Newcomers from all 

around the globe are now displacing their Afro-American predecessors, frustratingly 

stealing the spotlight, as it were. The ‘new slaves’ look like slaves; they are positioned as 

slaves; and it’s hard to think of them as anything other than slaves in modern guise (and 

the rising middle class of Afro-Americans are increasingly among their exploiters). The 

whips and the goads may be more subtle and differently designed, but, hey! it’s like déjà 

vu all over again. 

Are we just addicted to slavery … call it what you may? 

* 

I go back to my Muslim friends on Zanzibar and to their charitable and perhaps even 

naïve observation that there comes a time to lay aside old grievances and the abusive 

burden of history (or history’s burden of abuse). 

In support of this, not just on Zanzibar, but also in Arabia, I have seen something like 

a multi-racial society working. Across Arabia you can see it. It’s just there. I’ve never 

known a more variegated or a more racially relaxed society … top-down and bottom-up. 

Shaykh Fahad bin-Sâlim Âl Sabâh, Kuwait’s first minister of health back in the 1950s, 
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was arguably the most brilliant mind in his half-brother the ruler’s cabinet. Fahad was the 

son of an East African slave girl, freed upon bearing Shaykh Sâlim a son. Fahad looked 

like what he was. Again, the former minister of defense, prime minister and heir apparent 

of Kuwait, Shaykh Sa‘ad bin-‘Abd-Allâh (Fahad’s nephew), was born of a Nubian slave 

concubine. Before Alzheimer’s took and killed him, he was among Kuwait’s most 

powerful moderating personalities. Black as he was, there was never any question of his 

legitimacy. He was, in many ways, the most honored of Kuwait’s royal house. 

Throughout Arab Gulf society you can see the same colorblindness. It’s really quite a 

magnificent testament. 

But there’s something insidiously seductive about the power of money and the 

illusion of privilege it brings. And although it is hard for me to say this, Arabia now 

provides one of the harshest examples of the ‘new slavery’. A Latino in Arizona these 

days cannot feel one whit less discriminated against than a migrant laborer from 

Indonesia, Pakistan, India, the Philippines or even Eastern Europe working in the Arab 

Gulf. Even those Arabs with a slave pedigree participate in the new regime of 

exploitation and abuse. 

* 

These are things I have known as a pastor … things to which I bear witness … things 

that break my heart. It is true that long before the Obama phenomenon in America, the 

Arab and Islamic worlds knew all about racial and even gender equality. Even the post-

Qutub fanatics haven’t been stupid enough to challenge that. And I hail the progressive 

Muslims of Glasgow, Scotland. They thumb their noses at the stick-in-the-muds from the 

‘Old Country’, recasting the story of Islam in a Scottish idiom and standing proud (racial 

and cultural distinctiveness notwithstanding) as true Scotts. They’re doing nothing less 

than picking up the threads of a fundamental Muslim doctrine: Humanity is one and, 

under God’s guidance, the truly engaged Muslim makes a go of things. And, by all 

reports, they are making a go of it. They’ve even figured out how to make halâl haggis 

and how to wear kilts! And it’s working! 

Let me be clear: I want to affirm the migration of people across the globe, the 

blending of so-called races, the cross-fertilization of cultures and the interface of 

religions. I too belong to that movement … every missionary does … and, by God, I’ve 

been a missionary from the day I was born almost 70 years ago! There are good stories to 

be told as people move across borders and oceans and other divides. It may be no 
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accident that migration has become a major global issue precisely when we’re being 

bound together by something we’ve taken to calling the ‘Internet’. We’ve even got a new 

abstract noun to describe it: Interconnectivity. 

Now if only we could overcome the ‘new slavery’ in which both slaver and slave are 

complicit and damaged. Maybe we’re talking about a ‘class’ thing now rather than a 

‘race’ thing. Skin color still plays its part, but that’s less and less a factor and so is 

history. The moral problem is that we must confess we’re still keeping slaves, and the 

day of slavery simply must end; the day of free people must come at last. It simply must! 

The day of humanity must dawn. And I salute all — Jew, Christian, Muslim, Buddhist, 

Hindu, Shinto, Confucian, Marxist, Atheist, Agnostic … all — who say ‘Amen’ to that. 

And I greet you from the Lands of the Morning. 

July 2010 

Anti-Venom 

Some of you expected that this ‘meditation’ would highlight the May 31
st
 Israeli 

attack in international waters upon the Mavi Marmara, the Turkish vapoor (the 

Bosphorus ferry) that, along with other vessels, tried to run the Israeli sea blockade of 

Gaza. Israeli commandos gunned down nine unarmed Turks. The mission was stupidly 

conceived and arrogantly executed. It had all the hallmarks of a rogue state’s disdain for 

international law. 

Israel’s only ally in the Middle East, Turkey (a Muslim-majority country 

constitutionally defined as a secular state), is still royally pissed off and is crabwise 

backing away from Israel, the assertively Jewish State (American pressure on Turkey 

somewhat ameliorating). As of this writing, Turkey’s military cooperation with Israel is 

on hold and the Turks have forbidden Israeli military missions the automatic right to 

over-fly their airspace. That means, among other things, that Israel can no longer use 

Turkish airspace to train its air force. Although there are reports about ‘secret’ diplomatic 

talks, the Turkish foreign minister has declared that relations with Israel just might be cut 

off altogether. 

A self-destruct mechanism is working in today’s Israel. This slow-motion suicide 

features, of course, the Israeli military (the IDF, the ‘most moral army in the world’) 

whose task overall it is to occupy land to which Israel has no legal right and to 
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demoralize and humiliate the Palestinians; then there are the Jewish ‘fundamentalists’ 

who build settlements, intimidate and terrorize Palestinian peasants, and stockpile serious 

weapons systems; and cannot ignore the financial might of the Christian anti-Semitic 

Zionists who dream of herding all Jews into a ‘Greater Israel’ at which point the Messiah 

will be obliged to return, force the conversion of all Jews, and usher in his millennial 

rule. There are other players in this death-dance, of course. One cannot leave out the 

Israeli electorate and the American, for that matter. This is no farfetched scenario. In the 

American Congress there are a few ‘true believers’, but there’s a whole boatload of 

hypocrites and political bottom-feeders who see it as their task to aid and abet Israel no 

matter what. 

Alarmed by the forecast, Jewish commentators see a day coming when Israel will 

have to accept a ‘one state solution’ and bring to an end the notion of a Jewish State in 

geographical Palestine. (Palestinian observers, for their part, say, ‘So what’s new?’) I 

might add that these Jewish commentators by and large belong to the secular stream 

Zionism. They once dreamt of an ideologically driven political entity that, by its innate 

virtue would woo all the Middle East into a brighter future. It was an idealistic imperial 

dream driven by cultural naiveté and an insidious venom. Deeply poisoned, that dream is 

now dead and idealistic knights lie dead and dying on the field. 

I find myself driven back to the Crusader Kingdom of Jerusalem and the dream of the 

heirs of the early Christian crusades. Brutally though they came to power in 11
th

 century 

Palestine, they soon came to seek a new nation in the epicenter of the Middle East that 

would weave together something novel in the history of Muslim-Christian relations. But, 

it was finally overwhelmed by wave after wave of religious zealots from the West. Its 

dream died and the experiment infected by its own insideous venom curled up in pathetic 

coil and then just ceased to exist. The pathos of that disaster is still the poison in today’s 

middle eastern political disaster. 

* 

And that’s what I want to talk about. There must come a time when we can 

administer an anti-venom to the poisons of our past and move on into a future that is 

more healthy. I know that this is a recurrent theme in my meditations. And why should it 

not be? It is a theme that is inspired by Paul’s vision (Ephesians 2:14-16) centuries ago that, in 

Christ, the ‘dividing wall of hostility’ is to be broken down so as to create ‘a new 

humanity … thus making peace’. 
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Paul is arguing for an era when people do not focus upon their divisions but rather 

upon those things that draw them together (in his imagery, that was the Christ-force) into 

a new humanity that is at peace with itself and can, therefore, get on with seriously 

pressing issues. In our context those include the husbandry of our planet and our 

environment, the eradication of poverty, the universal affirmation of human dignity (male 

and female), humanity’s future in the cosmos, the moral imperatives in the pursuit of 

science, and the evolution of technology to support the quality of life (all life) on our 

planet. There are a host of other issues that must be addressed. I’ve only picked my 

favorites. But, in my view, that’s what breaking down the dividing wall of hostility is all 

about for a new humanity seeking peace with itself. 

* 

Recently we heard the sad news that the Grand Ayatollah Muhammad Husayn Fadhl-

Allâh died in Lebanon on July 4
th

. As his honorific suggests, he was a Shî‘î cleric of lofty 

status, and, with the Grand Ayatollah‘Alî as-Sistânî of Iraq, was one of the two most 

influential religious figures of the worldwide Shî‘î community especially since the death 

of the reformist Grand Ayatolah Muntazarî in Iran in 2009. 

Fadhl-Allâh came into the sites of the U.S. when he vehemently opposed the Israeli 

invasion of Lebanon in 2006 and approved the populist Hisb-Allâh resistance movement 

in South Lebanon. In that year the Israelis bombed his home but failed to kill him. Two 

years later the American CIA tried to assassinate him and also failed. 

Why were these two terrorist attacks launched? Well, although Fadhl-Allâh had 

distanced himself from Hizb-Allâh and its political and military program, and had 

condemned Hizb-Allâh’s close ties with Iran and the Iranian ‘rule of the clerics’, he 

continued to be an outspoken critic of American policy in the Middle East. He also never 

compromised his scathing moral critique that Israel had dispossessed the Palestinian in 

1948 and continued to do so (an argument that has no valid contradiction). That, in and of 

itself, made him an ‘enemy number one’ for both the Israeli and the American 

establishments, and they branded him a terrorist. 

A BBC commentator observed that his death on the 4
th

 of July was almost like a gift 

to Americans on their independence day. That sickened me not least of all because in 

some circles it was probably true. To show the flag, CNN fired its senior editor of Middle 

East affairs, a veteran of over two decades with CNN, Octavia Nasr, for having expressed 
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on Twitter her admiration for Fadhl-Allâh. But attend! A friend of mine forwarded the 

comments of the British ambassador to Lebanon, Mrs. Frances Guy. On her personal 

blog she wrote: “The world needs more men like him [Fadl-Allâh], willing to reach out 

across faiths, acknowledging the reality of the modern world and daring to confront old 

constraints. May he rest in peace.” For her comments she received a vicious broadside 

from the Israelis to which the British Foreign Office laconically (and appropriately) 

replied that those were her personal views and did not reflect official British policy. 

There is honesty yet in statesmanship! At least Guy’s kept her job, but the blog has been 

withdrawn. 

I just hope that Obama is more in tune with the British ambassador than with the 

professional bigots at CNN. He must … he simply must! … be aware that in Fadhl-Allâh 

he’s lost a significant ally in the goal of healing the rift between Islam and Christianity, 

between East and West, that in the end plays out in discrediting a major component of 

international terrorism. 

* 

Fadhl-Allâh was a liberal Shî‘î. Without knuckling under to western pressure against 

the hijâb (the head covering for women, not, it must be noted, the burkah, the full face 

veil along with its accouterments of gloves and dark glasses), he was a strong advocate of 

women’s rights. Women, he proclaimed, are participants in society, in education, in the 

political process and the workplace. They’re to be protected against female genital 

mutilation, and can defend themselves against male violence within marriage or on the 

street. Universally women applaud him. His opposition to clergy in politics is a 

restatement of the time-honored Shî‘î stance that religious authority and political control 

must be separate. Because of this he fell out with the Ayatollah Khomeini when he bent 

that old policy so as to sanction rule by the clergy in Iran. In essence Fadhl-Allâh was an 

eloquent ally in America’s opposition to the repressive clerical regime in Iran that he saw 

as morally corrupt, and in that he did not spare Hizb-Allâh. His categorical condemnation 

of the 9/11 holocaust in the US was real. Given his theological and social-justice 

convictions he could have said nothing less. 

Fadhl-Allâh was indeed a potential ally of the U.S. in the Middle East. The United 

States refused to see it. It seems particularly ludicrous that, given the cosmopolitan 

background of the U.S. President, this ‘official ignorance’ persists and continues to shape 

U.S. policy in the Middle East. 
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* 

Fadhl-Allâh provided a serious anti-venom for our times … especially in the Middle 

East. In a land abounding in serpents, he was an upright man of unimpeachable integrity. 

High principles melded seamlessly into his deep, honest and compassionate insight into 

things human (a pastoral gift); his open view of the world was expressed with utter 

frankness and without a demand for power (and that was a political gift). 

Petulantly ignoring Fadhl-Allâh’s gifts that could have led to dialogue on many 

levels, the United States cheapened — even demeaned — itself by defaming his 

character. The U.S. has blown it before; it’s probably blown it again. It’s an example of 

how venom can work insidiously to subvert a crucial political process. In a viper infested 

world where, now, do we turn for the anti-venom we so urgently need? In the opening 

months of 2009 we thought that would be the administration of Barak Obama. We’ve two 

and a half years before that verdict comes up for reassessment. I just hope that the Israelis 

know what they might have gotten themselves into. 

And I greet you from the Lands of the Morning. 

November 2010 
The Fit of Thanksgiving 

Welcome back from the ‘dog days of August’ and into Advent, season of hope. Aside 

from those kind folk who actually post this meditation on the Web, few have yet been 

pestering me about this somewhat extended hiatus and I do apologize. But it is long past 

time to get back ‘on line’. 

So, “… what’s the buzz? Tell me what’s a-happenin’!” That ‘Jesus Christ Superstar’ 

line dates me, but I still like it. And where does one begin? I look up at my ‘icons’ — 

waiting, fire and ice— and I struggle to remember from one moment to the next ‘what’s 

a-happenin’’. 

Iraq is still there. Day to day Afghanistan-Pakistan, the graveyard of empires, 

illustrates ‘blood and fire and columns of smoke’ (Joel 2:30). Jewish settlers dance to 

celebrate the humiliation of the latest American peace initiative. Palestinians (be they 

Israeli citizens or those under military occupation) must now sign a loyalty oath that 

Israel is ‘the Nation State of the Jewish People’. God help Jews who’ve yet to emigrate to 

Israel! Al-Qâ’idah/Tâlibân conspiracies promise blood baths in western capitols, and 
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American consulates around the world pour out paranoia. Al-Qâidah in Iraq has declared 

that all Christians are free game and has slaughtered Christians at prayer in Baghdad. 

Anti-Islamic and racist hatemongering is ratcheting up in America and Europe. There’s 

Fox News, isn’t there? (Hopefully not for too much longer.) Is there a handle on all this 

blatant insanity? Really … what hope is there? 

I’m not the first to suspect we’re slipping back into a 13
th

 century mindset (please read: 

Philp Jenkins, The Lost History of Christianity [New York: HarperCollins, 2008], especially pages 135-138). From 

the 1400s through the late 1600s the world … the whole world … got into a really bloody 

frame of mind. Muslim and Chinese rulers, letting blood flow freely, wiped out the first 

essay in global Christianity along the ancient Silk Road right up to the eastern shores of 

the Pacific. In the West the picture was the same. Under the Dominicans the Office of the 

Inquisition incinerated countless Christian Cathars and Waldensians, Jews and Muslims, 

or expelled them from Europe. Like the Black Death that wiped out two thirds of 

Europe’s population, it was a sort of virus. In a truly vitriolic mix, fear, 

bloodymindedness, scapegoating, and religious fervor blended into a deadly global 

cocktail! The death toll was horrendous. 

* 

I am now reading Thomas Kidd’s American Christians and Islam (Princeton NJ: Princeton 

University Press, 2009). It’s an eye-opener. The jacket cover recycles the frontispiece of J. 

Christy Wilson’s 1952 hagiography that shows a relatively youthful Samuel Zwemer 

instructing an inquirer (probably taken in Egypt in the mid-1900s). On the wall behind hangs a 

curious slogan: “Emotion is no Substitute for Action: We can Do it if we Will”. And I 

find this slogan curious. Here’s why: 

I was mentored all too briefly by Nabîh Amîn Fâris, distinguished professor of history 

at the American University of Beirut. He died unexpectedly, aged 61, only a few months 

after he recruited me into his pet interdisciplinary masters program. (Forty pages on Google 

display his writings, but curiously not one biographical entry.) Fâris and I had a few interesting 

conversations especially once he learned that I was a very naïve junior member of the 

Arabian Mission. It uncorked something in this gruff, quiet, brilliant and very private 

man. 

In the early 1940s Fâris was a student at Princeton Theological Seminary heading 

toward a career as a theological mentor for the Protestant church in Lebanon. Zwemer 
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was then well established on the seminary’s faculty and was, for Fâris, its drawing card. 

But direct exposure to Zwemer was, in the end, the reason Fâris abandoned his career 

plan and, instead, went for a PhD in history from Princeton University and a brilliant 

career in secular academia. 

Why? Well, Fâris told me with some vehemence, because he couldn’t stand the 

hypocrisy. As a Lebanese Christian he wanted to gain insight into how he could 

understand Muslims and Islam, and how he as a pastor/teacher could help his fellow 

Lebanese Christians live contentedly and fruitfully in a Muslim environment. But what 

Fâris got from Zwemer was a message of hatred, arrogance and aggression. As he 

disgustedly phrased it to me: “Zwemer knew a lot about Islam, but he didn’t love the 

Muslim.” Winding down, Fâris pointed out, “Without love there is no gospel.” 

I’ve never forgotten that particular encounter. At its end he looked at me long and 

hard. Even forty years on I can still feel that moment of spiritual examination, and see the 

despair and anger etched on his face and hear the disillusionment and sense of betrayal in 

his voice. It shaped me. 

* 

“Emotion is no Substitute for Action …” On the face of it, it appears to be a very 

Calvinistic cliché: ‘Don’t emote! Press your case with honest logic and reason and get on 

with it!’ But, as Zwemer’s own career amply illustrates, it is actually emotion that often 

drives logic and bends reason. It has pretense imbedded in it. Appallingly, it conjures up 

the theme popularly articulated by that master manipulator, Dale Carnegie (How to Win 

Friends and Influence People), adapted by Norman Vincent Peal (The Power of Positive 

Thinking), himself no mean practitioner, elaborated by Robert Schuler (The Power of 

Possibility Thinking), who pressed the form into an art, further adapted by Donald 

McGavran’s Church Growth Movement of the 1960s, and downloaded in various 

permutations into what we now know as American-style global Evangelicalism (at least 

in its more caricatured expressions) with its penchant for emotional tweaking. 

I’ve an example that, for Nancy and me, was fairly up close and personal, but I’m 

going to fictionalize it a bit. 

There was a man and his family who joined a long-established Christian missionary 

unit in the Arab world. He had strong credentials as an Arabist who could teach 

expatriates the language. At the time the unit he joined was desperately looking around 
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for a raison d’être, and what he offered seemed very attractive. He set up a very effective 

program and proceeded to implement it much to everybody’s satisfaction. But what he 

did ‘on the side’ was the problem. 

Adopting local garb, he started to attend a local mosque under the subterfuge that he 

was a Muslim. At the same time his wife began inviting local children to come to their 

home to watch Jesus films. At a certain point one of the children, the daughter of a local 

policeman, innocently talked about what was happening. The upshot was that the 

authorities responded to the subterfuge and came within a whisker of closing down the 

sponsoring organization altogether. But, while the man and his family were ‘exported’, 

the organization survived and is now on a quite different and far more positive footing. 

Are there any other examples? Well, I can think an outfit calling itself ‘Jews for 

Jesus’. It is the same sort of bait-and-switch operation. And there are all too many others 

that involve, quite frankly, Christian perjury. The American-inspired Evangelical right 

seems to have no end of creative initiatives. 

Zwemer was a gizmo-and-gadget man too. For him (a frustrated wanabe doctor) the 

first ‘gadget’ was western medicine. In his naïve days he believed that western medicine 

would break down Islam’s defenses. He was also a firm believer in the divine mandate of 

western military might and the imperial dispensation. Disappointed in that, he turned to 

other tools of western technology, especially the printing press. That didn’t work either, 

and having sacrificed two daughters on the mission field to an undiagnosed fever he felt 

God owed him better than he got. In the wake of J. Christy Wilson, others too have seen 

Zwemer as something of a frustrated martyr. Why’s that? Christians of a certain stripe 

(Zwemer among them) have felt that God ‘owes them’ for their acts of piety or sacrifice.  

Is that just another ‘device’, or was Fâris was right? Love is the gospel! Love is both 

unconditional and quite un-proscriptive. It lets the chips fall where they may. Love is its 

own adjudicator. 

* 

We’ve got to look for something other than the world of fear, anxiety, anger and 

paranoia. We’re still left with only one viable alternative: Love. And love is, indeed, its 

own adjudicator. As John wrote, “Perfect love casts out fear. … Those who say, ‘I love 

God,’ and hate their brothers and sisters, are liars …” (1st John 4:18 and 20) In the end, God is 
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love. And that’s just the fit of the shoe. That’s the buzz … really … isn’t it? That’s just 

the fit of hope and of thanksgiving. 

And I greet you from the Lands of the Morning. 

January 2011 
Reclaim the New Year 

We love to peer into the future. It’s a millennial obsession. Shamen, soothsayers and 

fortunetellers still do a booming trade: ‘God can do it, so why can’t we?’ But, those of us 

who are Christian (and, yes, Muslim and Jewish) must bear in mind that ignorance of the 

future is the rule. The ‘now’ of the future only belongs to God. So there’s no future now 

except for the now we now know. 

So what we’ve to deal with, at this point, is what we have at this point … what we’ve 

had all along … just now. (Am I harking back to old themes?) The classical Hebrew 

prophets belted out the message: ‘Listen to unvarnished reality! This is what it means. 

Deal with it!’ The Hebrew prophets were proto-historians. So let’s hear it for historians, 

heirs of the prophets! … trying to interpret ‘reality’ as close to reality as they are able. 

Western historiography is a long recording. Start with the chords laid down by 

Herodotus (5th century BC) and strum forward into our day. We’re not talking about abstruse 

stuff here. Those of us who fancy ourselves as string players or saxophonists or 

cacophonists in the orchestra love the varied rhythmus, melodies and discords. We’re the 

guys and gals who look into the past and foretaste the future. One way or another, we 

keep repeating: ‘Hear the prophets!’ The historian brings the weight of wisdom, human 

values and pragmatism to bear upon the past, squeezing it like the proverbial ‘squawk 

box’ to yield occasional harmonies to hearten the present but also to give discordant 

warnings about what might be coming. It’s one of Muhammad’s authenticating 

characteristics that he saw himself as one who warned. He was a nadhîr. In his time and 

place he was a clear discord, but he had a clear instinct for the future and he did not 

hesitate to speak about it. 

* 

We’re not talking about the art of propaganda. Propaganda is an art. Make no mistake 

about it. Old Joseph Goebbels was no flash in the pan; he knew what he was about. The 

whole global advertising industry owes him big time, not least of all for science of 
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prevarication and image construction that has nothing to do with reality. Repeat a lie 

often enough, get it into print, and soon it becomes truth. 

Looked at this way, you could say Goebbels’ heir, our modern day spin doctor par 

excellence, is Rupert Murdoch. If Murdoch ever dies (and he may not) he will leave 

behind the Goebbels/Murdoch legacy. There’s just too much money in it for the 

controllers to let go of it. And what’s there to trust in these days of ‘WikiLeaks’ for 

crying out loud or of the Israeli propaganda pros? (We’re actually still waiting for 

WikiLeaks’ revelations about the Israeli atrocities. One day they’re bound to come.) 

What’s actually leaking … who’s actually speaking? Are we seriously amazed that 

sovereign powers are investing millions in subversion or that states tell lies? Come on, 

guys! Are we abashed when we learn that Clinton/Obama launched such subversions or 

helped buy that regrettably bloody Israeli smile and wink while Palestinians died? Hillary 

has her own duplicitous track record in this regard, and the Israelis have an even longer 

record in the same key. In our day, that’s what political manipulation and survival is all 

about. And are we now amazed that Barak Obama is complicit? The WikiLeaks ‘scandal’ 

has actually been going on for hundreds … even thousands … of years. Big deal! It’s just 

grist for tomorrow’s history mill. 

* 

What we do today is not just incidental. It makes a true difference. 

As every Israeli will point out, the Zionist ‘experiment’ is hip-and-thigh bonded to the 

experience of the Holocaust. It’s not just a Petri dish sort of thing.  The Holocaust and 

Zionism together have precipitated a seismic shift in Jewish identity. What has outraged 

Jews like the Zionist pioneer, Uri Avnery, and the high-principled South African judge, 

Richard Goldstone, is the fact that, through the ferocious bigotry of an Avigdor 

Lieberman and the scripture-spouting Jewish settlers devoted to ethnic cleansing, they 

have had their own Jewish identity and moral integrity compromised by the fact that the 

victim has become the predator. That’s not the first instance of its kind in history, but it is 

rather appalling. What Jews were in the past they never will be again. As the song goes, 

‘you can’t push back the pebble when it falls from the plough’. How ‘Jewishly’ that’s 

supposed to work out is for Jews to determine in decades to come. But tomorrow’s Jews 

will be a new revelation. 
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The same events — two world wars, the collapse of the iconic Muslim state (the 

Ottoman Empire), the establishment of the State of Israel, the protracted Cold War, 

9/11/01, the rise of the American sponsored al-Qâ’idah, the devastations in Iraq and 

Afghanistan — also precipitated a seismic shift in both Christian and Muslim identity. 

And the same rule applies. 

The old Christian certainties are gone. Simply, they are gone! There’s just too much 

blood. It has seeped into the seedbeds of culture and faith. The old assumptions can’t 

hold up. Protestations of potentates and prelates notwithstanding, we now speak of a 

post-Christian era. Christian prophets have predicted it for decades. Institutions have tried 

to adjust, but the ‘barn door’ principle still applies. The ‘horse’ has fled. There’s a whole 

new landscape before us that’s bewilderingly rugged and the horse has vanished. There 

will be a lot of fumbling in the days ahead. God only knows what Christianity will look 

like in the decades and centuries to come. 

As for Islam, although Muslims have been struggling with their place in an open 

world order for well over a century and a half, once the 9/11 cataclysm broke it’s been an 

open and very broken field. The rather magnificent attempt to phrase ‘A Common Word 

Between Us and You’ promulgated by a very impressive caste of Muslim scholars and 

leaders (some of whom are my friends) came far too late. It is not a Muslim invention, 

but the Islamist adaptation of the western anarchist instrument of terrorism has shattered 

the old cohesion of the so-called ‘Muslim World’. It’s a true sea change for Muslims. In 

their religious perceptions they are struggling to phrase their raison d’etre in global 

terms. That’s not a piece of cake. It’s a true struggle. 

* 

We’re no longer in the same world that we were in prior to 1948 or 9/11/01. That 

world-before has gone … it’s irretrievably gone! 1967 (the year of Israel’s shattering 

defeat of Arab power and the euphoria and outrage that was its cascade) can’t be gathered 

back, nor can we back-peddle from the disaster of the Twin Towers or the massive 

symbolic significance of the ‘Separation Wall’ that slices through Palestine’s West Bank 

or from the massacre of Gaza or from the killing fields of Iraq or the blood-strewn poppy 

fields of Afghanistan. We can’t pretend that those things never happened … and aren’t 

happening now. And although they seem so paltry in a material sense, they have shifted 

things irrevocably. 
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In their guts Israelis and Palestinians can feel it. Muslims around the world can feel it. 

Christians especially in the danger zones (Pakistan, Iraq and Egypt) feel it directly. I 

wonder whether the rest of us can feel it. We should be able to. We must be able to! But 

do we? World community depends upon our being able to do so. And world community is 

where our future lies. 

* 

I sincerely hope we can do this … feel it, that is. Mental violence spills over into the 

real thing. The Islamist movement’s spawning of terrorist cells and organizations amply 

demonstrates this. I first heard the phrase, ‘mental violence’, about forty years ago as a 

description of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict and it has proved itself out. Closer to home, 

among other things, it has come to describe the scene in American politics today all too 

vividly. Glen Beck is a prime example. See the name Gabrielle Giffords and Sarah 

Palin’s fatuous use of the term ‘blood libel’ and focus. Palin, Beck and others of their ilk 

show us that we’re in a whole new world of mental violence and Giffords is a victim. 

Along with her, American society is a victim. There’s a clear coalition between racism, 

anti-Semitism and anti-Islamism. Blind yourself to it, and you become delusional.  

Murdoch, Beck and Palin are doing all they can to throw dust in our eyes so we can’t see 

that connection. 

Morally the Islamists are clearly delusional. The Zionists (Christian and Jewish) are 

demonstrably delusional. Like most old Middle East hands, I regard Rupert Murdoch, 

Sarah Palin and Glen Beck as delusional and, even worse, manifestly dangerous because 

there’s just a lot of media money in promoting mass brutality, stupidity and violence. 

That’s just a fact. And that’s why they are truly criminally culpable. Murdoch, Palin and 

Beck appeal to an ideological fringe that feels bereft of options other than violence — the 

Tea Party, al-Qâ’idah, the Zionist fringe … whatever. But technology has given that 

fringe fearsome potential. That’s just the way our world is structured these days. 

So what does the future hold? I can only think it’s time to reclaim tomorrow from that 

fringe. Let this truly be a New Year. For Christ’s sake, let’s get things back on the track 

toward civility in our religious discourse (God bless the framers of ‘A Common Word 

Between Us and You’!), in our political discourse (God be thanked for Obama’s pastoral 

address in Arizona!) and in our discourse with each other day-by-day. You see? It can be 

done! We can reclaim the New Year. 
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God bless your New Year! 

And I greet you from the Lands of the Morning. 

March 2011 
An Ideal World? We Could Do a Whole Lot Worse 

March always brings me back to my sister Marilyn’s birthday on March 12
th

 (I send 

this meditation out on that date). She died several years ago in Tanzania of rather bizarre 

disease, but our whole family was gathered ’round and it was a ‘good death’ as deaths go. 

She was, all considered, a rather magnificent person (and I say that who may have known 

her best), but she’s now in the bosom of Abraham and of Africa as she wanted to be. 

But I’ve always wondered what Marilyn really wanted out of life. She was a driven 

person and went through many spiritual phases. She felt the burden of family and its 

history. She was, after all, a Scudder, heir to Ida Scudder of Vellore and of her 

grandfather, Lewis, of Rannipet in India. More importantly, she was heir to her father and 

mother in Kuwait and always felt a sort of guilt that she had not been born a male. Those 

things drove her: She had to excel in sports, in academics, in music, in religious devotion 

and professionally … in any enterprise to which she set her hand. And she did that. 

But, leaving aside that pop psychoanalysis, she was a magnificent individual and 

physician in her own right. She enjoyed people. She sang beautifully (not least of all at 

Nancy’s and my wedding). She rejoiced in the people of Tanzania and healed their 

diseases. She crossed barriers and bound herself to the loyalty of many people — loyalty 

elicits loyalty in return. That was a real gift she both gave and received. 

Interestingly, like many of us latter-day missionaries, she became very keyed-in 

politically. For many of us of that very naïve American generation (labeled, for all 

eternity, the ‘apathetic generation’), it was life changing. She was, for instance, a friend 

and great admirer of Tanzania’s first president, Julius Nyrere. He was a committed 

socialist and a devout Roman Catholic. Marilyn admired him on both counts. Viewing it 

as they do now from a higher plane, I cannot think that Nyrere and Marilyn aren’t 

approving of the people’s awakening across North Africa and the Arab world, and 

agonizing with the people of Libya. 

* 
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There is something happening that trumps both the Christian bigots of the Tea Party 

movement (along with their ideological colleagues in Europe like Geert Wilders in The 

Netherlands and their mirror images in the Islamist extremist movement of the al-

Qâ‘idah throughout the so-called ‘Muslim World’). Quite out of the blue and catching all 

the putative ‘world powers’ on the back foot, this ‘happening’ happened in the Arab 

world! First in Tunisia (with the flaming suicide of the frustrated fruit seller, Muhammad 

Bû-‘Azîzî, in Tunis), then in Egypt, it is now boiling in Libya and Yemen, and has 

infected Syria, Iraq, Jordan, Bahrain and Oman. Where it goes next is anybody’s guess. 

(Even the Chinese are anxious, it would seem.) And its message is that the people — the 

ordinary Yusuf and Fatimah, the ordinary Joe and Jenny — have a voice in their own 

destinies. This is people-power in the raw, and what on earth are we going to do with 

that? 

It’s all quite delicious, actually (if only we did not have to deal with the thousands 

who have sacrificed their lives to make it happen). The backroom boys of the ‘Game of 

Nations’ are flummoxed as they play out their last and hopefully losing hand. We’re 

witnessing something quite new. People! The people are rising up and saying that the day 

of the dictators, the feedbag-autocrats and their foreign ‘trainers’ is at an end. The game 

of the power brokers … the capitalists of power … is over. 

* 

But that may be entirely too optimistic. The wheelers and dealers are still there, aren’t 

they? Witness Hillary Clinton’s recent pious expletives about freedom, democracy and 

the voice of the common people. She has left entirely to one side the Israeli atrocities to 

which they most logically apply. Does anybody remember that, in 1999, Hillary 

embraced Suhâ Tawîl, Yasser ‘Arafât’s Christian wife, and declared her ardent sympathy 

for the Palestinian people? Blow all that! The game is political expediency. But people 

are watching power brokers like Clinton and Obama. Their clay feet are bare. With very 

good reason the people are skeptical, and they’re going to have to be very determined in 

the days to come. The American administration is walking on very thin shelled eggs right 

now. Obama, to borrow a phrase, ‘has shot his wad’. The roasting ghost of John Foster 

Dulles, squirming as it is, still hectors those who make American policy, and (God help 

us) they’re listening, even Obama. The advice he gives is corrupt, quite current and still 

quite wrong. 

* 
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Can any devout Christian, Jew or Muslim disapprove those who seek liberty? 

I remember Ed Luidens, my dear friend, telling me that, in the early-1950s when he 

was a teacher in the Boys’ School of High Hope (Basrah, Iraq), after-hours he would 

engage his students in animated discussions about freedom and democracy. As he 

confessed years later, little did he know at the time that his students would soon 

overthrow the Iraqi monarchy in a bloody coup in 1958. But they did. 

Don McNeill, another RCA missionary and a dear friend too, had his own interesting 

encounter. Yasser ‘Arafât was a civil engineer in Kuwait the 1950s and wanted to 

improve his English. Don offered his services. Twenty years later and with much water 

under the bridge, ‘Arafat appeared at the United Nations to accept the PLO’s official 

observer status in that world body (1974). In a cable to Don at the time, ‘Arafât wrote 

that this was what they had talked about so many years before. 

I know that I’ve spoken about these things before, but now they do seem current. The 

people on the street have reclaimed the initiative. Pakistan (fake, failed and tragic state 

that it has been from its outset in 1947) is still a bizarre environment for religious 

extremism (a kind of surreal bubble of violent bigotry), but the Middle East seems to be 

moving in an entirely different direction. We’re talking about the will of the people now 

… the people awakened. Al-Qâ‘idah and the Talibân are quite off the radar screen as far 

as the Middle East is concerned. (Watch this space for busted prophecies!) This is what has 

impressed me in the last few weeks as, first, Tunisia, then Egypt, now Yemen and most 

dramatically in Libya the voice of the people is to be heard. 

* 

And for the imperial power brokers that poses a serious problem. I’ve dealt with 

power brokers before. They’re as stupid or as intelligent as any of us. But power is an 

aphrodisiac; it involves a kind of grotesque erotic dance. It does, indeed, corrupt those 

who perform it. The dance invokes the power to command and coerce, and it administers 

a real ‘zing’. When one waves a hand thousands bow down, are bowled over or die. It’s 

addictive. Mass fear drives it and that feeds back into a ghastly almost sexual climax. 

And the truly revolutionary message that the people of the Middle East are giving to the 

world is that fear is no longer a motive factor. The drug of fear tyrants have administered 

has quite suddenly lost its potency. The drug’s bust! 
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We’re not talking about ‘perfect love casts out fear’ here. That’s still an ideal, but 

that’s not what we’re witnessing. What we’re witnessing is a mass rising of ordinary 

people who’ve decided that it’s their turn to speak and devil take the people with the 

guns. They’re willing to die to have their say. And the protracted struggle in Libya 

against a true megalomaniac is now the icon of what they mean. 

The Libyan revolutionaries have pleaded with the international community to impose 

a no-fly zone over their country and suppress the Lybian military’s advantage in 

sophisticated weaponry, weaponry supplied by the West. But that so-called ‘international 

community’ has denied them even that minimal level of protection. Mu‘ammar al-

Qaddâfî, who has vowed to wipe out his own people and their resources (oil), now has 

antique Russian jets and ground defenses. Libyan pilots often seem to be intentionally 

miss their targets by hundreds of meters, but every now and then (by mistake?) they do 

hit as in the oil terminal at Ras Lannuf. Hundreds of Libyan revolutionaries have died, 

and with each death the maniac is both strengthened and weakened. 

To impose a no-fly zone you first knock out the air defenses of a country. Then you 

cruise around and make sure that no unauthorized aircraft are in the skies. The Americans 

and the Europeans know precisely where the Libyan air defense systems are deployed 

and their capabilities (after all, they supplied them and advised on their placement). They 

could destroy them in a matter of hours. As they drag their heels, hundreds die. The pious 

reticence of the US and of NATO is utterly facetious. It is also culpable (by the sin of 

omission) in the war crimes being committed with the arms they’ve supplied. The 

political ‘break-dancing’ is utterly macabre. 

At this point in a swiftly evolving situation, I think of the rather substantial 

humanitarian resources the US fleet and its NATO allies in the Mediterranean have at 

their disposal and their ability to patrol the Libyan coast in defense of those resources 

even without a total no-fly blanket being imposed. They have supply ships and 

sophisticated floating hospitals that within hours could sail into a port like Benghazi and 

provide much needed non-military assistance. Yes, there’s a risk, but the risk of doing 

nothing at all is far worse. 

Leave aside the ‘game of nations’ with its exploitative agenda, we’re witnessing a 

new world order being born. It’s being born in the Middle East, of all places! 

Who’d’a’thunk it? If I wipe from my mind the blood and gore I’ve been watching, it is 
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truly amazing. We’re not used to this sort of thing. And, in the wings, Julius Nyrere is 

applauding the Libyan revolutionaries. Marilyn is at his side. 

Are we witnessing the birth of an ideal world? Probably not. But we could do a whole 

lot worse. 

And I greet you from the Lands of the Morning. 

May 2011 

Tolerance? Tasâmmuh? 

Tolerance! I hate the word. Some suggest that it is the opposite of fanaticism. That’s 

pure hokum. Tolerance is a spit in the face. Given the right circumstances, it can (and 

often does) turn into fanaticism with the swiftness and brutality of a cutting lash. Putting 

the very best spin on it, it is snooty and patronizing. Tolerance is just a bad human trait. I 

find it to be the ideal hidey-hole for bigots and I grow increasingly impatient with 

tolerant people. Personally, I hate to be tolerated. Some have tried it on me. It doesn’t 

work. Perhaps it’s just a symptom of my becoming a cantankerous old man (I’m now 

officially seventy years of age!), but I find myself becoming increasingly intolerant of 

tolerant people. 

* 

In medical terms, one may speak of a body’s tolerance against certain maladies. The 

body’s immune system can suppress bacteria or pathogens and get on with living. In that 

regard ‘tolerance’ comes close to the notion of ‘immunity’. Drug companies are 

interested in that. They want to determine what kind of antibiotics and other ersatz stuff 

they can pump onto the market. The standard question when you go in for medical 

treatment, of course, is what drugs can you tolerate, especially antibiotics. Thank God, at 

least for now I can take whatever the medical and pharmacological gurus can get me to 

swallow or poke into me. I grew up in a medical household when the pharmacological 

revolution was gathering steam; I was the ideal guinea pig. 

Another application has to do with the tolerance allowed in minting coins — their 

fineness and weight. Ever since the economy of the Ottoman Empire collapsed under the 

pressure of cheap silver from the ‘New World’, bankers have been conscious of that. It’s 

a cycle we don’t really want to repeat. 
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In the engineering world we talk about tolerance as the space between perfection and 

just OK when it comes to the inter-relationship between moving parts of a machine. 

That’s why we have lubricants and bearings, after all. They offset the boo-boos. When 

those stopgaps stop working or wear out, then we’ve got problems with the old car or 

washing machine or refrigerator or airplane or space station or what have you. Tolerances 

break down. The old crate just grinds to a halt, or explodes in the skies, or drops like a 

meteor to earth and we’re back on the market for a new one, or we’re just collecting body 

parts. Tolerance! 

On the ecological level, ‘tolerance’ is a moveable notion. When I was a kid, the salt 

waters of the seas were the universal decontaminant. Everybody thought there was an 

inexhaustible tolerance there. Salt was the universal sterilizing agent and the seas became 

the sinkhole for all sorts of crud. No longer! Especially since the BP disaster in the Gulf 

of Mexico, we’re asking ourselves what our natural world can tolerate in terms of the 

abuse that humans insistently inflict upon it. Perhaps we should use the term ‘resilience’ 

when it comes to nature’s ability to compensate for pollution and the sundry degradations 

human kind inflict upon it. But humans continue to press nature on its tolerance levels. 

But it is when we get into human interaction that the word, ‘tolerance’, really begins 

to bug me. It has such an old-world feel to it. We tolerate the ‘off color’ family down the 

street primarily because they have achieved economic parity with us ‘white folk’. I mean, 

what else can you do? Parity is the unwritten law, after all. Just smile and get on with it 

and sublimate your bigotry. Racial bigotry is politically incorrect, after all. We tolerate 

ethnically distinctive neighbors who cook stinky food and sing funny tunes we can’t 

appreciate. Besides, their eyes slant at odd angles and their skin’s not our skin. But, what 

the hey! we’re neighbors and, with the market like it is, my property price will plunge if I 

panic into selling. That’s all got to do with racial tolerance, and, I do sincerely hope, 

we’re beginning to get a handle on that. It’s all got to do with economics, doesn’t it? A 

brown and more beautiful world is coming … the sooner the better! 

It’s when we start to talk ‘religion’, though, that things really start to ‘hot up’. I 

remember more graceful days (in the 1950s, for example) when people of different 

religions (and different cultures) sat around a meal and respected each other without any 

great difficulty. 

In Kuwait, when I was pre-teen and very much interested in food (our pastor, Garry 

DeJong, used to call me ‘Button-Buster’), the missionaries of the ‘American’ Mission 
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would occasionally be invited en masse to dinner at a well-to-do merchant’s home. 

Arranged before a magnificent repast with the sheep’s ghastly grin beaming at us from 

atop a mountain or rice, the host would say, ‘Qass DeJong, salî-l-nâ’ (‘Rev. DeJong, 

pray for us’). And Garry DeJong would rise and do that in his sonorous Arabic, 

concluding ‘in the name of Jesus the Messiah, Amen.’ Our Kuwaiti Muslim host would 

echo, ’âmîn, and then murmur, hand raised, his own benediction: ‘b-ism-Illâh ar-rahmân, 

ar-rahîm’ (in the name of God, the Compassionate and Merciful). And then we’d all fall 

to. It was a more innocent time and it had nothing to do with the dreaded word 

‘tolerance’. It was just people sharing fellowship, respect and a truly magnificent meal. (I 

can still taste it.) 

Tolerance is not the impulse toward reconciliation. Quite the opposite: it emphasizes 

‘otherness’ and contrast and barriers (real or imagined). Tolerance actually demeans the 

tolerated. It’s a gross denial of the ‘other’. I’ve tested that and you can too. One on one, 

nobody wants to be tolerated. What they want is to be accepted and affirmed. And 

tolerance doesn’t do that. It actually denies that. 

* 

Unfortunately ‘tolerance’ is the in-word these days. In a sense we’re stuck with it. 

Gritting my teeth (which are growing shorter and more dull by the day), that might just 

be the concession we have to make to the way things are. Let the tolerant do their 

toleration! But, Lord! it does cut across the grain! 

Now, as I recall myself, this isn’t my first sally into this topic. I’ve done some 

translation work for an Omani journal entitled at-Tasâmuh. The editors of the journal ill-

advisedly translated that word as ‘tolerance’, but that’s utterly wrong and I’ve pointed 

that out to them. The Arabic word has a wealth of meaning, beginning with the notion 

that we ought to adopt a posture capable of forgiving one another. And that has so much 

more substance and weight than does the notion of ‘tolerance’. It says that, as we 

approach one another, we forego judgment at least until we know one another honestly. 

Perhaps the term we need to replace ‘tolerance’ is ‘openness’, but ‘tasâmuh’ is more 

proactive than just ‘openness’. 

‘Tasâmuh’ is a truly gorgeous term, and maybe we should import it into English. 

English has, historically, been quite good at that. When we approach another person (like 

or unlike ourselves), our posture should be barrier-free …  judgment-free. That’s what 
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tasâmuh means … or at least that’s the closest I can come as a diligent translator. There’s 

really no glib or one-word translation. 

* 

Yes, it’s an Arabic term. Does that make it Islamic? I really don’t know. Arabic is a 

pre-Islamic language. Slugging it out with Aramaic, Arabic is perhaps the most ancient 

Semitic language. (Certainly Hebrew is the juvenile latecomer among Semitic languages 

and the current Israeli/Ashkenazi version thereof is quite infantile.) Critics have observed 

that the term, tasâmuh, does not appear in the Qur’ân. But is that really here or there? 

Arabic as it is and coined in Oman, the term is inspired in an Islamic context. Tasâmuh! 

The real question should be: Is it a pan-human notion … this idea of dropping barriers 

and suspending judgment with the notion of trying to bond one human being with 

another, cultural and other barriers notwithstanding? 

What would be the repercussions of such an audacious notion, sterling in morality 

though it is? Well … for one thing it would begin to challenge the jaded cliché of 

‘tolerance’. 

For God’s sake let’s banish ‘tolerance’ from our lexicon of corrupt virtues! Let’s find 

tasâmuh instead. 

And I greet you from the Lands of the Morning. 

December 2011 

Caliphate 

Christian, Hebrew and Muslim theologies speak about Adam/Eve (humanity in micro 

and in general) being created to be God’s anointed on earth. That is to say, humanity is 

burdened with a divine obligation to serve the earth and this cosmos, God’s handiwork. 

In Arabic, humankind is God’s khalîfah (caliph). This Arabic term is commonly 

mistranslated to mean ‘successor’ or ‘vice-regent’. 

The permutations of the root, Kh-L-F, are fearsomely ambiguous. For instance, khalaf 

might mean ‘off-spring’, the ‘child of’ someone; or it might mean something that’s been 

left behind or left over, abandoned by the wayside, khalf. Khalaf is occasionally used as a 

proper name. One of my childhood friends in Iraq was named Khalaf. (I still hold clearly 

and dearly in mind his round face, his walleye, and his irrepressible naiveté and grin. … 
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But I digress.) Mutakhallif, another permutation, refers to someone or some community 

that’s backward, retrogressive. 

I cannot but believe that those who took up the reigns of power after the Prophet 

Muhammad died knew all this and chose to call themselves khulafâ’ (the plural form of 

khalîfah) as a self-effacing title. Khalîfah is a word that only occurs twice in the Qur’ân. 

In the first instance God informs the angels that he has ordained Adam as his khalîfah on 

earth (2:30), and in the second God admonishes David to say, since he’s his khalîfah, that 

he must exercise justice with integrity (38:26). In both cases there is the overtone that Adam 

and David are actually God’s heirs … his children. It is as close as the Qur’ân ever 

comes to naming Adam and, after him, David, as God’s offspring. (Compare the rather amazing 

phrase in Luke 3:38 that declares Adam … and thus Jesus … to be the son of God.) 

From the outset it’s been patently obvious that no one could, actually, be the 

Prophet’s successor. He was, by definition, one of a kind. The best one could do was tag 

along behind … khalf … be his khalîfah. Abû Bakr (given his sobriquet as as-Siddîq, the 

truth-speaker) chose the term, and he was a man of extreme modesty, the only one of the 

first four Caliphs who actually died in his bed. But language is fickle. The term of 

modesty and self-deprecation, through the transmutations of language and culture, came 

to mean something so spectacular that Muhammad must have squirmed in his grave. 

* 

Though Zoroastrian Persia quickly fell to the Muslim wars of conquest in the 8
th

 

century, its spirituality persistently insinuated itself into the new dispensation, and its 

sophisticated courtly forms were appropriated. The Persians both lost and won. Among 

those courtly forms were the veiling and sequestration of women and the institution of the 

harem, both patently anti-Muslim perversions that have since been given a rather bizarre 

Islamic ‘baptism’. More ominous at the time, soon the khulafâ’ were being referred to as 

the very shadows of God on earth, a subtle importation of Persia’s tradition of god-kings. 

More quickly than might have been predicted the very down-to-earth Arab culture of the 

conquerors was subverted. By the 9
th

 century (two hundred years on) the Arab caliphs of 

the ‘Abbâsid dynasty became prisoners of their Turko-Persian praetorian guards, and by 

the 13
th

 century the last of the caliphs was quite dead at the hands of Hulagu and his 

Mongol hordes after the horrendous sack of Baghdad. (The only comparable event was 

the barbaric British sack of Delhi in 1857 and their systematic obliteration of the Mughal 
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Caliphate, whose imperial title they co-opted for the soon-to-become Empress Victoria, 

making her a Muslim sovereign.) 

* 

During the incumbency of ‘Alî bin-Abû Tâlib, the last of the four ‘Rightly Guided 

Caliphs’ of Islam, Muslim unity was torn to shreds. ‘Umar, ‘Uthman and ‘Alî all fell to 

assassins’ daggers. ‘Alî’s assassination inspired the Shî‘î rebellion and the renegade 

movement of the Khawârij (a movement now represented by the Îbâdîs of Oman and 

North Africa). There was already a low-grade quasi-Shî‘î dissident movement in The 

Yemen that continues to this day. The Umayyad Caliphate that came into being in 661 

lasted in Damascus until 750. Its by-blow was a dynasty of Caliphs that established itself 

in Spain (al-Andalus) from 756 until 1031. The victorious insurgents, the ‘Abbâsids, 

chose Baghdad as their capitol and ruled there from 750 until 1258. In the midst of this 

there arose in North Africa and Egypt the Shîite Ismâ‘îlî Fâtimid dynasty of caliphs (from 

909 until 1171). That dynasty established itself in a village they called ‘al-Qâhirah’ 

(modern Cairo). But the Fâtimid dynasty was overthrown by the Ayyûbids (the heirs of 

Saladin or Salâh-ud-Din al-Ayyûbî, a Kurd and a Sunnî). The Ayyûbids, for their part, 

were then supplanted by their mercenaries who came to be known as the Mamlûk dynasty 

of Egypt (1250-1516). To legitimate themselves, the Mamlûk slave kings of Egypt 

created the fiction of an ‘Abbâsid Caliph under their patronage. 

The Mamlûk dynasty of slave kings managed to defeat and push back the Mongols. 

The dénouement, however, was that the Ottoman Turks co-opted the fictitious Caliphate 

for themselves after battering down the Mamlûkes in 1516. From the 16
th

 into the early 

20
th

 century the western Caliph was a Turk. Of course, not ten years later (1526) the 

Indian (eastern) pretender to the same title was a Turkic Mughal. It was Turks on this 

side and Turks on the other, both held in thrall by Persian formulas of quasi-divine 

kingship, by magnificently intricate Persian courtly culture, and by the grumbling 

undercurrent of disinherited Arab Islam. It’s all really quite bizarre, and quite alien to the 

mood of the Qur’ân and the early years of Muslim ascendancy. What mesmerized people 

were the assertions of power and the ritual trappings of sanctity with which power draped 

itself. 

* 
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And that’s the point, isn’t it? We’re dealing with a bizarre symbol … this notion of a 

Muslim Caliphate, Modern enlightened Muslims, by and large, can do without it, thank 

you very much. All the authoritative Sunnî prescriptions about who might rightfully be a 

Caliph require that he be at the very least a member of the Prophet’s tribe, the Quraysh, if 

not a lineal descendant through his daughter, Fatimah, and ‘Alî, her husband and cousin. 

The Mamlûk fiction having vaporized, the Ottoman one was an even more obvious sham 

(as was the Indian Mughal one, for that matter). But political and military power has its 

own justification and people bowed to the fictions for several hundred years. It was better 

than political chaos. 

When the Turkish revolutionary, Mustafâ Kamâl Attatürk, abolished the western 

Caliphate and declared Turkey to be a secular state in 1922, a delegation from India 

begged him to reconsider. When the British absorbed the Mughal Empire of India in 

1858, that 332 year Mughal tradition came to an end with the unmarked grave of the last 

Mughal in Burma. The Indian Muslims lost their Mughal Caliph and turned westward to 

the only surviving Caliph, the Ottoman Caliph. When the Ottomans failed sixty-odd years 

later, Indian Muslims looked to Attatürk. They knew how the ancient game was played. 

He, Attatürk, could become the new Caliph of all Islam by virtue of force majeuer. 

But he (radical secularist, Turkish nationalist and dyed-in-the-wool atheist that he 

was) refused, and we now have the rather remarkable secular Republic of Turkey … and 

no Caliphate. Amazingly, that’s all it took! The irony is that only one family has any 

credible claim to the ancient Caliphate today. That is the royal family of the miniscule 

Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, and nobody is taking that very seriously, least of all the 

Hashemites themselves. 

* 

Today, in the aftermath of ‘Ûsamâ Bin Lâdin’s extra-judicial killing by an American 

Special Forces murder squad, we culturally and historically myopic westerners are still 

trying to sort out what this ‘Caliphate’ thing is all about. Is it real? OK, al-Qâ’idah is still 

alive and kicking with Ayman adh-Dhawâhirî (a doomed target) at its head, and there are 

intensely focused nests of Islamist radicals aiming to cause pious mayhem and murder in 

the name of Islamic global hegemony. Some of them even talk about re-establishing the 

Muslim Caliphate. But what have they to go on? Were some of their actions not so 

gruesome and horrific, they’d appear quite pathetic, and their ‘cash value’ is diminishing 

by the day. They are anemic mimics of the German Baader-Meinhof Gang and the Sri 
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Lankan Tamil Tigers (the one Marxist and the other radicalized Hindus … neither even 

remotely Islamic). 

* 

We (be we Christian, Muslim or Jewish) need to center ourselves. And I propose that 

there’s no better way to do that than to eschew absolutist paradigms. For Muslims, at 

least, the Caliphate is a dead issue. It has been a dead issue for decades. Christians and 

Jews, however, are another matter. Their absolutist advocates seem to be gaining 

adherents. They seem to want to exacerbate sectarian divides and one hears the silly 

refrain about the Caliphate and of the Sharî‘ah as the boogeyman for paranoia. And it is 

absolutely preposterous. Like the Holy Roman Empire, the Caliphate is a nowhere sort of 

thing. It is gone; it is dead … dead as a doornail. There is no Islamic Caliphate and there 

never will be one again. The mechanics for it just aren’t there. 

As for the Sharî‘ah, it is kind of an elaborated Muslim ‘Sermon on the Mount’; it is 

guidance to faithful Muslims, but not a program of political control and coercion. The 

distortions one sees in Sa‘ûdî Arabia, Pakistan, among the Taliban of Afghanistan, and 

certain Muslim centers elsewhere are caricatures, conflations of local culture with 

religious verbiage that seems to endow those distortions with a patina of universal 

legitimacy. Those distortions are not seriously exportable. And Muslims, by and large, 

don’t buy them not least of all because they’re quite silly. 

There won’t be another Holy Roman Empire, nor will there be a revival of the 

Kingdom of David. Fanatics might hold on to these notions, but the rest of us must move 

on to something else, something more irenic … a vision of the future that transcends 

sectarian and ethnic divides. 

Why not? What have these stereotypes and bigotries ever gotten us? Misery, violence 

and confusion. That’s their heritage. We’re not just in a post-Christian era. We’re in an 

era where religious shibboleths across the board must be eschewed. Codes of exclusion 

and bigotry cannot govern us any more. The Newton ‘Newt’ Leroy Gingrichs of this 

world (echoing the decades dead Golda Mayer) can no longer be given credence. We 

need to end the bigotry problem. We need to revive that which is actually credible … 

something real. 

You know the way to end the bigotry problem? Well … “Find a way to make people 

get bored with hating instead of helping. Simple.” And that’s a wisdom from Barbara 
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Pierre of St. Martinsville, Mississippi, as reported by William Least Heat Moon (William 

Trogdon) in his first novel (Blue Highways: A Journey into America (New York: Fawcett Crest, 1982), p. 126). I think 

she had it right not least of all in these days of frenzy and fear. Bigotry, when you think 

about it, is boring … silly. It’s a dead end. Let’s move on. 

And I greet you from the Lands of the Morning. 

 

 

February 2012 

The Gingrich Who Stole Christmas and Other Political 

Travesties 

Was he really an avatar of the ‘Grinch Who Stole Christmas’ (or tried to be), this 

Newton ‘Newt’ Leroy Gingrich? As I hobble toward my four-score years I find myself 

rather depressed by the quality of persons who have presented themselves for public 

office not just in the United States but also around the world. America does seem to be 

holding its own in the production of real duds, though. And Newt Gingrich is a true 

example. Republicans seem to have finally decided that he’s, indeed, a dud. But he still 

has big money behind him, and money is what makes the political wheel whip around in 

most eccentric ways. 

But let me clarify: I don’t know if I’m really ‘left’ or ‘right’ anymore. I was in my 

callow youth an admirer of Nelson ‘Rocky’ Rockefeller and even had a soft spot for that 

scoundrel, Barry Goldwater. Gone, of course, are the likes of Robert Taft, the 

quintessential ‘Mr. Republican’. Well, Republicans just don’t build them like they used 

to do. Nancy, my infallible helpmeet, asks me what ‘left’ or what ‘right’ I mean when 

I’m giving directions on the road. It all kind of depends upon the way the arms wave. But 

(as my friends all know) I do drift ‘left’ most of the time these days. That’s my weak leg, 

after all. I lean that way. And these days the wind seems to be blowing strongly from the 

right, so the left does bear a great deal of the load. 

What has amazed me is the rather blatant racism and religious animosity that is 

spouting not just from the camp of the religious right in the United States but across the 

world. Muslim, Christian and Jewish fanatics are singing off the same hymn sheet, what 
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though in their own peculiar dialects and cadences. They feed off of each other toward 

what an old Palestinian friend of mine, Nabîl Sha‘ath, used to call ‘mental violence’ (and 

that, of course, feeds into the real thing). 

Don’t get me wrong. Since the disillusionment with Barak Obama set in many 

months ago, I don’t really know to which ‘camp’ I now belong (and I’ve never really 

been a camper, politically). But I do know when I’m offended. And Newt Gingrich 

deeply offended me. As my father said of Joe McCarthy back in the early 1950s when 

McCarthy was gunning for Dad’s hero, Paul Robeson, ‘He’s a bad man!’ As a person 

who adheres to evangelical values (like my father did), I say that now of Newt Gingrich 

(and his ilk, particularly Mr. Santorum) with no apology: He’s a bad man. 

Apart from the fanatical Zionist right wing lobby in Washington, toward whom was 

Gingrich reaching when he made his utterly fatuous declaration on the Palestinian people 

just before Christmas last year? Wasn’t it toward the Christian Evangelical right that has 

become a corrupt force in its own right? Who, then, is the now defunct Newt Gingrich? 

He’s a Lutheran who bolted to become a Baptist and now’s a Roman Catholic (of sorts). I 

don’t think he can become a Hari Krishna at this point, but Klu-Klux-Klan? … Don’t put 

it beyond him. My point is that political shysters like Gingrich are an ugly smear upon 

the American political landscape, pure and simple, and their rising to national 

prominence (as he has done not once but twice and even thrice) is utterly bizarre. 

* 

Many years ago Rich Mouw (now the redoubtable Rev. Dr. Richard John Mouw, 

President of Fuller Theological Seminary in Pasadena, California, and far beyond me 

among the glitterati of the theological and academic world) and I came close to becoming 

good buddies. (Nancy and Phyllis, our future wives, shared a rather bizarre cohabitation 

that cemented the bond on the eve of our respective weddings.) Well … at that time Rich 

recruited me to help him stack beer on shelves in a grocery store on the outer edge of 

‘dry’ Holland, Michigan. In that intimate environment he taught me that, if you want to 

get to evangelicals, speak to them in their language … the language of the Bible. At the 

time Rich was moving toward becoming a radical Communist before, eventually, doing a 

neat back-flip and became an evangelical social activist. As I watched his migration, I 

was utterly mesmerized. (But Rich has always been a marvelous intellectual gymnast of 

unassailable integrity!) 
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Rich Mouw, who remains a personal icon for me and a long lost friend, is not the 

subject here. It’s the Gingrich phenomenon and what that represents, isn’t it? 

Many commentators have expatiated upon Gingrich’s declamation, that the 

Palestinians are an artificial people. More than a few have noted that Gingrich was once 

actually a high school history teacher. (You could have fooled me!) His comments, 

several times reaffirmed, go back to the Golda Mayer era of the Israeli Zionist polemic 

that ‘there is no Palestinian people’. What drove the Zionist doctrine on Palestine were 

actually comments like those made by the British (Christian Zionist) politician, Lord 

Shraftsbury, who, in 1853 wrote to the British Prime Minister, Lord Aberdeen, that 

Palestine … ‘must be assigned to some one or other … There is a country without a 

nation [Palestine]; and God now in his wisdom and mercy, directs us to a nation [the 

Jews] without a country.’ 

Seriously now: have there ever been any ‘people’ who, at one point or another, have 

not invented themselves into a ‘nation’, not least of all the American people in 1776? All 

our modern so-called ‘nations’ have emerged very recently from historical forces that 

moved disparate groups (tribes, confederations, crumbling principalities, dying empires, 

blocks, regional coalitions … what have you) to amalgamate and invent out of whole 

cloth their own national myths of incorporation. That includes the United States and it 

certainly includes Israel and even the ‘British Nation’ (among many others). The world is 

now a synthetic tapestry of ‘nation states’. There’s absolutely no way around that. 

They’re all, in a sense, fictions (if not fantasies). 

Imperial policies going back to the Pharos of Egypt, the Assyrians, the Babylonians, 

and right up to modern times carved up landmasses to concentrate resources without 

thought to the cultural, ethnic or religious diversity among the peoples they dominated. 

Throughout Europe, the Indian Sub-Continent, Asia (here include China), Africa, the 

Middle East, the Americas (including the United States) and elsewhere that is what we 

see. Many of those policies now are coming back to bite us. Israel itself is a western 

implant of a dominantly Turkic ethnic elite (the Ashkenazis, anything but racial Semites) 

who have consistently vaunted themselves to be European. Israel remains, as it did from 

the outset, quite intentionally an alien in its Middle East context. What on God’s good 

earth was Gingrich talking about back in December? Does he even know? I really don’t 

think he’s got even the vaguest notion. He is certifiably an imbecile. 

* 
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Here in the Middle East we’re dealing with a wide variety of contrary winds. This 

was supposed to be the ‘Arab Spring’. But it never quite sprung. Not surprisingly, it’s 

gone into an inconclusive summer, fall and now winter. Actually, no sensible observer 

would have expected anything else. The Tunisian beginning, among all the others, has 

prospects that aren’t so bad. The Egyptian knock-off is working its way toward disaster. 

Libya is unresolved and threatens to split up into tribal and ethnic free-for-alls. Bahrain is 

a cauldron of decades-long backpressure. Yemen is slipping into complete chaos, its 

hinterland populated by wildness. Sa‘ûdî Arabia is a curious blend of anger and reticence, 

a country waiting to explode were it not for its canny political elite and the prosperity that 

filters down just far enough to buffer its underlying unrest. Iraq is working its way into 

total disintegration, and Syria is just so sad and tragic. And then, of course, there’s Iran 

that is anything but Arab but which has, since the 5
th

 century, impinged heavily upon the 

Arab world in all sorts of ways. If ever there was an environment for conspiracy and 

exploitation, this is it! 

And that brings us back to the one true nuclear power in the Middle East … Israel. 

What has Israel got to lose in the mix? A recent commentator observed that Israel has 

said virtually nothing about the unrest in Syria, one of its most volatile neighbors. In that 

respect, Israel’s only ally is Iran that has followed precisely the same policy for very 

similar reasons. Think about it. Israel really has no economic ties in the Middle East. 

None! If you blow the whole Middle East to smithereens, what have you lost … except, 

perhaps, oil? Nothing. But if Iran should become a nuclear power, that changes 

everything. Going by the Gingrich doctrine, Israel should have a free hand to bomb Iran 

into the stone age. If you’re Israel, begin with Iran and then incinerate the Middle East 

from tip to tail (even Israel itself, if necessary), and the rest of us will all be a whole lot 

better off. America, caught in political stays, will do nothing. And that’s the endgame of 

the Gingrich doctrine. Could there be anything more cynical? 

* 

Of course, it’s not quite that simple. For Gingrich to succeed, there’d have to be a 

holocaust. A nuclear arsenal far larger than Israel’s would have to be deployed (and that 

would be the American arsenal), and we’d be well and truly into the Armageddon 

scenario. Is that what the American electorate (even the incendiary Republican portion 

thereof) really wants? 
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Let’s get the grim vaudeville players off the stage. Please! Let the Evangelicals of 

conscience prevail, and let American policies reflect something like an ethically 

responsible position. (Rich Mouw bear me witness!) That would be a refreshing and new 

wrinkle in the history of the American Empire. 

And I greet you from the Lands of the Morning. 

 


